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FOREWORD 

A 
CRUDE concept of struoture thinks of it as composed 

of parts after the fashion of a, mosaic. Such a con
struct could be expanded to any size because each of 

its pa.rts is separate and distinct from the- others and has 
nothing to do, no function to perform, with respect to them. 
Even biological structures have been thought of in this way, 
but the affairs of men are not so constituted. They are not 
static. They do not remain in any particular state but are 
ever changing, ever responding to the bombardment of forces 
which alter them in some way. One of the ways in which 
these affairs can be considered is after the analogy of the heart 
beat, ever-recurring diastoles and systoles. We might take as 

an example the function of administration. A small institu
tion, say a hospital of one hundred or two hundred beds, is 
building. From the time it begins to function it begins to add 
here and there to its undertakings, and perhaps increases 
somewhat in size. It is a very simple matter to begin with 
to concentrate all these functions in a central office. We have 
the well known administrative unit centrally organized. But 
let this process of complexity and differentiation proceed a bit 
further. Let the extent of the increase, its operations, extend 
spatially further and further from the central office. It soon 
comes to be seen that an exclusively centralized administra
tion ha.s self-imposed limitations. The whole structure 
becomes so complicated that instant response to needs is no 
longer possible. These needs develop at some distance from 
the functiona.l center of the institution, and unless there is 
someone at the point where these needs develop to respond to. 
them adequately a disintegration of the administrative scheme 
cegins. If this does not take place the needs are met by a 
beginning decentralization of administration, the locating of 
individuals at critical points throughout the institution with 
power to act when the necessity demands, the transferring to 
these subordinate centers of an increasing amount of respon-

X 
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sibility as the institution begins to grow, and the building up 
of each one according to the same general principles involved 
in the building up of the original central office. Then this 
process continues until it limits itself in the same way as did 
the original process and a still further differentiation begins, 
a.nd so the diastole and the systole of administrative develop
ment is represented by the repeated replacement of the func
tions of centralization and decentralization by each other in 
accordance with the needs as they develop. 

I have given the above illustration because it seems that it 
might be within the experience of almost every reader to have 
observed something closely similar , and to warn the reader 
that in approaching the contents of this book he must not 
expect to find society or social groups considered as if they con
sisted of the sum of the individuals composing them. Wher
ever two or more people are functioning as a social group that 
group not only consists of those individuals, but, more impor
tant perhaps, if that is possible, than the individuals them
selves and without which their functioning as a social group 
could not be expressed, are the relations which maintain 
between them. It is these intangible, imponderable and 
invisible aspects of the situation which enable the mathemati
�al sum of a certain number of individuals to function as a 
social group. Dr. Moreno's book might be described briefly 
as a study of these relations between individuals. To qualify 
this description still further , it might be added that it is a 
study of the emotional relations between individuals who are 
functioning as a social group, or, as I have often chosen to call 
them, the cross-currents of emotion as they play back and 
forth between individuals. 

The statement of the material studied as I have expressed it 
above is a very simple statement, but, like a small hospital 
unit which starts with a very simple administrative set-up, 
as we begin to investigate it and to study it it becomes increas
ingly complex, more and more highly differentiated in accord
ance with the growth, development and evolution of the social 
group studied. 

All of us, not only in our work but in our daily life, are 
constantly classifying individuals after sol'ne principle or other 
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but usually largely on the basis of our likes or dislikes, upon 
our feelings of their trustworthiness and dependability or the 
contrary. In our institutions our classifications are crude. 
They are based upon behavioristic principles and the trial and 
error method, putting patients together who seem to belong 
together on the basis of their general outward appearances and 
conduct manifestations and separating those who seem to 
introduce discord into the situation. Dr. Moreno develops a 
technique for a process of classification which is calculated, 

among other things, to bring individuals together who are 
capable of harmonious inter-personal relationships, and so 
creating a social group which can function at the maximum 
efficiency and with the minimum of disruptive tendencies and 
processes. I will not undertake to explain this technique , 

which he has described so well in his book-in fact that is 
what the book is aboutr--but will only make certain comments 
which strike me as pertinent to the entire problem which he 
sets himself. 

In the first place , one can think advantageously of the whole 
problem of the emotional cross-currents of plus and minus sign 
which flow between individuals in terms of energy distribution. 
Complex patterns of socia.l structure are built ·from simpler 
ones by increasing the number of individuals, increasing the 
qualities of interest which each has for the other, and so 
increasing in the final analysis the capacity for bringing about 
results of a social nature. These emotional cross-currents, as 
has already been indicated , may be attractive in their function 
or they may be repellent , so that every individual in the group 
feels the pull of the emotional interests of his fellows and the 
pressure of their repulsion. These currents not only flow as 
between individuals who are differently located and thus have 
a spatial pattern of distribution, but they also flow as between 
individuals of different degrees of development and thus have 
a temporal pattern of distribution. The quality of the interest 
differs in each instance. There may be a definite love attrac
tion or an attraction based upon an emotional factor which 
is perhaps less positive, certainly is so in its description; for 
example, a likeness, which may be very mild and may refer 
to any one of many things . The same thing may be said of 
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the repellent currents. They may run the gamut from hate to 
the simplest sorts of dislike, while, in addition, certain indi
viduals may find themselves isolated because no currents of 
any sort move in their direction. There is an indifference of 
their associates to them. We therefore can vision an infinite 
series of possibilities: people who a.re held in high esteem 
and are much beloved by a large number of people, on the 
other hand individuals who are hated or feared or both, and, 
finally, a group who are isolated either by a preponderance of 
repellent emotions or by a general attitude of indifference. 
. Without pursuing this matter further it is interesting, and 
to my mind significant, that in the analysis of social groups 
Dr. Moreno has discovered again many homely truths which 
have been recognized by others but he has rediscovered them 
by a different method and a method which permits of their 
development to a more highly differentiated degree and also 
their utilization for the benefit of the individual. For exam
p1e, he refers to the so-called volume of " emotional expansive
ness" of an individual , upon which depends the number of 
those with whom he may at any one time be acquainted, the 
��acquaintance volume," or, when expressed in number of 
individuals, the " social expansion." This at any particular 
time for any particular individual seems to be rather defi
nitely limited. On the other hand, experimentation indicates 
that. the volume of acquaintance may be enlarged by stimu
lating the individual's interest along certain lines that include 
types of other individuals not previously encompassed within 
the limits of his acquaintance. Similarly, within a given 
more or less homogeneous group members of an alien group 
may be introduced, but it will be found that there is a fairly 
definite saturation point for such aliens. The group can 
assimilate, as it were, a certain number, but beyond that point 
assimilation is rendered difficult or impossible and the group 
tends to break up along the lines of cleavage created by the 
alien group forming a. minority group within the majority 
group. The preserving and conserving tendencies of group 
traditions, the development of cultural patterns, the adding 
by the individual of his mite to the traditions or the patterns 
as he passes through,-all of these things are discovered anew 
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by Dr. Moreno's methods, and discovered in a way which 
makes them available for constructive purposes, which means, 
in many instances at least, for therapeutic ends. 

Just a word about the therapeutic ends mentioned above. 
Certa.in individuals with certain patterns of personality find 
themselves merely by the accident of circumstances in a cer
tain group which operates in a specially disadvantageous way 
with respect to their particular personality patterns. For 
example, an exceedingly timid person may find himself in a 
gang dominated by a cruel bully and be so completely frus
trated as to find no avenues of adequate self-expression. 
Generally speaking, the same principle is involved in any 
situation where an individual has a personality pattern which 
requires certain kinds of individuals through which his emo
tions can find some sort of adequate outlet, and when placed 
in a social group where these possibilities are reduced to a 
minimum the type of personality he presents, finding no possi
bilities of expression and growth, is stunted in its development, 
retarded in its growth, rendered frequently regressive in the 
directions in which it seeks satisfactions, and the individual 
to whom it belongs becomes an increasing social liability. If, 
now, the problem can be appreciated in all its ramifications, if 
the individual can be sufficiently understood on the basis of 
his needs of expression, and the qualities of other individuals 
who, so to speak, are needed to supplement him can be derived 
from this understanding, then it is theoretically possible to 
place such an individual in a human env;ironment where he 
would, as it were, blossom and grow and be not only a socially 
acceptable and useful, but a relatively happy person. These 
are some of the possibilities which not only suggest them
selves but which have been definitely intimated in the discus
sion of the formula.tions and the theory, and examples of 
which are here and there given. 

To revert to my remarks at the beginning of this introduc
tion, that man's affairs proceeded by alternating processes of 
diastole and systole, it is interesting in reading Dr. Moreno's 
book to bear in mind what has been happening during the 
present century with respect to certain particular therapeutic 
problems. In the early part of the century our therapeutic 
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devices . which were avai lable for handling problem children 
were c onfined almost entirely to changing their environment. 
It was gener ally felt that whatever the sympt oms of the child 
might be, whether they expressed themselves in cruelty, lying 
and stealing , sex offenses, or what n ot, that in some way or 
other they were the expr essi ons of disharmonies existing 
within the household, more esp eci ally as between the parents, 
and that if the child could be rem oved to another family group 
he had a fair chance of straightening out his emotional diffi
culties. And thus among other things arose the frequent 
utilization of the foster hom e as a therapeutic agent. As time 
wen t on, however, and under the constantly increasing influ
ence of the psych oanalytic school, more attenti on was paid , 

to the purely subj ective aspects of the problem, and child: 
I 

analysis began to develop. The attack on the problem, there- 1 
f ore, was s hifted somewha.t by this new growth from thei 
environment to the individual child. Now it is very interest-

1 

ing that Dr. Moreno comes back, apparently, to the positi on' 

in which the environment seems to have the greater signifi
cance, but he comes back to that aspect of the probl em not on 
the same level as it existed originally but at a higher level; 
and the interesting thing is that while he does come back to a 
c on sideration of the environment, that consideration includes 
the s ubjective aspect which has been almost exclusively 
emphasized in the devel opment of child analysis . So we have 
here. one of those typica1 advances which swings from one 
point of view to another but in doing so includes that other. 
At the same time Dr. M oreno emphasizes the fact that he 
differs from the psychoanalytic approach in an other very sig
nificant way, namely, that the analyst works backwa.rd to an 
explanation for the individual's conduct while he takes the 
individual's c onduct as the starting point and w orks forward. 
All of these v ari ous points of view, methods, techniques, seem 
to me to be of very great significance. Take , for example, if 
this technique works out with the p ossibilities that it has, 
what a valuable aid it would be in ch oosing a foster home, in 
relating the individuals of this home to the child and the child 
to these individuals. Think of how much may be added to 
our c apacity for dealing with our mentally ill patients in insti-
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tutions by a more intelligent classification, a classification 
which shall not be just a simple matter of pra.ctically conduct
ing the wards as administrative units but a classification which 
would go deeply into the individual problems of each patient 
and relate them one to another, and more particularly perhaps 
to the nurses, upon a basis which has definite therapeutic 
objectives. And think, further, if you have no objections to 
flights of the imagination, of what possibly it may offer to an 
understanding of the problems of democracy as they occur in a 
country like the United States made up of races from all the 
four quarters of the globe. 

WILLIAM A. WHITE 
Washington, D. C. 



PART I: 

PRESENTATION OF THE PROBLEM 





I. SOCIAL AND ORGANIC UNITY OF HUMAN 

SOCIETY 

A true therapeutic procedure cannot have less an objective 
than the whole of mankind.1 But no adequate therapy can 
be prescribed as long as mankind is not a unity in some 
fashion and as long as its organization remains unknown. 
It helped us in the beginning to think, although we had 
no definite proof for it, that mankind is a social and organic 
unity. Once we had chosen this principle as our guide 
another idea developed of necessity. If this whole of man
kind is a unity, then tendencies must emerge between the 
different parts of this unity drawing them at one time 
apart and drawing them at another time together, these 
tendencies may be sometimes advantageous for the parts 
and disadvantageous for the whole or advantageous for some 
parts and disadvantageous for other parts, these tendencies 
may become apparent on the surface in the relation of indi
viduals or of groups of individuals as affinities or disaffinities, 
as attractions and repulsions, these attractions and repulsions 
must be related to an index of biological, social, and psycho
logical facts, and this index must be detectable, these attrac
tions and repulsions or their derivatives may have a near or 
distant effect not only upon the immediate participants in the 
relation but also upon all other parts of that unity which we 
call mankind, the relations which exist between the different 
parts may disclose an order of relationships as highly differ
entiated as any order found in the rest of the universe. A 
number of scant proofs have been uncovered which indicate 
that such a unity of mankind does exist. Its organization 
develops and distributes itself in space apparently according 
to a law of social gra.vity which seems to be valid for every 
kind of grouping irrespective of the membership. 

Once the unity of mankind had come within the possibility 
of proof the next question which by necessity arose was 
how this unity originated. A closer relationship must have 

3 
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existed between individuals in the earlier stages of the develop
ment; in the absence of social organs, such as language, the 
interactions between the members of a group were physically 
more intimate than in levels of a later date. A predominantly 
psycho-organic level of society must have preceded the pre
dominantly psycho-social level in which we live. A process of 
increased individualization must have gone parallel with 
increased differentiation of the groups the individuals formed, 
a gradual evolution from simpler to more complex patterns 
according to a sociogenetic law. Something must have hap
pened which drew individuals more and more apart than they 
were before,-the source of differentiation may have been one 
time a new climate, another time the crossing of different 
racial groups,-but however far apart they were drawn by 
these differences something evidently was left to fill the gap 
between them, like a remainder from more primitive days, a 
certain mold of interrelations into which their social impulses 
craved to be fitted and upon which social organs as language 
were drafted. We are used to reckon with a strict determina
tion of our physical organism. We are gradually learning that 
also our mental organism develops as a unit step by step. 
But we are not yet used to reckon with the idea that also the 
whole Qf human society develops in accord with definite laws. 
But if such laws exist and can be ascertained then the adjust
ment of man to them is a logical consequence and therapeutic 
procedures have to be constructed accordingly. 

Christianity can be looked at as the greatest and most 
ingenious psycho-therapeutic procedure man has ever invented 
compared with which medical psycho-therapy has been of 
practically negligible effect. It can be said that the goal of 
Christianity was from its very beginnings the treatment of the 
whole of mankind and not of this or that individual and not 
of this or that group of people. An attack against its founda
tions has been attempted many times during its existence but 
none has been so persuasive and aggressive as the concentrated 
efforts against it during the last hundred years. The one line 
of attack as led by Marx 2 asserted that Christianity is a tool in 
the hand of the capitalistic class, a narcosis of the people to 
keep them under suppression. The other line of attack as led 
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by Nietzsche asserted that Christianity has brought into the 
world a subtle technique of sublimation with which it tried to 

. keep the instinctual drives of man in submission, but that this 
process of sublimation has never changed more than the sur
face and that the human beast breaks out of these chains 
whenever it has an occasion. Marx thought little of psycho
therapeutics of any sort. He thought the psyche a private 
matter and expected a solution from economics. But Nietz
sche 3 suggested, and Freud 4 did that later in fuller measure, 
a form of negative sublimation, a reversal of the active form 
of Christian sublimation, attained through analysis of psycho
logical development, unaware that they didn't do else but 
continue on a side line the very doctrine of Christianity they 
thought to have overcome. 

In considering this we began to speculate over the possibility 
of a therapeutic procedure which does not center primarily in 
the idea of sublimation but which leaves man in the state in 
which he is spontaneously inclined to be and to join the groups 
he is spontaneously inclined to join, which does not appeal to 
man either through suggestion or through confessional analysis 
but which encourages him to stay on the level towards which 
he naturally tends, which does not forcibly transgress the 
development of individuals and groups beyond their spon
taneous striving as has often been attempted by sublimating 
agencies. We were developing a therapeutic procedure which 
leaves the individuals on an unsublimated level, that is on a 
level which is as near as possible to the level of their natural 
growth and as free as possible from indoctrination. It is based 
upon the affinities among them and the patterns resulting 
from their spontaneous interactions. The patterns are used 
as a guide in the classification, the construction, and, when 
necessary, for the reconstruction of groupings. This concept 
carried us away from such forms of psycho-therapy as center 
in the idea of changing the individual or of restoring him to 
normalcy through direct attack and towards a therapy which 
centers in the idea of leaving the individual unchanged, 
changed only so far as this is bound to occur through the 
organization of groupings (assignment therapy) . But it 
appeared to us in a final conclusion that if an individual had 
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once found his place in the community in accord with laws 
which appear to control the psychological properties of popu
lation, the sociogenetic law and the law of social gravitation, 
that he would be safeguarded against trespassing the limits of 
his natural growth and expansion and that sublimation in a 
modified form could then be called back to function again as 
agent. It is a form of active sublimation, productive as well 
as curative, productive of individuality, a form of sublimation 
which does not arise through ana.lysis backward towards the 
past trauma but through the training of the individual's 
spontaneability based on the analysis of present performance. 

After we had ana.lyzed a community throughout, down to its 
" social atoms " a more general question arose in face of the 
imbalances found within the whole structure. Do we have to 
retreat to a more primitive level of society in order to reach a 
level from which a fresh start can be made, and, if this is so, 
how far back do we have to go? Or can we advance and over
come the imbalances? \Vhat type of society can, then, and 
which shall survive'?" In respect to this question our findings 
i'Juggested that the construction of a community is possible in 
which each of its members is to the utmost degree a free agent 
in the making of the collectives of which he is a part and in 
which the different groups of which it consists are so organized 
and fitted to each other that an enduring and harmonious 
commonwealth is the result. But when we began to let loose 
each individual in the community against each other, each in 
full pursuit of his happiness, each striving to see his particular 
wishes or the wishes of his group fulfilled, then we recognized 
the origin of different psychological currents which pervade 
the population of the community and divide it into different 
sections. In the face of the clash of the spontaneous forces 
we reconsidered the problem of freedom. 

Looking for a solution we turned our mind back to a similar 
dilemma in which we found ourselves when we attempted 
years ago to adjust men's mental and nervous equipment to 
impromptu situations. The occasion was the organization of 
play groups to whose participants nothing but spontaneous 
expression was permitted. However brilliant the spontaneous, 
creative ability of an individual appeared as long as he acted 
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alone, as soon as he had to act together with a group of indi
viduals who had to release also only spontaneous expression 
the product lacked often in unity and harmony.6 In the face 
of this difficulty we refused to turn back to the dogmatic pat
terns in play. We decided to stick by all means to the prin
ciple of spontaneity for the individuals participating in the 
group training. To meet it we devised a technique to support 
individuals in the attempt at spontaneous group production. 

When we faced a community we realized the similarity of 
the problem. We had only to substitute for the play groups 
social groups. As in the one case we wanted to keep the prin
ciple of spontaneity pure, in this case we wanted by all means 
to keep the principle of freedom, for the individual and for 
the collective, as far as possible unrestrained and uncensored; 
and just as in the first instance every participant takes direct 
part in the authorship, direction, and performance of the pro
duction, in the second instance every individual is permitted 
to impress his intentions upon every activity of which he is a 
part. And in the face of the contradicting and combating 
psychological currents, which are the more powerful and com
plicated the larger the populations are, again we did not turn 
back to dogmatic, out-lived forms. We sought a technique of 
freedom, a technique of balancing the spontaneous social 
forces to the greatest possible harmony and unity of all. 

II. HISTORICAL BACKGROUND 

During the first quarter of the twentieth century there were 
several main directions of thought in development, each 
apparently unrelated and uncoordinated to the other. 

One line of thought was represented by Bergson in his work 
" Creative Evolution." His concept of evolution was a real 
advance over Spencer as it brought man in his immediate 
inner experience in contact with evolution. But this elan 
vital was in itself insufficient. If his " Creative " Evolution 
should be true, it cried for a demonstration, for its continuity 
in the realm of action, or, as we formulated it then, for the 
evolution of the creator.1 It was this which brought about our 
attempt to turn the elan vital into the reality of experimenta-
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tion, the training of spontaneous personality. The experiment 
compelled us to develop a psychology of the creative act, to 
recognize the limitations of man as a spontaneous creative 
agent and to invent spontaneity techniques which might lift 
him beyond these limitations. 

The second line of thought was represented by Freud. In 
that period psychiatry and psychology were overstuffed with 
general concepts. Psychoanalytic method marked a real 
advance. Instead of trusting all to the all-might of outer 
appearance and observation Freud called the subject to his aiel 
( free association) . Yet he didn't do the job completely. 
Instead of calling the whole subject to aid, he \Vas satisfied 
with the half, the subject who remembers, who looks back 
towards the " trauma "--ala recherche du temps perdu. And 
so the same method which had been an advance at first \vas its 
own block against a further advance. We reversed the psycho
analytic technique and turned the subject loose as a totality, 
turned him into spontaneous action, into a spontaneous actor. 
Instead of searching after past experiences, the subject turned 
his mind to the present, to immediate production. Instead of 
free association we sought the full release of the subject, his 
mental and mimic expression. When other subjects had a 
part in the same pattern of action, also the inter-actions 
among the subjects were free. In consequence of this broad
ening technique of training, psychoanalytic method became 
but a preliminary to the task of spontaneity therapy. 

A third line of thought developed by the Nancy school, espe
cially by Bernheim, made the stimulus of a person another 
person and this gradually led to the study of groups and 
crowds. It was an advance as it put emphasis upon the group 
rather than upon the single individual. Russian investigators 
began to perceive the group as a reality superior to the indi
vidual, as a collective, and to study the form collectives might 
assume under different conditions. But the larger the groups 
became the more were the individuals reduced to symbols and 
their inter-actions to nebulous processes. As the investigators 
could not travel except on the surface of these collectives, they 
could not study more than structures as they appeared on the 
surface. We met this difficulty with a method which consid-
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ered the individual in the collective, we entered into the group 
to call all the subject-centers within the group to aid . And 
as we studied the development of the collective from within 
the collective we became able to estimate its inner organization. 

A fourth line of thought originated by Comte in his Positive 
Philosophy was brought to fresh advance by Le Play and his 
disciples. His study of the nature occupations, hunting, min
ing, agriculture, fishiBg, herding, woodcraft, gave the general 
concepts of Comte a concrete anchorage. His observational 
method elaborated by his disciples disclosed man in interaction 
with nature, conditioned by environment. But the further 
they moved away from their original objective of investiga
tion, man's inter-dependence with nature, the more they 
attempted to study in civic surveys more complex conditions 
than the rural district, for instance, urban populations, the 
more their methods began to look stale and their results uncon
vincing. Man is not only conditioned by nature's environ
ment but also by man's society, by its social structure. The 
economic side is only one phase of this structure, covering up 
the psychological structure of society which is beneath the 
surface and most difficult to ascertain. To produce an advance 
here a changed methodology was necessary. Instead of devel
oping a survey from the geographical set-up in its relation to 
men and their occupations, we have developed a survey from 
within society. The channels and structures as they are 
erected by man, families, schools, factories, etc., had to be 
presented in their inner unfoldment. A picture was thus 
gained which was geographic and psychological at the same 
time, the psychological geography of a community. 

A fifth line of thought was represented by economic plan
ning based on an analysis of society as an economic-material
istic process ( Marx) . Economic planning was a real advance. 
But the tacit basis of this planning was the collective, the col
lective of symbolic membership. It attempted to function in 
disregard of the individual as a psychological energy and of 
society as a growing complex continuously pressed by psycho
logical currents and the networks they form. Or better said, 
it had so little regard for the psychological factor that it 
thought to suppress or denaturalize without expecting any 
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particularly harmful consequences.8 As the planning pro
gressed and began to manage the nature of man and society 
according to the economic criterion curious disturbances 
appeared the cause of which was a puzzle. 

Finally a sixth line of thought developed, the idea to 
improve man as a kind through eugenic measures (Galton) .9 

But is it meant to improve what is worth improving or to 
improve what just happens to survive in the battle of exist
ence? Who shall survive? 

It is through a synthesis of these six lines of development 
that gradually the preliminary ground was laid for an experi
ment in the psychological planning of society. 

III. DEFINITION AND METHOD 

1. SociONOMY 

Socionomy is a science which is concerned with the psycho
logical properties of populations and with the communal prob
lems which these properties produce. Its principal concern is 
with the intricate interrelations of various groups and their 
activities and the way in which these activities affect the wel
fare of the community. The attention which socionomy gives 
to the social aspects of the interplay of these activities is born 
of its interest in the measures which governments take or 
which they might take with a view to guiding them through 
regulated channels. Like every science socionomy proceeds 
upon the premise that there is some sort of order in the phe
nomena with which it deals. The psychological activities of 
groups are not altogether aimless or directed wholly by chance. 
The psychological situation of a community viewed as a whole 
has a discernible ordered pattern. It presents itself in laws 
and tendencies which are discoverable by means of experiment 
and analysis. 

2. SocioMETRY 

That part of socionomy which deals with the mathematical 
study of psychological properties of populations, the experi
mental technique of and the results obtained by application of 
quantitative methods is called sociometry. This is undertaken 
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through methods which inquire into the evolution and organ
ization of groups and the position of individuals within them. 
One of its special concerns is to ascertain the quantity and 
expansion of psychological currents as they pervade population. 

3. SociOMETRIC TEsT 

An instrument to measure the amount of organization shown 
by social groups is called sociometric test. The sociometric 
test requires an individual to choose his associates for any 
group of which he is or might become a member. He is 
expected to make his choices without restraint and whether 
the individuals chosen are members of the present group or 
outsiders. 

This test has been made in respect to home groups, work 
groups, and school groups. It determined the position of each 
individual in a group in which he has a function, for instance, 
in which he lives or works. It revealed that the underlying 
psychological structure of a group differs widely from its social 
manifestations; that group structures vary directly in relation 
to the age level of the members; that different criteria may 
produce different groupings of the same persons or they may 
produce the same groupings ; that groups of different function, 
as, for instance, home groups and work groups, tend towards 
diverse structures ;  that people would group themselves dif
ferently if they could; that these spontaneous groups and the 
function that individuals act or intend to act within them have 
a definite bearing upon the conduct of each individual and 
upon the group as a whole; and that spontaneous groupings 
and forms of groupings which are superimposed upon the 
former by some authority provide a potential source of con
fEct. It was found that chosen relations and actual relations 
often differ and that the position of an individual cannot be 
fully realized if not all the individuals and groups to which he 
is emotionally related are included. It disclosed that the 
organization of a group cannot be fully studied if all related 
groups or individuals are not included, that individuals and 
groups are often to such an extent interlocked that the whole 
community to which they belong has to become the scope of 
the sociometric test. 
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4. METHOD 

We have studied group formation in three ways. The first 
way may be called observational and interpretative. We 
watched the children as, free of supervision, they ran out of 
school to the playgrounds, the manner in which they grouped 
themselves spontaneously. We noted a regularity in their 
spontaneous groupings,--one particular girl followed by a 
bunch of others, many who paired themselves off and two or 
three, often more, walking alone. Similar patterns were 
formed when they played about the grounds undirected. A 
rough classification of the position of the individuals in the 
groups was possible,-the isolates, the pairs, and the bunch 
that clung to the leader,-but this did not reach beyond 
surface judgments in understanding the organization of the 
groups. 

We then approached the task from a different angle. Instead 
of observing the formation of groups from without we entpred 
into the group, became a. part of it, and registered its intimate 
developments. We ourselves experienced the polarity of rela
tions among members, the development of gangs within the 
group, the pressure upon one individual or another. How
ever, the larger the group under study was the more we our
selves became victim of such pressure, the more attached we 
found ourselves to some of its sections and the more blind
folded to other parts. Through this method of " partnership " 
we arrived at a somewhat finer classification of each individual 
than we were able to through observation. Or we selected a 
member of the group who is in the position to know its under
lying relations,-for instance, in a family group we consulted 
the mother; in a school class, the teacher ; in a cottage group 
of an institution, the housemother; in a work unit, the fore
man, etc. The selected informer due to the mechanism of 
partnership had often an inaccurate insight into the workings 
of the group. 

But we cannot adequately comprehend the central direction 
of an individual in his development neither through observa
tion, for instance, a child, through watching its most spon
taneous expression, its play life, nor through partnership. We 
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must make him an experimenter. Considering group forma
tion, we must make the members of the prospective groups 
themselves the authors of the groups to which they belong. 
To reach a more accurate knowledge of group organization the 
sociometric test is used. It consists in an individual choosing 
his associates for any group of which he is or might become 
a member. As these choices are initiated by the persons 
themselves, each individual taken into partnership and not 
only for himself but each individual towards each other indi
vidual who has a relationship to him, we win an insight how 
group structures of their own look compared with group struc
tures imposed upon them from without. This method is 
experimental and synthetic. 

In school groups the test had the following form. The tester 
entered the classroom and addressed the pupils: 

" You are seated now according to directions your teacher 
has given you. The neighbor who sits beside you is not chosen 
by you. You are now given the opportunity to choose the 
boy or girl whom you would like to have sit on either side of 
you. Write down whom you would like first best; then, whom 
you would like second best. Look around and make up your 
mind. Remember that next term your friends you choose 
now may sit beside you." 

One minute was allowed for deciding upon choices before the 
pupils were to write. The tester tried to get into rapport with 
the pupils and to transfer clearly the particular significance of 
the decisions. 

For home groups the test had to be varied. The tester 
called the whole population of a given community together 
and addressed them: 

" You live now in a certain house with certain other persons 
according to the directions the administration has given you. 
The persons who live with you in the same house are not ones 
chosen by you and you are not one chosen by them. You are 
now given the opportunity to choose the persons whom you 
would like to live with in the same house. You can choose 
without restraint any individuals of this community whether 
they happen to live in the same house with you or not. Write 
down whom you would like first best, second best, third best, 
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fourth best, and fifth best. Look around and make up your 
mind. Remember that the ones you choose will probably be 
assigned to live with you in the same house." 

Three points are of methodological significance. First, 
every individual is included as a center of emotional response. 
Second, this is not an academic reaction. The individual is 
caught by an emotional interest for a certain practical end he 
wishes to realize and upon his knowledge that the tester has 
the authority to put this into practice. Third, the choice is 
always related to a definite criterion. In the first instance, 
the criterion is of st1tdying in proximity, actually sitting beside 
the pupils chosen. In the second, the criterion is of living in 
proximity, actually within the same house. When this test 
was applied to work groups, the criterion was working in prox
imity, actually within the same work unit and collaborating 
in the function to be performed. Other criteria must be used 
according to the special function of any group under study. 

The test has been carried out in three phases: 1, spontaneous 
choice; 2, motivation of these choices; and 3, causation of 
these choices. Spontaneous choice reveals how many mem
bers of his own group, whatever the criterion of the group, are 
desired by an individual as associates in the activity of this 
group. The motivations, as they are secured through inter
view of each individual, reveal further the number of attrac
tions and repulsions to which an individual is exposed in a 
group activity. The underlying causations for these attrac
tions and repulsions are studied through the Spontaneity Test 
adapted to sociometric aims. The Spontaneity Test places an 
individual in a standard life situation which calls for definite 
fundamental emotional reactions, called Impromptu states, as 
fear, anger, etc. The range of mimic and verbal expression 
during this test is recorded and offers characteristic clues to 
the makeup of the personality acting, to his relation to the life 
situation acted, and to the person or persons who act opposite 
him in the test. 

5. CoNSTRUCTION oF THE TEsT 

The problem was to construct the test in such manner that 
it is itself a motive, an incentive, a purpose, primarily for the 
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subject instead of  for the tester. If  the test procedure is  iden
tical with a life-goal of the subject he can never feel himself 
to ha,ve been victimized or abused. Yet the same series of 
acts performed of the subject's own volition may be a " test " 
in the mind of the tester. We have developed two tests in 
which the subject is in action for his own ends. One is the 
sociometric test. From the point of view of the subject this 
is not a test at all and this is as it should be. It is merely an 
opportunity for him to become an active agent in matters 
concerning his life situation. But to the sociometric tester it 
reveals his actual position in the community in relation to the 
actual position of others. The second test meeting this demand 
is the Spontaneity Test. Here in a standard life situation the 
subject improvises to his own satisfaction. But to the tester 
it releases a source of information in respect to the character, 
intelligence, conduct, and psychological position of the subject. 

Psychometric tests and psychoanalysis of the child and of 
the adolescent, however contrasting in procedure, have one 
thing in common. They throw the subject into a passive 
state, the subject being in a role of submission. The situation 
is not motivated for him. This tends to produce an attitude 
of suspicion and tension on the part of the subject towards the 
tester and to attribute to him ulterior motives in inducing the 
subject to submit to the test. This situational fact has to be 
considered irrelevant to how valuable and significant the reve
lations may be which come from psychometric testing and 
from psychoanalysis. This aspect of the testing becomes 
especially conspicuous if the findings are used for the purpose 
of determining some change in the life situation of the subject, 
as, for instance, his transfer to an institution for the feeble
minded. Through the sociometric test and Spontaneity Test 
the artificial setting of the psychoanalytic situation and of the 
Binet intelligence tests can be substituted by natural or life 
settings. 

6. DIRECTIONS FOR THE TEST 

A point which deserves emphasis is the accurate giving of 
the sociometric test. Only such a test can be correctly called 
sociometric which attempts to determine the feelings of indi-
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vidual& towards each other and, second, to determine these in 
respect to the same criterion. For instance, if we demand 
from the inhabitants of a given community to choose the 
individuals with whom they want to live together in the same 
house and to motivate these choices, this is a sociometric pro
cedure. Or, if we determine through such procedure to whom 
the individuals are sexually attracted or with whom they want 
to study together in the same classroom. In each of these 
cases a definite criterion is given, living in proximity, working 
in proximity, or sexual proximity. Further, a sociometric test 
to be accurate has not to gain the necessary information 
through observation of these individuals only, how they appear 
to behave in their home groups, work groups, or whatever, to 
one another and to construct, through these observations, the 
position they possibly have in their groups. But it is neces
sary that the subjects themselves be taken into partnership, 
that they become sufficiently interested in the test, that they 
transfer to the tester their spontaneous attitudes, thoughts, and 
motivations in respect to the individuals concerned in the 
same criterion. Whatever additional material is gained by 
other methods to support the essential information, this is not 
able to substitute the two requirements mentioned above. If, 
therefore, the inhabitants of a community are asked whom 
they like or dislike in their community irrespective of any 
criterion this should not be called sociometric. These likes 
and dislikes being unrelated to a criterion are not analytically 
differentiated. They may relate to sexual liking, to the liking 
of working together, or whatever. Secondly, the individuals 
have no interest to express their likes and dislikes truthfully 
as no practical consequences for themselves are derivable from 
these. Similarly if children in a classroom are asked whom 
they like or dislike among their classmates irrespective of any 
criterion and without immediate purpose for them. Even if 
such a form of inquiry may at some age level produce similar 
results as the results gained through our procedure, it should 
not be called sociometric testing. It does not provide a 
systematic basis for sociometric research. 
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7. PLACES OF RESEARCH 

The research as presented in this book was carried out in 
several phases : 

A. Study of the evolution of group distinctions. Places: 
Public School 181, Brooklyn, N. Y. ; Riverdale Country 
School, Riverdale, N. Y. 

B. Sociometric study of a whole community and the appli
cation of the findings to this community. Place: New York 
State Training School for Girls, Hudson, N. Y. 

C. Development of the Spontaneity Test and of Spon
taneity Training. Places : Grosvenor Neighborhood House, 
New York City; New York State Training School for Girls, 
Hudson, N. Y. 

D. Report on the question of principles in relation to the 
psychological planning of communities prepared at the request 
of the Subsistence Homestead Commission, Department of 
Interior, Washington, D. C. 

The planning of population assignment has been first 
studied by us between 1915 and 1918. The place of study 
was an Italian colony with a population of more than 
ten thousand. It was during the World War when great num
bers of peasants, Austrian citizens of Italian extraction, fleeing 
from their homes in southern Tyrol before the oncoming 
Italian army, were transplanted by the Austrian government 
to a place near Mittendorf in close proximity to Vienna. The 
community consisted of cottage dwellings each holding several 
families and at the head of each cottage was a capo di baracka, 
a man who was responsible for the welfare of that group. 
The cost of minimum maintenance was supplied by the Aus
trian government and, in addition, a shoe factory was estab
lished employing at times one to two thousand workers. The 
government was concerned with three problems and reflected 
them into the planning : safety from the enemy, sanitation, 
and subsistence. However, social and psychological planning 
was not considered, not even conceived of. A staff of which we 
were a member was appointed by the government to supervise 
the problem of sanitation in the new community. In this 
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position and later as superintendent of the children's hospital 
established within it, we had the opportunity to study this 
community from its earliest beginning to its final dissolution 
three years later when at the end of the war the colonists 
returned to their homes in Tyrol. During this period a whole 
community life developed. Step by step, hospitals, schools, 
church, theater, department stores, shops, industry, social 
clubs, newspaper, came in to function. Yet in the face of an 
attempt of the government to meet the emergency and not
withstanding the establishment of practically all the outward 
signs of a community life, there was great unhappiness and 
friction among the population. Whole villages of wine grow
ers were transplanted into a suburban industrial district, 
mountaineers from Tyrol into a flat spot of country near 
Vienna. They were thrown together unselected, unaccus
tomed to the environment, unadjusted within themselves. 
We studied the psychological currents they developed upon 
varying sorts of criteria,-the criterion of nationality, of poli
tics, of sex, of staff versus colonists, and so on,-and considered 
them as the chief contributory source of the flagrant malad
justments and disturbances. It was through this experience 
that the idea of a psychologically planned community began 
to occupy us. 

Our first move in the direction of sociometric planning was 
begun with small spontaneously formed groups of individuals 
in which the factors involved in their organization could be 
readily studied. This early research was carried out in Vienna, 
1921-1925, and later in New York (see p. 169) .  We became 
able to select one group of individuals to function with a 
second group of individuals to the mutual satisfaction of both 
groups and to the better performance of each. After this 
laboratory study of groups was fairly far advanced, we re
turned to the community proper looking for group

'
s appearing 

to have a simple structure. The pattern of a public school 
community first presented itself. We sought for a school 
which should offer a composite picture of many of the nation
alities represented in the fabric of the American population, 
in which all social classes were mixed, and which at the same 
time should offer an unselected sampling of the public school 
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population. Public School 181, Brooklyn, N. Y., was chosen. 
The affinities and disaffinities among the children in the groups 
set up by the school's administration were studied chiefly from 
the point of view of the criterion which had made them mem
bers of this collective,--the criterion of studying in proximity. 
But the more varied criteria of human interrelations were here 
untouched,-such criteria as living in proximity (in the home) ,  
working in proximity (in the factory) ,  etc. In the community 
at large the different collectives as they are conditioned by 
these criteria are intimately interlocked. Therefore the school 
groups analyzed apart from the community had still a touch 
of the artificiality of the laboratory phase through which we 
had passed. For a fuller inquiry we should have had to follow 
the leads from the school community into the neighborhoods 
and into the families from which the children came. But here 
we found ourselves faced with a problem beyond the present 
possibility of scientific integration. The complex loomed too 
large and too intricate. We needed an intermediate stage. 

It was at this point that we thought of approaching first a 
miniature community instead of an urban population whose 
networks would lead us into endless avenues and in the course 
of which the single individual might be " forgotten " as he so 
frequently is in sociological surveys. We looked for a small 
community within whose boundaries all collectives flourish,
home, school, work, cultural,-interlocked one with another 
and at the same time which as a whole is cut off to a 
great extent from the population at large so that the currents 
which might flow from without into it could be discounted 
without too great an error, a community which is " closed." 
The pattern of an institutional community presented itself, 
the New York State Training School for Girls at Hudson, 
New York, whose superintendent is Fannie French Morse. 

We met in Hudson with a unique form of administration 
which radiated from the superintendent into all directions: 
to release, to restrain, and to rule through asthetic principles 
projected into the community. Aesthetic principles entering 
into every detail of living are a powerful device of an invisible 
government. Here we found exemplified the effects of edu
cation when it is not limited to a specific locality, the school 
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alone, but is the very atmosphere itself of the whole com
munity. 

The findings and techniques secured in the various phases 
of the research opened up finally the possibility to apply them 
to the community at large. We were well aware that to 
attempt the psychological reorganization of any community 
which had already established patterns and traditions would 
meet with resistance. The next logical step could be the con
struction of a new community. At this point the Subsistence 
Homestead Projects under the Department of Interior 
offered a road for experimentation in the open community. 
The government was interested to select the proper locality 
and a population best adjustable to it. The opportunity to 
interject into the homestead project, besides agricultural and 
economic, also psychological planning was given. 
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IV. EVOLUTION OF GROUP ORGANIZATION 

1. DEVELOPMENTAL LEVEL OF GROUPS 

The growth of the individual organism as a unity from 
simpler to more highly differentiated levels is well recognized. 
But the development of a society of individuals is still prob
lematic. Does society change only, or does it grow? Both 
points of view have found advocates. It is similar with other 
general assumptions, as, that civilizations grow and decline 
( Spengler) 10 or that they are ever-changing, their form condi
tioned by economic forces (.Marx) .  The question is if these 
processes must take their course of necessity or if they are 
subjectable to control. Experimentation only can decide, a 
form of sociogenetic experiment which begins to work with 
the simplest groups first and step by step approaches more 
complex ones. It must be understood that when we say 
higher and lower differentiation we do not imply any judg
ment of value ( good or bad) as, for instance, that a more 
highly differentiated group is an improved group, a less differ
entiated, an impaired group. We are only expressing varying 
levels of differentiation as they are found in the structures and 
as they are related to different criteria. 

At first the test was arranged for groups of babies from 
birth on, all participants of any one group being on the same 
age level. The babies were placed in close proximity in the 
same room in which they were and had been living since birth. 
The objective of the study was to ascertain what types of 
structures appear earliest in the evolution of groups during 
the first three years of life. The infant-to-infant relations 
were observed. The point was not whether the reactions of 
each individual were a really social response or not but pri
marily if group organization resulted from the accumulative 
effect of their interaction and what forms it took. The main 
lines of development may be summarized as follows: a stage 
of organic isolation from birth on, a group of isolated indi
viduals each fully self-absorbed; a stage of horizontal differ-

23 
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entiation of structure from about 20-28 weeks on, the babies 
begin to react towards each other, the factor of physical 
proximity and physical distance making respectively for 
psychological proximity or psychological distance, the 
" acquaintance " beginning with neighbors first, a horizontal 
differentiation of structure; a stage of vertical differentiation 
of structure from about 40-42 weeks on, one or another infant 
commands disproportionate attention shifting the distribution 
of emotion within the group from the horizontal to a vertical 
dift'erentiation of structure, the group which had been up to 
this point equally " levelled," develops more prominent and 
less prominent members, a " top " and a " bottom." No one 
stage appears to function exclusively at any one level: there 
appears to be a " hangover." This phenomenon seems to 
account largely for the growing complexity of organization 
which one meets with at the higher chronological age levels. 

As the next step the sociometric test was given to the boys 
and girls of all classes from the kindergarten through the 8th 
grade in a public school. It was required to choose among 
their classmates those whom each wants to have stay in the 
same classroom and to sit near him. A quantitative analysis 
of their choices revealed that the attractions between the 
sexes, boys choosing girls and girls choosing boys, was highest 
in kindergarten and 1st grade, 25% and 27% respectively of 
all the choices made; that this ratio of attraction fell in the 
2d grade to 161f2%; in the 3rd grade, to 81f2%; in the 4th 
grade, to 2:Y2%, its lowest level; showed a slight increase in 
the 5th, 6th, and 7th grades with 4%, 3:Y2%, and 3%, respec
tively; and gained an increase in the 8th grade with 8%. It 
revealed a greater initiative on the part of girls, more girls 
choosing boys than boys choosing girls, in the kindergarten, 
15% versus 10%. From the 1st grade up to the 5th grade, 
however, the initiative of boys in choosing girls is about twice 
as great as that of girls in choosing boys. In the 6th, 7th, and 
8th grades boys and girls are about equal. 

As a consequence of the test given to these pupils a complex 
structure of the class organization was uncovered, widely dif
fering from the prevalent one. A number of pupils remained 
unchosen, or isolated; a number chose each other, forming: 
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mutual pairs, triangles, or chains ; others attracted so many 
choices that they captured the center of the stage like stars. 

The number of individuals isolated, that is, unchosen by 
their own classmates, fluctuated between 15% and 35% in the 
various classes. The number of isolated was highest in the 
kindergarten. This percentage decreased gradually from the 
2nd grade on to the 7th grade: 28%, 2nd grade ; 26%, 
3rd grade ; 18%, 4th grade ; 15%, 5th grade ; 19%, 6th 
grade ; 20%, 7th grade ; 18%, 8th grade. The percentage of 
mutual pairs was lowest in the kindergarten, 7% ; rose slowly 
to 9% in the 1 st grade ; to 13% in the 2nd grade ; to 18% in 
the 3rd grade ; to 20% in the 4th grade ; and reached its 
highest point in the 5th grade, 27%. In the 6th grade it fell 
one point, to 26% ; fell another point in the 7th grade, to 
25% ; and in the 8th grade, fell to 20%. The forming of 
more complicated structures, such as triangles, chains, etc., 
was lowest in the kindergarten and 1st grade, here they were 
totally absent ; and rose slowly to reach its highest point in 
the 7th and 8th grades in which more than half of the pupils 
participated in them. 

Parallel with the test given to the pupils, a judgment test 
was given to their teachers. Each teacher was asked to write 
the name of the boy and the girl in her classroom whom she 
would judge will receive most of the choices from their class
mates and the two who will receive next most ; also the name 
of the boy and the girl whom she would judge will receive the 
least choices and the two who will receive next least. In 48% 
of the instances the teachers' judgments coincided with the 
findings through the sociometric test in respect to the two 
most chosen boys and girls ; in 38 o/c of the instances in 
respect to the two least chosen boys and girls in her classroom. 

The test was further given to boys from the ages of 14 to 18 
years in a private college preparatory school and resulted as 
follows: Of 153 boys, 17 rem:tined isolated, i.e., 9'lo ; 105 
formed mutual pairs, i.e., 68% ; more complex structures, such 
as triangles, squares, or chains, were formed by 16%. The 
experimental situation for the college preparatory group was, 
however, not identical with that used in the public school 
grades. In the former only boys were subjects and they were 
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given 4 choices instead of 2. About 25% of these boys were 
boarding at the school while the remainder were day students. 

2. TABULATION OF THE FINDINGS 

The findings in respect to the baby groups (see Appendix), 
in respect to children groups from 4 to 15 years age levels, and 
in respect to boy groups from 10 to 18 years age levels are pre
sented in Tables, in Frequency Histograms, and particularly 
through the means of a process to visualize the position of 
each individual within his group as well as the interrelations 
of all other individuals as these are affected by attractions and 
repulsions, the sociogram. 

One class from each grade was retested after a period of 
seven weeks had elapsed to find out (a) to what extent the 
choices of the children fluctuate and (b) if the general trend 

PUBLIC SCHOOL, FIRST TEST 

TABLE 1. 

QuANTITATIVE ANALYSIS OF CHOICES BETWEEX THE SEXES IN THE GRADES 

OF 

Of All Choices 1lfade: 

Kindergarten 

1st Grade 

2nd Grade 

3rd Grade 

4th Grade 

5th Grade 

6th Grade 

7th Grade 

8th Grade 

0 0 

. . . . . . . .  

. . . . . . . . . . .  

. . . . . . . . . . .  

. . . . . . . . . . . 

. . . . . . . . . . . 

. . . . . . . . . . .  

. . . . . . . . . . .  

. . . . . . . . . . .  

. . . . . . . . . . .  

A PGBLIC ScHOOL 

Boys Girls 

Chose Chose 

Girls Boys 

10.0% 15.0% 

19.0% 8.0% 

10.0% 605% 

305% 5.0% 

1.5% 100% 

1.0% 4.5% 

2.05% 2.05% 

2.0% 100% 

400% 400% 

TABLE 2 

STRUCTt:RAL ANALYSIS cF ScnooL GROl!PS 

Kindergarten 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

1st Grade 0 0 0 o 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

2nd Grade 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

3rd Grade 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

4th Grade 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

5th Grade 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

6th Grade 0 0 o o 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

7th Grade 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

8th Grade 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0. 

Isolated 

35% 

27% 
28% 
26% 
18% 
15% 
19% 
20% 
18% 

JJutual Pairs 

7% 
9% 

13% 
18% 
20% 
20% 
22% 
25% 
17% 

Both 

Sexes 

25.0% 

27.0% 

1605% 

805% 

205% 

505% 
401% 
300% 

800% 
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of organization persists which had been found characteristic 
for this class in the first test. It appears that although one 
or the other pupil's position changes the general trend of 
organization persists. After a period of almost two years 
(twenty-two months) the population of the same public school 
was retested. Tables 3-5 accompanying indicate the findings. 

The findings of the second test corroborate the findings of 
the first test in every main aspect. This appears of great 
significance as it can be said that we met the second time a 
practically different population due to the turnover within two 

PUBLIC SCHOOL, SECOND TEST 

TABLE 3 

QeAXTITATIVE AxALYsrs OF Cr-rorcEs BETWEEN THE SEXES rx THE GRADES 

oF A PunLrc ScHOOL 

Of All Choices Made 

Kind�rgarten ............. 
Ist Grade 
2nd Grade 
3rd Grade 
4th Grade 
5th Grade 
6th Grade 

7th Grade 
8th Grade 
1Jngraded 
Physically 

. . 

. . 

.. . ........... . 

.............. . 

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

.. . ......... . .. 

.. . .. . . ........ 

...... . . . ... . . . 

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

....... . . ... . . . 

Clas.sc:s . . . . . . . . . 
Handicapped Cla:'s .. 

Boys Girls 

Chose Chose 

Girls Boys 

15.0% 12.0% 
13.0% 8.6% 
16.0% 9.8% 

9.2% 10.6% 
'1.2% 4 7% 
2.4% 1.5% 

.5% .6% 
1.5% 1.9% 
1.2% .4% 
1.2% .0% 
5.1% 2.2';/'o 

TABLE 4 

STRCCTlTHAL A"ALYsrs OF Scr-rooL GtWlTPS 

Isolated J[ulnal Pairs Triangles 

Kindergarten .. . ... . 27% 6% 0 
1st Grade . . . .  ..... . . . 32% 5% 0 
2nd Grade . . . . .  . . . . . . . . 29% 12% 0 
3rd Grade . . . . .  ... . .... 29% 10% 0 
4th Grade ..... ........ 25% 16% 2 
5th Grade ... . .  ... . . ... 21% 18% 1 
6th Grade .. . . .  . . . . . . . . 16% 16% 6 
7th Grade . .. .. .. . ..... 21% 17% 3 
8th Grade . . ... ........ 20% 20% 3 
Ungraded Classes .. ..... 27% 17% 0 
Physically Handicapped .. 29% 17% 3 

Both 

Sexes 

27.0% 
21.6% 
25.8% 
19.8% 

8.9% 
3.9% 
1.1% 
3.4% 
1.6% 
1.2% 
7.3% 

Chains 
0 
0 
0 
0 

2 

3 
2 
0 
2 
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years and. the changed distribution of the classes. It can be 
expected that future sociometric testing of similar public 
s�hool populations will further corroborate our findings. 

However, the following variations between the findings of 
the first and of the second test can be noted. The number of 
intersexual attractions was found to decline more gradually 
and the number of mutual pairs to increase more gradually 
from the 1st grade on. Complex structures appear a year 

TABLE 5 

DEGREE OF AccUR.\CY OF TEACHgRs' JuDGMENTS IN RESPECT TO 

MosT PoPULAR PuPILS AND IsoLATED PvPILS 

Classes 

Kindergarten . . . . . .......................... . 

1st Grade ... . . ............................. . 

2nd Grade . . . . . ............................. . 

3rd Grade . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . 

4th Grade . . . . . ............................. . 

5th Grade . . . . . ............................. . 

6th Grade ... . . ............................. . 

7th Grade . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . .  . 

8th Grade . . . . . ............................. . 

Percentage 

of Accuracy 

62.5% 
64.5% 
50% 
50% 
37.5% 
30% 
30% 
25% 
40% 

later. Other variations are very slight. The degree of accu
racy of teachers' judgments in respect to most popular and to 
most isolated pupils has the highest point in the kindergarten 
and 1st grade, declines from then on, and shows the lowest 
point in the 7th grade. 

TABLE 6 

A PRIVATE PREPARATORY SCHOOL 

After 

1st Choice 

45% 

ANALYSIS OF CHOICES 

Unchosen 

After 

2nd Choice 

22% 
Chosen 

After 

3rd Choice 

16% 

5 or more times chosen including 2 or more mutual 

choices . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . 

2 or more times chosen including 1 mutual choice .... . 

Chosen once and with no mutual choice ............. . 

After 

4th Choice 

9% 

53% of population 

32% of population 

6% of population 
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Revision of choices taken three months after the first choos
ing showed adjusted boys usually maintain or improve their 
position and unadjusted boys maintain generally the same 
position or else regress. Of the unadjusted boys, only 15;1o 
improved their position as against 44% of the adjusted boys 
who improved their position. 

On the basis of the 1st choice, 10% of the new boys ( that 
is, boys who had not attended the school the year before) 
remained unchosen. It will be noted that this is practically 
the same proportion as that for the school population gen
erally. New boys received 2.8 choices per boy as against 3.75 
choices per boy for the whole school. 

It is of interest to compare the two divisions in the popula
tion: the dormitory boys and the day school boys. Consider
ing the dormitory boys exclusively, 82% of this population 
formed mutual pairs ; considering the day school boys exclu
sively, only 68% formed mutual pairs. The former class of 
students comprised 25% of the school population ; the latter 
class, 75% of the population. It is at once evident that the 
psychological position of the two groups is vastly different. 
The boys living in the more intimate situation and having 
more frequent and more constant social contact with one 
another become better adjusted than the day school boys 
whose opportunities for close contact are more casual. It 
appears also that the dormintory students are a greater attrac
tion for the day school boys than their fellow students who 
are similarly " outsiders." The average number of choices 
received by the dormintory student is 4.85 while for the day 
student it is 3.32. This is the more striking when we consider 
the disproportion in numbers of members of the two groups. 

The first sociometric test of the Riverdale school population 
was given two months after the school was in ·session in the 
fall. After an interval of three months, the test was again 
given. The findings in respect to changing of choices were as 
follows: 8% of the 1st choices were changed, 18% of the 2nd 
choices. Thus the 1st and 2nd choices appear to have a high 
degree of validity,-92% of the 1 st choices made remaining 
unchanged and 82% of the 2nd choices remaining unchanged 
after this period. 
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A circle represents a girl. 
A triangle represents a boy. 
A large circle represents a woman. 
A large triangle represents a man. 
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A double circle or double triangle signifies that the respective indi
vidual is a member of a different group from the charted one. 

A line drawn from one individual to another individual represents the 
emotional reaction of the one individual to the other. 

In one-color ch,uts (Nos. 31-44) each line represents an attraction. 
In multi-colored charts each different color represents a different emo-

tional reaction : 
A red line represents attraction ; 
A dotted line represents indifference ; 
A black line represents repulsion. 
An arrowed line indicates one-sided reaction. 
A crossed line represents two-sided reactions. 
In charts (�os. 155-7) representing specific emotional reactions of 

one individual towards another, a red line represents sympathy ; a 
green line represents fear ; a thin line represents anger ; a heavy black 
line represents dominance. 
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0 0 

0 

() 
0 

1 .  STAGE oF ORGANIC IsoLATION 

A group of 9 babies of the same age level were placed in the same 
room and in close proximity throughout the first year of life. The 
emphasis of observation was not placed upon the development of the 
different responses, as crying, sucking, clucking, sulking, and whether 
these are or are not truly social responses, and so on, but upon the 
early beginnings of interrelation and group formation. No sign of 
such beginning could be traced during the first 26 weeks in infant-to
infant relation. Each baby lives in isolation from the other. Within 
this period of isolation and close to the 2-months level, the voice of 
a crying baby may arouse the attention of his neighbor-marking 
the subdivision of this period between full isolation and the beginning 

of the recognition of others. 
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2. STAGE OF HORIZONTAL DIFFERENTIATION 

The true beginning of group development is i llustrated above. One 
baby, C, recognizes its neighbor, E, who recognizes it in return. One 
baby, D, is recognized by two neighbors, A and B, and recognizes one 
neighbor, G. One baby, A, recognizes two babies, B and D, but remains 
unrecognized. B is attracted to D, C is attracted to B ;  by indirection 
through C, baby B may become influenced by E,-we see here the fore
runner of a " chain." On this level interrelations are aroused by physical 
proximity and are based upon physical distance or nearness. Physical 
distance produces psychological distance. At this level emotions travel 
through physical proximity in space horizontally and in consequence 
there follows the development of group structures through horizontal 

differentiation. 
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r-----il-----1 1 0 

0 
0 

0 

3. STAGE OF VERTICAL DIFFERENTIATION 

The difference in physical strength and mental alertness begins to affect 
the group organization as soon as the babies are able to walk and to 
move. around freely. The group begins to develop a " top "-leaders 
A and B-and a " bottom "-dependents C, D, E, F, G, H, and !-with 
isolated members-N, I, L, M, and K-that is, vertical differentiation. 
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STRUCTURE OF A KINDERGARTEN 
15 boys and 18 girls. Unchosem 9,_ RS, NV, FE, MA, TO, AS, RG, SI, 
PR ; Pairs 3, AL-WB, WB-SN, SN-LW ; Stars, (Centers of Attractions) , 
PG, SN, MR ; Chains (of relationships) , 0 ;  Triangles, 0 ;  Inter-sexual 

Attractions, 19. 
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CJ,ASS STRUCfURE, 1ST GRADE 

21 boys and 14 girls. Unchosen, 18, GO, PR, CA, SH, FI, RS, DC, GA, 
SM, BB, TS, WI, KI, TA, HF, SA, SR, KR ; Pairs, 3, EI-GO, WO-CE, 
CE-HN ; Stars, 5, CE, WO, HC, FA, MB ; Chains, 0 ;  Triangles, 0 ;  

Inter-sexual Attractions, 22. 
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CLASS STRCCTDRE, 2ND GRADE 

14 boys and 14 girls. Unchosen, 9, WI, KP, MG, AT, FS, CN, CR, MR, 
SH ; Pairs, 11, ZV-MK, MK-LN, OW-ZI, GR-LL, ZI-JM, HN-CM, SL-JN, 
JN-PO, PO-SL, HF-BE, GL-GU ; Stars, 2, SL, PO ; Chains, 0 ;  Triangles, 1 ,  

SL-JN -PO ; lnter-.�exMl A ttractions, 5 .  
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CLASS STRUCTl:!RE, 3RD GRADE 

19 boys and 14 girls. Unchosen, 7, VS, CR, CH, MN, PO, KN, ZK ; 
Pairs, 14, SR-ZC, SR-NE, SL-JC, NV�TI, PL�T, JT-ET, KR-BE, 
BE-AG, RR-GZ, PL-GO, GO-MC, WL-LG, SA-GE, GE-TY ; Stars, 3, 
GO, PL, JT ; Chains, 1, ET-JT�PL-GO-MC ;  Triangles, 0 ;  Inter-sexual 

Attractions, 3. 
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CLASS STRUCTURE, 4TH GRADE 

17 boys and 16 girls. Unchoscn, 6, EP, RY, EL, FA, SI, CF ; Pairs, 17, 
GR-SI, GR-LI, MR-LN, LN-SM, YL-KN, AB-BA, BA-BR, KI-KN, 
AB-PN, FC-VN, BU-CV, LN-WI, LN-MR, BR-MC, BR-RS, WI-MR, 
MC-RS ; Stars, 2, LN, VN ; Chains, 0 ;  Triangles, 2, BR-RS-MC ; LN-

WI-MR ; Inter-sexual Attractions, 1 .  
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CLASS STRUCTURE, 5TH GRADE 

19 boys and 18 girls. Unchosen, 10, HN, ES, TR, SL, RS, HR, RF, MR, 
JN, FS ; Pairs, 19, ST-HN, ST-NI, NI-HN, MR-ES, ES-FS, TR-PN, 
ML-MR, AD-VR, DA-LY, AD-RE, RE-VR, JL-KR, RT-ER, ER-SS, 
RT-BT, DM-GA, MR-CR, DM-FI, FI-MR ; Stars, 2, FI, DM ; Chains, 2, 
GA-DM-FI-MR-CR, SS-ER-RF-BT-SR ; Triangles, 2, AD-VR-RE, 

HN-NI-ST ; Inter-sexual Attractions, I .  
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Cr.Ass STRUCTURE, 6TH GRADE 

18 boys and 21 girls. Unchosen, 6, FS, HD, ML, GA, BR, WL ; Pairs, 26, 
WL-WT, WT-SH, GO-TI, GO-GI, TI-GI, PI-WI, PI·SH, NL-PI, YG-FR, 
YG-SH, SH-FR, DM-AL, SL-BY, SL-LP, LP-BY, FE-TU, TU-KR, NS
HI, HR-AR, OE-AR, OE-CL, CL-KR, KN-PT, WL-LY, CA-SH, KR
HD ; Stars, 1, OE ; Chains, 2, LY-WL-WT-SH-CA, HR-AR-OE-SL-KR ; 
Triangles, 3, YG-FR-SH, GO-TI-GI, SL-LP-BL ; Inter-sexual Attractions, 0. 
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CLASS STRUCTURE, 7TH GRADE 

14 boys and 18 girls. Unchosen, 5, WN, CH, LB, JH, BR ; Pairs, 15, 
LN-SR, SR-LR, SR-RI, FR-BA, RI-TP, MR-EB, KR-HE, KR-JR, 
KR-KE, BB-MY, WL-MN, MN-BC, BY-LA, LA-BC, BY-SP ; Stars, 5, 
LR, RI, BY, LA, MR ; Chains, 2, SP-BY-LA-BC�MN-BY, LN-SR-RI-

TP-BA ; Triangles, 0 ;  Inter-sexual Attractions, 2. 
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CLASS STRUC'I'URE, 8TH GRADE 

22 boys and 22 girls. Unchosem, 12, KP, GL, SN, LI, SL, MT, KE, SO, 
ZL, KI, HA, RA ; Pairs, 13, BT-MR, SM-SK, GI-ZF, HF-MM, MM-YD, 
HF-YD, ZF-PR, BT-KR, GL-PL, SE-HR, HS-01, BA-ML, FN-LR., 
Stars, 2, SM, PL ; Chains, 0 ;  Triangle, 1, HF-MM-YD ; Inter-sexual 

Attractions, 8. 
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EVOLUTIO� OF GROUPS . - - - - . 
-� 

CLASS STRUCTURES, UNGRADED CLASSES 
Fig. 1. Ungraded Class 1 .  14 boys and 6 girls. Unchosen, 4, J, LS, 
MN, VL ; Pairs, 7, PA-TT, TT-SF, CC-LO, BR-VC, FT-JT, JT-CT, 
CT-ES ; Stars, 0 ;  Chains, 0 ;  Triangles, 0 ;  Inter-sexual Attractions, 1 .  
Fig. 2.  Ungraded Class 2 .  9 boys and 8 girls. Unchosen, JS, WJ, CV, 
EH, N, FL ; Pairs, 5, PD-PA, PA-TP, CM-CC, CC-RL, RL-CM ; 

Stars, CM ; Chains, 0 ;  Triangles, 1 ;  Inter-sexual Attractions, 0.  
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CLASS STRUCTlTRE, CRIPPLE CLASS 

10 boys and 13 girls. Unchosen, 7, EK, AS, ER, DHa, FT, RK, GT; 
Pairs, 5, JB-TD, EF-LD, LD-DH, DH-NS, NS�MP ; Stars, 3, MP, NS, 
DH ; Chains, 1, EF-LD..;DH-NS�MP ; Triangles, 0 ;  Inter-sexual 

Attractions, 1 .  
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OLGA 

-

CASE STUDIES 

Fig. 1 .  Psychological organization around a pupil Julia ; criterion, studying in proximity ; 
social atom of the subject has developed after eight months in class group 8Bl in P.S. 
181, Brooklyn, N. Y. Julia is the first choice of eight boys, Buster, Michael, George, 
Herman, Leonard, Frank, Jack, and Alfonso, who all want to sit beside her in the 
classroom. Alfonso is the boy who receives her third choice. She is at the same time 
rejected by nine girls, Olga, Helen, Gertrude, Patsy, Sylvia, Florence, Beatrice, Maria, 
and her first choice, Petrina, who do not want to sit near her. She is the first choice of 
Shirley whom she chooses second. 

Fig. 2. Psychological organization around a pupil Olga ; criterion, studying in proximity ; 
social atom of the subject has developed after eight months in class group 8Bl in P.S. 
181, Brooklyn, N.  Y. Olga rejects six boys whom she does not want to sit near her, 
Charles, Leonard, Bill, Frank, Buster, and Jack ; the latter three reject her as does 
also Michael. She is attracted to one boy, George, who does not respond. She 
chooses four girls, Shirley, Sylvia, Florence, and Doris, whom she wants to sit near 
her, and with one of them, Florence, she forms a mutual pair. She is rej ected by the 
other three girls and in addition by Julia with whom she forms a mutual rejection. 
The sixth girl shown in the chart, Beatrice, is rejected by her. 

Fig. 3. The psychological organization around Julia, shown in Fig. 1, and that around 
Olga, shown in Fig. z., are presented together in this chart to indicate how the two 
girls are interlocked directly and by indirection. 
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F,.RBQUEHCY OF ATTRACTION 
BETWEEN BOYS AND OIAL.S 
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PuBLic ScHOOL 181 ,  BRoOKLYN, N. Y., PoP. 1853 BoYs AND GIRLS 

Fig. 1 .  Attraction between the sexes, boys attracted to girls and girls 
attracted to boys, is represented. This attraction is indicated as 
highest in the kindergarten and 1st grade : 25% and 27% 
respectively. The ages of these pupils range between 4 and 7 
years. In the 2nd grade, the attractions fell to 16¥2% ; in the 
3rd grade, to 8'i2% ; in the 4th grade, to 2¥2%, its lowest level ; 
in the 5th, 6th, and 7th grades there is shown a slight increase 
to 4%, 3'i2% and 3%, respectively. In the 8th grade, where the 
ages of the pupils range between 13 and 15 years, the attrac
tions rose decidedly to 8%. 

Fig. 2. Initiative on the part of each sex in choosing the other is indi
cated. From the 1st grade up to the 5th, the initiative of the 
boys in choosing girls is about twice as great as that of girls 
in choosing boys. In the 5th grade the tables are reversed : 
girls show an initiative greater than that of boys. In the 6th, 
7th, and 8th grades (age range 1 1-15 years) , the initiative of 
boys and of girls are about equaL (The dot-dash line indi
cates girls and the plain line indicates boys.) 
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F'REQUENCY OF MUTUAL PAIRS 

BETWEEN C H I LDREN 
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PUBLIC SCHOOL 1 8 1  

FREQUENCY OF ISOW\TION 

BETWEEN CHILDREN 

AO £ iN YEARS l - IS 

FnEQUENCY HrsToGHAM 

PuBLic ScHooL 181, BnooKLYN, N. Y., PoP. 1853 BoYs AND GIRLS 

Fig. 3. Mutual attraction between children is represented. The percentage 
of mutual pairs is lowest in the kindergarten (age range 4-6 
years) ; rises to 9% in the 1st grade (age range 6-7 years) ; 
rises to 13% in the 2nd grade (age range 7-8 years) ; rises 'co 
18% in the 3rd grade (age range 8-9 years) ; rises to 20% in 
the 4th grade (age range 9-10 years) ; rises to 22% in the 6th 
grade (age range 1 1-12 years) ; rises to 2ti% in the 7th grade 
(age range 12-13 years) . 

Fig. 4. Frequency of isolation among children is indicated. The number 
of isolated is highest in the kindergarten, 35% falls in the 1st 
and 2nd grades to 27% and 28%, respectively ; falls in the 3rd 
grade to 26% ; falls in the 4th grade to 18o/o ;  rises in the 5th 
grade to 15% ; in the 6th grade 19% ; in the 7th grade 20% ; 
in the 8th grade 18%. (The curve above does not correspond 
with these figures ; it was plotted from only a portion of the 
population.) 
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EVOLUTION OF GROUPS 

A PRivATE PREPARATORY ScHOOL, PoPL;LATION,  153 BoYs 

MAP oF A ScHooL CoM:-.n;�ITY 

After the data based on spontaneous choices of the students for each 
other with their aYersions and the reasons for each had been compiled, 
the following chart was made of the entire school. Each student is 
indicated by a triangle in which the upper figure denotes the grade or 
form. By this means the students may be Yiewed as a whole, or any part 
may be seen in its relation to other parts, and to the whole. Many 
elements have been omitted for purposes of simple presentation here, 
such as all aversions, all reasons, and what are called " changed choices " 
made at a later time. Unreciprocated attractions are also omitted, as 
requiring too complicated a chart. In this chart only mutual attractions 
are portrayed. 

Note the isolated individuals, 35 in number, out of a total of 153 ; they 
stand out clearly. 

The partly isolated indiYiduals, 22 in number, also appear on the chart, 
such as the individual 1/30 in the lower right hand corner. 

Certain small groups, such as the two in the middle left, which are de
tached from the main structure, suggest a separate situation for study. 
Here we have a fifth form boy, 5/14, as leader of a group largely corn
posed of third form boys. The isolated individual 5/5, and the partly 
isolated individual, 3/3, seek identification with the group. 

It will be noted how the indi,·iduals spontaneously group themselves, 
irrespective of forms, particularly the older students, where a wider 
participation in activities occurs. 
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The chart shows a school fraternity-Forces of Repulsion are naturally 
not given by the students frankly, because of feelings of loyalty, but 
significant situations may be seen in the fact that two seniors, 6/13, 
6/14, are not desired by anyone in the fraternity in spite of the fact that 
they have been formally elected. The individual 5/11 is the center of 

forces of attraction, and is in fact the president of the fraternity. 
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The chart shows the position occupied by a typical leader in the school. 
Note that 4/2 has six reciprocal attractions ; six additional attractions 
toward him by individuals to whom he is indifferent ; one mutual dislike 
and four additional dislikes, each of whom feels neutral toward him. 
This is a high " batting average." The total number of individuals ( 17) 
toward whom relations have been expressed in the course of the survey, 
distributed over four forms, indicates that 4/2 takes an active attitude 
toward his fellow students and to life and is not on the " side lines." 
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s 

The chart depicts an isolated individual. The student 3/15 arouses 
active feelings-he is the focus of a great deal of antipathy ; he likes 
3/25, and is accepted by him ; he also likes two others, 5/20 and 5/21 
who, significantly are new boys and who are indifferent to him, and he 
also likes 5/19, who, however, dislikes him. This shows that 3/15 has 
formed only one satisfactory contact in the whole school, while there 
are seven mutual dislikes, two dislikes for persons who are indifferent 
to him, and one dislike toward him fr_om a person toward whom he is 

indifferent. 
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3. INTERPRETATION 

The three directions or tendencies of structure we have 
described for baby groups, organic isolation, horizontal differ
entiation, and vertical differentiation, are fundamental 
features in the development of groups. We find them ap
pearing again and again however extensive and complex the 
groups become. But the earliest developmental points at 
which sex, nationality, or other specific factors begin to affect 
group organization is in need of further investigation. 

In the groups from 4 years on (through 15) the attraction 
of the sexes for each other appears highest in the kindergarten, 
1 st and 2nd grades, declines sharply after the 3rd grade, not to 
show any appreciably marked increase again until the 8th 
grade. This indicates the restraint of both sexes up to the 
age of puberty and the significance of the restraint upon group 
organization. The lowest number of mutual pairs and the 
highest number of isolated children in the public school are 
found in the kindergarten, 1st and 2nd grades, indicating that 
children of this age are seldom sufficiently certain whom to 
choose. This suggests the need of more protection for them 
then than is needed in later years. The high increase, on the 
other hand, of mutual pairs and more complex structures from 
the 4th grade on suggests that children of this age exchange 
emotions readily and freely form partnerships and secret asso
ciations. It suggests that the organization which young chil
dren and adolescents form among themselves comes more and 
more to compete in influence with organizations which adoles
cents form in relationship to adults. Proportionately, the 
influence of adults upon children, compared to the influence 
of children upon children, may be beginning to wane. This 
may account for the fact that the teacher's ability to recognize 
the position of the most desired and of the least desired boy 
or girl in her class is to a large extent inaccurate. The teacher
judgments concerned only the extremes in position. The 
average positions of individuals are, it is evident, far more 
difficult to estimate accurately. The intricacies of the chil
dren's own associations  prevent the teacher from having a true 
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insight. This fact appears as one of the great handicaps in 
the development of teacher-child relationships. 

The further increase in pairs and more complex structures 
for the age levels 14 to 18 years compared with the findings of 
the grammar school group indicates a still growing differentia
tion of group organization with increase in chronological age. 
But parallel is also an increase in the number of the isolated. 
This is still greater than the highest number found in the 
first grades of grammar school. At the 4-7 year level the 
unchosen child appears to be " left out," forgotten. It does 
not appear, in general, left out because of being disliked or 
rejected by the members of the group. The unchosen children 
as they are found at later age levels, particula.rly after 13  
years, appear so not only because they are left out by the 
others but in numerous cases due to the attitudes members 
have formed in respect to each other. 

The periodical recurrence of heterosexual and homosexual 
tendencies among the members of a group produces an effect 
upon group organization. The heterosexual cycle between 
the ages of 4 and 8 is displaced by a homosexual cycle between 
the ages of 8 and 13. Then a new heterosexual cycle begins 
apparently overlapping a second homosexual cycle. The 
homosexual tendency which can be deducted from the high 
number of mutual pairs among the boys of ages 14 to 18 
would probably appear to be curtailed and sharply displaced 
by a high number of pairs between boys and girls if they would 
have been participants in mixed groups. Among adult groups 
a further greatly increased complexity is probable and that 
these structures break down into simpler ones in the period 
of senescence. 

The organization of a class group in the early school grades 
presents the initial beginnings of structures which become 
increasingly numerous in the next succeeding grades and, vice 
versa, an organization of a higher grade still retains scant 
remnants of structures which have been numerous in the lower 
grades. For instance, 30 pupils of kindergarten 2 formed 3 
pairs. In the 2nd grade B1 ,  the same number of pupils 
formed 15 pairs. Structures of attraction between the sexes 
were formed by 25% of the pupils in this kinderga.rten. In 
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4th grade B l  only 2% took part in such structures. This 
interdevelopmental growth of group distinctions can also be 
observed through the study of the development of the same 
group from year to year. 

The organization of groups in which mentally retarded pre
vail reveals numerous unreciprocated choices, a low number 
of mutual pairs, and many isolates. It resembles the organ
ization produced by children of pre-school ages and in the 
early grades of grammar school. 

The evolution of social groups opens the way to a classifica
tion of individuals according to their development within them 
which in turn makes possible the construction of social groups. 
\Ve have demonstrated that chronological age or mental age 
does not point out to what social group an individual belongs 
or should belong. A sociometric test is necessary to determine 
his position in this respect. Our public school classes are at 
present formed according to chronological age, mental age, 
scholastic progress, or, occasionally, according to a combina
tion of these. The sociometric position of the pupil within 
the school and within the groups in which he moves is 
neglected. A grouping of individuals may not become desir
able as a social grouping although the members have studied 
or worked or lived together for a time, or although they appear 
to have a similar intelligence level, are of the same religious or 
nationality affiliations, and so on. The subjects themselves, 
in this case, the pupils, have attitudes towards one another 
which are crucial for them and for the social grouping. Their 
own feelings have to be considered in the forming of social 
groupings to which they must belong. And this leads, when 
systematically carried out, to sociometric testing. 

If the sociometric test is performed on a large scale and the 
findings studied in relation to behavior, our knowledge of the 
more desirable organization for children at various age levels 
will become more accurate . .  At the end of the school term the 
sociometric test can reveal what organization the pupils within 
the classes have developed. Certain patterns of organization 
discovered through continuous sociometric testing may indi
cate undesirable prognosis for the future development of a 
group or of certain individuals within it notwithstanding that 
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the scholastic progress of each individual and his conduct is 
satisfactory. It can be predicted that the study opens a way 
to the recognition of delinquency in its initial stage and pro
vides a scientific method of diagnosing its predisposing causes 
and of developing preventive measures.12 

4. CRITICAL REMARKS 

When the test* was given the majority of the pupils had 
been together three months in the same class. The test ought 
to have been given to the same class group in regular periods 
from the time of their initial formation into a class. As this 
was not done we do not know how persistently the same pat
tern would have appeared from month to month or over a 
longer period. The test was administered to all the pupils of 
the school at the same time in the school year, more than three 
months after they had entered. Thus the period of time of 
their being together was equal at least for the majority of the 
pupils. Many of the pupils had been together in the same 
class for one, two or more previous grades. This may reflect 
upon the position of such pupils within their class organiza
tion only and may not interfere essentially with the general 
trend of the structures we have found. From this point of 
view the most accurate conditions have been in the kinder
garten groups. 

Whereas the population of a class in the Riverdale Country 
School remains relatively unchanged throughout the year, the 
population of a class in Public School 181 ,  Brooklyn, is in 
continuous flux. Up to 2.5;Yc� or more of its population changes 
during one school year. Out of this results the fact that a 
number of pupils have been a shorter period of time together 
with their classmates than the majority. This, moreover, may 
affect the sociometric position of the relatively new comers 
into the groups. But the general trend of the structure may 
be little or not at all affected by it if the differentiation of the 
structure depends upon the developmental level of the par
ticipants of the group and if they are of the same or of approx
imately the same developmental level. And just the latter 
appears to be true. 

* Public school, first test. 
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From the interviews of the children it appears that their 
motivations for liking or disliking each other in respect to the 
criterion of studying together are derived in part from former 
experiences they had had in common in the neighborhood. 
Or even if their acquaintance had begun in school, that their 
more intimate acquaintance developed outside. This indi
cates the criss-cross currents which connect the school with the 
surrounding neighborhoods as parts of a wider social unit. 

In many cases we see how acquaintances which began in 
school lead to the organization of gangs outside in the neigh
borhood. We see how these formations take place without 
teachers or parents being aware of their ramifications. It may 
well be that such associations have a bearing upon the struc
tures of the class organization to which these children belong 
and that it can be traced through the test. 

V. PERIODS OF GROUP DEVELOPMENT 

The effect which the maturing sociability of individuals has 
upon the structure and differentiation of groups and what 
influence this organization once established exerts in return 
upon them have led us to distinguish the following periods : 

Up to 7-9 years : Pre-Socialized period 
7-9 years to 13-14 years: First Socialized Period 
13-14 years on: Second Socialized Period 

1. PRE-SOCIALIZED PERIOD 

The groups formed by children during the different phases 
of this period are less constant and less differentiated than 
later on. In the " younger " groups appear a high number of 
unchosen and isolated and a low number of mutual pairs. As 
the spontaneous ability to choose a partner who in return 
chooses the chooser is apparently little developed, groups 
formed by individuals in this period show a diffuse pattern 
which does not predispose for independent cooperative actions. 
Partnerships and gangs when they develop in this pre-social
ized period are instantaneous, too inconstant and undiffer
entiated to produce cooperative action or cooperative goals. 
If gangs are found showing any determination in the pursuit 
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of a goal, one or two children are found who are older and 
who act as their leaders. 

2. FIRST SociALIZED PERIOD 

From about 7-8 years on children become able to form 
groups themselves which are independent of adults and which 
show cooperative action and the pursuit of a common goal. 
From this age level on throughout adolescence the desire to 
have a function in association with individuals of the same 
level of differentiation can be detected and, if this is not satis
fied openly, the individual may join secretly a group found 
available. In the first socialized period children form inde
pendent social groups among themselves. Older individuals 
may be present but they are not necessary. The organization 
of children groups in this period indicates that interrelation
ships of the members are sufficiently differentiated to under
stand certain codes and to pursue a common aimY 

The sex attitude characteristic for this age level is sug
gested in the organization of the groups developing in this 
period, the homosexual tendency beginning to be more marked 
at about 8 years of age and commencing to decline after the 
age of 13. The homosexual tendency in group organization 
continues although in lesser degree throughout the whole 
period of adolescence. Besides these homosexual or uni-sexed 
gangs, there are found mixed groups of boys and girls with a 
definite interest in sex. It is reported that the majority of the 
members are usually of ages from 12  up. This coincides with 
the showing of group structures which indicates the gradual 
increase of inter-sexual choice from 13 years of age up. In 
this sense, one or another partner in the group may be several 
years younger than 13 if there are boys or girls of the men
tioned age level present who initiate the younger. In other 
words, children between 6 and 12 years do not develop a gang 
for sexual purposes spontaneously. From about 7 to 8 years 
on they are able to form a non-sexual gang ; from 12-13 years 
on the sexual factor can enter into it and differentiate it fur
ther. Even children of the pre-socialized level can be led by 
older leaders into belonging to a gang, but there is no genuine 
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spontaneous participation on their part before their socialized 
growth begins at 7 to 8 years of age or their social sexual period 
begins at 13 years. The effect which the maturing sexual 
function of individuals has upon the structure of groups led 
us therefore to distinguish the following stages: 

Up to 6-8 years: First Inter-Sexual Stage 
8 years to 13 years : First Homosexual Stage 
13-15 years on: Second Inter-Sexual Stage 
13-15 years on: Second Homosexual Stage 

Our experience with children societies consisting of many 
hundreds of members may throw a further light upon the 
problem. We found that children, boys and girls, who had 
reached the 8 years age level or were near to it were able to 
run a. society of their own without the aid of any older indi
viduals. Usually they formed societies with one leader as 
the head. If growth had been stopped at this age level and 
if no more highly differentiated societies would exist these 
children societies would persist and develop an orderly organ
ization as they attain the minimum of constancy and differ
entiation necessary for common pursuits. These tests could 
not be developed beyond a certain limit as in actuality the 
adolescent and adult groups press upon children groups when 
they are in spontaneous formation and they have no chance 
to overcome this pressure and to develop beyond neighborhood 
gangs and local groups. 

3. CLEAVAGES IN GROUPS 

Gradually from the 1st grade on the group develops a more 
differentiated organization ;  the number of unchosen de
creases, the number of pairs increases, from about the 3rd 
grade on chains and triangles appear. The organization 
b�comes more and more ready and mature to function for the 
group. Cooperative group action which begins to flourish 
from the 3rd and 4th grades on is potentially inherent in the 
organization of this age level before the functioning in this 
direction may become apparent to outsiders. The increased 
differentiation of groups formed by the children from about 
the 2nd grade on and the declining insight of adults into the 
rOle and the position a particular child in the group mark the 
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begining of  a social cleavage, a cleavage between adult groups 
and children groups. 

From the 4th grade on the percentage of heterosexual attrac
tions drops very low. There is indicated the beginning of a 
sexual cleavage which characterizes the organization from 
then on up to the 8th grade. Parallel with this the number of 
pairs and of other social structures increases rapidly. It 
appears as if the sexual cleavage is accelerating the process of 
socialization, deepening the emotional bonds between the 
members of the fraternity and sisterhood into which the class 
is now broken up. 

From about the 5th grade another phenomenon can be 
observed in the sociograms. A greater number of Italian chil
dren begin to choose Italian neighbors ; a greater number of 
Jewish children begin to choose Jewish neighbors ; a greater 
number of German children begin to choose German neigh
bors, etc. ; and a larger number of Italian children reject Jew
ish children, of Jewish children reject Italian, of German 
children reject Jewish, and of white children reject colored 
children, and so on, than before. This phenomenon could not 
be observed in the pre-school groups nor in the 1st, 2nd and 
3rd grades although the percentage of members of the different 
nationalities was about the same. It indicates the beginning 
of a racial cleavage. The organization which was already 
broken up into two homosexual groups, into two halves, tends 
to break up further into a number of sub-groups, more or less 
distinct, each consisting of boys or girls of the same or similar 
nationality. Whether this is characteristic only for the par
ticular sample of children population studied or is a general 
phenomenon will become clear as soon as a great va.riety of 
children populations in urban and rural sections is studied. 
However, it is evident that children have no spontaneous aver
sion in respect to nationality differences. Where a cleavage 
appears it is largely the projection of adult influence. 

The three phenomena just mentioned are related to several 
factors. One is the physical and mental difference between 
adults and children. Children are becoming aware of the 
differences between themselves and the adults and of the sim
ilarities between themselves and other children. The psycho
logical distance between adults and children increases, the 
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psychological nearness between children and children in
creases. This is one basis for the development of children 
associations independent of adult associations. As the net
works among the children having become finer and stronger the 
collaborative activities of children which up to this point were 
relatively an open vista are now difficult for the adults to 
detect. However, the children associations inherent in the 
social structure never actually develop beyond an embryonic 
stage. Up to a certain age this is due to their insufficiency in 
the forming of groups. But from the 2nd and 3rd grades on 
this failure is largely due to the pressure coming from adult 
groups which bear down upon them and do not permit of their 
full expression. 

Soon after the difference between adults and children begin 
to affect group organization there follows the effect of the 
differences between the sexes. The distinction between boy 
and girl occupies the mind of children long before this period 
but up to this point it rather enhances their curiosity for each 
other and drives towards attraction rather than towards sepa
ration. Yet once the period of the free mixing of the sexes is 
over, the distance between the two sexes increase and leads to 
a new cleavage. The break-up of the group into fraternal 
homosexual- associations and homosexual sister associations 
begins. This sexual cleavage may be said to have a counter
part in certain imageries of primitive societies. In an African 
legend related by Frobenius men and women lived apart in 
different villages. Each village was governed by the one sex 
alone which comprised it and Frobenius describes periodic 
hostilities occurring between the two communities. The 
ground for this real or imagined outcome may, symbolically, 
lay in the first stage in which the warfare between the sexes 
is able to assume group form. This cleavage, although it does 
not develop beyond an embryonic stage, is never entirely over
come. The oncoming increase of heterosexual gravitation 
itself is not able to repair completely the rift in which all 
future tendencies towards homosexual groupings are inherent. 

When the homosexual tendency in group formation becomes 
an impelling force it aids to knit the individuals into a group 
which is more finely integrated than before and through emo
tional bondage gives an impetus for achievement. It may 
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appear more economical and more secure to look for identity 
or similarity in fellowships, a lesser risk in a period in which 
the development of collective feeling is in an experimental 
stage. Aims are more easily achieved if resistances within 
the group are abolished. Slight differences in color of the 
skin, size, figure, facial expression, or mental traits, gain in 
significance as they appear resistances for transference. The 
effect of the suggestion coming from parents or from other 
older individuals whose opinion is respected by the child is 
immense. But why such suggestion does not leave a lasting 
impression upon the child before this age level can be perhaps 
explained. It may be that the emotional bondage in children 
groups during the phase of sexual cleavage prepared the soil 
so that such suggestion may be comprehended, found useful, 
and so take root more easily. But these factors alone would 
not suffice to intrench these feelings, to transform them from 
individual into collective expression. A retaining and con
serving factor is needed. This is supplied by the networks 
whose significance we describe elsewhere and which begin to 
develop at this age level. It is through these networks that 
verbal and non-verbal opinion can travel. 

There appears clearly to be a parallel between intersexual 
and interracial attraction. Curiosity in respect to the other 
sex and curiosity in respect to another race both presuppose 
an expansive mood. When heterosexual attraction gives way 
to homosexual attraction, just as curiosity for the other sex 
fatigues and indifference or antagonism towards it develops, 
also the curiosity for members of another race fatigues and 
indifference or antagonism towards it develops. When chil
dren are intelligent enough to form more finely integrated 
interrelations they feel out for the first time the two great 
hindrances in the pursuit of closed and aggressive group 
action : the other sex and the other race. In the first schemes 
to conquer the world it seems so much easier and safer for boy 
groups to leave out girls and to leave out nationalities con
trasting to their own. 

While sexual cleavage was found in all the nationalities 
among the groups studied, what appears to be a longer dura
tion of this phenomenon in certain nationality groups may be 
related to the later coming-on of puberty. It may also be 
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that in nationality groups in which homosexual groupings are 
more emphatic and have a longer duration it provides a better 
soil for male groups to develop as cohesive units later and 
with hostile, aggressive attitudes towards the rest of society 
from which they deviate to a greater or slighter degree. On 
the other hand, the very long duration of the sexual cleavage 
in girl groups and the emotional bondage resulting from it 
may, when this takes place, facilitate an increased sense for 
independence. The situation in the sexual cleavage has a 
tendency towards recapitulation. It will probably be found 
that with the rising to power of homosexual aggressive male 
groups there goes hand in hand their suppression of cohesive 
female groups and their claims for equal opportunity. 

4. CoNCEPT oF AGE 

The fundamental mark in the process of socialization ap
pears to be reached at 7-9 years. This does not mean that 
this process is finished at that age but that children reach at 
that age the point when they can form and direct a society. 
The next mark in the process of socialization is the age of 
13-15 years, when the sexual development begins to reflect 
upon it. A third mark is 16-17 years, when the limit of 
mental development begins to reflect upon it. 

An individual appears to reach the different marks in his 
general devolopment at different times. An individual whose 
mental development may appear average normal may appear 
socially retarded and emotionally advanced. These differ
ences in the growth of mental, emotional, and social character
istics of an individual suggest that the hypothesis of age be 
either discarded or redefined. Instead of using different tests 
for the different aspects of personality development, for the 
abstract level of intelligence, intelligence tests, for the perform
ance level of intelligence, performance tests, for the emotional 
level of the individual, psychoanalytic inquiry, there is need 
of a test of the individual which evaluates all these factors in 
their interrelations and when they appear in conjunction, that 
is, when the individual is acting. The Spontaneity Test is 
devised to accomplish this objective and it demonstrates that 
the unity of personality organization is the primary fact to be 
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considered. It appears that this unity functions as an active 
principle in the evolution of personality. We cannot well dif
ferentiate one part of this unity, for instance, the intellectual 
development, and say it is " retarded " and differentiate 
another part of this unity, the emotional development, and 
say it is " accelerated." We need to consider the organization 
of personality above any of its various aspects, as a unity 
which, just like the physical organism, cannot escape from 
functioning as a unity all the time. As a unity it moves for
ward from year to year. It is interesting to note here that 
the sociometric test of groups has demonstrated a similar 
principle operating in group evolution. In groups of children 
and adolescents with the increasing age of the members
whatever the position of individual members may be-the 
group organization as a whole moves forward from year to 
year. 

VI. SOCIOGENETIC LA \V 

The finding that with the maturing of the intelligence and 
the emotions also the sociability of an individual matures was 
to be expected. But it is unexpected to find that a group of 
individuals " grows," that the organization of their interrela
tions crystallizes, that the clashes between the different intel
ligences, emotionabilities and sociabilities of the individuals 
within the group do not destroy the process of maturation nor 
prohibit the existence and recurrence of regular tendencies 
within it. The criss-cross currents in a group come to a 
synthesis, they produce organizations which have a " sense " 
.and invite interpretation. 

Our survey of the development of spontaneous group organ
izations from year to year of age among children and 
adolescents appears to indicate the presence of a fundamental 
" sociogenetic " law which may well be said to supplement the 
biogenetic law. Just as the higher animals have evolved from 
the simplest forms of life, so, it seems, the highest forms of 
group organization have evolved from the simple ones. If 
children were given the freedom to use their spontaneous 
groups as permanent associations, as children-societies, then 
similarities in structure and conduct with primitive human 
societies become apparent. 
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It is well known that primitive family association regulated 
more functions than does the modern family. Within its 
organization the function of education and labor as well as 
numerous other objectives were executed. Children societies 
might give us an indication how primitive societies would 
develop if we could recapitulate them today. The girls in 
Hudson, when given the opportunity to choose associates for 
home, work, etc., chose frequently, and more often at the 
younger age levels, the same persons for all the different func
tions,-with whom they wanted to live, to work, to play, etc. 
Whenever it was put into practice it led to an overlapping of 
functions within the same organization of individuals. This 
is an expression of society similar to that found in certain 
primitive family associations. The fact that other girls made 
distinct choices for different functional groups suggests that 
within the same community different patterns of society organ
ization are desired by different individuals. The fact that all 
these individuals have been brought up in a similar industrial 
environment and still have tendencies towards producing con
trasting society organizations may argue that the machine is 
not the sole factor in producing specialization of function and 
social differentiation. 

Our findings suggest the notion that group organization is in 
its ontogenetic development to a great extent an epitome of 
the form-modifications which successive ancestral societies of 
the species underwent in the course of their historic evolution. 
This view is supported by: 

(a) Spontaneous organizations of grouping among children 
and adolescents develop year by year from simple to more 
complex stages of integration. 

(b) These groups reveal that a remainder of lower organ
ization can always be traced in the next higher stage and that 
indicators of a beginning towards higher organization can be 
traced in the next lower stage. 

(c) Similarities have been noted between spontaneous 
group organizations among classes of children in the early 
grades and spontaneous group organizations among mentally 
retarded adolescents. 

(d) Similarities of tendencies in social organization are 
suggested cetween children societies and those of primitives. 
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VII. SOCIOMETRIC CLASSIFICATION 

1. ORGANIZATION OF A COMMUNITY 

The project to determine the psychologicai process com
prising a whole community seems like an unsurmountable 
task. A duplicate of this process to be accurate has to take 
into account more than the trends in the population. The 
process is broken up in numerous individual processes, each 
of whom contributes something to the total picture. The 
detailed combination of these individual processes again are 
very numerous. All the lights and shades need to be inte
grated in the presentation or else a form of fiction will take 
the place of scientific truth. The first task, therefore, which 
we set ourselves was to analyze all individuals of a given com
munity in their interrelations. We were encouraged in the 
difficult undertaking by the experiences in other sciences
a few carefully thought out breeding-experiments led to 
the foundation of biogenetics-from the careful psycholog
ical study of few individuals a good knowledge of men in 
general resulted. So we counted that from the careful study 
of one community a better knowledge of the structure of any 
community may develop also. Finally, we thought, however 
unique a certain concrete sample of population may be, the 
methods and techniques gained in the course of investigation 
will be universal. 

The community in which the study was made is near 
Hudson, New York ; it has the size of a small village, between 
500 and 600 persons ; it is a closed community ; it has a uni
sexed population ;  the girls are still in their formative age and 
remain in Hudson for several years until their training has 
been completed ; they are sent in from every part of New 
York state by the courts ; they are a cross-section of the 
nationality and social groups of New York. 

The organization is dual, consisting of two groups, staff 
members and inmates. There are 16 cottages for housing 
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purposes, a chapel, a school, a hospital, an industrial building, 
a steam laundry, a store, an administration building, etc., and 
a farm. The housemother has the function of the parent ; all 
meals are cooked in the house under the direction of a kitchen 
officer ; the girls participate in the household in different func
tions, as waitresses, kitchen helpers, cooks, laundresses, corridor 
girls, etc. 

The colored population is housed in cottages separate from 
the white. But in educational and social activities white and 
colored mix freely. These and similar aspects can be termed 
the " social organization of the community." And whatever 
the " social structure " of a particular cottage may be it is 
necessary to ascertain the psychological function of each of its 
members and the " psychological organization "  of the cottage 
group. The social function of a girl, for instance, may be that 
of supervising the dormitory, but her psychological function 
may be that of a housemother pet who is rejected by the mem
bers of her group and isolated in it. These emotional reac
tions and responses among the girls of the group must result 
in a dynamic situation, its " psychological organization." 

The social organization of the total community has beneath 
its outer appearance another aspect. Although separately 
housed, there are attractions and repulsions between white and 
colored girls which gravely affect the social conduct in this 
community. The " emotional currents " radiating from the 
white and colored girls, and vice versa, have to be ascertained 
in detail, their causes determined, and their effects estimated. 
Similarly emotional currents radiate among the white popula
tion irrespective of their housing and other distinctions from 
one cottage to another. Such psychological currents flow 
finally between officers and inmates and within the group of 
officers themselves in its sum total affecting and shaping the 
character and the conduct of each person and of each group 
in the community. 

2. SociOMETRIC TEsT OF HoME GRouPs 

The cell of the social organization in the community at large 
is missing in Hudson : the natural family. These girls are 
separated from their parents ; instead of to the latter they are 
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assigned to a housemother ; they are also separated from their 
siblings and are placed into groups of girls who are unrelated 
to them and to each other. The opinion is held by many that 
it is the parentaL instinct and affinity of blood relation that 
makes the association. of parents with their own children desir
able. But here in Hudson the natural affinities are missing. 
For the natural parent a " social " parent has been substituted, 
for the natural child, a " socjal " child. A device, therefore, 
has been invented to determine the " drawing power " one 
girl has for another, one girl has for a housemother, and in 
return one housemother has for a girl. Through such device 
we may find out to whom each girl is attracted and by whom 
each girl is repelled. The study of the sum total of these 
attractions and repulsions may give us ah, insight into the 
distribution of emotions in this community and the position 
of each individual and group in relation to its currents. 

The sociometric test provides such a device. The criten:on 
towards which the attention of the children has been directed 
is their liking or dislikes for the individuals in a given com
munity in respect to living together in the same home with 
them. The size of the population from which the child could 
select her home associates was five hundred and five. It was 
estimated by us on the basis of similar try-outs that it would 
be sufficient if five choices were allowed to every girl. The test 
was then given to the whole population at the same time in 
the manner described on page 13. We were then able to 
classify each girl according to the choices she had made and 
the choices she had received. An illustration of a typical 
choice slip follows : 

WL Cottage 5 
Choices made 
1. ML, C14 2. KT, C5 3. GE, C.5 4. CX, C14 5. SV, C4 
Choices received 
1. ML, C14 2 . . . . . . .  . 
( C designates cottage l 

3. PR. C5 4. SV, C4 5. EH, C8 

The choice findings indicate the amount of interest WL in 
C5 has for the 35 girls with whom she lives compared with 
the amount of interest she has for girls outside her cottage ; 
it indicates also the amount of interest girls of her own cottage 
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have for her compared with the amount of interest girls of 
other cottages have for her. It shows her interlocked with 
members of four cottages. The first choice of WL was 
ML from another cottage, C14, who also chose her first. 
Altogether she chooses 2 ( KT and GE) from her own cottage 
and 3 (ML, CN, and SV) from other cottages. She is chosen 
by 1 (PR) from her cottage and by 3 (ML, SV, and EH) from 
other cottages. See sociogram of WL, p. 86. 

When, then, each girl of cottage 5 is classified as above illus
trated in the case of WL, the actual composition of cottage 5 
can be compared with the composition desired by its members, 
whom they would like to have in and whom out of the cottage. 
See sociogram of C5, p. 122. Looking within the cottage we 
discover girls who, like stars, capture most of the choices, others 
forming mutual pairs, sometimes linked into long mutual 
chains or into triangles, squares, or circles, and then an un
looked-for number of unchosen children. Looking over the 
total community, we observe that the choices run criss-cross 
throughout, uncovering the invisible dynamic organization 
which actually exists below the official one. Suddenly what 
has seemed blank or impenetrable opens up as a great vista. 
We see the choices running in streams to one or to another 
cottage. And we see other cottages practically isolated. We 
see cottages concentrating their choices within their own 
groups and then we see another sending so many choices to 
other cottages that seemingly its own group desires to disband. 

3. LIMITS OF EMOTIONAL INTEREST 

Instead of the 2,525 choices expected, only 2,285 choices 
were actually made. Two hundred and forty choices, i.e., 
9:Y2 7o ,  remained unused. Nine and one-half per cent indi
cates to what extent the emotional interest of the whole 
Hudson population is limited when five choices are allowed in 
respect to the criterion of living in proximity. 

If we analyze one group from this aspect, cottage 1 ,  we find 
that it left 26 choices unused. Two individuals from C1,  we 
find, made no choices during the stage of the first choice ; 4, 
during the second ; 4, during the third ; 5, during the fourth ; 
1 1 , during the fifth. Obviously the girls were fresh at the 
start, only 2 made no choice then. But from choice to choice 
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the amplitude of their interest declined. During the last 
phase, when the fifth choice was made, the number of unused 
choices rises from 8% (1st choice) to 16% (2nd choice) to 
16% (3rd choice) to 20% (4th choice) to 44% (5th choice) . 
The following table presents the percentage of unused choices 
from 1st to 5th choice for each cottage group : 

TABLE 7 

PERCEN TAGE ' OF UN USED CHOICES FHOM 1ST TO 5TH CHOICE 

First Second Third Fourth Fifth 

Choice Choice Choice Choice Choice 

Cottage B . . . . . . . .  0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 
Cottage 9 . . . . . . . . .  0% 0% 0% 0% 8% 
Cottage A . . . . . . . .  Oo/o 0% Oo/o 5% 25% 
Cottage 12 . . . . . . . .  0% 0% 4% 4% 28% 
Cottage 5 . . . . . . . . .  3% 6% 6% 9% 1 2% 
Cottage 14 . . . . . . . .  3% 3% 3% 7% 27% 
Cottage 8 . . . . . . . . .  4% 8% 8% 12% 12% 
Cottage 13 . . . . . . . .  3% 3% 9% 9•% 35% 
Cottage 4 . . . . . . . . .  4% 4% 4% 8% 44% 
Cottage 10 . . . . . . . .  12% 12% 12% 15% 15% 
Cottage 1 1 .  . . . . . . . 1 1 % 9% 9% 20% 24% 
Cottage 6 . . . . . . . . .  3% 3% 12% 27% 48% 
Cottage 1 . . . . . . . . .  8% 16% 16% 20% 44% 
Cottage 7 . . . . . . . . .  20% 20% 20% 24% 36% 
Cottage 2 . . . . . . . . .  12% 15% 20% 35% 60% 

With almost the regularity of a clock the interest declines. 
It is interesting how rapidly their interest started to weaken. 
Usually after the 3rd choice a crisis is evident. Only three 
cottages, CA, CB, and C9, passed through the first three 
choices without losing one, and only cottage B reached the 
final 5th choice still unbeaten. Cottage 2 left 60% unused 
in the 5th choice and three other cottages left little less than 
50% unused in that choice. One choice more, perhaps, or 
two, and the girls of most of the groups would have reached 
the limit of their interest. 

The gradual decline of emotional expansiveness can be illus
trated in still another way. From the 505 girls, 500 partici
pate in the 1 st choice ; 460 are still marching in the 2nd 
choice; 420 girls, in the 3rd choice ; 37 5, in the 4th choice. 
To make the 5th choice only 300 girls have a sufficient amount 
of interest left. A 6th, 7th, or 8th choice may have furnished 
us with a picture exemplifying a slow approximation to the 
freezing point. 
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This demonstrates what we may call the process of slowing 
down of interest, the cooling off of emotional expansiveness, 
the sociodyna.mic decline of interest. After a certain number 
of efforts the interest grows fatigued. It reaches extinction 
of interest in respect to a certain criterion, the sociodynamic 
limit of a person's expansion, its social entropy. 

4. SociODYN AMIC EFFECT 

Another process was observed to recur with a peculiar 
regularity. The number of choices was not equally divided 
among the girls. Some attracted more attention, they re
ceived more choices ; some attracted less attention, they 
received fewer choices or remained unchosen. Some girls 
accumulated more choices the further we progressed from the 
1st to the 5th choice. There were cases where a girl received 
more than 40 choices, contributed from girls from all parts of 
the community. On the other hand, many of the girls seemed 
to be entirely cut off from the circuit of attention. The num
ber of unchosen after the 1st choice oscillated between 35% 
and 15% of the members of the cottages. 

\Ve had good reasons to hope that with the progressing 
choices everyone would catch something for herself. The 
number of the unchosen became smaller in the second and 
still smaller in the third choice. But after the 3rd choice the 
progress started to slacken. The number of the unchosen did 
not fall as rapidly as before the 3rd choice: the figures tended 
to stand still. The number of the unchosen in cottage 1 after 
the 1 st choice was 13 girls ; it fell down to 6 girls in the 3rd 
choice, but from then on the number of the unchosen did not 
change. It was still 6 in the last choice. Cottage 13 started 
with 1 1  unchosen and finished with 3. Cottage 14 started 
with 18 unchosen girls and reduced them to 6 in the end. 
Cottage 6 started with 22 unchosen girls and had 6 at the end. 
Of course the surplus of choices went somewhere. It went to 
the girls who attracted more attention from the start. Their 
greater attraction seemed to be responsible for the fact that 75 
girls from 505 (15%) remained unchosen, isolated in the 
community after all the choices were counted. 

It might be speculated that if the girls had chosen each 
other at a rate of more than 5 choices per person that finally 
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every girl of the population would have received a choice. 
But all indications in our research support the conclusion that 
a higher rate than 5 choices would have increased the number 
of choices for those who have been " stars " under 5 choice 
conditions and would have continued to leave stubbornly out 
the unchosen ones. \Ve call this process of persistently leaving 
out a number of persons of a group the sociodynamic effect. 

TABLE 8 

NuMnER OF UxcnosEN FROM ls·r TO 5TH CHOICE 

Cottages : 1st 2nd Srd 4th 5th 

Choice Choice Choice Choice Choice 

Cl . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  13 8 6 6 6 
C2 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  13 10 6 5 4 
C4 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 12 9 7 6 6 
C5 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  10 8 5 4 3 
C6 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  22 15 9 7 6 
C7 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  18 11 7 7 6 
C8 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  12 8 7 6 5 
C9 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  1 1  5 2 2 2 
C10 . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  14 9 7 6 5 
C l l . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  12 7 6 5 4 
C12 . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  16 7 6 6 6 
C13 . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  1 1  7 3 3 3 
C14 . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  18 12 8 7 6 
CA . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  13 g 6 4 2 
CB . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  g 4 2 2 2 

Totals . . . . . . .  ZOo! 129 87 74 66 

5. LOCATION OF CHOICES 

The location of the choices, whether inside or outside 
the group and as their distribution changes from the 1st to 
the 5th choice, has a definite effect upon the organization of 
the group. The following three samples illustrate the most 
characteristic patterns of organization resulting from this 
factor: 

CoTTAGE 7, LocA1'ION oF CHOICES 

Inside Outside 

1st choice . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . 14 7 
2nd choice . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . 15 6 
3rd choice . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . 14 7 
4th choice . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . 13 7 
5th choice . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . 10 7 
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The same trend is repeated through all the phases from 1st 
to 5th choice: the majority of choices go inside, the minority 
of choices go outside the group. It is a sample of an intro
verted organization. 

CoTTAGE 8, LocATION oF CHoiCES 

1st choice . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . 
2nd choice . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . 
3rd choice . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . 
4th choice . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . 
5th choice . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . 

Inside Outside 

10 
9 
6 
8 
9 

15 
16 
18 
15 
14 

Cottage 8 gives a sample of an extroverted organization. 
The majority of choices go persistently in each phase outside, 
the minority in each phase inside. 

CoTTAGE 5, LocATIO:> oF CHOICES 

1st choice . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . 
2nd choice . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . 
3rd choice . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . 
4th choice . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . 

5th choice . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . 

Inside Outside 

13 
16 
17 
11 
16 

17 
14 
12 
17 
11 

Cottage 5 is a sample in which the majority of choices 
swings between inside and outside the group without any 
decided trend. Two phases, 1st and 4th choice, the majority 
goes outside ; in the remaining three phases, 2nd, 3rd, and 5th 
choice, it goes inside. It can be called a balanced organization. 

6. ATTRACTIONS AND REPULSIONS 

The emotions going out from persons are only half of the 
problem. Human relations are a stick with two ends. The 
emotions coming back are the other half. Here were 505 
girls who at the rate of 5 choices each had the opportunity to 
make 2,525 choices. To secure the other half meant to ascer
tain the responses to these choices. As every girl was in the 
center of a varying number of reciprocated or unreciprocated 
choices, every girl belonging to such an atomic structure, a 
form of interrogation had to be applied in which all the indi
viduals related to each other in respect to the criterion of 
wanting to live in proximity could participate. In each case 
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all the girls revolving around each girl and she herself had to 
be interviewed separately and still in relation to each other. 
This was accomplished by a group of interviewers who 
attempted through cooperative action, each from another 
individual's angle, to secure the structure existing in relation 
to any individual in this community. In the case of WL 
before mentioned, 8 persons were interviewed, including WL. 
WL was asked: 1 ,  " How do you feel about living with ML, 
KT, GE, CN, SV, PR, or EH in the same cottage? Say ' Yes, 
No, or Indifferent ' ; " 2, " What motives have you for accept
ing or rejecting her'? " And then ML, KT, GE, CN, SV, PR, 
and EH were asked in return: " How do you feel about living 
in the same cottage with WL? Say ' Yes, No, or Indifferent.' 
What motives have you for accepting or rejecting her? " 

The findings reveal WL is attracted to 5, 2 of whom are in 
her own cottage and the other 3 in other cottages. She rejects 
2, one from her own cottage and one from another. She 
attracts 7, 3 of whom are in her own cottage and 4 outside in 
other cottages. She is rejected by none. Attractions are 
mutual in 5 instances. The most intensive mutual attraction 
as shown by first choice and motivations is towards a girl in 
another cottage. See sociogram of WL, second phase. See 
also Motivations Table of WL, p. 78. This inquiry ascer
tained in the same manner for each individual of the popula
tion the number of attractions or repulsions going out from 
her towards other members and the attractions and repulsions 
going back to her from them. 

The seven individuals interlocked with WL delineates the 
border-lines of what may be called a social atom with WL as 
its nucleus. In relation to every other individual another 
group of persons were found interlocked in respect to the same 
criterion. It can be said that the sociometric test in its first 
phase (spontaneous choice) attempted to detect these atoms. 
In its second phase it will attempt to penetrate beneath their 
surface, as it were, to crush the social atom. 

Through the study of the 505 atomic structures it was found 
that they oftentimes differed widely from the position of the 
respective individuals in their actual home groups, that these 
atomic structures frequently overlap one another, many indi
viduals being parts of diverse structures at the same time with, 
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however, a varying degree of interest. First we classified, as 
expressed from the 1 st to the 5th choice, the Yes attitude, 
attraction, in respect to living in proximity, the No attitude, 
repulsion, and the Neutral attitude, indifference, irrespective 
of the motivations expressed for these attitudes. Then we 
secured from the individuals themselves what motivations 
they considered as underlying their attractions and repulsions. 
It was found that rarely did one emotion but usually a com
plex of emotions seem to motivate them. And these emo
tions appeared like a " current " centering in and moving two 
or more persons at the same time. The study of the motiva
tions ( see Motivation Table, p. 164) gave, if pieced together 
and weighed for each individual of the same group, a deeper 
insight into the forces regulating or disturbing group 
organization. 

MoTIVATroxs oF WL 

1st Choice, ML, Cl4 : 
We seem to understand each other 

although we are very different. I 
am excitable and moody and she is 
always calm and chiecrful. vVe arc 
both going to do the same kind of 
work in the future, stenography and 
office work. She has a calming effect 
upon me and I always wanted to 
live with her. 

2nd Choice, KT, C5 : 
KT is just the opposite of ML. 

She is Hungarian and sometimes 
teaches me a few words. She is 
wonderful in sports and the star in 
baseball. I am not such a good 
player but a fast runner and KT 
makes the others have patience with 
me. She is determined she will make 
a star out of me too. She is slow 
about some things, like sewing, and 
so I often help her with it. It's good 
to be around her. I like .her next 
after ML. 
3rd Choice, GE, C5 : 

GE I want in my cottage because I 
feel towards her like she was my 
little sister. I never had any and l 

lRt Choice, ML, C14 : 
IVL is so interesting. She seems 

to feel things so deeply. The slight
r:st happening and she is tearful or 
else ecstatic about it. I don't get 
this way very much and so I like to 
share things with her. I think she ig 
colorful. 

Rc:sponsc, KT : 
Yes, I would like to have WL in 

my cottage because of her spirit. 
She wasn't very good in sports when 
she was new and she was so persistent 
I just admire her for that. She is 
sensitive and although the girls like 
her she feels hurt if they criticize her, 
like in games, I mean. 

Response, GE, C5 : 
Yes, oh yes, I want WL. She is 

the kindest girl in our whole cottage. 
She is always thinking of the nicest 
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like to take care of her. It is just 
too sweet for anything the way she 
appreciates if you do the tiniest thing 
for her. I always give her all the 
things I can't use and she makes 
things out of them for herself. She 
is <.�lever that way. Mostly she is 
just a lonesome little child you just 
han to be fond of. 

4th Choice, CN, C14 : 
I chose CN fourth because she 

isn't so necessary to me as the others. 
She is more a luxury. She is 
amusing and just naturally comical. 

5th Choice, SV, C4 : 
I try to model myself after SV. 

She is highly intelligent I think, 
much more than I am, farther in 
reading books and knowing things. 
She is delicate and I have some in
fluence over her in making her rest 
afternoons. She comes from the 
same part of New York state I do 
and sometimes we talk about how it 
is there. 

Response, PR, C5 : 
No. It's only because she has a 

way of edging up to you and stand
ing so close when she talks to you. 
There is something about her that is 
repulsive to me. I have a hard time 
to be nice to her when she comes 
near to me. I felt this way about her 
even before I found out. about her 
having secret meetings most every 
day with colored girls. It seems she 
just can't live without them. She 
doesn't just go with them herself but 
she tries to get new girls to carry her 
notes so they'll get interested too. I 
think it's just too bad about her. 
If she came out in the open with it 
you wouldn't get so disgusted with 
her. But she gets the new girls on 
the sly. She promises them all kinds 
of things if they will do it for her 
and then she forgets all about her 
promises. 

thing to do for someone. I didn't 
choose her because I chose all girls 
I play around with who aren't so 
busy as WL. She has to study more 
and is older than the girls I go with. 

Response, C.!'\, C14 : 
Yes, we are very companionable. 

She always understands my j okes and 
doesn't get angry like most girls do 
when I make sharp remarks. 

3rd Choice, SV, C4 : 
WL keeps me from being home

sick. She always has something to 
talk about and although she is moody 
she never acts bored ; is always in
teresting. I think she has a beautiful 
way of acting, like when she greets 
you on the walk. You feel she is 
really happy to be talking to you in 
particular. 

3rd Choice, PR, C5 : 
I like WL very, yery much. She 

doesn't talk to me much, though. 
always says she is busy, has to read, 
or something. I don't know if it is 
true or not. She is the most attrac
tive girl in the cottage I think ; has 
such a nice complexion and keeps her 
hair all curled. She is just lovely. 
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7. SociOMETRIC CLASSIFICATION 

On this basis we were able to classify each individual and 
each group of the given community according to its position 
within it. We were aware that we had to approach the classi
fication problem from an angle which is in sharp contrast with 
the current methodologies. Classification methods according 
to type, as Jung's, Kretschmer's, and others, have in common 
with psychometric classification methods which measure an 
individual's intelligence, aptitudes, and abilities, that their 
attitude of classification is centered upon one individual singly, 
whereas the individuals and groups around him are only 
summarily considered. In contrast, we do not deal with an 
individual separated from the sociodynamic situation in which 
he lives, within which he appears continuously, attracted to 
and rejected by other individuals. The crucial point of our 
classification is to define an individual in relation to others, 
and in the case of groups, always a group in relation to other 
groups. This is sociometric classification. The approach 
was not a theoretical scheme but the product of empirical 
induction growing logically out of our initial precept to 
discover and control the psychological currents in a given 
community. 

The following sample demonstrates the sociometric classifi
cation of one individual and the methods employed to develop 
an increasing degree of precision in the formula. 

The individual WL chooses 2 inside and 3 outside her group 
in respect to living in proximity. She is chosen by 1 inside 
and 3 outside her group. " L " designates the criterion, living 
in proximity. The figures above the horizontal line signify 
choices made by the subject ; those below it, the choices 
received by the subject. The figures to the left of the vertical 
line are related to choices made or received by the subject 
inside her group ; those to the right, outside her group. Thus 
Formula I is as follows : 

WL 
sent

. 
reeerved 

m L out 
2 ! 3 
1 I 3 

Through the process of interrogation rejections and additional 
attractions were revealed. (See p. 77. ) The following 
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formula gives the total number of  attractions and rejections 
made or received by WL inside and outside her group. Formula 
I changes accordingly as the number of rejections are indicated 
by a figure immediately following the figure indicating attrac
tions ( and is separated from it by a dash) . Thus Formula II 
is as follows : 

m L 

WL 
sent 2 1 1 
received 3 0 I 

out 
3 1 
4 0 

Formula II becomes further differentiated into Formula III 
as the choices are designated by ch with the number of the 
choice, first choice, second choice, etc., designated by a number 
after the ch, and the responses designated by R, with a letter, 
a, b, c, etc., designating how many responses there are. 

WL sent 
received 

m L out 
ch2 ch3 0 ch1 ch4 ch5 - 1 

�-�----

ch3 Hab 0 ch1 ch4 ch5 Ra - 0 

These formulas express left from the vertical line the posi
tion WL occupies within the group in which she actually 
lives ; right from the vertical line, her position within the 
community in respect to the criterion of living in proximity. 
It defines thus her status in respect to the eight factors given 
below in the Table of Terms in Sociometric Classification. 

TABLE O F  TERMS O F  SoCIOMETRIC CLASSIFICATION 

Positive or N egati,·e : Positive, the subj ect chooses others ; 
Negative, the subject does not choose others. 

Isolated : The subject is not chosen. 

Extroverted Position : The subject sends the majority of its choices to 
individuals outside its own group. 

Introverted Position : The subject sends the majority of its choices io  
individuals inside its own group .  

Attracted :  

Attractive : 

The subject chooses 3 or more individuals. 

The subj ect is chosen by 3 or more individuals. 
(In or Out is added to indicate if the choices are 
respectively only inside the subject's group or only 
outside. When this is not added the choices are 
understood to relate to both inside and outside the 
group.) 
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Rejects : 

Rejected : 

Indifference : 

WHO SHALL SURVIVE? 

The subject rejects 3 or more individuals. 

The subject is rejected by 3 or more individuals. 

The subj ect is indifferent to the maj ority of th� 
individuals who are attracted to her or who reject 
her. 

The classification of WL is, according to these eight factors : 
Positive, not Isolated, Extroverted Position, Attracted, Attrac
tive, not Rejected or Rejecting. 

In another instance, that of TL, the formulas are as follows : 

TL. Formula I. m L out 
sent 4 I 1 
received 0 I 0 

TL. Formula II. m L out 
sent 4 - 1 1 - 3 
received 0 -16 0 -15 

TL. Formula III. Ill L out 
sent chi ch2 ch3 ch4 - 1 I ch5 3 
received 0 -16 I 0 - 1 5  

In contrast to WL, TL is an individual whose classification 
expresses an unfavorable position :  Positive, Isolated, Extro
verted Position, Attracted, Not Attractive, Rejected and 
Rejecting. 

These eleven cases illustrate how prolific sociometric classi
fication is in being able to differentiate the position of any 
individual according to sociodynamic circumstances. It in
forms us that an individual's RU is negatively situated, that 
is, uninterested in anyone particularly and no one interested 
particularly in her. It tells us that an individual is isolated 
in its own group. It discloses if an individual is in an extro
verted position and whether she is wanted within her own 
group but herself runs outside in her choices. It, again, 
reveals if an individual rejects or is rejected in her group or 
outside of it. 

Without considering yet in detail the motivations behind 
these attractions and repulsions, if it is fear or dissatisfaction 
or whatever, a. study of these cases, without a knowledge of 
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4 I 1 
Elsa TL - - 1 --

0 I 0 

4 I I 
HW - --+--

4 I I 

3 I 2 UQ - - 1 - -

I I 0 

2 I .1 
GL ·� I� 

5 I 12 

3 I 2 
GB - - 1 --

6 I I 

3 I 2 
AA -·- 1--

3 I 2 

0 I 5 
LS -- 1 - -

0 I 2 

0 I 0 
RU --1-- -

0 I 0 

2 I ,) 
LS - -1--

I I 2 

I I 3 
SR --1- -

3 ! 6 

5 I 0 
AI � I -

4 I 2 

2 I 2 
BA � I � 

2 I 2 

TABLE 9 

ELEVEX EXAMPLES OF SoCIOMETRIC CLASSIFICATION 

Formula II 

L 
4 - 1 I 1 -

------ 1 -- ---- ----

0 -16 I 0 -1 5 
L 

4 - I I 1 - 0 
·�- - 1 ---

4 - 3 I I - 0 
L 

3 - 8 ! 2 - 1  
---- 1 - �--

0 - 3 I 0 - 1 
L 

5 - 2 I 12- 2 
---- i .. ---

5 - 0 I 1 2- 0 
L 

�-1___1_-=--3_ 
6 - 2 I 0 - I 

L ��� 3 - 0  2 - 0  
L 

1 - 0 I 5 - 2 
---- 1 ---

0 - 9 I I - 5 
L 

0 - 0 I 0 - 0 
------- 1 ----

0 - 0 I 0 - 0 
L 

2 - 4 I 5 - 0 
--- 1---

1 - 0 I 4 - I 
L 

2 - 4 I 1 - .1 
--- 1 ----

4 - 0 I 7 - 0 
L 

5 - 1 I 1 - 1 
---- ' -

3 - .1 I 0 -13  
L 

���o_ 
2 - 0 I 2 - 0 
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anything about their history or conduct, intelligence or abil
ities, except the knowledge that these positions continued 
during the period of one year, indicates that five, TL, UQ, LS, 
R U, AI, of the eleven cases are unadjusted within their living 
group. 

The classification of Elsa TL as isolated, rejected and 
rejecting, is comprehensively corroborated by an intensive 
study of her conduct. See p. 172. The negative and isolated 
situation of RU in the community is verified by her lack of 
sociability. In each case the classification was sustained by 
clinical evidence and further testing. See p. 178. Any change 
in conduct was found also to be traced immediately through 
the sociometric test. \Vhen the sociometric test showed a 
change in classification, a change in conduct was evidenced. 

\Vhen there is identical classification of two different indi
viduals this does not indicate that the same motivations have 
necessarily led to it ; it indicates only the same social setting 
in the home group. Yet even in these cases of identical classi
fication further analysis leads to further differentiation of the 
formulas showing that the social setting of two individuals 
which appeared identical at the start may look very different 
from a microscopic point of view. This can be illustrated in 
the cases of HF and GB. 

A comparison of the social setting of these hvo individuals 
shows sharp contrast. AA is attracted to and attracts indi
viduals who appear well adjusted. She received a 3rd and a 
5th choice from two girls who command a great influence in 
the community. The I.Q.'s of the individuals in the social 
atom of AA are : AA, 1 14 ;  BT, 1 16 ;  SA, 103 ;  TT, 75 ; and 
MT, 87. In all but one case (TT) the girls are doing high 
school work. On the other hand, the I.Q.'s of the individuals 
in the social atom· of BA are : BA, 53 ; AE, 68 ; CT, 58 ; Y A, 
70. In all but one instance (YA) , they are failing to progress 
appreciably either in school work or vocational training. 
Nevertheless the actual position in the respective home group 
of AA and BA corroborates the precision of the classification. 
But the contrast shows that AA is placed in an upgrade social 
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setting which may mature her best potentialities, whereas BA 
is in a downgrade social setting with individuals among whom 
she herself has the best classification. We may state here our 
observation that if two individuals have the same or similar 
sociometric classification, the social setting around them indi
cates a favorable or unfavorable prognosis in their problem 
of social adjustment. A further differentiation between two 
individuals was ascertained through study of the relation to 
their respective housemother and their classification in their 
respective work group. 

Such analysis of the social setting of individuals indicates 
that the classification status in a social atom is relative, that 
it changes in significance depending upon the social atoms with 
which it is interrelated. This also brings up the question of 
the relative influence of one or the other choice or attraction 
between two individuals (not only in respect to themselves) 
in respect to their home group and to the community. We 
have seen that the influence of one choice differs widely from 
the influence of another if the network of the whole com
munity is taken into consideration. From this point of view 
the individual BL, who is, according to her classification, a 
popular individual, being chosen by 18 persons inside and 2 
outside her group, compares poorly with an individual like 
LP, who is chosen by only 4 individuals. But LP is the first 
choice of these 4, however, and 3 of these 4 command directly 
or by indirection about 100 choices, whereas in the case of BL 
the choices come from individuals who are poorly adjusted in 
the main and are singly almost cut off from the chief currents 
of the community. If it comes to estimating, therefore, which 
individual wields more power in the community, the number 
of attractions and rejections an individual has does not alone 
figure, but who are the choosing and rejecting one and what 
expansion range their networks have. In other words, we 
arrive here to the problem of classifying leadership. 

The sociograms on p. 89 illustrate the social setting of a 
very popular individual in the given community and that of 
a very powerful individual in this community. 
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C 5  

SociAL AToM OE' l�DIVIJJUAL WL 
CRITERION : LIVING IN PROXIMITY 

WL attracts one and is attracted to two individuals in her house ; she 
is attracted to three individuals outside her house and they in turn are 
attracted to her. She sends her 2nd and 3rd choices inside, her 1st, 
4th, and 5th choices, outside. She is the 3rd choice of an individual 
inside, the 1st, 4th, and 5th choice of thr.ee individuals respectively 
outside. Two of her choices are reciprocated (WL-ME, WL-SV) . Three 
of her choices are unreciprocated (KT, GE, and CN) . She does not 
reciprocate two choices (PR and EH) . She gravitates into three different 
houses (C4, CS, C14) b'esides the house (C5) in which she lives. The 
chart illustrates the method of tracing the social atom of WL in respect 

to the criterion of living in proximity. 
86 
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SociAL AToM OF INDIVIDUAL WL 

CRITERION : LIVING IN PROXIMITY 

The chart illustrates the method of tracing one step further the social 
.atom of WL in respect to the criterion of living in proximity. The 
responses to the choices which appeared unreciprocated are ascertained. 
KT, GE, and CN respond with attraction to WL. WL responds with 

repulsion to EH and to PR. 
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Cottage Cl.  Population, 23 girls. This chart i llustrated a method of 
ascertaining the psychological organization of a home group. Criterion : 
living in proximity. The choices are plotted from members of this 
cottage to other members of this cottage. The choices as they may 
have come from the outside to members of this cottage or from the 
latter to outside persons are not here plotted. The organization resulting 
is : Unchosen individual, 10,-BA, CM, GM, JM, GL, RA, LY, TS, RC, 
BN ; Mutual attractions (Pairs) , 6,-AE-HF, AE-PC, PC-PP, PC-YA, 
UT-SY, PC-KR ; Triangles : 0 ;  Chain, 1 :  HF-AE-PC-KR-PP. 
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Fig. 1. A Popular Individual, BL . BL is the center of attraction from 
twenty individuals. Eighteen of these twenty are living with her in the 
same home group, the total population of which is 25 members. She 
is attracted to four individuals (TT, ML, O Y, and SA) of her own home 
group. Thus she would be classified as a popular individual. But the 
two attractions coming to her from outside her group are from isolated 
and rejected individuals (VE of C9 and PR of C3) and the attractions 
from inside her group come from individuals who are singly almost 
cut off from the chief currents of the community. Therefore, notwith
standing the fact that BL commands quantitatively a great direct in-

fluence, her influence is limited to the area of her cottage, C6. 
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Fig. 2. A Powerful Individual, LP. LP of C4 is the center of attrac
tion from four individuals : SV and ES both of C4, MM of CA., and 
KM of C5. She is the first choice of these individuals as is indicated by 
the numeral 1 on the side of the line extending from each of them to 
her. She makes use of four of her five choices and appears attracted in 
return to SV, MM, ES, and KM, with each of whom she forms a pair. 
Quantitatively she would be classified as an individual of average direct 
influence, but through SV, MM, KM, and ES she commands by indirec
tion nearly one hundred individuals of whom fifty-nine are indicated in 

the chart. She has actually a powerful position in the community. 

90 
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8. NOTE ON THE VALIDITY OF THE FINDINGS 

The objective was to test a community as a whole and to 
reconstruct it purely on the basis of findings yielded by the 
test. Our guiding principle in the research has been from 
the start, after we had decided working in an unexplored ter
ritory, to let the direction and the expansion of the research 
grow out of the situation. Therefore our procedure was not 
fixed in advance. After the test was given each time we ana
lyzed the findings and developed out of them the next logical 
move in the sense of the inquiry. The first step in the test 
was so simply constructed in order that we might get an 
immediate foothold into the spontaneous evolution of com
munity machinery: we let every member choose his associates 
in respect to the criterion of living in the same home, irrespec
tive of age, nationality, or whatever. But in the course of 
analyzing these choices we found the outcome so contradicting 
that we could not reconstruct the home groups in the com
munity upon their basis. The foregoing chapters illustrate 
this. A minority only " clicked," that is, chose each other 
mutually, and a still smaller minority clicked by first choice. 
The large majority " passed by " or neglected each other for 
unknown reasons. At the same time the choices " broke " all 
the racial and religious and I.Q. lines, colored choosing white, 
white choosing colored, Catholics choosing Protestants, high 
I.Q. choosing low I.Q., and vice versa. 

Further, we had discovered that instead of the 2,525 choices 
expected (on the basis of 505 persons choosing at a rate of 5 
choices each) ,  only 2,285 choices were actually made. The 
fact of 240 choices being missing had compelled us to make a 
special investigation. See chapters, Limit of Emotional Inter
est and Sociodynamic Effect. But the discovery of choices 
being missing brought about another critical speculation 
regarding our procedure. Besides the two factors, limit of 
emotional interest and sociodynamic effect, whether or not 
any individual has made her 5 choices in full may have a 
relation to the number of acquaintances she has had the 
opportunity to make and a relation to the period of time she 
has spent in the given community up to the moment of 
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the test. As the Hudson school is a closed community, we 
had the possibility of tracing these factors accurately as every 
individual who arrived into it faced a population equally 
strange to her with the exception of rare instances wherein a 
new girl had met previously one or two of the population 
outside. 

After having treated these two side problems we returned to 
the primary stage of our research. The great number of unre
ciprocated choices suggested to us the idea that perhaps an 
inquiry at the other end, from the unresponding individuals, 
may adjust many one-sided situations and transform them 
into reciprocated ones. Also, as we had found in certain cases 
that the mutual choice was undesirable for one or the other 
party, we considered more information about both ends of the 
relationship to be necessary. Therefore we began an investi
gation into the motivations underlying these choices. 

It is the place, here, perhaps, to ponder upon methodical 
errors which we may have made up to the present point. 
First, the validity of subjective choice. Subjective choice to 
be valid requires the total absence of such factors as threat 
and fear and the operation of such factors as confidence in the 
realization of their choices. It is obvious that the girls in 
Hudson, if they wanted a desire to be carried out, would try 
to make their choices as sincere as they were able. Also the 
test was addressed to the girls by the superintendent in person, 
whom the girls realized had full authority and whose unlimited 
desire to aid each girl was often experienced by them. Fur
thermore, the recklessness of the choices made, as presented in 
our tables, is evidence that no doubt need exist as to the 
sincerity of the choices except in occasional cases. 

Second, after the validity or invalidity of subjective choice 
was considered, we considered the validity of choice and 
response for the purpose of classification. The range of choices 
and responses fell between 5 and over 40. Every single state
ment about an individual was thus checked by 5 to 41 other 
statements and hence appeared well supported. Third, the 
fluctuating of the opinions. We considered the problem that 
the opinions of individuals, especially of adolescents, might be 
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found to fluctuate rapidly. Therefore the girls were allowed 
a period of 90 days in which to change their choices or re
sponses. However, they maintained their original choices and 
responses to the extent of 95%. Fourth, the accuracy of the 
girls' statements and motivations of their choices. These are, 
indeed, frequently inaccurate. Notwithstanding comprehen
sive study of each child's statements of motivations, they 
are sometimes, as in the cases of backward children, little more 
than nai:ve utterances. Yet in one respect the most inarticu
late motivation does not differ one iota from the most articu
late one. It expresses this or that individual's desire or pro
test regarding living in the same cottage with this or that other 
individual at the time of interrogation. The fact that the 
more intelligent person niotivates her likes and dislikes more 
fully does not change the fact that she also only expresses a 
preference. Thus the real test of the situation is not how 
accurate statements are, but again, how spontaneous and 
subjectively true they are. 

A further restrictive argument is that the preferring of 5 
persons outside your group does not exclude your liking the 
persons of your own group only in lesser degree, even though 
to be resigned from being together with persons whom you 
know to be of greater inspirational value for you and your 
progress is hard to be reconciled to. 

Our attempt to reevaluate the accuracy of the far-reaching 
conclusions concerning the limit of emotional interest of indi
viduals in respect to different criteria and the sociodynamic 
effect which results from the psychological pressure bearing 
upon each individual in large populations suggested to us to 
consider another source of possible error in our calculation. 
The members of the Hudson population, before they became 
a part of it, had been members of a community outside. Many 
of their emotional interests may reside, and certainly must 
have at one time resided, in the community from which they 
came. However, the girls have not been asked to choose for 
living in proximity individuals who lived at the time of the 
interrogation in some outside community. It is possible that 
if such emotional attachments to parents, siblings, friends, 
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men or women, do not decrease in intensity even after a long 
stay in the training school that this may account for the indif
ference some individuals have demonstrated in making use of 
the five allotted choices. If the test had been carried out in 
a manner not limiting the choices to the population within the 
Hudson school and had allowed the girls to choose any 
acquaintance anywhere, the result of the test might have been, 
and we can assume it almost to a certainty, far more prolific 
than the picture we have obtained. Many more communities 
than Hudson would have become subject to our test. Each 
of these communities may have appeared in our " Psycholog
ical Geography " map similarly as a cottage now appears. We 
realize that the ideal conditions for this experimental study 
should provide for unrestrained exercise of choice. However, 
when we studied some groups in the community at large the 
population tendencies as revealed in Hudson were found to be 
similar. Further, an inclusion of individuals outside of the 
school would have made the whole procedure ridiculous, as it 
would have been apparent to the girls that the test was not 
sincerely meant but purely academic. This may have inter
fered gravely with the prospect of releasing from them spon
taneous and sincere expressions. Further, this fact that no 
individual outside of Hudson was available for the girls made 
the conditions equal for all. Still further, we have found that 
with the exception of men friends, most of the purely social 
acquaintances the girls have made outside are displaced by 
girls whose friendship they have won in Hudson.  

The question also can be raised if the sociometric test is a 
necessary procedure in the determining of group and com
munity organization. Is it not possible to determine the 
organization of a group through careful observation of each 
member, through interrogating one about the other, finding 
the attractions and repulsions existing and the motivations 
underlying them? Would classification made upon this basis 
and the sociogram charted approximate classification and socio
grams as arrived at by the sociometric test itself? 

Such procedure is inadequate and its classification would be 
false, however accurate the gathered information may be, 
because it limits the investigation to the individuals of which 
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the group actually consists. But this group is not fully iso
lated from the rest of the community. The individuals of this 
group are in contact with many other persons in the com
munity : the field of this investigation has necessarily to be 
expanded to every individual who may have been in contact 
with any member of this group. To ascertain these we should 
have to engage a great number of field workers watching every 
member of the given cottage over a sufficient period of time, 
and, to be accurate, every member of the community, because 
it is just as significant to know how many other individuals 
feel attracted or repulsed towards some individual of our cot
tage being investigated. This would mean unsurmountable 
labor. But even then we would get a confusing picture of the 
situation, little more than an acquaintance index subjectively 
undifferentiated,-imitating piecemeal the sociometric test. 

In fact, what such a point of view fails to have is an under
standing of two important items the test has brought to clarity. 
One is that the actual setting in which an individual lives and 
which is imposed upon him by whatever authority and the 
setting which he would like to have need not be, and we have 
found, seldom are, identical. It does not recognize the social 
atom of an individual, that configuration of emotional currents 
running from this individual to others in various localities of 
the community and which is running from each of them back 
to him. The second factor which this point of view fails to 
take into recognition is that every collective more or less suc
cessfully is organized around a definite criterion. This holds 
however inarticulate this may be in the mind of its members. 
It may, for instance, be the criterion of wanting to live in 
proximity with certain individuals which defines a configura
tion of emotional currents between one and a number of per
sons as a social atom. Without this criterion we would have 
a configuration of likes and dislikes between one individual 
and a number of others without knowing to which criterion 
these likes and dislikes are related. A further investigation 
always reveals, as we ourselves have found through experi
menting with the test in this indefinite fashion, that various 
criteria mingle and condition this configuration,-the wanting 
to work in proximity, to study in proximity, sexual criteria, 
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cultural criteria, or whatever. Therefore, the observational 
procedure has from a sociometric point of view the value of an 
auxiliary. The sociometric test, instead, is a useful method
ical guide. It helps to draw organically and progressively 
information from every possible source bearing upon the social 
atom of individual existence. 

VIII. COMMUNITY ORGANIZATION 

1. TYPES OF GROUP ORGANIZATION 

Electrons have the same weight and quantity of electricity 
when they are alone, but if they are attached together to make 
up an atom they begin to exhibit individuality. Similarly 
with men. If they are attached together to make up a group 
they begin to exhibit individual " differences " which did not 
seem to exist before. 

It is one thing to ask what causes brought about these dif
ferences and the forming of a group. This question has been 
asked and many answers offered. But it is another thing to 
ask how is a group or a society organized. The former ques
tion is hypothetic and deals with causes ; the latter is descrip
tive and analytical and deals 1vith facts. 

The sociometric approach of group organization is free from 
preconception of the contrast between individualism and col
lectives or corporate bodies. It takes the attitude that beyond 
this contrast there is a common plane, as no individual is 
entirely unrelated to some other individuals and no individual 
is entirely absorbed by a collective. The position of each indi
vidual within his kind, however apparently isolated, is one 
thing and cooperative acts of such individuals at certain times 
is another. 

vVe have learned that groups of individuals have a tendency 
to develop definite organization which can be accurately ascer
tained and that the patterns of this organization change. (a) 
According to the age level of its members. See pp. 23-66. (b) 
According to the interest of the members for one another. 
See p. 99. If the group is a home group and all or an 
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exceedingly great number of its members like to live with the 
ones with whom they live, this organization is introverted 14 
( see p. 128) ; but if all or an exceedingly great number of its 
members want to live with outsiders, this organization is extro
verted (see p. 1 19 ) .  An introverted group organization tends 
to be warm, over-filled with emotion. An extroverted group 
organization tends to be cold, as little emotion is spent within 
it. When the members are not interested with whom they 
live, with each other or with outsiders, the organization ig one 
of solitaires. See p. 1 16, Fig. 12. If the introverted and extro
verted tendencies reach an equilibrium, the organization is 
balanced. 

(c) If the group as a whole or the majority of its members 
(sometimes through the influence of a key-individual) develop 

a hostile attitude towards one or more outside groups, its 
organization can be called outward a.ggressive. See sociogram 
C8, p. 123. Cottage 8 is such an instance ; 52:lj2 %) of its out
side going attitudes are aggressively rejecting. On the other 
hand, if this tendency is dominant inside the group, as in C10, 
the organization can be called inward aggressive. See socio
gram C10, p. 125. (d) According to the function or the 
criterion of the group, as a home group, a work group, or what
ever, a different organization may result in each instance and 
even if the members are the same in both instances. The 
work group may be harmonious, the home group dishar
monious, in both groups the same girls function. \Ve will 
come also to consider later complex organization differences 
due to ( e) conflicting functions within the same group. An ex
ample is the natural family where the conflict arises between 
the function of the sexual grouping, the man and woman, and 
the function of the social grouping between father, mother, and 
children. Group organization changes are also found to be due 
to (f) overlapping of fwtctions. An example is the primitive 
family association such as the Chinese, which includes func
tions which otherwise would be exercised by other units, as a 
school unit, a work unit, etc. 

Organization and function of a group appear to be closely 
related. If a home group has an organization which is ex
tremely extroverted, that is, a majority of its members would 
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prefer to live in other groups, the functioning of this home 
group suffers in its different aspects proportionately and char
acteristically. We studied the various types of disturbances 
developing in home groups and ascertained to what definite 
form of group organization a definite aberration in function is 
potentially related. The same function in a cottage group, 
for instance, the executing of the necessary housework, is per
formed with differing efficiency according to the organization 
of the group, besides other factors. If the majority of the 
members attach their emotional interest mainly to individuals 
outside their group, this extroverted organization is a potential 
condition which may easily release disturbances of this func
tion through lack of precision in work, superficiality of per
formance, tardiness, etc. If the organization is of the reverse 
type, introverted, and in addition many of the members reject 
each other, the same function may show a disturbance of a 
different nature, as friction and conflict between the members 
over its execution. On the other hand, an organization in 
which many members reject the housemother and at the same 
time attract one another, forming a network against the house
mother, may release a different disturbance of the given func
tion. As the accepting of directions from the housemother is 
essential to the work, out of this last mentioned type of organ
ization frequently results regression in the work executed 
accompanied by open rebellion. 

2. QuANTITATIVE ANALYSIS OF GRouP ORGANIZATION 

The first problem which we faced in the quantitative anal
ysis of home groups was to ascertain the amount of interest its 
members showed for their own group. This is what we call, 
briefly, Ratio of Interest for Home Group. We used the fol
lowing technique. Cottage 8 has 26 members. To each mem
ber 5 choices are allowed. If every member of C8 used its 5 
choices within its own group, 130 choices would be distributed 
within it, or 100%. But the members of C8 have attached 
only 43 choices to their own group. Computing the ratio of 
43 choices to 130 possible choices, we have 33% Ratio of 
Interest for Home Group in C8. 
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TABLE 10 

RANKIKG oF CoTTAGES AcccRDIKG TO RATIO oF lKTEREST 

Cottage 13 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 66% 
Cottage 10 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 65% 
Cottage 7 .  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 59% 
Cottage 4 .  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 58% 
Cottage 1 1 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 54% 
Cottage 6 .  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 50% 
Cottage 9 .  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 46% 
Cottage 14 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 46% 
Cottage 5 .  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 43% 
Cottage B .  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 37% 
Cottage A . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  35% 
Cottage 2 .  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 34% 
Cottage 8 .  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 34% 
Cottage 3 .  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 31% 
Cottage 12 .  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 30% 
Cottage 1 .  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 29% 

99 

Subsequent comparison of these ratios with the conduct of 
the respective cottage group revealed that with the trend of 
the ratios towards lower percentages, as, below 35% (C2, C8, 
C3, C12, and Cl ) ,  the standard of conduct of the groups in 
this category was lower than the average standard in various 
respects: lack of interest of the majority of members to raise 
the standard of house morale, competitions with other cot
tages, etc., and an almost total lack of esprit de corps also in 
respect to forms of malbehavior which are related to lack of 
unity in the house group, as runaways, and a high number of 
members who apply for assignment to other cottages. With 
the trend of the ratios of interest towards the higher percen
tages, 35% and over, cottages appear on the table which have 
shown a better comparative standard of conduct. Nine of 
these eleven cottages (all except C5, C9, and ClO) had no 
runaways for a period of nine months, while three of the five 
cottages with percentages below 35/o had several ( C2, C3, and 
ClO) . However, in all instances a high ratio of interest was 
not correlated to a high standard of conduct if other factors 
existed in the organization of the group to counter-affect this. 
For instance, in the case of ClO the high ratio of interest shown 
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for its own group was a disadvantage : the members did not 
look for other outlets and at the same time there were 
numerous rejections among themselves. 

The amount of interest members of a family group or of any 
together-living group have for it cannot go below a certain 
minimum if this group is to be considered a moral force in the 
shaping of the personalities belonging to it. What is this 
minimum? It seems to us axiomatic to assume that if from 
2 not at least 1 ,  from 4 not at least 2, from 6 not at least 3, 
if not at least 50% of a cottage group want to keep the group 
up and desire its continuation, then this group has to be 
ranked as below the minimum standard. Of course, 50% is 
an arbitrary estimate. 

It may one day be found that the minimum is higher than 
50o/o and not lower. But it can be speculated that the mini
mum of interest for the group if the group is to continue as a 
constructive unit can probably be the lower the larger the 
groups are. It is obvious that a pair relation is difficult if one 
of the partners is more interested in a relation to a third per
son. But if a group consists, for instance, of 2,000 persons, if 
500 of them want to preserve the group, this group may have 
a better prognosis than a pair relation in which one-half is 
disinterested. The factor of function has in large groups 
greater opportunities for flexibility and specialization. For 
instance, in a pair relation one cannot have towards the other 
person but one function at the same time and exchange of 
function is only possible at different times. But in large 
groups one person may have at the same time towards a num
ber of different persons a number of different functions. Yet 
another factor is significant :  the influence which leader-indi
viduals are able to exert in large groups. The distribution of 
power in large groups depends upon the intricate distribution 
of emotional currents. An individual who is in control and 
can steer the course of one of these currents can wield an 
immense potential influence out of all proportion to his imme
diate following. 

The love and hatred members of the same home group have 
for each other will have an effect upon the organization and 
conduct of the group as a whole. We attempted to follow up 
this factor technically through ascertaining the distribution of 
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attractions and rejections among the members of each cottage 
group separately. vVe followed the technique of summing up 
the number of attractions and repulsions respectively in the 
same group and calculated the respective percentages. If the 
members of a group expressed 75 attractions and 25 repulsions, 
the ratio of attractions would be 75% and the ratio of repul
sions 25% .  The table following presents the percentages of 
attractions and rejections within each cottage group : 

TABLE 1 1  

RAKKING o F  CoTTAGES AccoRDING T O  THE St:M o F  ATTRACTIONS AND 

REPULSIONS IN PERCENTAGES 

Cottages 
cu . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . 

C4 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . 

C5 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . 

C13 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . 

C9 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . 

CA . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . .  

C14 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . 

CB . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . 

C7 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

C10 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . 

C6 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . 

C12 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . 

CI . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . 

C2 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . 

C8 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . 

Attractions 

85 . 5'/o 

77 . 0'/o 

77 . 5'fo 

74 .0% 

69 . O'fo 

69 . 5'/o 

67 . Oo/o 

65 . 5o/a 

65 . 5o/a 

66 . Oo/o 

58 . 5'/o 

58 . 5o/o 

58 .0o/o 

52 . Oo/o 

'17 . 5 'Jo  

Repulsions 

14 . 5o/a 

23 .0'fo 

22 . 5o/a 

26 . Oo/o 

31 . Oo/a 

29 . 5o/a 

43 . Oo/a 

34 .5% 

34 . 5o/a 

34 . Oo/o 

41 . 5o/a 

41 . 5o/a 

42 .0'/o 

48 . Oo/o 

52 . 5o/a 

The percentage of attraction among the members of CS is 
47.5 and the percentage of repulsion is 52.5. The per
centage of attraction among members of C4 is 77 and the 
percentage of repulsion is 23. In CS not only is the ratio of 
interest low but the number of repulsions exceeds the number 
of attractions and indicates a low standard of group organiza
tion. In C4 the ratio of interest is 587a ;  in CS, 34% .  This 
illustrates how widely two home groups can differ. 

Besides the summing up of the number of attractions and 
rejections we considered another aspect, a qualitative factor : 
that often a single affection of one individual for another may 
have in its repercussions an effect upon the group or upon the 
community which exceeds by far the small part it contributes 
in the summing up. It is a sociodynamic growth of affection. 
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We have tried to find for this qualitative factor a quantitative 
expression ( see p.  152) . 

In estimating the popularity a cottage group has within the 
community among all the other cottage groups, we considered 
that the greater the number of individuals in the community 
who desire to live in a specific cottage the greater is that 
cottage's ratio of attraction. To secure this we used the fol
lowing technique. We divided the number of choices its 
members actually received by the maximum number of choices 
they might have received if all the girls in the various other 
cottage groups at the time of choosing had sent all their choices 
into that cottage. An example is C3. The population at the 
time of choosing was among aU the cottage groups 435. The 
population of C3 was 17. Hence the number of girls in other 
cottages was 435 less 17, or 418. The maximum number of 
choices these 418 girls might have sent into C3 is 418 multi
plied by 5, the number of choices allowed, or 2,090 choices. 
The number of choices C3 actuaUy received from other cottage 
groups was 25. Dividing 25 by 2,090, C3's  ratio of attraction 
is found to be 1 .2% .  The ranking of the cottage groups 
according to their respective ratio of attraction is presented in 
the accompanying table : 

TABLE 12 

RANKING oF THE CoTTAGES AccoRDING TO RATIO OF ATTRACTION 

(An Index of Relative Popularity) 

Cottages Ratio of A ttraction 

CB . .  . . . .  . .  . . . . . . . .  . . . .  . . . . . . . . . . . .  . . . .  4 . 0% 
CA . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  3 . 8% 
C5 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  3 . 3% 
C4 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  3 . 0% 
C2 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  3 . 0% 
Cll . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  3 . 0% 
C12 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  3 . 0% 
C8 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  2 . 9% 
C9 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  2 . 6% 
C14 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  2 . 5% 
C13 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  2 . 5% 
C6 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  2 . 0% 
C1 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  1 . 7% 
C10 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  1 . 6% 
C3 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  1 . 2% 
C7 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  0 . 9% 
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It appears, therefore, that the sum of all the ratios of attrac
tion is 4 1 % .  We had found that the desire t o  remain i n  the 
present cottages, the ratio of interest summed up for aU the 
cottages, is 44.81 % .  Hence it is evident that the cohesive 
forces at work in Hudson were stronger than the forces draw
ing the girls away frorn their groupings. The difference be
tween these two ratios, or 3.81 % ,  indicates that the introverted 
trend is still greater than the extroverted and offers an objec
tive evidence of the balance existing in the groups of the 
Hudson community. (We may add here that the percentage 
unaccounted for when the ratio of interest, 44.8 1 % ,  and the 
ratio of attraction, 41 .0%, are added together, or 14. 19%,  is 
the percentage of unused choices among the population, 435, 
of the 16 cottage groups at that time. )  

On  the basis o f  the ratios o f  interest for their own and for 
outside groups, of the distribution of attraction and repulsion 
within a group and towards outside groups, of the ratio of 
attraction a group has for other groups, and other statistical 
calculations, a social quotient of a group can be developed. 

3. STRUCTURAL ANALYSIS OF GROUP ORGANIZATION 

In Greek mythology Eros is the god of love and Eris is the 
god of discord. Less well known is the interesting brother of 
Eros, Anteros, the god of mutual love. That is how the 
Greeks accounted for the forces of attraction and repulsion 
among men. It is most beautiful Greek poetry that when 
love begins ·an arrow flies to the chosen. The symbol of the 
arrow has its counterpart in our symbol for attraction, the 
"' red line." The Greeks held that all the red lines are pro
jected by Eros, all the blank lines by Eris, and aU the mutual 
red one by Anteros, and that men had nothing to say about 
them. Instead of searching with a torch into the labyrinth 
of love and hatred, they had a mythical formula. We have 
tried to analyze this network. 

The forms taken by the interrelation of individuals is a 
structure and the complete pattern of these structures within 
a group is its organization. The expression of an individual 
position can be better visualized through a sociogram than 
through a sociometric equation. In the course of reading 
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sociograms it became evident that certain structures recur with 
regularity. \V e have lifted the most characteristic structures 
from the sociograms and present them on pp. 1 14-6. 

Typical Structures in Groups, I .  
1 .  Red Pair. Two individuals form a mutual attraction, a 

red pair. 
2. Black Pair. Two individuals reject each other ; they 

mutually desire to live apart. 
3. Incompatible Pair. Two individuals are not compatible. 

One sends a red line which is answered by a black ; one sends 
a red line which is answered to by a dotted line ; two indi
viduals send dotted lines to each other. 

4. Black Chain. This structure is formed if two individuals 
mutually reject each other, and one of them forms a mutual 
rejection with a third, the third forming a mutual rejection 
with a fourth, the fourth with a fifth, etc. The incompatible 
chain mirrors the number of persons in a group who are sensi
tized to find fault with others ; the longer the black chain 
the more are they so sensitized. The emotional attitude of 
those who enter into a black chain is in danger of becoming 
more and more absorbed by critical, suspicious, and hostile 
interests, especially if they are isolated in the group. The 
newcomer into a group, particularly into the groups which 
have a highly disintegrated organization, develops often a 
reputation which is unmerited and reflects the interrelation 
with a group which is itself maladjusted. 

5. Red Chain. This structure results when two are mutu
ally attracted and one of them forms a mutual attraction with 
a third, the third forming a mutual attraction with a fourth, 
the fourth with a fifth, etc. The compatible chain represents 
within the group an uninterrupted flow of emotional trans
ference. It is the natural route for indirect i_mitation, sug
gestion, gossip, and is influential in the forming of group 
attitudes. It is the social telephone wire. 

6. Black Triangle. Three individuals incompatible with 
each other form a black triangle. This structure accompanies 
at times widely different conduct. In one instance, the black 
lines each of the three sent to the other two persons were found 
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to be due largely to jealousy and protest against the other 
two, as each sought to dominate the group unrestricted and 
single-handed. 

7. Red Triangle. Three individuals compatible with each 
other form through mutual attraction a. red triangle. 

8. Black Square. A black square (and also a. black circle) 
are structures which are so rare that we have not encountered 
any in this research. This is probably due to their being 
reflections of such concentrated rejection that the situation in 
the group in which they develop has to be relieved soon after 
they come into formation. 

9. Red Square. Four individuals who are mutually at
tracted to at least two of the four form a. red square. Every 
closed structure as this has to be looked upon suspiciously as 
it  may signify the beginning of a gang cut off from the larger 
group. But when the four persons are interrelated by attrac
tions to others in the group, it is an upshoot of a superstruc
ture well integrated into the organization of the group. 

10. Red Circle. A red circle is formed similarly as a red 
chain except that in addition the structure is closed. In this 
particular circle presented in the chart eleven girls contribute 
to its formation. 

1 1. Red Star. This structure is formed if 5 or more indi
viduals are attracted to the same individual ; the latter is the 
center of the red star. Many such structures can be noted in 
the sociograms. 

12. Black Star. This structure is formed if 5 -or more indi
viduals are rejecting the same individual ; the latter is the 
center of the black star. Many such structures can be noted 
in the sociograms. 

13. Red Star rejecting the Group. This structure is formed 
if the center of the red star rejects the majority of those who 
are attracted to her. 

Typical S tructures in Groups. Eight Structures of Isolation. 
1 .  Simple Isolation. This structure represents isolation 

of an individual not only within her own group but within the 
community. The individual is not rejected and does not 
reject. No one is anxious to live with her and she in turn does 
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not care with whom she lives. It is a structure of simple 
isolation. 

2. In the second type of isolation represented, the individual 
chooses individuals outside her group but is not chosen by 
them or by individuals within her group. 

3. In the third type of isolation represented, the individual 
is chosen by individuals outside her group but herself chooses 
individuals other than those who choose her. She neither 
chooses nor is she chosen within her group. 

4. In the fourth type of isolation represented, the individual 
chooses only individuals within her group but these individuals 
are indifferent to her. 

5. Isolated Triangle. In the fifth type of isolation repre
sented, the three individuals form a mutually compatible tri
angle but each of the three individuals receive black lines from 
the group. It is a structure of an isolated and rejected 
triangle. 

6. In the sixth type of isolation represented, five individuals 
each isolated and rejected in her group rejects one or another 
of these five. This structure, it was found, developed from 
a rejected gang which was breaking up. 

7. Isolated Pair. Two individuals form a mutually com
patible pair but both of them are unchosen. In this instance, 
one of the pair rejects the group and the other is attracted by 
members within it. 

8. Isolated, Rejected and Rejecting. The individual is not 
only unchosen but rejected and she in return rejects the group. 

Organization of Social Atom I.  
Pl ,  Person 1 ,  HT. HT is the center of 16 attractions. Six 

girls are attracted to her from outside cottage groups and 10 
are attracted to her from her own cottage. She rejects 3 of 
those attracted to her within her group and one other within 
her group. To another she is indifferent. Of those from out
side groups she rejects 2 and is indifferent to 1 .  The clinical 
picture of those whom she rejects reveals that they lower the 
general conduct level of the community. She is selective in 
her friendships and definite in her rejections. 

P2, Person 2, EM. EM is the center of 22 attractions, 3 
from girls within her group and 19 from girls outside her group. 
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She has enough followers to occupy with them a whole cottage 
and to be treated like a queen bee, but she is indifferent to all 
but two ( MM and CO) ,  one of whom is her sister, and rejects 
3 others. She is an artistic, self-centered child whose emo
tional energy is largely absorbed by creative endeavor. 

P3, Person 3, LE. LE is the center of 14 rejections and 1 
attraction. The 1 attraction is from a colored girl (HL) but 
the colored girl whom LE is attracted to (MS) rejects her, as 
do the three others to whom LE is drawn. The remaining two 
who attract LE do not respond. This structure reflects the 
position of a rejected individual who still endeavors to find a 
reciprocating attraction. Such a status did not develop at 
once. It is an end phase of a long process. 

P4, Person 4, BU. BU is the center of 6 attractions, all of 
which are reciprocated, 5 from girls within her group and 1 
from a girl in an outside group. BU rejects 3 individuals 
within the group. B U is in the position of a leader-individual 
within her group and in a position to reject . She can afford 
to be independent. 

A minute research of sociograms CA to C14, pp. 117-29, 
has opened the way towards a quantitative study of home 
( cottage) organization and their relation to behavior. One 
of the microscopic techniques to estimate the status of a group 
in regard to structure consists in calculating the number of 
each specific structure, as isolated structures, pair structures 
of mutual attraction or of mutual rejection, triangle structures 
of attraction, etc. See Table 13, Classification of Cottage 
Groups According to Structural Analysis. 

Cottages 8 and 4, whose quantitative analyses are given 
above, showed the following contrasts in structure : Cottage 
4 has no isolated structures against 13 isolated in C8 ; it has 
28 pairs of mutual attraction against 10 in C8 ; it has no pairs 
of mutual rejection against 7 in C8 ; it has 5 red-black, or 
incompatible, pairs against 8 in C8 ; it has 2 chains of mutual 
attraction against 1 in C8 ; it has 4 triangles of mutual attrac
tion against 1 triangle of mutual rejection in C8 ; it has 5 
squares of mutual attraction against 0 in C8 ; it has 2 circles 
of mutual attraction against 0 in C8 ; it has 7 stars of attrac
tion against 1 in C8 ; it has 1 star of rejection against 3 in C8 ; 
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it has 4 mutual red stars against 0 in C8. From the point of 
view of structure, C4 is better integrated than is C8. 

Whether the isolated position of the 13 individuals in C8 is 
beneficial for them or not does not alter the fact that it is 
detrimental for the group as a whole if 13 in a population of 33 
do not choose it as a home. Also a high standard of integra
tion within a group does by no means imply that that group 
itself is well integrated within the community. The struc
tural position of a group in the community is a different aspect 
and problem. It can be concluded that the larger the number 
of isolated structures in a group orgainzation, the lower is the 
standard of its integration ; that the larger the number of 
mutual attractions, the higher is the standard of the group's 
integration ; that a large number of mutual attractions is a 
soil for the finer harmonies ; that these harmonies become 
evident as more complex structures, as chains, triangles, 
squares, etc. ; that, on the other hand, disorganization and 
disharmony are indicated by a great number of mutual repul
sions and of attractions which are rejected. 

4. ORGANIZATION oF -vv oRK GRouPs 

The research was up to this point concerned with home 
groups. It gave attention only to the relations between per
sons. But. when we applied the sociometric test to the work 
groups in the community an additional factor had to be con
sidered : materials, tools, machines. Therefore two aspects 
entered the test : ( a) the relations of the workers to each 
other and the foreman and (b)  the relation of the workers to 
the particular technological process. A third aspect, the 
economic, was not evaluated in the test as in Hudson monetary 
compensation is excluded. It has been an advantage to ap
proach simpler, less differentiated work units before more 
highly differentiated ones. The machine devices were prim
itive and the factor of wages was discounted. 

The sociometric test was varied to fit the new situation and 
given in the following manner. The tester entered the work 
room and tried to get into rapport with the group by explain
ing that sincere answering of the questions about to be put to 
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them might lead to a better adjustment of their work situation 
to their wishes. Each individual was asked : 

1 .  Did you choose the work you are doing now? If not, 
name the work you would prefer to do. 

C1 

C2 

C3* 

C4 

C5 

C6 

C7 

C8 

C9 

ClO 

Cll 

C12 

CI3 

CI4 

CA 

CB 

TABLE 13 

CLASSIFICATIOX lu oF CoTTAGE GuoUI'S AcconDIXG TO STnucTuuAI, A"ALYSIS 

Pairs Chains Triangles Squares Circles Stars 
,----..A----, ,----J----.. � ,----J----.. ,----J----.. � 

� 
24 

26 

17 

25 

35 

33 7 26 2 7 

25 5 26 3 12 2 3 1 

33 I3 10 7 8 

28 3 22 

33 4 3I 

29 4 40 

I 3 

8 I2 

5 

29 4 14 I 

27 5 23 9 

30 I2 I7 2 6 
20 3 15 9 

22 3 11 4 3 

7 3 

2 

2 

6 

5 2 

2 2 

2 2 

2 

8 

5 

2 

2 

2 

6 

2 

2 

2 

3 

3 

3 2 

3 

� 
"' 

4 

3 2 1 

7 2 3 

8 G 
2 

3 2 

5 

2. Choose five girls from the whole community whom you 
would like best of all as coworkers and name them in order of 
preference, first choice, second choice, third, fourth, and fifth. 
The individuals you choose may at present be in your home 
group or in this work group or in other groups. Choose with
out restraint whomever you think is of greatest advantage for 
you to work with. 

* The analysis of C3 is made only in respect to the first phase, the choices. 
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3. Choose 3 coworkers from this group in which you are now 
participating whom you prefer to work with. Name them in 
order of preference : first choice, second choice, and third 
choice. Consider in choosing that some parts of the work are 
done by you in association with a second or third person and 
you may wish other associates instead of the ones you have 
now. 

The test was given to all the work groups in the community. 
See p. 132, Steam Laundry. A second example is one of the 
handicraft groups herewith presented. 

Handicraft Group. The group consisted of 9 members. Its 
organization was considered from two angles :  the members 
as individuals and the members as workers. 

The work process consisted in renovating household furni
ture. The materials used were : paint, varnish, sandpaper, 
cane, etc. The first process consists of removing old paint 
from furniture ; the second, repairing and painting. The 
work could be carried on so that each girl could execute a 
process alone. But it was found by experience that to break 
the monotony of the work the girls conversed aloud to make 
themselves heard over the noise made by the scraping of the 
wood. Therefore they were put at the task in pairs, which 
had the effect that the partners talked to each other instead 
of to girls at a distance. 

Sociometric test findings were : 6 of the 9 workers (or 66% )  
gave as first choice the sarne girls in the community choice as 
in their choice from the immediate work group. Three work
ers (or 33 % )  preferred a girl outside the work group but 
named one of their coworkers as second choice. One worker, 
May ( LF) ,  was rejected by 4 of the 9 ;  another worker, Ella 
( GA) ,  by 2 of the 9 ;  and ::VIay and Ella rejected each other. 
Only 1, May, said she did not choose the work and did not 
like it. 

Analysis. As indicated by the sociogram, p. 130, GM and 
RA are mutual first choices ; likewise are PT and TS. GA 
and BI are mutual choices, first choice from GA and second 
choice from BI. LF is rejected by GM and also by three other 
workers, i.e., she is a " black " star of the group. LF and GA 
reject each other. SI, CN, and LF are isolated. All three 
send their first choice outside the group. Comparison of the 
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work choices with the home choices of the same individuals 
disclosed that 22 work choices are identical with the living 
choices, that is, 50% .  (The number of possible choices in the 
work test and in the home test is the same, 5 choices for 9 
persons, 45. )  On the basis of first choices, the percentage is 
still higher, 66% .  There is evident a trend to differentiate 
between the choices of the girls in respect to the collective and 
its function, i.e., between those with whom an individual 
prefers to live and those with whom she prefers to work. 

The importance of interaction between groups and the 
counter-effect the position of an individual in one group has 
upon his position within another group became apparent. TS, 
who is isolated in her home group, is chosen by 3 in her work 
group. Thus her position within one group is compensated 
for or counter-balanced by her position within another group. 
LF is isolated and rejected in both her work group and her 
home group. CN is also isolated in both groups. Their posi
tions in both collectives are equally unsatisfactory. SI is 
isolated in her work group but chosen by two in her home 
group. BK is the center of 4 attractions in her home group 
and receives 2 choices in the handicraft unit. Thus the posi
tion of this individual is strengthened in each group by her 
adjustment within the other group. 

On the other hand, we see the dynamic interplay of relation
ships developed in one group affecting the position of the 
individual within a different group. When the testing of the 
home groups began GM was found to be isolated, rejecting RA 
and the group ; RA was found to be isolated, rejected and 
rejecting. One month later, when the test was extended to 
the work units, GM and RA were isolated and rejected each 
other in their work group. But when the sociometric test of 
the handicraft unit was repeated three months later, it dis
closed GM in a leader-position and mutual first choice with 
RA, whereas they were still isolated with their home group. 
Five months later retesting of the cottage revealed mutual 
attraction between GM and RA and the favorably adjusted 
position of both within the group. 

According to the ratings of the instructor, the two mutually 
attracted pairs, RA-GM and PT-TS, are the most efficient of 
the workers. LF received the lowest rating because of unsat-
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isfactory work and wasting of materials. It appeared that if 
an operation required the working in pairs, two persons should 
for the proper execution of the work be sufficiently compatible 
to respect each other's work efficiency. 

5. HoME AND WORK GRouPs DIFFEREN'l'IATED 

The organization of a group and the function allied with it 
are closely related, as we have shown previously. Definite 
disturbance of a function within a household is accompanied 
by a characteristic pattern of organization. The functions in 
a household are largely social, behaving according to a certain 
standard, dining together, exchanging innumerable little 
courtesies, tolerating one another in intimate group life. But 
in a work group these functions are to a large extent absent. 
They are reduced to a minimum. It is from technological 
changes that new functions develop and are imposed upon the 
group. The same group of persons with a certain family 
organization placed into a technological situation develop a 
different type of organization .  

The same structure occurring in the organization of a home 
group and which may express little or no disturbance in the 
functions of this group can express a very severe disturbance 
in the functioning of a work group, even if the same individ
uals are concerned in both instances. Such an instance is the 
relationship between DR and LR. See sociogram, p. 132. 
In the home group, ClO, they reject each other, but this atti
tude towards each other had no appreciable effect upon the 
group as a whole as far as could be observed for over nine 
months. They reject each other also in the steam laundry, 
their work assignment.. But in this situation their hostile 
interaction towards each other had the most upsetting effect 
upon the work process and the cooperation of the group as a 
whole, a few times bringing the work to a standstill. This has 
a simple explanation. DR and LR were the feeders of the 
steam roller. If they quarrelled with each other they failed 
to feed the machine evenly or delayed the feeding. A delay 
or disturbance in the feeding disturbed or delayed the catchers 
who temporarily had no work to do. At other times, when 
the two enemies did not want even to look at each other, one 
fed the machine too hastily, the other too slowly. One catcher 
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was then so overcrowded with work that she could not meet 
the demand fully and pieces caught in the machine to an 
extent necessitating the forewoman to halt the steam roller to 
remove them. 

Again, while an extroverted organization in a home group 
may predispose towards severe disturbances in function, an 
extroverted organization in a work group may predispose but 
very slightly towards disturbance. The sociogram of the rug
making group demonstrates an extroverted group organization. 
The efficiency of the work process was, however, not interfered 
with to any appreciable degree. The reason for this is appar
ently related to the technological process itself. Each worker 
works with her individual crochet hook at a speed she herself 
dictates. Her actions do n ot depend upon the actions of her 
associates. On the other hand, the workers, although they 
did not choose or like each other, had chosen the work. Inter
est in the work to be executed can provide compensation for 
lack of interest in coworkers. 

The test had also been given to mentally retarded groups as 
well as to groups in the community outside. It appeared that 
the trend of differentiation between home and work choices as 
observed for many groups in Hudson is decreasing in groups 
of mentally retarded individuals. The same group for home 
and work was chosen more oft.en. Attachment to the same 
persons for all social needs may have psychologically an eco
nomic advantage. Overlapping of the two functions in one 
group may be less demanding than their specialization into 
two groups for performance. It appears like a regression to 
forms which were prevalent in more primitive societies (Chi
nese family association) .  The trend towards differentiation 
seemed to increase for mentally superior groups in the com
munity outside. But there were exceptions : there were a 
small number of groups consisting of mentally retarded indi
viduals who favored the differentiation of groups and there 
were a small number of groups consisting of mentally superior 
individuals who favored the one group set-up. But the gen
eral trend as found is another demonstration of the sociogenetic 

law that social groups grow through a process of differentiation 
from simpler to more complex units. 
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TYPICAL STRUCTURES W !THIN GROUPS 

Fig. 1 .  Attractions between individuals take the form of a chain. 

Fig. 2. Attractions take the form of isolated units, pairs and groups of 
three. 

Fig. 3. Two sub-groups are centralized each about two dominating indi
viduals who have no attractive forces uniting them. 

Fig. 4. A group in which two dominating individuals are strongly united 
both directly and indirectly through other individuals. 
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TYPICAL STRUCTUHES WITHIN GROUPS 

Fig. 1. Attractions and repulsions take the form of a pair: in a mutual 
attraction (red pair) ; b, mutual rejection (black pair) ; 
c, mutual indifference ; d, attraction vs. rejection ; e, attraction 
vs. indifference. 

Fig. 2. Mutual attractions and mutual repulsions take the form of a 
chain : a, chain of mutual attractions ; b, chain of mutual 
rejections. 

Fig. 3. Mutual attractions and repulsions take the form of a triangle : 
a, triangle formed by attractions ; b, triangle formed by rejec
tions. 

Fig. 4. Mutual attractions and repulsions take the form of a square : 
a, square formed by attractions ; b, square formed by rejec
tions. 

Fig. 5. Mutual attractions take the form of a circle. 
Fig. 6.  Mutual attractions and repulsions take the form of a center 

(star) : a, center of attractions ; b, center of repulsions ; c, center 
of incompatible rejections vs. attractions. 
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TYPIC.\!, STRUCTURES WITHIN GROUPS 
Fig. 7. Attractions and repulsions take the form of isolation. 
Fig. 8. Isolation. Subject is attracted to six individuals outside of his 

group (outside individuals are symbolized by a double circle) 
who do not reciprocate. 

Fig. 9. Isolation. Subject is attracted to four individuals outside of his 
group and rejects two more ; they do not reciprocate ; three 
others who are attracted to him he does not reciprocate. 

Fig. 10. Isolation. Subj ect is attracted to five individuals within his 
group ; they respond with indifference. 

Fig. 1 1 .  Mutual attractions between three individuals take the form of 
a triangle but each of the subj ects is otherwise rejected and 
isolated within his own group ; the result is an isolated and 
rejected triangle of persons. 

Fig. 12. Five subjects each isolated and rejected within his own group 
reject and isolate each other. 

Fig. 13. Two subjects each otherwise isolated in his own group form a 
pair of mutual attraction .: the result is an isolated pair. 

Fig. 14. Subject rej ects six and is rejected by fifteen individuals within 
his own group ; is rejected further by two individuals outside 
of his own group. The result is an isolated and rejected 
individual . 
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STRUCTURE oF A CoTTAGE FAMILY-CA 

20 girls. Isolated, 3, VD, LW, FN ; Isolated and Rejected, 3, DC, BE, 
LA ; Pairs (of attraction) ,  15 ; Incompatible Pairs, 1 1 ; Chains, 2 ;  
Triangles, 2, EM-MM-GO, EM-GO-LP ; Squares, 2, EM-MM-GO-LP, 
EM-GO-WL-BS ; Circles, 0 ;  Stars (of Attraction) ,  1, DF. Distribution, 

69 . 5 %  Attractions; 31 .5% Rejections. 
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STRUCTURE OF COTTAGE FAMILY-CB 

22 girls. Isolated, 2 ;  Pairs, 23 ; Mutual 'Rejections, 1 ;  Incompatible Pairs, 
9 ;  Chains, 2 ;  Triangles, 2 ;  Squares, 2 ;  Stars (Centers of Attractions) ,  2 ;  

Centers of Rejection, 0. 
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STRUCTURE OF CoTTAGE FAMILY-C1 

"24 girls. Isolated, 5.; Pairs, 5 ;  Mutual Rejections, 3 ;  Chains, 1 ;  
Triangles, 3 ;  Squares, 1 ;  Circles, 1 ;  Stars (of Attraction) ,  1 ;  Centers of 

Rejections, 1. Distribution, 58% Attractions; 42% Rejections . 

.Sociogram on p. 88 is here in an advanced stage of study. To the choices 
the responses are plotted. 

Type of organization : extroverted. 
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STRUCTURE OF A CoTTAGE FAMILY-C2 

26 girls and housemother. Isolated, 2, RU, DV ; Isolated and rejected, 3, 
BW rejected by 1 1 ; LS rejected by 9 ;  RF rejected by 3 ;  Isolated and re
jecting the group, 2, VG, DN ; Pairs, 10, CD-CR, CR-BN, CR-SA, LU
BN, DV-LK, GO-DA, PP-LK, MN-RT, LU-CR, YD-TB ; Mutual Rejec
tions, 2, LU-RF, HA-DN ; Stars, 2, LK, PP ; Chains, 0 ;  Triangles, 1, 
CR-LU-BN ; Housemother, 13 attractions, 10 rejections, 3 indifferent. 

Distribution, 52% Attractions, 4So/o Rejections. 
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STRUCTVRE OF A CoTTAm; FAMILY-04 
25 individuals ;  isolated 0 ;  pairs 28 ; mutual rejections 0 ;  incompatible 

pairs 5 ;  chains 2 ;  triangles 4 ;  squares 5 ;  circles 2 ;  stars 7. 

Distribution, 77% Attractions, 23% Rejections. 
Type of organization, balanced. 
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STRUCTURE OF A COTI'AGE FAMILY-C5 

35 girls. Isolated, 9 ;  Pairs, 17 ; Mutual R ejections, 4 ;  Incompatible Pairs, 
9 ;  Chains, 3 ;  Triangles, 0 ;  Squares, 0 ;  Circles, 0 ;  Stars (of Attraction) ,  3. 

Distribution, 77 . 5% Attractions; 22 .5o/o Rejections. 

Type of organization : extroverted ; special feature, high number of 
isolated. 
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STRUCTURE oF A CoTTAGE FAMILY-C8 

33 girls. Isolated, 13 ; Pairs, 10 ; Mutual Rejections, 7 ;  lncompat,ible 
Pairs, 9 ;  Chains, 1 ;  Triangles, 0 ;  Squares, 0 ;  Circles, 0 ;  Stars (of Attrac
tion) ,  1 ;  Stars of R ejecticms, 3 ;  Distribution, 47 . 5% A ttractions ; 52 .5% 

Rejections. 

Type of organization : extroverted, inward aggressive and outward 
aggressive (see Map III) . 
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STRucruRE oF A CoTTAGE FAMILY-C9 

28 individuals ; isolated 3 ;  pairs 22 ; mutual rej ections 1 ;  incompatible 3 ;  
chains 2 ;  triangles 1 ; squares 1 ; circles 2 ;  stars 3. 

Type of organization, balanced. 
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STRUCTURE 01' A COTTAGE FAMILY-C10 

33 individuals ; isolated 4 ;  mutual pairs 31 ; mutual rejections 8; incom
patible 12 ; chains 2 ;  triangles 2 ;  stars 7. 

Distribution, 66o/a Attractions, 34o/a Rej ections. 
Type of organization : introverted and inward aggressive. 
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STRUCTURE oF A CoTTAGE FAMILY-Cll 

29 girls. Isolated, 3,  DS, RS, DO ; Isolated and Rejected, 1 ,  BI ; Pairs, 40 ; 
Mutual Rejection, 1 ; Chains, 6 ;  Triangles, 8 ;  Squares, 6 ;  Circles, 3 ;  
Stars, 8 .  The Housemother is not represented on the chart. All 29 girls 
are attracted to her. Distribution, 85¥2% Attractions ; 147'2% Rej ections. 

Special Feature : high degree of differentiation. 
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STRUCTURE oF A CoTTAGE FAMILY-C12 

29 individuals ; isolated 4;  pairs 14 ; mutual rejections 1 ;  incompatible 1 ;  
chain 1 ; star 1 .  

Distribution, 58 . 5% Attractions, 41 .5% Rejections. 
Special feature, low degree of differentiation. 
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STRUCTURE oF A CoTTAGE FAMILY-C13 

27 individuals ; isolated 5 ;  pairs 23 ; mutual rejections 1 ;  incompatible 1 ;  
chains 2 ;  triangles 5 ;  squares 1 ; stars 3. 

Distribution, 74% Attractions, 26% Rejections. 
Type of organization, highly introverted. 
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STRUCTURE OF A COTTAGE FAMILY-014 

"30 girls. Isolated, 12 ; Pairs, 17 ; Mutual Rejections, 2 ;  Incompatible 
Pairs, 7 ;  Chains, 1 ;  Triangles, 2 ;  Squares, 0 ;  Circles, 0 ;  Stars (of 
Attraction) , 5 ;  Centers of Rejections, 1. Distribution, 67% Attractions; 

43% R ejections. 

Special feature, number of isolates. 
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ORGANIZATION OF GROUP-WORK SHOPS 

A HANDICRAFT GROUP 

Fig. 1 .  9 Workers. R and G attract each other (mutual first choice ) .  
T and P attract each other (mutual first choice) . B and G a  attract 
each other (first choice vs. second choice ) .  C, S, and L are isolated in 
the group. But whereas C and S are simply isolated, L is rejected by 
five, G, R, T, P, and Gr and four of these form the strongest pair 

relations, and further L rejects Ga who is also rejected by R and S.  
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D 
A HANDICRAFT GROUP 

Fig. 2 indicates that the 9 workers from Fig. 1 work in pairs and that 
they have been paired in accordance with their emotional relations : 

G-R, T-P, B-Gr, S with C, and L alone. 
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STEAM LAUNDRY 
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Fig. 1 .  7 workers and 1 forewoman. Stella DR and Philamina LR, the 
feeders, reject each other. Hilda GR and Myrtle WL, the catchers, reject 
each other. Myrtle rejects the feeder opposite her, Philamina. Lillian 
FR and Rosalie CV, the two folders, attract each other. Lillian and 
Rosalie reject Myrtle. Esther GM, the shaker, is attracted to Lillian 
and rejects Hilda. Esther, Stella, Hilda, and Rosalie reject the fore
woman but only Stella is rejected by her. Philamina, 

·
Myrtle, and 

Lillian are attracted to the forewoman. The seven workers live in C10, 
but all of theni are not plotted on the particular sociogram of ClO, 
p. 125, because many of them came to the community at a later date. 
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STRUCTURE OF A WORK GROUP-STEAM LAUNDRY 

Fig. 2. Stella DR has gained a position of greater influence. In Fig. 1 
she is the object of one attraction, Hilda GR ; now she is the center of 
five attractions: Hilda GR, Myrtle WL, Lilliam FR, Rosalie CV, 
Esther GM, and forms with Hilda a pair. She is rej ected by Philamina 
LR whom she rejects in return. In Fig. 1 the forewoman is rejected by 
four workers, now she is rejected by all but Philamina LR. The influence 
of Stella DR is apparent in the concentrated opposition against the 
forewoman. (See Chapter on Race.) 
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IX. SOCIAL MICROSCOPY 

1 .  THE EMOTIONAL ExPANSIVENESS oF MAN 

The community of Hudson at the time of testing had a popu
lation 1 6  of 505 persons. If each person should express like 
or dislike towards every other of the remaining 504 persons, 
the community would be filled with about 250,000 (precisely, 
254,016) feelings of love or hatred. The 250,000 feelings of 
love or hatred consist of 125,000 pair-relations. Theoretically, 
at least, every person in Hudson could enjoy so many con
tacts. Of course, the possibilities of a person in Hudson are 
still limited compared with those of a person in a city such as 
New York. A New Yorker living in a community of about 
seven million inhabitants would have the opportunity to pro
duce about 49 billion different attitudes or 24:Y2 billion pair
relations. 

Fortunately, perhaps, our emotions are far more thinly 
spread and distributed and the quantity of their expansion, 
as we have proved at Hudson, can be easily measured. We 
say fortunately because if the expansive power of our emo
tional life should be so incredibly la.rge as to enable us to 
produce and sustain billions of friendships or hostilities our 
social universe would burst from the unendurable heat of too 
much affection and passion. 

We have given every person in Hudson the opportunity 
to choose 5 persons with whom she would like to live. 
This means that instead of expecting from each person an 
extent of interest up to 125,000 pairs of relations, we gave each 
an opportunity up to a maximum of 505 times 5 choices, that 
is, 2,52.5 relations, and if we counted the responses, many more. 
Incredible as it may appear, a great number of the individuals 
in Hudson could not make use of the 5 choices. For many 
girls 3 or 4 choices were fully sufficient to express their needs 
in respect to the home criterion. A small number did not 
choose at all. There were also a number who could have used 
more than 5 choices to express their interest. 

No other social institution is more responsible for man's 
sociability and the shaping of his emotional expansiveness 
than the family. The plasticity of the newborn infant is 
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probably far larger than that of the adult man, perhaps poten
tially infinite. Not only the quality but perhaps also the 
quantity, the expansiveness, of emotional interest has been 
molded by the family group. A family being a group of few 
persons forces the growing child to limit his attention to the 
development of few relationships, to parents and to siblings. 
His thirst to expand is thus early cut and channeled ; he gets 
used to being content with a small number of relations. When 
growing up he feels that he cannot absorb more than a small 
number of relations. Indeed, the quantum of his active 
acquaintances will rarely rise or fall above or below the aver
age. If he makes a number of new friends or enemies an 
equal number of former friends or enemies will fade out of his 
attention. He cannot hold beyond a certain limit, it seems, 
to keep a balance. 

Many questions can be raised. Why is the emotional 
expansiveness of some persons so much larger than that of 
others? Is it constitutional? Maximum expansiveness 
going together with the spontaneous personality type?  17 

Minimum expansiveness going together with the conserving 
personality type? Is the course of man's development 
towards restraint and is the restraining of man's social spon
taneity desirable or will the future society develop a species 
of man whose social spontaneity will be infinitely larger than 
ours? A natural power is here given to man which is full of 
potentialities which may enable him to win in the ra.ce against 
the machine : through the expansion of his spontaneous social 
energy to an extent unknown heretofore. 

There is one to whom we always have ascribed the power of 
infinite expansiveness. It is God. In our religions it is per
fectly natural to think that God has a private relation to each 
person of the universe separately. He has no relationships 
en masse, he does not know us all together, he knows us each 
separately. We have figured out before that a New Yorker 
could have 24¥2 billion relationships within his common
wealth alone. For God this is not only possible but necessary 
and true. Will the man of the future be more similar to our 
image of God?  
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a. Tests for Emotional Expansiveness 
We have tried to put this question to a test. The Parent 

Test ( see p. 273 ) ,  the Family Test ( see p.  280) ,  the Acquaint
ance Test ( see p. 137) are, irrespective of their particular pur
pose, also tests for the ability of individual expansion. In the 
course of Parent Tests we observed, aside from the manner a 
housemother reacted towards the different children around 
her, that one housemother was able to attract the attention 
of more children than another, and also that some house
mothers fatigued more rapidly in their interviews. After a 
few tests we could already rank the housemothers roughly 
according to their expansiveness. We followed the matter up 
in the respective cottage settings where we found our estimates 
corroborated by other facts. 

A housemother can embrace with her given emotional energy 
only a certain number of children. If the number of girls she 
embraces surpasses a certain limit a process of selectivity sets 
in. She will develop a one-sided interest towards those to 
whom she is spontaneously " drawn " :  the rest will fall on 
the sideline. This limit of expansiveness has, thus, an effect 
upon the organization of the group through producing a num
ber of girls isolated from the housemother either because there 
are too many in the cottage or because of " faulty " assign
ments. One factor in " faulty " assignment is that the girl 
assigned to a certain cottage does not appeal to the house
mother. The effort the latter has to make to reach the child 
is out of proportion to what she has available for her. And 
if two or three such individuals are assigned to the house
mother, problems to her but easily reachable to others, she 
becomes, if she takes her duty seriously, more exhausted 
through dealing with them than through efforts made for a 
dozen other children. Eventually she becomes indifferent and 
she tries to mask her undoing. 

Emotional expansiveness is subjectible to training. Of 
course, no individual can be thrown beyond what appears to be 
his organic limit. But in most of the cases we have studied 
this limitation has been due to a functional inability to make 
full use of its full range within the organic limit. The house
mothers can be taught through an analysis of their volume of 
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expansiveness, if it is shown to them that it is far larger than 
it appears, that it is being consumed by many other indi
viduals and objectives outside of her actual job. Through the 
study of this volume and the range of its " consumers " we 
arrived to the problem of the volume of acquaintances an 
individual has in the community in which he lives. 

2. AcQuAINTANCE TEsT 

The direct relations an individual may enter into depend, it 
is obvious, upon the acquaintances he actually has. We there-

TABLE 14 

INDEX OF THE VoLUME oF AcQUAINTANCES oF 16 INDIVIDUALS 

After After After After After After 

Name I.Q. Cottage 30 days (]0 days 90 days 120 days 150 days 180 days 

JN 100 C14 13 18 33 39 ·il 42 
GU 121 CA 63 65 42 26 29 28 
RD 62 C4 7 8 12 9 9 8 
DB 85 C6 30 43 42 46 73 72 
ML 80 C4 24 27 30 33 27 28 
MK 86 C2 10 12 25 38 29 30 
so 112  C4 30 44 37 bO 62 74 
KN 87 C9 21 32 33 52 101 131 
IL 116  CA 42 61 50 28 46 43 
DN 85 C6 22 42 29 32 34 31 
HY 102 CB 15 12 24 31 51 46 
HR 65 C14 9 9 10 1 1  1 4  13 
RZ 88 C14 33 14 22 25 25 26 
HF 91  C8 30 44 79 84 75 82 
FA 77 C8 14 16 15 32 32 33 
NI 82 C9 13 25 41 42 ·17 49 

fore tried to study the acquaintance volume of an individual, 
and for this purpose Hudson offered an excellent opportunity. 
The incoming girl arrives into a community in which she is 
totally unacquainted, and from the moment of entrance her 
new acquaintances are limited to the given population. Be
cause of these two conditions it was possible to gauge the 
relative growth in volume of acquaintances of one individual 
to another in Hudson. 

We used the following technique : (a) The test was given to 
unselected groups, to every incoming girl who arrived succes-
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sively during a given period. (b)  The conditions were the 
same for every individual tested. ( c )  The test was repeated 
every 30 days. (d)  The instructions were as follows :  " Write 
the names of all the girls whom you can recall at this moment 
to have spoken to at any time since you came to Hudson. It 
does not matter how long ago you made an acquaintance, if 

TABLE 15 

ANALYSIS OF AcQFAIXTANCE INDEX oF Two lNDIVIDL"AL CASES, RD AND KN 

After After After After After After 

Acquaintance V ulunw 30 day.s 60 days 90 days 121) days 150 days 180 Days 

RD KN RD KN RD KK RD K� RD KN RD KN 

Lost . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . 1 3 2 10 5 6 3 1 1  0 12  

Maintained . . . . . . . . . . 6 18 6 22 7 24 6 42 7 75 
Acquired new . . . . . . . . 7 21  2 14 6 1 1  2 28 3 59 1 56 

Total volume " 21 8 32 12 33 9 52 9 101 8 131 . . . . . . . .  I 

Distribution of Volume : { RD : C1, C2, C5, C13, C14 
After 30 days 

KN : RC, Hasp., C2, C4, C8, C12, C14, CA, CB 

After 60 days T 
{ RD : C2, C5, C13, C14 

KN : RC, Hasp., C1, C2, C4, C5, C6, C8, C13, C14, CA, CB 

After 
{ RD : C1, C2, C5, C9, C13, C14 

90 days 
KX : Hasp., C1, C2, C3, C4, C5, C8, C12, C13, C14, CA, CB 

{ RD : C2, C5, C9, C14 

After 120 days KN : RC, Farm, Hasp., C1, C2, C3, C4, C5, C6, C8, Cll ,  

C12, C13, C14, CA, CB 

{ RD : C2, C5, C9, C13, C14 

After 150 days KN : RC, Farm, Hasp ., C1,  C2, C3, C4, C5, C6, C8, Cll, 

C12, C13, C14, CA, CB 

you spoke to her only once or many times. If you do not 
recall an acquaintance's full name, write her nickname or her 
first name or identify the person in some way. Do not include 
girls with whom you live in your cottage." 

In Table 14 is presented an acquaintance index secured 
through the Acquaintance Test administered over a period of 
6 months to 16 girls. 
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Analysis : 
The acquaintance volume of the 16 girls after 30 days 

ranged between 7, the lowest, and 63, the highest number of 
acquaintances ; after 60 days, between 8 and 65 acquaintances ; 
after 90 days, 10 and 79 ; after 120 days, 9 and 84 ; after 150 
days, 9 and 101 ; and after 180 days, 8 and 131 .  We recog
nize from a reading of Table 15 that the growth in volume of 
acquaintances varies from individual to individual and from 
time to time. In 9 instances, it can be noted, the acquaintance 
volume increased in general progressively from month to 
month (JN, DB, MK, SO, KN, HY, HF, FA, and NI) ; in 2 
instances the acquaintance volume regressed in general from 
month to month (IL and GU) ; in 5 instances it neither 
increased nor decreased appreciably but remained practically 
stationary (RD, ML, DN, HR, and RZ) .  Analysis of the 
progressive cases shows that the number of new acquaintances 
made from month to month was in general greater than the 
number of acquaintances " lost " ;  in the stationary cases, the 
new acquaintances are more or less balanced by the number of 
acquaintances lost ; and in the regressive cases the number of 
new acquaintances is smaller than the number of acquaint
ances lost ; one case appeared uneven ( IL) but with a 
regressive trend. 

The acquaintance volume varies from individual to indi
vidual to such an extent that 180 days after entering the com
munity of Hudson, living under the same conditions, and 
having the same opportunity to meet others, one individual, 
RD, had an index of 8, while another, KN, had an index over 16 
times larger ( 131 ) ; and RD, who lives in C4, showed her 
acquaintances to be distributed among 5 units, whereas KN, 
who lives in C9, had hers distributed among 16 units of the 
community. 

A comparison of the acquaintance indices of these 16 per
sons with the findings of their sociometric testing after 150 
days indicated that the number of individuals any one of the 
16 knows is several times larger than the social atom, the 
number of those who release in her a definite emotional reac
tion upon any criteria. For instance, RD with an acquaint
ance index of 9 chose only 2 individuals with whom she 
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preferred to live and to work ; KN with an acquaintance index 
of 101 chose 14 different individuals on several criteria. 

Of the 16 individuals, after 180 days 5 are definitely station
ary in their volume of acquaintances ; 2 are regressive ;  and 3 
of the 9 progressive instances show a tendency towards a halt. 
This may suggest that after a certain period a person in a 
closed community reaches his individual average acquaintance 
level. 

Numerous factors have apparently a bearing upon the 
volume of acquaintances. GU, who has an I.Q. of 121,  reaches 
after 150 days an acquaintance index of 29 ; IL, who has an 
I.Q. of 1 16, reaches after 150 days an acquaintance index of 46. 
GU and IL are the 2 individuals who have the highest intel
ligence quotients among the 16 girls. But KN, who has an 
I.Q. of 87 after the same period of time has elapsed, has an 
acquaintance volume of 101 .  Many similar cases have been 
found although our findings do not suggest any definite con
clusions yet as to the relation of the I.Q. to the acquaintance 
index. 

It can be speculated, however, that an individual whose 
intelligence is about on the same level as the intelligence of 
the major portion of the population in which he is will usually 
have a larger acquaintance volume than an individual whose 
intelligence is far superior to or far inferior to that of the 
major portion. RD and HR, with I.Q.'s of 62 and 65 respec
tively, reach after 180 days acquaintance indices of 8 and 13 
respectively. The I.Q.'s of the individuals with whom RD 
and HR are acquainted are in the majority of instances on a 
similar low level. It may be that in a population the majority 
of which are of a similar intelligence level as RD and HR, 
RD and HR might reach a large acquaintance volume during 
the same period of time ; and that in a population the major
ity of which are of a similar or higher intelligence level as GU 
and IL, GU and IL might reach a larger acquaintance volume 
during the same period of time. 

However, the emotional and social differentiation of the 
group to which the individual belongs seems also to have a 
bearing upon the acquaintance index of any member of that 
group. The sociometric position Gli and IL have in their 
respective cottages discloses that both are best adjusted to 
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individuals who are far below their level of intelligence. On 
the other hand, KN, who has a far lower I .Q. than GU and IL, 
appears in a leader-position with followers 4 of whom are 
superior to her in I.Q. The superior social and emotional 
equipment of KN seems to be largely responsible for her large 
acquaintance volume and for her position within her group. 

3. SociAL AToM 

When Democrites developed the theory of the atom he 
opened up the modern conception of the physical universe. 
To claim the atom as the smallest living particle of which 
the universe consists he had to close his eyes to the actual 
configurations of matter and claim impudently that they are 
composed of other infinitely small units, themselves indivis
ible, the atoms. Perhaps in an approach of the social universe 
we can learn from Democrites and close our eyes to the actual 
configurations social " matter " presents to us : families, fac
tories, schools, nations, etc. Perhaps a mind not distracted by 
the gross facts in society will be able to discover the smallest 
living social unit, itself not further divisible, the social atom. 

During the period of 1918 to 1923 we made several attempts 
from a philosophical angle to discover the kernel of organiza
tion within groups. One was the exposition of the Koenigs
roman. The reader (I)  has read numerous books. But when 
the reader ( I )  had finished the reading of a book he felt con
science stricken, guilty, and convinced that it was his duty to 
meet the author. And so he wrote a letter to every author he 
had read asking him for a meeting. The reader wanted to 
tell him that it would be better, instead of communicating 
through a book, to meet fewer men but them face to face. 
Most of the authors to whom he  wrote accepted the meeting 
but seven did not answer. A psychological conflict arose 
between the reader and these seven authors. (See Scheme I.) 

The reader continued to be conscience stricken and in the 
course of meditation became concerned about every reader 
who like himself has read all or one of these seven authors 
but who was not conscience stricken as he. He realized that 
to each of the authors another group of readers were attached 
who were subjected to a like fate. His anxiety about author 
1 ,  2, 3, 4, 5, 6, and 7 was transferred now to reader-groups 1, 2, 
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3, 4, 5, 6, and 7. (See Scheme II.) How was he to reach the 
individuals of these groups? He couldn't approach them 
directly as he didn't know who they were. Yet he was bound 
to them all and to each separately,-a living psychological 
circle of relations in respect to the same criterion, the book 
they have read. This circle, changing in size and duration, 
may have numbered at times millions of participants. It was 
an organism with a certain psychological unity. All individ
uals outside this circle, however intimately they may have 
associated otherwise to the reader, were of necessity excluded 
from this specific participation. This nucleus of persons in 
respect to being in proximity with the same thing, a book, 
can be called a social atom. (See Scheme III. )  

But in  the Koenigsroman we  went a step further. We tried 
to enter beneath the outer delineation of this circle, to discover 
the emotional currents, attractions and repulsions, between the 
seven authors and the seven reader-groups. Then we sought 
for the underlying structure which may have brought about 
the collision between the reader and the author. We demon
strated how this form of social organism in our civilization had 
come into being and how the technological process the book 
embodies and which interrupts the relation between author 
and reader brings this most complex and conflicting organiza
tion into existence. In a pre-book age no technological process 
interfered with the immediate contact between teacher and 
disciple. We see him the center individual forming with a 
number of other individuals a social atom based on the cri
terion of leaming together. The appearance of the book has 
brought about a cultural situation in which the simple teacher
follower group became further differentiated into the author
book-reader group. But just as the book as a criterion forces 
a number of persons into an aggregation, other needs must 
tend to form similar aggregations. 

When we look at a community fully unconcerned with its 
actual structure and whether good or bad, we become first 
aware of numerous collectives which swim on its surface : 
families, work groups, racial groups, religious groups, etc. 
And we recognize that these groupings are not wild formations 
but centering around a definite criterion : living in proximity, 
working in proximity, etc. We recognize also that the position 
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which an individual has in these collectives is often in contra
diction with his desires. If more than one person is necessary 
to realize and satisfy human desires a social situation develops, 
a social relation, a social need. The sexual desire, the desire 
for shelter, and the desire for aliment partaken with others, 
are such desires. More than one person is necessary if the aim 
is to bring about the realization of a home or work unit. But 
just as individual A, also individual B, C, D, E, and millions 
of others are in the same position : they need other persons 
than themselves to establish a home relation, a sexual relation, 
or a work relation. These interests are shared by millions 
alike but still differ in detail and degree from individual to 
individual. Their difference in detail and degree makes the 
matter very complicated. A person needs a number of other 
persons to accomplish his ends and a, number of other persons 
need him to help them accomplish their ends. The problem 
would have a simple solution, then, if all the persons concerned 
mutually reciprocated. But they do not unanimously 
" click." One would like to live with this person but this 
person is attracted to somebody else. One wants to work 
with this person but this person rejects him. And so forth. 
Men differ in the amount of interest they have and in the 
amount of attention they receive. A mass of emotions, attrac
tions and repulsions result going into every possible direction 
and from every possible direction, sometimes meeting each 
other, often crossing and running apart from each other. 

But the question is how to ascertain the true position of an 
individual in the criss-cross of psychological currents which 
mold but also transgress the groups in which he lives? Just 
as the physical atom, also the social atom, has no visible out
line on the surface of things. It must be uncovered. Through 
the sociometric test a method for the discovery of the social 
atom was won. See pp. 86-7. An illustration of a social atom 
is as follows :  Person A is attracted to six persons : B, C, D, 
E, F, and G. B, C, and D reject A ;  F is indifferent to A ;  
and G is attracted to A. On the other hand, the persons 
M, N, 0, P, and Q feel attracted to A but A rejects M, N, and 
0, and is indifferent to P and Q. This constellation of forces, 
attractions and repulsions, whatever the motives of them may 
be, in which persons A, B, C, D, E, F, G, M, N, 0, P, and Q are 
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involved in respect to a definite criterion we call a social atom, 
the atom of A. Concrete samples of social atoms are presented 
in sociograms, Figs. 1-4, pp. 150-1. These are social atoms de
picting a home complex in each of the four instances. For the 
sexual complex, the work complex, the racial complex, etc., 
a different social atom in each case can be ascertained through 
the sociometric test. These social atoms are not construc
tions : they are actual, living, energy-filled networks, revolv
ing around every man and between men in myriads of forms, 
different in size, constitution, and duration. 

Presented below is the classification of the complex of social 
atoms of an individual, Charles M. It gives an exact definition 
of the coteries in which he is. 

Classification of Charles M. 
L w 

3 - 0  2 - 1 3 - 4  I 8 - 0  
0 - 3  0 - 3  2 - 5  I 7 - 1 

I 
I 

3 - 0  I 0 - 1  30 - 4  I 6 - 0  

I 0 - 1 34 - 0  I 6 - 0  
s c 

1 - 2 

These four social atoms are the living (L)  (home) ,  working 
(W) , sexual (S) ,  and cultural (C)  atoms of Charles M., com
prising in all 65 persons. His highest range of expansiveness 
is in the cultural (C)  atom ; here he mixes with 40 persons. 
His lowest range of expansiveness is in the sexual ( S) atom ; 
there he is attracted to 3 persons. He is isolated and rejected 
in his home (L)  atom and he is discordant in his work rela
tions. 

We were able to determine through the sociometric test with 
which individuals a person wants to be in proximity and how 
many individuals want to be in proximity with him in respect 
to a given criterion, and so the outer delineation of a particu
lar social atom was ascertained. (Classification Formula I, 
see p. 80. )  Following the directions pointed out in Formula 
I, we were able to determine through group interview, motiva
tions, and other procedures the attractions and repulsions 
going out from the center-individual to each of the individuals 
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of his circle and from each of these individua.ls back to him. 
And so a first idea of the inner constitution of this social atom 
was ascertained. (Classification Formula II, see p. 81 . )  
Following the directions pointed out in Formula II ,  we could 
add the intensity of these attractions and repulsions in five 
degrees as expressed by the subject. (Classification Formula 
III, see p. 81 . )  Following the directions pointed out in 
Formula II and Formula III, we attempted through the 
Spontaneity Test to determine the emotions of which the 
various attractions and repulsions actually consist, to record 
also which emotions are directing the currents and which are 
secondary. 

A still deeper comprehension of the sociodynamic organiza
tion of an atom came through the acquaintance test. The 
acquaintance volume of a person is already a crude indicator 
of the expansiveness of an individual in making and retaining 
contacts in a given community. ·we secured a finer apprecia
tion of the emotional expansiveness of an individual through 
the sociometric test. We found, for instance, that an indi
vidual, JN, involves in respect to the home criterion 1 1  indi
viduals ; in respect to the work criterion, 8 individuals ; in 
respect to the recreational criterion, 3 individuals ; and in 
respect to the cultural criterion, 5 individuals. Her acquaint
ance volume at the time of the test was 102. 

Through the acquaintance test we learned if a social atom 
has a rhythmic growth, reaches a high point, and then sinks 
to more or less an average level ; if it is in a phase of expansion 
or of shrinking ; if it spreads according to the geographical 
location of the individual's cottage, from his cottage to the 
next, within his work groups on to other collectives, or if it 
grows inconsistently with these and erratically over the whole 
community ; if it becomes stationary after a few weeks ; if it 
becomes regressive after a considerable rise ; and finally with 
which groups of the community the individual becomes 
acquainted and whom he can recall when the test is given. 

It also further advances our knowledge of a social atom if 
we determine (a)  in respect to the criterion of that social atom 
the emotional expansiveness of each individual who appears 
related to the center-individual of the social atom ; (b) the 
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emotional expansiveness of the center-individual in respect to 
different criteria. If the emotional expansiveness related to 
one criterion only is calculated for the center-individual, we 
receive a false picture of the total range of his interest. An 
individual may have a low expansiveness relative to one 
criterion and compensate this through a high expansiveness in 
respect to another criterion. Also (a) ,  the emotional expan
siveness of the individuals in his social atom indicate if their 
expansiveness is high that the center-individual is related to 
individuals who are in contact with many others ; if their 
expansiveness is low, that the center-individual is relatively 
more needful to them. 

The classification of the social atom illustrates in a dramatic 
fashion that we live in an ambiguous world, half real and half 
fiction ; that we do not live with persons with whom fre
quently we would like to live ; that we work with persons who 
are not chosen by us ; and that we make love to persons whom 
we do not love ; that we isolate and reject persons whom we 
need most, and that we throw our lives away for people and 
principles which are not worthy. The atom concept gives us 
an opportunity to bring the immense complexity of forms 
within the social universe under one common denominator. 
It is as if a great theater director has evolved a succession of 
most colorful and most attractive settings and scenes, masks 
of heroes, and words of eternity to distract our mind from the 
facts beneath. That these heroic masks are actually a bunch 
of ordinary people who have all kinds of human relations to 
each other and that the settings and scenes sprang from the 
fantasy of a pair of lovers. Similarly, on the stage of the 
social universe, millions of kinds and varieties of collectives, 
families, schools, factories, churches, nations, are spread before 
our eye in most attractive patterns and we are ourselves actors 
on this stage, and as if by blind necessity, we ceaselessly and 
indeterminately continue to bring forth ever new collectives to 
reign as others are faded. Perhaps because we are enmeshed 
ourselves in this network, it has been so hard to break the door 
to the actual world beneath, to recognize the human universe 
in all its forms as a summation, interpenetration and dynamic 
multiplication of social atoms. 
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Figure 1 illustrates the initial stage in the development of a social atom 

whose criterion is cultural proximity. The subject is a reader. Repre
sentatives of a techno-cultural proeess, Books 1-7. Authors 1-7 are a 

part of the configuration ; they are thrown into it because they have 

written a book ; the reader is  thrown into it because he has read the books. 
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Figure 2 illustrates another phase of this cultural atom. The subjC'ct
reader appears interlocked through Books 1-7 with all other persons who 

have read one of these books, Reader-Groups 1-7. 
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Figure 3 il lustrates a final phase of this cultural atom. The subj ect
reader appears interlocked with Authors 1-7 through Books 1-7 and 
also to Reader-Groups 1-7 through Books 1-7. The cultural atom here 
visualized may be characteristic for this reader only and not for any 
of the other readers who belong to one of the Reader-Groups 1-7. No 
other reader may ha.-e read all seven of the books as is true of our 

Subject Reader. 
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SociAL ATOMS : CRITERION OF LIVING IN PROXIMITY 

Fig. 1 .  HT of C4 is a center of attraction to eleven individuals of her group, 
BU, PC, ES, HM, CD, WT, RG, SO, ET, GE, TA, four of whom 
she rej ects, TA, GE, WT, and HM. One of these, RG, she is 
indifferent to and with the remaining six she forms mutual pairs. 
She is an attraction to six individuals outside of her group, WH of 
C9, BA of the hospital, BC of C14, HH of C5, PA of CS, and 
CA of C12, three of whom she rejects and three of whom she is 
attracted to. HT represents an individual of an all-around popu
larity within and without her group. The individuals whom she 
chooses and rejects indicate the exercise of balanced judgment. 

Fig. 2. EM of CA is an attraction to three individuals of her group, MM, 
LA, and CO, one of whom she rejects (LA) , and two of whom 
she is attracted to (one of the latter is her sister, MM) . She 
is an attraction to 19 individuals, BA of C5, LN, GU, and ET, 
of C4, CN of CB, GL and FL of C6, LS and BT of C12, PP of 
Cll,  KR of the Farm, NR of the Hospital, LU of C2, NO of C3, 
HN of C5, FE of C7, SL of CS, BI and VM of Cll, towards all oi 
whom she is indifferent except to the latter two and these she 
rejects. Of her five choices she makes use of two only, one going 
to her sister. EM is an individual of immense popularity with 
individuals who do not have to live with her in the same cottage 
(psychological distance) ; those who have to live with her know 
her better. Characteristic for her is the indiscriminate indifference 
she demonstrates towards the wide attention she receives. 
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SoCIAL ATOMS : CRITERION OF LIVING IN PROXIMITY 

Fig. 3. LE of C6 is a center of rej ections coming from nine individuals of 
her own cottage and from five individuals of other cottages. She 
is attracted to one individual, GO, in her own cottage and to five 
individuals, MC, HM, NA, NC, and MS, outside her cottage, one 
of whom is colored (MS) . These individuals reject or ignore her. 
LE is an individual who is isolated and rejected inside and outside 
her group.  Her position in the group has remained almost un
changed during a period of one year. The pressure against her 
from the group is so persistent and general, her resentment in 
return so deep, that the prospect of adjustment to her own group, 
C6, is poor. LE is a typical case for re-assignment. But un
fortunately she has made herself disliked also outside of her group. 

Fig. 4. BU of C4 is attracted to five individuals, SV, HI, PC, HT, and SO, 
of her own group with whom she forms mutual pairs. She rejects 
three individuals, TA, BU, and ET, within her own group. She is 
attracted to one individual, BU of C9, outside her group. BU is 
an individual well adjusted in her own group but one who pays 
little attention to girls of other groups and they in turn pay little 
attention to her. 
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Aristo-Tele of an Isolated Individual. A. Individual A is the first 
and exclusive attraction of B and B is the first and exclusive attrac
tion of A. (Both individuals, B and A, make use of one choice only 
from the five at their disposal. Except for the one tele from B, A iR 
fully isolated in the community. But B is the first choice of C, D, E, and 
F, who in turn are the center of attractions of 6, 8, 5, and 5 other indi
viduals respectively. Among these latter 24 individuals are three persons, 
G, H, and I. Each of them is the center of 7 attractions. The effect of 
the one tele from B to A is to connect A, like an invisible ruler, with a 
main psychological current and to enable him to reach 43 persons 

potentially predisposed towards him. 
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SPONTANEITY TEST 

Fig. 1. Sociometric Test preceding the Spontaneity Test of Elsa. Elsa 
of C6 is an isolated and rejected individual in the given community. 
The dotted line divides the structure into two halves, the upper half 
indicates the position of Elsa in C6, the lower half, her position outside 
of it. She is rejected by 16 (from the p opulation of 25 members) indi
viduals within her group and by 15 individuals in other cottages. She 
does not reject anybody inside her group but rejects two outsiders. 
Four of her choices go inside the group ; her first choice, to M (Maud) , 
her second, to G (Gladys) , her third to J (Joan) ,  her fourth, to V 
(Virginia) .  The individuals chosen by Elsa are marked by a heavy 
red circle. Her fifth choice goes outside her cottage to a colored girl in 
C10 who does not respond ; those whom she chooses inside the cottage 

reject her. 

(See p. 172) 
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47 

Fig. 2. An analysis of Figure 1 disclosed that from the 32 individuals who 
took a definite attitude towards Elsa in rejecting her 30 had an insig
nificant position in the networks of the given community ; that therefore 
their attitude towards Elsa could not have harmed her beyond their 
immediate contact with her. Only 2, it was discovered, Virginia and 
Joan, commanded a widely reacting influence in the networks. It 
happened that these two were chosen by Elsa. Figure 2 plots Elsa in 
the center of the four individuals whom she chose to live with : Maud, 
Gladys, Joan, and Virginia. We see her attracted to each of them 
and rejected by each of them. But as the chart indicates, the effect of 
the rejection in the case of Gladys and Maud is of little significance 
beyond the personal fact. However, the effect of the rejection in the 
case of Joan who has attachment of 47 individuals in different sections of 
the community and of Virginia who is the leader in the cottage, with 
21 attached to her, may account for the persistent and increasing dislike 

of Elsa. 
. 

(See pp. 173-4) 
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JOA N \'IRGf  N I A 

Fig. 3. Spontaneity Test. Elsa, the subject. The chart visualizes the 
findings of the Spontaneity Test comprising 32 situations in 16 of which 
Elsa took the lead four times each towards Maud, towards, Virginia, 
towards Joan, and towards Gladys, and in the other 16 of which each 
of the four girls, Maud, Virginia, Joan, Gladys, each separately took the 
lead towards Elsa in four different situations. For description of eight 
of the different situations of the present Spontaneity Test see pp. 178-82. 
On the chart a red line indicates that sympathy was produced towards the 
opposite partner by the individual taking the l ead ; a green line, that 
fear was produced ; a thin black line, that anger was produced ; a heavy 
black line, that dominance was produced. Each situation is separately 
plotted. 
The sociometric test had revealed all four individuals to be chosen by 
Elsa but to be rejecting her. See Fig. 2. Spontaneity Tests of Elsa in 
respect to these individuals and of these individuals in respect to Elsa 
further clarify and differentiate the relation existing between them, as 
plotted itt the chart above. We recognize that the rejection of Elsa 
by Maud,' Gladys, Joan, and Virginia has a different weight in each case 
and that her choosing of them has also a different weight in each case. 
Spontaneity Tests of Elsa and Maud show each of the two girls pro
ducing sympathy towards the other, although Maud had rejected Elsa 
in the sociometric test on the criterion of living in proximity. Elsa 
persistently demonstrates displeasure towards Virginia although she had 
chosen her and Virginia rej ects Elsa both in the sociometric test and the 
Spontaneity Tests. The relations existing between Elsa and Joan and 
between Elsa and Gladys are shown to be more complex, none of the three 
demonstrating unmixed feelings. The states produced by Elsa towards 
Gladys and by Gladys towards Elsa are shown to be split, Gladys pro
ducing sympathy in half her tests towards Elsa and displeasure in the 
other half, Elsa reacting similarly. Lastly, in one Spontaneity Test out 
of four, Joan demonstrates sympathy towards Elsa and in two out of 
four Elsa demonstrates displeasure towards Joan. 

(See p, 183) 
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The chart illustrates that the emotions going out from individual E 
(towards the four characters, M, G, J, and V of her acquaintance) and 
coming to E (from them) in return are evenly distributed within the 
social atom of E. In respect to E, 16  test situations revealed the pro
portion between the outgoing and incoming emotions expressing sympathy 
to be 8 : 7 ;  the proportion between the outgoing and incoming emotions 
expressing displeasure to be 8 : 9. In 64 test situations, the proportions 
were 34 : 28 and 30 : 36, respectively. The proportions indicate that the 
socially binding and the socially disintegrating emotions are in this social 
atom only slightly below balance. This would suggest that the atti
tudes aroused in E in life reality would approximately follow this pro
portion, whoever happen to be the chief participants in the social atom 
of E at various times ; in other words, that these averages are probably 
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maintained. 

(See p .  191) 
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The chart illustrates that the emotions going out from individual T 
(towards the four characters of the group in which she lives and in 
respect to whom she was tested) and coming to T (from them in return) 
are unevenly distributed within the social atom of T. Sixteen test situa
tions in respect to T revealed the proportion between the outgoing and 
incoming emotions expressing sympathy is 2 : 13 ; the proportion be
tween the outgoing and incoming emotions expressing displeasure is 
14 : 3. In 64 test situations, the proportions are 6 : 54 and 58 : 10, 
respectively. The proportions indicate that the socially binding and 
the socially disintegrating emotions are in this social atom fully out 

of balance. 

Case of involutionary melancholia 19 

(See p. 192) 
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4. TELE 

Thales of .:VIiletus is accredited with the knowledge of the 
attractive power of ferrous material. He attributed to it a 
" soul." As soon as the physical basis of this phenomenon 
was recognized, Thales' interpretation was discarded. But 
more than two thousand years later Mesmer postulated an 
attractive power coming this time from " animal " bodies. He 
thought that in the process of hypnosis a magnetic fluid is 
passing from the operator to the subject, that this fluid is 
stored up in animal bodies and that through this medium one 
individual can act upon another. Braid demonstrated later 
that it cannot be proved that a mysterious fluid is passing from 
one person to the other, that the phenomena emerging in the 
process of hypnosis are subjective in origin. Charcot, Freud, 
and others developed from this point the subjective psychology 
of today. 

Perhaps the controversy between Mesmer, Braid and Freud 
can be settled if we remove our attention from the relation 
operator-subject in the process of hypnosis or from the relation 
physician-patient in the process of suggestion and concentrate 
upon certain processes of interaction between persons which 
make it doubtful if these are of subjective origin only. In the 
Stegreif 18 experiment we could observe that some individuals 
have for each other a certain sensitivity as if they were chained 
together by a common soul. �When they warm up to a state, 
they " click." It often was not the language symbol which 
stimulated them. When the analysis of each individual apart 
from the other failed to give up an adequate clue for this 
" affinity," we could not avoid considering the possibility of 
a " social " physiology,-internal tensional rnaladjustrnents 
which corresponding organs in different individuals bring into 
adjustment. At a certain point man emancipated himself 
from the animal not only as a species but also as a society. 
And it is within this society that the most important " social " 
organs of man develop. The degree of attra.ction and repul
sion from one person towards others suggests a point of view 
from which an interpretation can be given to the evolution of 
social organs. One example is the functional relation between 
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the two sexes ; another example is the functioning of speech. 
The sexual organization of man is divided functionally be
tween two different individuals. A correspondence of physio
logical tensions exists to which emotional processes are 
correlated. The attractions and repulsions, or the derivatives 
of these, between individuals, can thus be comprehended as 
surviving reflections, as a distant, a " tele " effect of a socio
physiological mechanism. The origin of speech also cannot be 
comprehended without the assumption of a socio-physiological 
basis. Just as we have in the case of sexuality external and 
internal organs corresponding, we have in the case of communi
cation internal organs corresponding to each other, the brain 
centers of speech in the one person to the brain centers of 
hearing in the other person as well as the external organs. 
Speech of one person shaped the hearing and understanding of 
speech of the other person, and vice versa, which became 
another chief stimulant in the development of man's sociality. 
It seems to us a valuable working hypothesis to assume that 
back of all social and psychological interactions between indi
viduals there mu8t once have been a.nd still are two or more 
reciprocating physiological organs which interact with each 
other. The principle of bisexuality is only a small part of a 
wider principle : bisociality. The attractions and repulsions 
which we find, therefore, oscillating from one individual to the 
other, however varying the derivatives, as fear, anger, or 
sympathy, it may be assumed have a socio-physiological basis. 

The innumerable varieties of attractions and repulsions 
between individuals need a common denominator. A feeling 
is directed from one individual towards another. It has to be 
projected into distance. Just as we use the words tele-per
ceptor, telencephalon, tele-phone, etc., to express action at 
distance, so to express the simplest unit of feeling transmitted 
from one individual towards another we use the term tele, 
TijAE, " distant." 

The tele concept is introduced by us not for a convenience 
but due to the pressure of our analytical findings. The subject 
under investigation is not covered by any of the social and 
psychological sciences today. Sociology is satisfied with the 
mass approach of a mass. It may attempt to calculate the 
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trends in population through statistical measures, the fre
quency of characteristic traits, etc. Mass psychology is 
descriptive of mass reactions, as loss of individuality in a mass, 
etc. Individual psychology may aim at an interpretation of 
mass situations through projecting to a mass the findings which 
relate to a single individual, for instance, hysteria, neurosis, 
etc. But the salient point is to investigate a mass of, for 
instance, five hundred individuals from the point of view of 
each individual contribution and of the emotional product 
which results in the form of mass reactions. Then it becomes 
evident that the frequencies of the sociologist are the surface 
expression of deeper structural layers in the make-up of popu
lations, that mass psychological findings, as, for instance, the 
loss of individuality in mass actions, are an impressionistic 
description, the comprehension of mass processes from a spec
tator's point of view and not from that of the participants, 
that projections of hysteria, neurosis, Oedipus complex, etc., 
from an individual to a mass are undue generalization and 
symbolizations, that the actual processes are of a different 
nature. The investigations of the organization of this mass, 
the position each individual has within it, the psychological 
currents which pervade it, and the force of attraction or repul
sion which it exerts upon other masses, compel us to formu
late new concepts and a special terminology better adapted to 
the new findings. Second, up to date all findings appeared to 
indicate that the essential elements of existence are locked 
within the individual organisms and are recognizable only in 
respect to the individual. The social impulses also did not 
seem to present an exception to this rule, however great an 
influence in shaping them we attributed to the environment ;  
the shape they had attained in the course of their evolution 
was bound within the individual organism only, nothing which 
mattered fundamentally existed outside of the individual 
orgamsm. But there is in the field outside of the organism a 
special area, the area between organisms. Characteristic pat
terns of interrelation have been found to exist between indi
viduals, definite rules control the development from stage to 
stage and from place to place ; they are of such a regularity 
of form and have such a continuous effect upon groups near 
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and distant that it appears as if social impulses have been 
shaped not only in respect to the individual organism but also 
between individuals and that a remainder of this process is 
always discoverable whenever social groups are analyzed. 
These relations cannot be comprehended as accidental : they 
are in want of an explanation as to how this order of relations 
developed. The simplest solution is to assume that on a more 
primitive level of society the individuals were physically more 
closely allied and that this bond weakened gradually with the 
development of the telencephalon and the teleperceptors. 

If we imagine a monistic origin of life from a common unit 
it is hardly believable that the organisms which have derived 
from this unit and have developed to different kinds and races 
have broken off entirely the original bonds existent among 
them. Some remainder, however scant, however rudimentary, 
however difficult to discover, must still exist. In analogy, the 
social pattern in its initial stage must have consisted of such 
an intimate bond of interrelations that at first group reactions 
predominated and that in the course of evolution the emanci
pation of the individual from the group increased more and 
more. But the group bond among the individuals never broke 
off altogether. A remainder of it and perhaps a safeguard in 
emergency situations persists. Indicators of such a remainder 
are the persistent recurrence of various structures on various 
levels of differentiation from a psycho-organic level in which 
expression of feeling is inarticulate up to a psycho-social level 
in which expression of feeling is highly articulate. Concepts 
as reflex, conditioning reflex, instinct, mental syndrom.:>. etc., 
which have grown out of the approach of the individual organ
ism, are not explanatory of these findings and have no mean
ing in this area. Fifty individuals who singly are classified 
as suffering from hysteria may as a group reveal a pattern 
totally different from a mass hysteria, for instance, an extro
verted group organization with a high number of incompatible 
pairs. Or, again, the sexual character of individual members 
may be male or female, heterosexual or homosexual. And 
from an individual point of view this is a definable condition 
but from the intersexual choices, attractions and repulsions 
among such members an organization may result which has as 
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a totality a different meaning from that of the sexual char
acter of its individual members alone. It may, for instance, 
show an organization split into two parts, a homosexual and a 
heterosexual gang which are in a state of warfare because some 
members of the homosexual gang are objects of the desires of 
certain members of the heterosexual gang or vice versa. 

(a) Concerning Tele Effect. 
Every individual man functions in a system which is con

fined by two boundaries : the emotional expansiveness of his 
own personality and the psychological pressure exerted upon 
him by the population. The psychological variations in popu
lation pressure affect the individual especially during his 
formative years. We have shown how deep its effect is even 
in the apparent vacuum around an isolated person, that the 
specific molds and boundaries we have created to shelter and 
shape individuals, the home unit, the school unit, and the 
work unit., are not actual boundaries, that the forces of attrac
tion and repulsion pass beyond these limits, ceaselessly striv
ing towards exchange of emotional states, that this tendency 
to reach out and to exchange emotions is stronger than social 
institutions formed apparently to protect man against the 
vagaries of his adventurous nature. 

The relations treated up to this point may mark the begin
ning of a measurement of social atoms. The electro-magnetic 
and physio-chemical analysis of emotions is outside of the 
sociometric domain. Our problem is the social expansiveness 
of man and his transmission of emotion. Social expansion 
does not infer only how intensive an emotion is which is pro
jected towards this or that person but how many persons a 
person is able to interest, to how many persons he can transfer 
an emotion, and from how many persons he can absorb emo
tion. In other words, it traces the origin of a " psychological 
current." 

Even if one day the feeling complex, tele, should yield to 
quantitative measurement, from a sociometric point of view 
this feeling complex is separated only artificially from a larger 
whole : it is a part of the smallest living unit of social matter 
we can comprehend, the social atom. Therefore the socio-
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metric approach of tele is closely linked with our findings in 
respect to the inner organization of a social atom. The first 
thing we meet in the social atom is that a feeling complex 
which goes out from a person does not run wildly into space 
but goes to a certain other person and that the other person 
does not accept this passively like a robot but responds actively 
with another feeling complex in return. One tele may become 
interlocked with another tele, a pair of relations being formed. 

Tele has no social existence by itself. It is an abstraction. 
It has to be comprehended as a process within a social atom. 
But it is possible to classify it according to the equation of its 
social expansion, its social effect. This is exemplified in the 
following illustration : 

An individual A is the first and exclusive choice of a 
second individual B, and B is her first and exclusive choice. 
Except for the one tele from B, A is fully isolated in the com
munity. However, B is first choice of C, D, E, and F. C, D, 
E, and F are the choice respectively of 6, 8, 5, and 5 other 
individuals. Among these latter 24 individuals are three per
sons, G, H, and I. Each of them is the center of 7 choices. 
The effect of the one tele from B to A connects A with a main 
psychological current and enables her to reach 43 persons 
potentially predisposed towards her. On the other hand, 
another individual may be unable to exert any considerable 
effect upon the community as her tele relate her only to indi
viduals who are in a relatively isolated position. Her tele are 
side-tracked and never reach the main currents. An individ
ual like A, who is as a person comparatively unknown but who 
exerts through the medium of other individuals a far-reaching 
effect upon masses of people, is an invisible ruler. The form 
which the one tele going from the individual A to the indi
vidual B takes can be said to be aristocratic, an aristo-tele. 
Such an aristo-tele has often turned the cultural and political 
history of a people, as in the instance of Socrates and Plato, 
or Nietzsche and "\V agner, or Marx and La Salle. 

"\Vhen we study a community in this fashion, as an inter
related whole, considering what effect one part has upon the 
other, we recognize that also the totality does not grow direc
tionless or chaotically, that just as the individual organism 
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grows towards a definite end, maturity, also groups grow vvith 
a tmdency towards a definite organization which guarantees 
end-forms and a lasting preservation of the whole. Like the 
inevitability of a pre-conceived plan, the organization unfolds. 
At first grow out of an indefinite status a horizontal and a 
vertical differentiation of structure, the development of a 
" bottom " and of a " top." Then stage follows stage as 
gradually the social, sexual, and racial cleavages differentiate 
it further. Examining the membership of this crystallizing 
organization we observe again that neither is this a wild distri
bution of position and function.  If we may be allowed to 
develop the analogy of a bottom and a top of the group still 
further, we may say that the isolated whom we find at the top 
of the group are relatively superior, solitaire individuals and 
the isolated whom we find at the bottom of the group are 
relatively inferior, unchosen, and unwanted individuals. The 
individuals forming the top of the group may become aggres
sive towards the members of the middle 

·
groups and the indi

viduals forming the bottom of the group may also turn towards 
the members of the middle groups ; and between these two 
groups the middle group attempts to develop a cohesive unity 
and coordinated strength to keep in check both the top groups 
and the bottom groups. And it appears that the end-forms 
towards which the sum total strived is one in which the repre
sentatives of the creative function (aristo-tele) come to an 
inter-functioning with the representatives of the social func
tion, the leaders of the group. 

X. MOTIVATION 

1. MoTIVATIONs 

The spontaneous and unrestrained attitudes of individuals 
in regard to associating themselves to persons of their choice 
have a significance far wider than the motivations which these 
individuals are able to express in explaining their attitudes. 
In our research the motivations the individuals themselves 
gave were recorded in their own words for the purpose of 
adjusting to and articulating in detail the desires and expecta-
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tions of the individuals with the technical possibilities of the 
community. 

When a girl was so attractive to fifteen others that they 
wanted to live with her in the same cottage and she had 
chosen but two of them to live with her, it was important in 
the interest of the unreciprocated thirteen to ascertain if they 
were unchosen by her for any particular reason and if a 
rapprochement was possible. And it was also necessary to 
know the motivations when attraction was mutual as these 
might reveal attractions which were harmful for one or both 
parties. Our method was, after the desires of each individual 
in the community in respect to its different objectives were 
disclosed, to aid them in reflecting their actions so that they 
might be able to attain their goals themselves. It was a theory 
of the subjects' own actions in development rather than a 
theory of our own which we sought to prove. The motivations 
which we collected were the reflections in their own minds 
concerning their wishes. The criss-crossing motivations were 
followed up in detail if for no other reason than to estimate 
further the position of every child in the community. We 
were able to guarantee confidence of information and no child 
was ever informed by whom she had been chosen or rejected 
or any motivations concerning her. All individuals who 
belonged to the same social atom in respect to any criterion 
were interrogated to give their motivations for being attracted 
to or rejecting any particular individual. 

In respect to the criterion of living in proximity, 107 types 
of chief motivations were given, 58 of which fell under the 
heading of dislike, 46 under the heading of like, and 3 of indif
ference. They demonstrate a finer discrimination for motiva
tions of dislike than of like. The number of varieties of 
motivations of dislike or rejection is far greater than the num
ber of varieties for like or attraction. It would appear that 
our subjects were more articulate in giving expression to dislike 
than to like. 

The motivations given, however inarticulate, disclose how 
individualistic the reactions are. Looking at any sociogram 
we can recognize the positions of the individuals within it only 
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so far as their classification is charted. \Ve can say so and so 
many individuals are isolated or isolated-rejected or forming 
mutual pairs, but we could not differentiate one isolated struc
ture from another or one mutual pair from another, etc. But 
with the expressed motivations we can already begin to differ
entiate between these. One isolate appears as a newcomer 
whom the group has not yet absorbed. Another isolated 
individual appears as a former rejected one who is simply 
neglected, " because she is not intelligent and has bad habits." 
Similarly we see each isolated structure in a group becoming 
of living meaning, each different from the other. One mutual 
pair appears motivated from one side by " She protects me " ;  
from the other side, " She is like a little sister to me." Another 
mutual pair appears motivated from one side by " Good com
panionship " and from the other by " I can confide in her." 
One structure of rejection appears motivated by " lies," 
' ' steals," " is dirty," " is mean," and " quarrels " ;  and another 
such structure is motivated by " She is always planning to run 
away." Each structure appears as a differently motivated 
dynamic expression. 

The motivations give a further basis for comparison of 
groups. \Ve can compare, for instance, C2, which had re
ceived a low ranking through quantitative analysis, with C4, 
which received a high ranking. The members of C2 produced 
26 different motivations for disliking others ; C4 produced 15. 
C2 produced 20 different motivations for liking ; C4 produced 
25. We can compare the highest figure any motivation of 
liking or disliking has in C2 with the respective figure for the 
same motivation in C4. In C2 the most frequently given 
motivation was " I want her because she is of my nationality," 
which was repeated 17  times. This motivation is absent in C4. 
There were 10 girls in C2 of nationality contrasting with that 
of the majority ; in C4, 6 .  We followed up the relation to 
their respective housemother of the girls of contrasting nation
ality and found that 8 of them in C2 disliked their house
mother, whereas in C4 only 3 disliked her. In C2 the 
housemother's relation to these girls appears as a factor con
ditioning the reactions. She preferred girls of native Amer
ican stock and her attitude was reflected by the girls of 
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American extraction also within the group. A split into two 
factions gradually crystallized, each aspiring to dominate the 
other. The minority contrasting element was driven into an 
attitude of defense. Being fewer in numbers, they wanted to 
strengthen their position through getting girls of their nation
ality in other cottages to live with them. The most frequently 
given motivation for disliking in C2 was " She is a nigger
lover," which was given 16 times. This motivation was given 
but once in C4. The pressure of the group in C4 against 
friendship with colored girls was so pronounced that no girl 
who was placed in this group was likely to have such a friend
ship secretly, whereas in C2 numerous girls had friendships 
with colored girls and disclosure of this activity arose from 
j ealousy of one another. Another interesting contrast is 
between the colored cottages, C7 and ClO, and the white cot
tage groups. As a motivation for dislike the colored girls not 
once gave " She loves a white girl," but " She's a nigger-lover " 
was given 99 times by white girls. For discussion of the rela
tion between colored and white, see pp. 217-24. As in these 
examples, in like manner further differentiation between all 
the groups may be traced through motivations. 

The more we studied motivations given by the subjects the 
more we paid attention to every choice made by an individual, 
not in the psychoanalytic sense that it had a meaning in the 
development of the individual, but in the sociometric sense 
that it had a value in " feeling out " the associations with which 
persons within the realm of her acquaintances are best suited 
for them. But the motivations were often insufficient or incon
sistent : changing of opinion, untruthful statements, state
ments without foundation given in respect to persons not 
known personally. We had to develop a method which would 
reflect the interrela.tions more intimately. 

2. VALIDITY oF MoTIVATIONS 

In the course of studying children groups below the pre
school age level we learned to discriminate between motiva
tions for like or dislike which are the result of indoctrination 
and motivations which are the result of spontaneous attrac-
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tions and repulsions. During the presocialized period chil
dren groups are on a psycho-organic level of development and 
the members are unaffected or little susceptible to indoctrina
tion but towards the end of this period they become more sus
ceptible. From then on the psycho-social level is in ascend
ance and also the members become sensitive to the psycho
logical currents ; gradually they become participants in the 
networks in the community. As we realized that the study of  
inter-racial and inter-nationality attractions at age levels in 
which individuals are opinionated or susceptible to indoctrina
tion would be of little scientific value, we began with the study 
of inter-racial choices at the pre-school age level and followed 
these up in their development from year to year of age. We 
found that (a) inter-racial choices show a different pattern in 
the pre-school period than they do thereafter and that this is  
partly due to the effect indoctrination has upon the choices 
made (see p. 61 ) ; (b) that the sociogenetic law is appli
cable also to inter-racial discrimination ; the pattern of inter
racial attractions and repulsions develops in the direction of 
higher differentiation ; ( c )  discrimination, when indoctrination 
begins to show its effect upon inter-racial choice, tends in chil
dren groups instinctively to follow the psycho-organic route ; 
the children will try to adjust their doctrines to their spontane
ous likes and dislikes ; (d) with the weakening of their spon
taneability the older the individuals become, the more they 
are inclined to abandon the organic route and the more they 
may be swayed by indoctrination simply as it is carried to 
them through the networks of the community in which they 
live. 

In the course of studying the effect psychological currents 
have upon individuals we discovered two other types of moti
vations :  motivations of like or dislike about a person or a 
number of persons which are based upon direct acquaintance 
and motivations which are based upon symbolic acquaintance, 
that is, upon hearsay or mental hallucinations. An illustration 
of symbolic acquaintance is HU, who was regarded as a thief 
by 55 individuals, 10 of whom were not acquainted with her 
and 26 of whom reiterate a motivation from hearsay. The 
importance of such symbolic judgments becomes the greater 
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the larger the networks are through which such an opinion can 
travel. Evidently when upon psychological networks mechan
ical networks are drafted, as the printing press, the radio, etc., 
the circulation of symbolic judgment may lose every• relation
ship to facts. The significance of symbolic acquaintance and 
symbolic judgment is more far-reaching still when it is related 
to an individual because he is a member of a collective. For 
instance, LS is rejected because she is Jewish ; 7 of the girls 
rejecting her had never made her acquaintance. 

The basis for these developments are the psychological net
works which pervade populations. Hence the machine and 
the means of mechanical transmission do not produce-they 
only multiply a given product. 

XI. SPONTANEITY TEST 

1. SPONTANEITY TEST 

If we say that person A hates person B, we do not express 
what is actually going on if we do not indicate what this hating 
of B means within the whole movement. If, in turn, we say 
that B is jealous of A, we are failing to express what this 
jealousy means in the whole movement. The process is a 
dynamic movement with two poles, A and B.  From the point 
of view of the movement, this hatred of A to B and this 
j ealousy of B to A is interlocked and not static but in flux. 
At a certain moment it may reach a climax in A as the feeling 
of panic, for instance, coinciding with the mood in B of rage 
and desire to dominate. An analysis of the condition in A 
and of the condition in B separately may lead to our under
standing B or A but not A and B, that is, the state arising from 
their interaction. 

As person A did not want to live with person B and neither 
did person B want to live with person A, we had to analyze 
the emotional movement between them. The problem was to 
develop a method of studying states binding two or more per
sons together, to analyze the movements between them in 
order to secure a finer interpretation of these movements than 
their expressed motivations afforded. 
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Emotional states as anger, fear, or liking, and more complex 
states as reflection, conviction, or curiosity, are limited real
ities. They do not exist as they appear to the person who is 
filled with them. They are part of a whole, they belong to 
the next larger reality, the social atoms. Properly integrated 
into them individual subjective notions as anger or fear can 
be described as group subjective notions,-clicking emotions, 
when two individuals agree spontaneously ; crossing emotions, 
when they disagree ; breaking emotions, when a strong emo
tion is responded to by a neutral attitude ; and passing-by 
emotions, when the object is unaware of their presence. 

In the ' '  Stegreiftheater " we said about the spontaneous 
state : ' ' It is not given : we must warm up to it as climbing 
up a hill . . . " and " Impromptu state is not only an expres
sion of a process within a person but also a relation to the out
side through the Impromptu state of another person. It is 
the meeting of two different states from which the conflict 
arises." They are actually two poles of one movement reflect
ing and changing each other. 

But this starting of an Impromptu state through the inter
action of individuals has a great methodological significance. 
In the analysis of an individual we may always be inclined to 
relate every arising expression to former attitudes. We are 
always inclined to think that they may be at least in part 
derivatives or allied to past performances. We never seem to 
be able to face the first act, the original situation, but instead 
the genesis is retraced through symbols. But when we study, 
as  in Hudson, individuals who never met before and who from 
their first meeting on have to live together and to be partici
pants in the same group, we are face to face with the first act, 
the original situation. We see them when they enter spon
taneously into interrelationships which lead to the forming of 
groups, sub species momenti. We study their spontaneous 
reactions in the initial stage of group formation and the activ
ities developing in the course of such organization. We are 
present when the relationship is born, at the earliest possible 
stage in the social relation of the two individuals who meet, 
and we can develop, if necessary, the treatment forward 
instead of backward. Our procedure is psychocreative. We 
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begin with the act, the initial attitude one person shows for 
the other, and follow up to what fate these interrelations lead, 
what kind of organization they develop. The Parent and 
Family Tests ( see pp. 273-283) are samples of this procedure. 
Through the Spontaneity Tests we are able to study the more 
intimate relations among individuals as these develop in the 
course of their living together. 

The subject is placed opposite the persons in the community 
who through the sociometric test have been found to " belong 
together " to the social atom of the subject. These individuals 
h ad chosen or rejected the subject in respect to a given cri
terion, as that of living in the same house. It is probable that 
the material entering into the reactions will be borrowed from 
experiences they have had together, which they now have, or 
which they wish to have in the future. To illustrate the 
technique of the Spontaneity Test we have selected Elsa TL, 
an individual from C6. We present it beginning with the 
classifications and motivations of her social relationships and 
leading through to the analysis of these relationships through 
Spontaneity Tests. 

A .  Classification 
The central individual of the test is Elsa. Her sociometric 

classification ( see sociogram p .  153) was expressed in the fol
lowing Classification Formulas : 

Class. Formula I :  
_4 /_1 

Class. Formula II : 

o I o 
L 

4 - 1  
0 -16 

1 1 - 3 
I o -15 
L 

The dominant features of her classification are isolated and 
rejected within her group and within the community. Her 
classification showed that besides her housemother 31 other 
individuals were interlocked with her in the criterion of living 
in proximity. Data descriptive of her conduct in Hudson have 
been gathered from the 31 persons who expressed an attitude 
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towards her-as far as they could articulate it�in her social 
nucleus. A study of the networks in which she participated 
showed that the position of 27 of the 31 persons were depend
ent in the networks upon two individuals chiefly who lived 
in the same house. Only two other individuals appeared 
unaffected by the latter. It appeared, therefore, sufficient to 
concentrate our attention upon this nucleus of five, assuming 
that information coming from analysis of this nucleus would 
automatically elucidate the rest. Hence only the reports of 
Elsa herself and of these four individuals are here presented. 
Although these four individuals (who were chosen by Elsa to 
live with : Maud, 1st choice ; Gladys, 2nd choice ; Joan, 3rd 
choice ; and Virginia, 4th choice) had been living with Elsa 
in C6 for more than one year, they unanimously rejected her. 
Considering the attitudes towards Elsa within her group and 
within the community, it seemed that Elsa chose the four girls 
who appeared to her most likely to respond and to help her. 
The fifth choice of Elsa went to a colored girl in CIO (see 
p. 153 ) .  

As  indicated in Classification Formula I ,  Elsa chose four 
persons within her group and one from an outside group. 
Formula II shows that all five persons rejected her and that, 
in addition, she is rejected by 12 others within her group and 
by 15 others outside her group, while she herself rejects one 
person in her group and 6 outside. 

We directed our attention next to the sociometric position 
of the 5 individuals she had chosen. The outside choice was 
a colored girl whose Classification Formulas reveal her in an 
otherwise isolated position. The sociometric position of the 
four individuals she had chosen in her own group were as 
follows : 

2 I 1 
Maud : Class. Formula I :  --1--

Class. Formula II : 

2 I 1 
L 

3 - 1 
t11 

3 - 3  
L 

1 - 0  

1 - 0  
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Maud is chosen by 3 persons whose positions are not linked 
to influential currents either within the group or within the 
larger community ( see sociogram pp. 153-4) .  Hence her re
jection of Elsa is restricted to a person to person relationship 
primarily. She has in common with Elsa an attraction to a 
colored girl, but, in contrast to Elsa, her attraction is recipro
cated. 

3 I 2 
Gladys : Class. Formula I :  -- 1 --

1 I o 
L 

2 - 6 1 3 - 1  
Class. Formula II : 1----

0 - 4 1 0 - 1  
L 

As Gladys also is in an isolated position ( see sociogram 
p. 154) both within and without her group, her rejection of 
Elsa does not appear to have any appreciable effect beyond 
their person to person relationship. 

Joan : 
2 I 3 

Class. Formula I :  --1--
4 1 12 

L 

Class. Formula II : 
4 - 2 1 3 - 2  

----1 
I 

4 - 0 1 12 - 0 
L 

Joan attracts 4 inside and 12 outside her group. The fol
low-up of the sociometric positions of these 16 individuals 
reveals that Joan is the first choice of three individuals who 
themselves are chosen by 13, 16, and 18, respectively, in the 
community. As these 47 individuals each enter into 1 to 7 
other relationships and their correspondents into still further 
relationships, the fact that Joan rejects Elsa may have a far
reaching effect : Joan is in a position to influence directly or 
indirectly some currents in all the networks. She was found 
to be a key-individual participating herself in the five mam 
networks into which the population is divided. 
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2 I 1 
Virginia :  Class. Formula I :  - I-

6 I 1 
L 

6 2 I 1 2 
Class. Formula II : I 

6 2 I 1 1 
L 

Virginia is chosen by 6 within her group and these 6 receive 
in all 21 choices from other members of the group. She is 
thus the key-individual within the group although she herself 
is not the most chosen. The fact that she rejects Elsa may 
have an effect far beyond the single relation of Elsa and Vir
gmia. Virginia is in a position to influence directly or indi
rectly at least 27 persons, that is, all but four of the cottage 
population. 

B . .Motivations 
Elsa towards Maud : 

She is my first choice to live with. 
She is nicest of all to me. I don't 
know what I like about Maud ex
actly but she is likeable in spite of 
everything they say against her. Her 
biggest fault is a habit she has of say
ing right out how she feels about 
you. She thinks by doing that she 
will be considered frank. I don't 
think frankness is always just the 
way to act. You hurt a person's 
feelings sometimes more that way 
when you could just have said 
nothing or been a little nicer about 
it. We talk to each other a lot and 
we do like many of the same things 
and have some of the same troubles, 
like getting in wrong with the girls 
and housemother. 

Maud towards Elsa : 
I don't believe in trying to be 

friends with her any more because 
she talks to me about colored girls 
all the time and goes ahead and tells 
on me. But just the same I don't 
believe she gets a square deal in this 
cottage. Like she is washing dishes 
and the girls in the kitchen keep 
passing remarks. One says, " That's 
not the way to do it, Elsa " ;  or " You 
didn't get this dish clean " ;  or " You 
can't even wash a glass right even if 
it had nothing in it but water." And 
they keep it up till Elsa gets 
nervous and stops and maybe bangs 
down what she has in her hands. 
And then the housemother says, 
" \Vhat's the matter with you, Elsa? " 
And Elsa gets sent to her room. The 
housemother never finds out that the 
kids were aggravating her because 
they do it under their breath, they 
hate her so. I am getting into 
trouble when I am with her. It is 
better if we do not live in the same 
house. 
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Elsa towards Gladys : 
She is my second choice. She 

doesn't hold anything against you 
like some of the girls do. She has a 
forgiving nature and never says, 
" You are pulling the cottage down,'' 
the way Virginia does if you break a 
little rule. Gladys has to take a lot 
of blame just like myself. 

Elsa towards Joan : 
Joan is my third choice. I al

ways liked Joan and wanted her for 
a friend but she starts to be my 
friend and then stops all of a 
sudden. She hasn't got much pa
tience if you don't do just what she 
wants all the time. 

Gladys towards Elsa : 
I don't see that she is so terrible 

if the kids would leave her alow�. 
The only time she gets my goat is 
when she sticks around and just 
stays and stays when you want to be 
rid of her, like a piece of molasses 
you can't get off your hands. She i.;; 
pesty, anybody will have to say that. 
Expects you to let her play with you 
after you already get started and 
hanging on so you can't shake her. 
I do wish she was in some other 
cottage. We'd be happier and so 
would she. 

Joan towards Elsa : 
Kids can be sneaky once in a 

while but to be sneaky all the time, 
that's Elsa. She doesn't get happy 
over things you'd expect she would. 
Like her little sister sent her a poem 
she wrote and I had it put in the school 
paper and you'd think she would 
have been proud. But no, she didn't 
get excited a bit. One time Miss ET 
was scolding her and she just 
screamed. She usually doesn't do 
anything, not even answer back. So 
this time I felt sorry for her and I 
did everything for her. I loaned her 
a mystery story, too, and then when 
I asked her for it back, because 
mystery stories are hard to get here, 
she denied I ever gave it to her and 
then I found out she had given it to 
Maud. Elsa is courageous that way ; 
she'll lie or do anything that comes 
into her head, doesn't seem to care 
what you think. Sometimes it 
doesn't amount to anything but it is 
the way she does it that makes you 
disgusted, always lying about not 
going with the colored girls when you 
see her dart around the corner just 
to get a glimpse of them, especially 
of her girl friend. I do not want to 
live with her. 
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Elsa towards Virginia : 
She is my fourth choice. I don't 

<:are so much about her as I do about 
the others. All the girls try to get 
Virginia to be their friend but she 
doesn't show much partiality. She 
is about the same all the time. She 
is always criticizing me but she 
doesn't try to help me as much as I 
would like her to. If she would try 
to, I would get along better. 

E lsa towards the housemother : 

Virginia towards Elsa : 
I feel that Elsa has sunk so far 

that it's not any use having her 
around. What's the reason I should 
bother with her? If she had any 
backbone she wouldn't be like she is. 
It just give you shivers to have her 
in the same room with you at 
recreation. I wouldn"t want to live 
with her. 

She isn't my friend. I just feel she is against me. She listens to the girls 
who are against me, too. She thinks I am in wrong even when I'm not. 

Housemother towards Elsa : 
·when Elsa's mother comes, she weeps but the next hour she has for

gotten her. She thinks that she is persecuted by people. She tried once to 
run away with WT, a mentally retarded child. Ruth threw out of her 
window a pillow case full of her things and then with sheets tied to the bed 
she attempted to slide down. The waving sheet in front of Anna DI's window 
and her feet knocking against the house awoke Anna and she pounded on 
her door to notify me. By the time I had the lights on, Elsa was ringing 
the front door bell. She had sprained her ankle. She acted totally in
different to the whole episode. On no occasion does she exhibit any temper 
or answering back. She is a solitaire player, never volunteers for either 
work or games ; day-dreamer, heedless and careless in work. Bad nail biting. 
Her progress in school is good and she is one of the most intelligent girls 
in my house. She has a taste for finery which shows on every possible 
occasion. From some old ragged lace curtains she made a brassiere. ·what
ever is thrown out she will take and make underclothes and things of. One 
time she took cast out voile and made panties, small as for a doll, and 
wore them. Her room is always full of j unk which she collects, anything 
shiny or glittering. Steals, takes things which I would give her if I knew 
she wanted them. At Christmas time she took about $2 worth of things 
from the store. The things were rings, handkerchiefs, pen and pencil sets, 
powder puffs, strings of beads, etc. Probably she wanted them to give to 
both colored girls and white girls as a short cut to friendship as she had 
them all done up in paper and tied with bits of ribbon when it was dis
covered. She didn't cry when scolded about taking them. Is persistent in 
running after the colored girls. My girls have lost patience with her for 
this. She lies about it even when they catch her in places with them. 
Language very dirty, and notes likewise. I believe Ruth should be given a 
new chance in another cottage. 

C. Testing 

The motive of the spontaneity test for the subject is the 
training of his emotional equipment for a more articulate 
expressiOn ; for the tester it is to ascertain the spontaneous 
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reaction of the subject towards each person placed opposite 
him and the spontaneous reaction of each of them towards the 
subject. 

The subject is instructed : " Throw yourself into a state of 
emotion towards X. The emotion may be either anger, fear, 
sympathy, or dominance. Develop with him any situation 
you like to produce expressing this particular emotion. Throw 
yourself into the state with nothing on your mind but the 
person who is opposite you and think of this person as of the 
real person you know in everyday life. Also call him by his 
actual name. Once you have started to produce one of these 
states, try to maintain that emotion throughout the situation." 
The partner receives no instruction except to react as he would 
in actual life to the attitude expressed towards him by the 
subject. The two persons are not allowed to consult with 
each other before they begin to act. 

The person tested is placed opposite every person who has 
been found to be related to him ( see p. 80) ,  and as we are 
interested in both ends of each relationship, we have also to 
make of each partner a subject towards the subject. In other 
words, after the subject has produced any one of the four 
states towards a partner, the partner is instructed to produce 
a state he chooses towards the subject. The person tested may 
choose to produce towards each partner the same state, for 
instance, sympathy, or he may choose to produce a different 
state each time, once sympathy, once dominance, etc., or any 
other combination of states. The reaction time, the words 
spoken and the mimic expression of both players are recorded 
as directed by the tester. The salient point of the test is that 
the subject is asked to exercise his full spontaneity. 

This technique is illustrated in the testing of the relation
ship of Elsa to Maud, Gladys, Joan, and Virginia. Of the 
32 situations which were recorded of the interaction of Elsa 
with one or another of the other four individuals, we present 
here the records of eight situations, that is, of Elsa towards 
each of the four girls and each of the four girls towards Elsa. 
As Elsa is rejected by the four, we have selected only the 
situations which appear to express anger or repulsion. 
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TECHNIQUE 

Situation 1 .* Elsa vs. Maud. Anger. 

Elsa : Well, Maud, I hope you got a lot of satisfaction out of telling Miss 
Stanley about me walking around with my friend instead of coming 
right home. 

Maud : Who me? 
Elsa : Y cs, you ! You would take it to a staff member that I didn't comE' 

directly home ! 
Maud : Prove it ! 
Elsa : There is nothing to prove. You told. That JS sufficient. You had 

some nerve accusing me ! 
Maud : I'm waiting for you to prove it. 
Elsa : Well, my losing recreation is proof. 
Maud : Well, if you dislike losing recreation so much why did you have 

to walk home with the girl-friend? 
Elsa : Because I wanted to. And besides I notice you walk home with 

yours when you feel like it, don't you? 
Maud : Well, why don't you go and tell on me then? 
Elsa : Because I'm not like you. 
Maud : I still think I didn't tell. No more talking, prove it. 
Elsa : I know right well you told on me. 
Maud : All right, I ask you to prove it. You can't, can you? As there is 

nothing more to prove. 

Reaction time : 15 seconds ; duration, 1 minute 12 seconds. 

Mimic expression of Elsa vs. Maud : Elsa is lively toward Lena, ;n 
certain moments dominates. She moves her arms towards her, looks straight 
into her eye, speaks in a loud voice, rushes towards Maud, scowling and 
setting her jaw forward. She made Maud retreat two times. Her eyes 
flashed and color came and went in her cheeks. 

Situation 2.* Maud vs. Elsa. Anger. 

Maud : Elsa, where were you second period this morning? 
Elsa : Why I was in the study hall-where I was supposed to be !  
Maud : You were supposed to  be  there all right, but you didn't happen 

to be. 
Elsa : But I was in there. Where do you suppose I was anyway? 
Maud : That's what I want to know. If you were there, where did I sit 

anyway? 
Elsa : Away up in front. I sat in the back. 
Maud : You are wrong. I sat half-way back today. 
Elsa : Well, I tell you I was in the study hall just as you were ! 
Maud : Now Elsa, I want to know where you were. I looked especially for 

you and you were not there. I watched for you to come in late ami 
still you did not come. You did not come in that study hall door 
second period. Now before you take this any further, I want to know 
where you were-before I go to Miss Stanley about the matter. 

Elsa : All right I'll tell you I was in the library second period. Are you 
satisfied? 

* Elsa and Maud extemporized in all eight situations in which they acted 
together a friendly attitude. Situation 1 and 2 are taken from another series. 
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Maud : No, I'm not 1 You lie ! You were-well, I know where you wne 
and I'm going in and see Miss Stanley this instant. 

Reaction time : 20 seconds ; duration, 1 minute 30 seconds. 

Mimic expression of Maud vs. Elsa : Maud is hesitant in starting. Her 
eyes look friendly until almost the very end. Elsa appears to reflect the 
same attitude of secret friendliness. Maud finally becomes encouraged by 
the mild reaction of Elsa to her words and in her last expression stamps her 
foot in front of Elsa and rushes off indignant. 

Situation 3. Elsa vs. Gladys. Anger. 

Elsa : \Vel!, Gladys ! You know when you polished my shoes, what was 
the big idea in taking all the leather off the heels? 

Gladys : I never did take all the leather off the heels of your old shoes. 
You ought to be thankful that someone was good enough to polish 
your shoes for you ! 

Elsa : I am thankful enough that you p olished my shoes but I ask you 
why did you ruin the heels by skinning the leather on them? 

Gladys : I didn't do it. 
Elsa : Humm ! I suppose it got off by itself ! I feel sorry for you if you 

can't even polish shoes without ruining them. 
Gladys : Don't feel sorry for me, please ! You have to feel sorry for your

self first it seems to me. 
Elsa : Anyway that was a mean trick, putting my shoes marked in that 

condition back in my roop:l . 
Gladys : My dear, I'm sorry, but I put them back in perfect condition ! 
Elsa : Oh yes ! Well I promise you, you won't do my shoes ever again ! 
Gladys : Well who wants to ! 

Reaction time : 18 seconds ; duration, 1 minute. 

Mimic expression of Elsa vs. Gladys : Elsa walks suddenly towards 
Gladys, looks hesitantly at her and then rushes out with her first burst of 
words. Gladys stands up straight with her head thrown back and smiles as 
she speaks words expressing anger. At this Elsa loses all aggressiveness, 
both in her voice and gestures, half-smiles, but eyes express sadness. 

Situation 4. Gladys vs. Elsa. Anger. 

Gladys: Say, Elsa Tollman, what do you mean by staying in your room last 
night and. destroying my Junior Training note-book? 

Elsa : Staying in my room to destroy your Junior Training note-book? 
Why, you are crazy ! I was only studying it, and copying notes from it. 

Gladys : Why, you have some nen·c. You tore the pages out of my 
note-book and now you deny it. Oh, you make me furious. I could 
kill you ! 

Elsa : Well I didn't do anything of the kind ! 
Gladys : Well you certainly did. Now you have to buy reinforcements and 

fix my book. Why just think of what Miss Kinderhook will say when 
she sees such a book. And it's all your fault, too ! 
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Elsa : It couldn't have been me that tore them out ! 
Gladys : It certainly was you. Don"t stand there and contradict me. It 

was you ! 

Reaction time : 5 seconds ; duration 1 minute. 

Mimic expression of Gladys vs. Elsa : Gladys appears nonplussed in 
confronting Elsa, facial expression is angry but the tone of voice portrays 
no anger. Her movements are gentle and slow. Elsa stands still, taking 
everything she says with equanimity, looking straight at Gladys all the time 
but not becoming angry in return, merely defensive in posture. 

Situation 5 :  Elsa vs. Joan. Anger. 

Elsa : Well Joan, you got the recreation room to do now, haven't you? 
Joan : Well-yes, why? 
Elsa : \Vel! I was just hoping that since you've got that room to do now, 

that you'll polish it up all nice. You know, not like you did my room ! 
Joan : Say, now, you look to home for those things, do you hear? 
Elsa : Of course, I hear. Otherwise I wouldn't be speaking to you, would I?  
Joan : A wisecrack from a dumbbell ! 
Elsa : Well, have you made a resolution to polish the recreation room as 

you should? You know, all shiny and everything? 
Joan : Perhaps I could rely on you to do that. 
Elsa : Me? 
Joan : Yes, you ! All  that I have to say is, " Elsa, come polish the rec. 

floor ! " and you come running right along. 
Elsa : Oh, no ! I don't ! 
Joan : Oh, yes, you do, and that's not all either. You come at my every 

beck and call and you know it. 
Elsa : If you do the rec. like you did my room it will--

Joan : If you don't like the way I did your room, do it yourself hereafter. 
Get out of my way mighty quick ! 

Elsa : I happen to do my own room now since I don't room with you. 
Joan : Well, dearie, where does the dirt go? Behind the door? 
Elsa : No, dearie, it goes into the dustpan. 
Joan : It goes into the dustpan-well, I bet. 

Reaction time : 20 seconds ; duration, 2 minutes. 

Mimic expression of Elsa vs. Joan : Elsa leans on a chair and twists her 
fingers in between each other nervously. In her first verbal expression looks 
expectantly at Joan, eyebrows raised, anxious. Joan replies in a con
descending tone, sneering. At the next remark Elsa imitates Joan's sarcastic 
tone and looks away from her. At this Joan aggressively confronts Elsa, 
causing her to retreat further and further. Joan's voice is loud and dominant. 
Elsa continues to resort to sarcastic tones. 

Situation 6. Joan vs. Elsa. Anger. 

Joan : Well may I have the book you took out of my room, Elsa? 
Elsa : vV ere you speaking to me? I didn't take any book out of your room. 
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Joan : I won't argue with you but I will have you give me my book ! 
Elsa : But I don't know even what you are talking about, 
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Joan : Don't lie to me, Elsa. \Vhat's that very same book that I'm missing 
doing up on your comer shelf ? I want the book please. 

Elsa : I got that book from Miss Cranton. The book belongs to her and I 
borrowed it. 

Joan : I happen to have been the one to borrow Miss Cranton's book and 
that particular book at that. Listen, you will lose your recreation 
indefinitely for taking things out of girls' rooms. I thought you'd 
realize that by this time ! 

Elsa : I want to use that book to do my English. 
Joan : I thought you didn't take that book. And since when do you take 

English. 
Elsa : Why, I've taken it all term ! 
Joan : Oh, that's a good excuse for stealing a book ! By the way, what 

English are you taking? 
Elsa : English S'YJ. 
Joan : What period'? 
Elsa : Third in the morning, 
JoAN : You are crazy. I take English third period in the morning and I'm 

sure you're not in it. 
Elsa : Well I'm going to keep that book and use it. 
Joan : That's what you think. Get out of my way. I'm going right into 

your room and get that book I 

Reaction time : 5 seconds ; duration, 2¥l minutes. 

Mimic expression of Joan vs. Elsa : Joan walks up to Elsa, stands directly 
before her ; Elsa remains rigidly on the spot. Joan fires one remark after 
another at Elsa in loud, brutal voice, but Elsa retains her former sarcastie 
tone and mild voice throughout. Joan completely dominates Elsa's mimic 
expression, finally chasing her out of the room. 

Situation 7. Elsa vs. Virginia. Anger. 

Elsa : Well Virginia, I would like to know what happened to my dress 
and how you happened to tear it? 

Virginia : Your dress? You are disgusting. 
Elsa : Yes, my dress, and my best one at that. And since you are my 

room-mate and you were the last one to hang it up I think it was mean 
of you to tear it. You could have been more carefuL 

Virginia : I'm sorry ! I don't know how your dress got torn. Am I re
sponsible for the things that go on in that room just because I am your 
room-mate ?  How could I tear your old dress anyway? 

Elsa : How do you know that you didn't catch it on the bed or something'? 
My best dress too, and I tried so hard to keep it nice ! 

Virginia : But, I tell you, Elsa, I don't know a thing about your dress. 
Why don't you take it in to the housemother and don't stand there and 
holler at me. I don't have to take your abuse. 

Elsa : You did tear it, but I won't take it to any housemother. You could 
at least have told me about it. 
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Virginia : Tell you? I don't know as I had anything to tell ! I didn't tear 
your old dress ! 

Elsa : All right ! 

Reaction time : 22 seconds ; duration, 1 minute 2 seconds. 

Mimic expression of Elsa vs. Virginia :  Elsa walks timorously up to  
Virginia, taking the longest route around a chair to get to her, and with an  
appealing voice speaks to her. Elsa draws a handkerchief through her 
fingers as if weaving a pattern throughout the whole time. Virginia con
sistently looks at the floor. Her color becomes higher and higher to the 
end. Her voice is bursting with anger but she maintains her aloof distance 
from Elsa, refusing to be ruffled in the slightest. 

Situation 8. Virginia vs. Elsa. Anger. 

Virginia :  For heaven's sake, Elsa, will you stop singing? Every time you 
do those bathrooms you have to go and start singing. Can't you keep 
quiet for a change? Here I am trying to do my homework to the tune 
of your old singing and I'm working on a map. How can anyone 
concentrate with a racket like that? 

Elsa : But it makes a person feel good. And people around should be 
happy too, when someone else is happy enough to  sing. 

Virginia :  Well, if I can't keep you quiet, maybe Miss Stanley will. I'll 
simply report you to her. 

Elsa : I think I sing pretty good. I enjoy it anyway ! 
Virginia :  Well, your singing makes everybody else sick. Will you please 

shut up ? 
Elsa : Miss Stanley likes to hear singing because she said so. 
Virginia :  Well, I'm not Miss Stanley, and besides Miss Stanley doesn't 

have homework to do . 
Elsa : Oh, gosh, you are the most pessimistic person I ever met. I don't 

see why you have to do your map in the morning anyway. Why don't 
you get your lessons done at night as you ought to? 

Virginia : I guess I can do my lessons when it is most convenient, hear? 
Elsa : Well, if singing is my only crime, I consider myself lucky ! 
Virginia : \Yell, I'd rather see you go out and kill someone than to hear 

you sing constantly, especially when I'm busy with my map ! 

Reaction time : 6 seconds ; duration, 1 minute 30 seconds. 

Mimic expression of Virginia vs. Elsa : Virginia swings her arms out in 
a gesture of disgust, looking away as if she can't stand the sight of Elsa. 
Her color gradually rises. She stutters twice as she attempts to express 
verbally what she appears to refuse to allow her mimic expression to betray. 
Elsa stands perfectly still, relaxed, except for her hands which grasp and 
ungrasp the back of a chair. She also appears to be holding back and not 
letting herself go fully. 

D. Analysis of Attitudes 
An analysis of the attitudes taken by the partners towards 

Elsa, the subject, and by Elsa towards the partners in the 32 
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situations acted disclosed that each individual differed in the 
frequency with which she chose a specific attitude. Maud 
preferred to produce four times a situation in which she could 
display sympathy towards Elsa, but Virginia preferred not to 
produce such a situation even once ; that Joan chose to do so 
once and Glayds twice, from the allowed four occasions. 
Virginia, however, chose to produce four times an attitude 
which expressed either anger or dominance ; Joan, three times ; 
Gladys, twice ; and Maud, not once. Out of the 16 possible 
occasions, fear was not chosen even once. The following table 
is a tabulation of the attitudes taken by the four individuals 
towards Elsa : 

TABLE OF ATTITl:DES 1 

Towards Elsa : Bympathy Anger Fear Dominance 

Maud . . . . . . . . . . .  4 0 0 0 
Gladys . . . . . . . . . .  2 1 0 1 
Joan . . . . . . . . . . . .  1 2 0 1 

Virginia . . . . . . . . .  0 2 0 2 

The attitudes taken by Elsa towards the four individuals is 
tabulated in the accompanying Table of Attitudes 2 :  

TABLE OF ATTITl:DES 2 

Elsa towards : Sympathy Anger 

Maud 
Gladys 
Joan 
Virginia 

. . . . . . . . . . .  

. . . . . . . . . .  

· · · · · ·  . . . . . .  

. . . . . . . . .  

4 0 
2 1 
2 
0 4 

Fear Dominance 

0 0 
0 
0 

0 0 

Table 2 indicates that Elsa preferred to produce four times 
a situation in which she could display sympathy towards 
Maud ; two times, towards Gladys ; twice, towards Joan ; 
and not once towards Virginia. But she chose to produce a 
situation calling for anger four times towards Virginia ; twice 
towards Joan ; once towards Gladys ;  not once towards Maud. 
Towards Gladys and towards Joan she chose to produce a 
situation in which she could display fear. 

A comparison of the two tables with the classification of the 
five subjects up to this point uncovers a finer differentiation 
of the interrelations between Ruth and the four other indi
viduals. We see that the rejection of Elsa by Maud, Gladys, 
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Joan, and Virginia has a different weight in each case. The 
greatest frequency of anger towards Elsa is produced by Vir
ginia ; the greatest frequency of sympathy is produced by 
Maud. We see, so to speak, that the repulsion from these four 
persons towards Elsa could be expressed in four different 
degrees of anger. The Table 1 also suggests that the repulsion 
towards Elsa is not absolute. Out of the four instances, Maud 
is four times sympathetic. But the fact that Maud rejected 
Elsa as a person to live with her and motivated this so defi
nitely may indicate that when we took the sociometric test we 
caught Maud in a mood in which anger towards Elsa was 
dominant, due to some precipitating cause. On the other 
hand, Elsa had chosen Maud, Gladys, Joan and Virginia as the 
four girls with whom she would like to be living together. The 
attitude she displays towards them in the test shows sympathy 
dominating towards Maud only ; towards Gladys and Joan, 
sympathy on the one hand and anger and fear on the other 
are appearing equally distributed ; and towards Virginia, anger 
rises up each of the four times. This discloses that also the 
attitude of attraction is not an unmixed emotion. The case of 
Elsa shows further that if an individual has a very limited 
range of selection, the intensity of his being attracted to cer
tain persons may be very slight. In the desire not to be alto
gether negative, he may make a choice or choices which are 
the best he can make under the circumstances. 

In examining Elsa's performance we note that her resistance 
against starting is of different intensity towards each partner. 
Her reaction time is of shortest duration towards Maud and 
longest towards Virginia. We differentiate between inability 
to start, delayed starting, and erratic starting ; but delay may 
be due to difficulty in finding a plot. The plot rose up most 
rapidly in the test Elsa-Maud and it is with the latter that Elsa 
held her own. Towards Virginia and Joan, Elsa's state of 
production appeared under-heated, weak, and hesitant ; 
towards Maud, over-heated and verbose. Towards Maud Elsa 
maintains the initiative, in each situation suggesting most of 
the ideas, but in the situations towards her other test-associ
ates the initiative is held by the partner. It is characteristic 
also that seven of the eight anger situations were finished by 
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the test-associate, Elsa being unable to bring about an end 
without the partner directing it. For the study of attitudes 
as called forth through the Spontaneity Test it is of value that 
a film record is used to register the minute and subtle inter
actions. 

Analysis of Word 1),1 aterial 

The length of the sentences and the number of words used 
in the first rush towards the other person are an indicator of 
the amount of aggression the subject has towards the other 
person. Elsa uses 27 words in her first expression towards 
Maud ; 22 words in her first outburst towards Gladys ; 19 
words towards Virginia ; and towards Joan, 12 words. Evi
dently it is easier for Elsa to give expression to anger towards 
Maud and least easy for her to do so towards Joan. It is of 
interest to compare with this the length of sentences and the 
number of words used by Elsa towards each partner during 
the whole situations :  towards Maud, she uses 98 words ; 
towards Gladys, 99 words ; towards Virginia, 1 10 words ; and 
towards Joan, 1 12 words. The picture is then reversed. Joan, 
who received the least in the first onrush of words, now gets 
the most, and Maud, who got the most in the first onrush, now 
gets the fewest. In the analysis of the development of the 
dialogue, however, there is an indication that the greater num
ber of words used by Elsa towards Virginia was not due to a 
strength of aggression towards her but to the strong anger 
reaction of Virginia towards Elsa, who was compelled to reply 
and hence to accumulate a large verbal reaction. 

The length of sentences and the number of words used in 
the first onrush of each of the four individuals towards Elsa 
were : Maud, 8 ;  Gladys, 20 ; Joan, 13 ; Virginia, 58 words ; 
and the total situation, Maud 135 words ; Gladys, 95 words ; 
Virginia, 137 words ; and Joan, 161 words. The amount of 
aggression that Elsa exhibits towards the various partners is 
strongest towards Maud, becomes weaker towards Gladys, still 
weaker towards Virginia, and reaches its weakest and softest 
attitude towards Joan ; considering the aggression displayed 
towards her by the partners, which is strongest from Virginia 
and weakest from Maud. 
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A summary of the anger-colored phrases used by the four 
girls towards Elsa in the eight tests presented follows : 

Maud : 

Joan : 

Gladys : 

You lie ! 

Do you hear ! 
A wisecrack from a dumbbell. 
All I have to say is " Elsa, come. . . . " and you 

come right away. 
Get out of my way ! 
Dirt. 

Feel sorry for yourself. 
You have some nerve, Elsa. 
Now you deny, Elsa. 
Furious. 
Kill you, Elsa. 
Don't contradict . 
Don't stand there. 
It was you. 
It's all your fault. 

Virginia : Stop singing. 
Keep quiet. 
Hear ! 
I'd rather see you go out and kill someone than 

to hear you sing constantly. 
Don't sing when I am busy. 
A racket like that. 
I'll simply report. 
You are disgusting. 
Your singing make.s everybody sick. 
Your person hanging around. 
Take it in to the housemother. 
Don't holler at me. 
Don't have to take your abuse. 
Shut up. 

The anger-colored phrases used by Elsa towards her partners 
follow : 

Towards Maud : 

Towards Gladys : 

Towards Joan : 

Towards Virginia : 

You had some nerve accusing me. 

It was a mean trick. 
You are crazy. 

--(none) --

It was mean of you to tear it. 

The quantity of anger-colored expressions used by the four 
individuals towards Elsa also certify to the varying weights 
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of their respective rejection of her as indicated above. Vir
ginia produces the greatest number and variety of anger
colored phrases, Gladys is second, Joan third, and Maud pro
duces fewest. In turn, Elsa's quantity of anger-colored ex
pressions is towards each of the individuals almost equally 
weak. 

The attitude of Elsa towards her partners is persistently 
weak and indifferent .  She produces towards Joan phrases 
empty of content, unable to call up a motive to be angry at 
her. Also when the situation is reversed with Joan as the 
subject and angry at Elsa, she simply stands and takes her 
remarks passively. Joan said : "A wisecrack from a dumb
bell ! " without getting any reaction from Elsa. Joan also 
'said : " I can say to you, ' Come, polish the floor, ' and you 
would come running right along," without any reaction from 
Elsa. Elsa, when she accuses Virginia of tearing her dress 
(an act which she herself had done to another girl) , was unable 
to carry out this motive convincingly in the situation. She 
practically relinquished in saying, '' You did tear it, but I 
won't tell a housemother on you." Virginia accuses Elsa in 
intensive anger to stop singing and making noise, using the 
words, " I'd rather you'd go and kill somebody than to sing 
constantly." Elsa runs away from this attack, responding at 
the end, " If singing in my only crime, I consider myself 
lucky." Elsa accuses Gladys of scraping the leather from her 
shoes while polishing them. It appeared during the test that 
Elsa couldn't find any motivated reason to be angry at Gladys 
and in her embarrassment sought an incredible one. How
ever, it was found that Elsa had done such an act to another 
girl in the cottage a few days before. The suggestion of secret 
activities in which Maud and Elsa participated and conflicts 
developing out of these is reflected in the text of their dialogue. 
Elsa warms up to a more natural expression in response to 
Maud. 

Summary 

It appears that quantitative analysis of spontaneous expres
sion is a valuable aid in the interpretation of the interrelation 
between individuals. Elsa's position isolated and rejected is 
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evident in each report of motivations ( see p. 178) . But the 
relation of this sociometric classification to her sexual interests 
and stealing was not sufficiently disclosed by the sociometric 
test. A further insight into her relationship to Maud was also 
wanting. It is at this point that analysis of her Spontaneity 
Tests enabled us to secure a still finer penetration· of her 
position within the group. 

The word content of the spontaneous reactions between Elsa 
and Maud discloses a common conflict, the relation to colored 
girls and the fear of being betrayed to the housemother and of 
being punished. This related both Elsa and Maud to a sexual 
current which interlocks a group of colored girls with a group 
of white girls. It explains the often suddenly changing feeling 
between Maud and Elsa as due to jealousy. The quickness 
with which they react towards each other and the way they 
" touch off " each other betrays an intimacy which is not re
peated by Elsa in play with any other partner. The sudden
ness during one of the tests with which Maud burst into 
laughter when Elsa accused her of showing to the housemother 
a love letter she (Elsa) had written to her colored friend and 
which was fully out of the mood of the context, anger at each 
other, and the spontaneous naturalness of their acting from 
this point on intimated that they enacted before our eyes a 
scene they had done often before in actual life. Immediately 
afterwards both laughed at each other and we hear from their 
own lips the tale told how Maud initiated Elsa into the prac
tice of carrying her love letters to a colored girl, how Elsa one 
clay began to write to the same girl and refused to be the car
rier any longer. During this last minute of their acting they 
seemed unconscious of the situation in which they were, 
absorbed in a mood of recapitulation. They embraced and 
kissed and petted each other. They did this making it appear 
as if the situation would demand it, but the tone of their 
warming up gestures suggested that Elsa and Maud were 
uncovering their private personalities. It appeared as if we 
were witnesses to wishes and interrelations still going on in 
them, not simply reconstructed from a past relationship or 
imagined, and that we might predict future behavior from it. 

As we know from the Impromptu experiment, an emotional 
state once produced has the tendency to carry automatically 
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all affect-material which is locked within it into open expres
sion ; and if, as it is in these tests, the object of this expression 
is not a fictitious person but the actual well-remembered 
counterpart in similar life situations, then this process releases, 
as if through a form of " medial "-understanding a similar 
warming up process in the other person. 

Elsa and Maud did not warm up in the beginning because 
they both thought they had to " play." But as soon as they 
lost themselves they clicked. Yet this ease of production did 
not come because they created something but because they 
lived themselves. It was a piece of revelation on the level of 
instinctive spontaneity. We know that Maud is the only one 
in the cottage with whom Elsa likes to play or who likes to 
play with her. They come to each other's aid also in their 
various adventures. Socially they belong to the same group, 
although Elsa is superior in intelligence ( I .Q. 1 15) and Maud 
is dull normal ( I.Q. 72) . Elsa's colored friend is also far 
inferior to Elsa in intelligence ( I.Q. 65) . It appears that her 
attraction towards persons mentally beneath her is not due to 
the fact that she is not accepted by those nearer to her in men
tality, but because the degree of differentiation of the social 
group towards which she gravitates is one which we find nor
mally corresponding to that of individuals younger in chrono
logical age or lower in mental development. 

A study of her sociometric position before she came to Hud
son indicates a simpler setting. This inability to coordinate 
herself to persons who might become attracted to her, remain
ing an isolated and rejected individual within her cottage 
group, unable to change her position within it through her own 
effort in the course of more than two years, but always running 
amuck, reminds us of the position of individuals in immature 
social groups such as the 1st and 2nd grades in public school 
produce. For a 17 -year-old 3rd-year high school student, 
whose I.Q. is 1 15, upon the basis of such facts the socially less 
differentiated groups appear more natural. This may also 
explain why she was invariably found mixing and playing with 
girls far removed from her in age and mental development 
whenever observed on the grounds. 

It can be noted that in both situations which called for anger 
between Elsa and Maud the motive producing anger was by 
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each of them spontaneously initiated as related to forbidden 
sexuality. The sexual motive did not appear again among 
the motives in the situations played by either of them towards 
other partners. But the stealing motive was initiated three 
times spontaneously either by Elsa herself accusing her part
ners of stealing or by her partners accusing her ( see pp. 178-
82) . Elsa warmed up well when she threw the accusation 
towards Gladys that she had scraped the leather off her shoes, 
but as soon as Gladys turned aggressor towards her she dropped 
her attack, became passive, and her movements depicted re
treat. She found but excuses for answer, the aggressor turning 
excuser. The two accusations she made towards Gladys and 
Joan appeared so worthless and insignificant that they didn't 
seem to carry sufficient weight to be angry about,-both con
cerned simply petty tricks of one girl upon another. But as it 
appeared from the angry responses of those partners, these 
were a kind of trick she herself used continually to play upon 
them in actuality, and they used to hate her for this in life. 
Why shouldn't she get angry at them if they were treating her 
that way in these imagined situations? 

The trend to take worthless things and to accumulate them 
under her bed, of which she is accused by Virginia in a test, 
is linked to her desire for affection which she is missing and 
her scheme to gain the love of those who reject her in the cot
tage through petty gifts as well as to win back the colored gir 1 
who had turned to Maud. It appeared that the restless, 
impulsive actions of Elsa are the actions of a daydreamer who 
is happy in her isolation but unhappy about the loss of affec
tion she was used to receive from her mother and unable to 
comprehend the avalanche of rejection from others. 

The strongest attitudes of anger and dislike towards Elsa 
came from Virginia and Joan. Joan is a key-individual and 
leader outside in the community ; Virginia is a key-individual 
and leader in the cottage group. Due to their position in their 
respective networks it appears that the influence of their 
rejecting Elsa has run through the psychological currents 
which interlock different groups of individuals into various 
networks and determined or helped to encourage similar 
attitudes towards her on the part of others. 
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We are able now also to clarify the most striking character
istic in Elsa's conduct : her indifference and apathy towards 
censuring aggression. This is the more baffling as it stands in 
contrast to her lively and combative attitude demonstrated in 
her former environment. Neither in the early stages of her 
participation in Hudson did she display this indifference. The 
change had been brought about, it appeared, by two factors. 
On the one hand, her indifference was increasing in proportion 
to the withdrawal of her emotional interest from the group in 
which she lived and its transference to a hidden group in which 
she was allowed to express herself unrestrained. On the other 
hand, this appeared to be necessitated and crystallized by the 
continuous pressure exerted upon her by the group in which 
she lived. She appeared helpless, displaying a, persevering 
apathy towards a situation she felt herself to be unequal to. 
She was unable to differentiate between individuals who 
rejected her directly and those who simply reflected indirectly 
the attitude of certain leaders within the group. The network 
which contributed to her conflict was so widely spread that a 
spontaneous adjustment had become almost impossible for 
her to attain. An attempt at cure naturally involved a whole 
chain of individuals with whom her position was interlocked. 

B. Balance and Imbalance within the Social Atom 

Quantitative studies of the emotional inter-relations of the 
individuals who belong to the same social atom make it pos
sible for us to penetrate into the inter-personal environment 
which is the immediate setting for mental disorder. Elsa pro
duced in the 16 tests towards her associates 8 attitudes express
ing sympathy and 8 expressing antipathy ( anger, dominance, 
or fear) ; the test associates produced towards Elsa 7 attitudes 
expressing sympathy and 9 expressing antipathy (anger, 
dominance, or fear) . 

Domi- Sym- Antip
Sympathy Anger Fear nance pathy athy 

Elsa towards her \ I I  I 
Test-Associates : 8 6 2 0 I I  8 I 8 

The Test-Associ- ------,�c------4-
-+1+-1 -

7 I
I 9 ates towards Elsa : 7 5 0 
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About as many reactions of sympathy can be counted (7)  
of  the test-associates towards Elsa as  of Elsa towards them 
(8) , and about as many reactions of antipathy towards Elsa 
(9)  as of Elsa towards them (8) . If the sum-total of the 
emotions which cross to and from Elsa, and not any one emo
tion or associate in particular, are taken into consideration, the 
complex of relations which constitutes Elsa's social atom 
appears to " balance." This tendency towards " balance," 
this tendency of the emotions going out from and returning to 
the center individual of a social atom to offset and to " equal
ize " each other, was so frequently encountered in our studies 
that we have come to regard it as a particular phenomenon of 
the social atom. 

Through quantitative study we may come to a realization of 
the relationship of the socioatomic structure to conduct. dis
orders. In the case of the manic-depressive or the schizo
phrenic, we have observed deviations of the sum-total of 
emotions in the social atom away from balance. This can be 
explained as follows : The hypoactive depressed individual 
whose motor behavior is retarded tends to produce a like reac
tion towards all of the individuals towards whom he is emo
tionally selective, whereas they assume towards him various 
and differing reactions. Whatever are the reactions of these 
individuals towards him, whether of love, of fear, or of pity, 
and in whatever frequency these occur, if his attitude towards 
them tends to be stereotyped into, for instance, fear towards 
all, the distribution of emotions within the social atom will, it 
is obvious, appear grossly unbalanced. See text to sociogram 
p. 157. The imbalances within the social atom and their 
reflection upon the development of psychological currents and 
networks give social psychiatry a nosological basis and differ
entiate it as a discipline from psychiatry proper. Psychiatric 
concepts as neurosis and psychosis are not applicable to socio
atomic processes. A group of individuals may become sociotic 
and the syndrome producing this condition can be called a 
SOCWSlS. 

The therapeutic problem in the case of T 19 is to reorganize 
his social atom, to assign experimentaUy a group to him which 
can aid him in his attempt at cure and towards which his 
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stereotyped attitude has not become fixed. In the formation 
of such an experimental group we can be guided by following 
the spontaneous reaction s  of the patient : the latter are an 
indicator of who should and who should not be assigned to him 
at any particular stage of treatment. Personality structure 
and the inter-personal environment are parts of one and the 
same organization, the social atom. Inter-personal environ
ment is not merely a chance factor. There are a limited num
ber only of inter-personal structures probable for an individual, 
just as there are a limited number only of probable develop
ments of the individual organism. The individual instinc
tively gravitates within the united field towards relations in 
which he is best able to attain and to maintain balance. 

2. IMPROMPTU FUNCTION 

The Spontaneity Test as it appears is able to uncover feel
ings in their nascent, initial state. Through it we get a better 
knowledge of the genuine attitudes an individual may develop 
in the course of conduct and clinch acts in the moment of their 
performance. This is the point where the various forms of 
testing, particularly the Binet, Free Word Association, and 
Gestalt have not accomplished the deed. Let us imagine that 
three respective representatives of these doctrines have sug
gested to a subject who is under their study to give free play 
to his ideas and emotions, either through writing or through 
sketching spontaneously any configurations expressing them. 
The Binet tester may attempt to estimate approximately the 
mental age indicated by the content of the writing. The 
psychoanalyst may attempt to give an interpretation of the 
conflicts referred to by the subject in the words and to find 
characteristic symbols which he can follow up in a further 
Free Association test. The Gestalt analyst may perhaps study 
the configurations of the material. Instead of being satisfied 
with the cold material the subject leaves behind after his 
excitement in the state of production has passed, we need to 
see him when he " warms up " to the expression. It may be 
:argued that the subject is present during an intelligence test 
:and also in the psychanalytic situation. But our point is 
that the emphasis is laid in both instances upon the material 
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given out by the subject instead of upon the act. To act 
means to warm up to a state of feeling, to an " Impromptu " 
state. 

Our experimental study of the warming-up process devel
oping to an act led us to the observation of warming-up indi
cators. These are not mental signs only but physiological 
signs (altered breathing rate, gasping, crying, smiling, clench
ing the teeth, etc . ) . The bodily starters of any behavior as 
acting or speaking on the spur of the moment are accom
panied by physiological signs. In the process of warming up 
these symbols unfold and release simple emotions, as fear, 
anger, or more complex states. It is not necessary that verbal 
reactions evolve in the process of warming up. They may or 
they may not. But the mimic symbols are always present ; 
they are related to underlying physiological processes and to 
psychological states. 

Warming up indicators have been determined experimen
tally. The experiment was so conducted that the subject had 
no intention to produce any specific mental sta.te. It was 
suggested to him to throw himself into this or that bodily 
action without thinking what will come out of it. The " start
ing " of these actions was found to be accompanied by a 
process of " warming up." We could observe then that if a 
subject lets go with certain expressions as gasping, a.ccelera.ting 
the breathing, etc., without a definite goal, there are neverthe
less developed certain emotional trends. The latter did not 
seem to be related to one emotion exclusively but rather to a 
whole group of emotions with similar properties in common. 
For instance, the following expressions,-clenching teeth and 
fists, piercing eyes, frowning, energetic movements, shrill 
voice, hitting, scuffling of feet, holding head high, accelerated 
breathing, and others, tend to release emotional states as  
anger, will to  dominate, hate, or  a vague precursor of these 
trends of feeling. Another set, accelerated breathing, gasping, 
trembling, flight, twisting facial muscles, inability to talk, 
sudden crying out, clasping hands, etc., is developing another 
trend of feeling, anxiety, fear, despair, or a combination of  
these. Another set, smiling, laughing, chuckling, widening 
the eyes, kissing, hugging, etc., is stimulating a condition o f  
happy excitation. 
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However undifferentiated the feelings produced may be, it 
is observable that one set of movements starts one trend of 
feelings and another set of movements starts another trend, 
and so on. Each of these three sets of starters appears to 
operate as a unit. When one set of starters was functioning 
and the subject was instructed to add a starter belonging 
exclusively to another opposing set, it was observed that the 
course of development was so disturbed that the state corre
lated to the first set was lost or diminished in intensity. For 
instance, if in the development initiated by the third set of 
starters mentioned above, the subject is instructed to clinch 
his teeth, the direction of the production begun is thrown off 
its course. Bodily movements were found to follow one 
another in a certain order of succession according to which is 
the initiating starter. If the succession is interrupted, the 
temporal order is spoiled and the state of feeling released is 
confused. 

On this bases we can diagnose if an emotional state is 
reached or is in the making. Warming up indicators are the 
deciding clue as to whether an emotional state is in process of 
release. Verbal reactions are less reliable as signs that a state 
is reached or about to be reached. A subject may use apt 
words with little or no emotion accompanying, but it is practi
cally impo13sible once an emotion is initiated, to act without 
being carried away by the trend of feeling produced. All ver
bal and other associations are organically related to the trend 
of feeling developed. 

Secondly, we experimented with the intentional production 
of emotional states. In this experiment a mental starter re
places the bodily starters. The subject is told to produce a 
certain state. For instance, " Throw yourself into the state of 
anger." He knows his goal ahead. The more successful the 
subject is in throwing himself into the desired state the better 
coordinated to the state will be the verbal and mimic associa
tions produced. If the subject initiates unfitting bodily start
ers, the desired Impromptu state is not attained. If the 
starters are slightly out of focus with the intended state, the 
state reached is inadequate and the organization of the pro
duction will be correspondingly undifferentiated, loose, and of 
short duration (inadequate states) . If the starters are fault-
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ily coordinated, the production is rash, confused, and abrupt, 
disproportionate to the amount of effort expended (over
heated states) . In the case of the well-developed state, the 
individual appears to approximate closely his limit of differ
entiation of the emotion. 

In productions which occur on the spur of the moment these 
mimic signs 20 or expressions are necessary to start and accel
erate the warming up of the emotional state in question. It i s  
different if a memorized role is played a s  on  the regular stage. 
There, through continuous rehearsal, the actor has an oppor
tunity to modify his performance according to a certain artistic 
pattern. But even he placed into an Impromptu play falls 
victim to the technique of warming up the more genuine his 
performance. The reason for this can be explained. The 
motive in actual life when we warm up to an emotional state is  
usually another person's behavior. But in an Impromptu 
play this motive is missing, the fictitious partner being too 
weak a substitute. To start the warming up of an emotion, 
a special effort is needed which is the greater the simpler the 
emotions, an effort which has to be originated from the bodily 
mechanism itself. To " fake " these warming up indicators is 
just as difficult as to eliminate them entirely in presenting 
simple emotions. It is almost impossible for a person to throw 
himself into a state of fear, to develop its indicators and to 
produce simultaneously the emotion of love and a correspond
ing text.21 

XII. CONDUCT 

1. ORGANIZATION AND CoNnecT 

We have often followed with our eyes birds, groups of birds 
in spring, and watched how they were aligned, one in front, 
two or three following, then a big bunch close together, then 
simmering down to three or four, one or two following lonely, 
and one or two more lonely on the sides. \V e often wondered 
by what kind of rules these groupings are governed. Probably 
a social instinct drives them to travel in groups. But we won
dered whether the arrangement they produce within these 
groupings is influenced by mechanical forces only, speed of 
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flying, endurance, and so on, or whether attractions and repul
sions among the individual birds have a part in producing the 
formation. 

It is certainly so with people. When we observe adolescents 
at play on the grounds we see how three or four are anxiously 
trying to keep pace with one who is running ahead, one walk
ing with another arm in arm, two or three scattered, each alone. 
And if we watched the same group daily, we could ascertain 
that this arrangement is not accidental, it is repeated at least 
over a certain period of time in much the same formation until, 
perhaps, one gets tired of the other and new attachments 
develop and a new leader comes to the front. 

One contrasting element, a colored child, among white chil
dren produces in general an attitude of interest and sympathy. 
Eventually the other children may become indifferent towards 
her but rarely hostile. It is different if the numbers change. 
If into a group of twenty to thirty white individuals, three, 
four, five, or more colored enter, the emotional attitude tends 
generally to change. Each of the colored is sensitive to what 
happens to the other through the actions of the white group 
and they are inclined to form a gang spontaneously. But if 
the two races are about equal in numbers, hostilities are always 
ready to be let loose ; sympathy and indifference are rarer. 

The following incident illustrates such a situation develop
ing in a cottage group. Into C11 ,  which had 23 white girls, an 
Indian girl, WI, was placed. She became a pet of the house
mother and of the girls. Later two half-Indian girls were 
assigned to the group. The attitude of the group towards the 
first Indian girl became critical. They were less attentive to 
her in play and more seldom defended her in quarrels. When 
the new Indian girls were scolded by the housemother, WI felt 
it as an a.ffront to herself as well as to them. The three devel
oped gradually a unity of attitude. The white girls began to 
feel themselves as a group apart from the Indian girls and 
became less intimate with them. The minority group, how
ever, became more quickly sensitive to the changed situation. 
When a fourth Indian girl, SN, was placed into the group, she 
had to be removed from it due to the difficulties among the 
girls. Contrasting elements appear to have a stimulating 
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effect up to a certain point, but become an irritating factor if 
this point is  overstepped. A sociometric test at this date 
revealed the Indian girls in a gang formation, rejected by the 
white and rejecting them in return. The saturation point for 
Indian members seemed to be reached. Soon afterwards it 
absorbed readily a foreign-born Polish girl and a Russian Jew
ish girl. This infers that a group can be saturated for one 
contrasting element and still be able to adjust easily with other 
contrasting elements. The structural organization of the 
group and the degree of differentiation the group has attained 
indicate its status in respect to saturation for different contrast
ing elements. 

The problem of adjusting contrasting racial and nationality 
elements into one group appeared to be more difficult in home 
groups than in other collectives. Since the members must live 
in such close proximity contrasting nationality and racial char
acteristics are felt more strongly and meet with greater resist
ance. The saturation point for negroes and Indians within 
the same white group was higher in work and play groups than 
in home groups. Members with different nationality and 
racial characteristics prove often to be a stimulus for competi
tion and progress for a group. The stimulus appears of greater 
advantage in work and cultural groups than in home groups. 
We recognized the need of a balanced distribution of the dif
ferent races and nationalities within each group and within 
the community as a whole : that is, the necessity to develop a 
racial quotient. It appears that one factor in the racial 
quotient will be found to be dependent upon the criterion of 
the given collective. 

Just as the illustration how contrasting nationa.lity and 
racial elements affect group organization and conduct, other 
contrasting elements, as sex, have to be considered. If within 
a population of 500 to 600 white girls who have lived segre
gated from the normally organized community, suddenly a 
group of men appear and reside for a time, a switching of the 
emotional interest of the girls from their own sex to the men 
takes pla.ce. It can be said that the tele is " bored " with uni
sexed attachments only and runs avidly into this new outlet. 
When a few men reside permanently in such a community they 
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become centers of " sexual currents " and pampered due to the 
excessive amount of attention they receive. Another situation 
develops in Hudson where a group of sixty colored girls are 
placed in two cottages of the community. These colored girls 
provide a new direction for emotional interest, and under the 
circumstances a therapeutic advantage to the community in 
this respect. 

In any community there are certain groupings which develop 
the organization of which is influenced by forces coming from 
within. Home and work groups as they are formed in Hudson 
result from forces coming exclusively from within the com
munity. But there are also in any community certain group
ings which develop, the organization of which is influenced by 
forces coming from without. We see an instance of this kind 
in existence in what we may call a " dual " organization within 
a state institution :  on the one hand, the group of inmates, 
and on the other, the group of staff members. " This is an 
inmate," or " This is a member of the staff." Inevitably a 
different group attitude develops of each group towards the 
other, around each of these two criteria. The more the 
attempt is made to melt these two groupings into one, into a 
monistic organization, as, for instance, in Hudson, the more 
the community gains the character of a large, a huge family. 
It is then, at least for the time being, as if the children have 
changed their parents, as if the state has taken them into its 
parenthood. In this spirit, even the commitment loses its 
hard character as it can be said that children are " committed " 
to live with their own parents up to a certain age as long as 
they are minors. 

We have already shown that groups with a population of 
both sexes have an organization which grows and that the 
developmental level of a social group can be recognized from 
the degree of differentiation within its structure. Just as an 
individual can be " socia1ly retarded," a whole group can be 
" socially retarded " ;  it may have an organization correspond
ing to a developmental level lower than generally found at its 
age level. Again, we have observed group organizations which 
were broken up because one set of members within it tended 
towards producing structures of lower differentiation.  On the 
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other hand, group organization can be " socially premature " ;  
the organization of the group is characteristic for a develop
mental level beyond that of the organization commonly found 
at this age level. The development of differentiation demon
strates a different pattern if the population of the group is uni
sexed. The homosexual current flowing between the mem
bers is not counteracted, as in mixed groups, by a heterosexual 
current. 

Through the sociometric test we were able to determine 
when children begin to develop their own societies and at what 
age levels these associations gained such an emotional effect 
upon their members that their conduct is determined more 
and more by these influences and less and less by the influences 
coming from the mixed adult-children groups. It appears 
that the critical age in the adult-child relation begins around 
the eighth year and that about this time the child-child rela
tions within children associations become more highly organ
ized and less dependent upon the adult. 

The cases of isolation which develop from the eighth year to 
the period of pubescence are not simply isolated, forgotten, left 
out individuals as found at the kindergarten level but result at 
least partly from different causes. One set of children is 
attached to and more affected by the adult group, their family 
or teachers ; another set of children is attached to or more 
attentive to a children group. Yet there is a third set of 
children. They fall between the two social groups which are 
fundamentally related to every growing individual. They 
belong to both groups but to neither fully. This sociometric 
position seems to mark the beginning of many isolated char
acters who crystallize either apart from both groups eventu
ally, as in schizophrenic isolation, or develop an attitude of 
aggression. That these isolates prefer finally the boy-gang to 
the family-gang is due to the fact that whereas their aggres
sion towards the family ended usually with failure, the aggres
sion towards the boy-gang met on occasion with the satisfaction 
to dominate it. The isolated aggressor has here an easier 
chance. It is the outcome of such developments that we could 
study on a large scale in Hudson. Through the sociometric 
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test we ascertained that 19% of the population only was 
attached to and more easily influenced by adults, while 70% 
of the population was attached to and more easily influenced 
by girls. Eleven per cent remained little influenced by either 
group, isolated. 

These facts suggested a difficult therapeutic problem within 
the community. The staff of adults, housemothers and teach
ers and others directly in contact with the girls, in all about 
80 persons, appeared unable to touch emotionally the larger 
part of the population. It appears that this fact is the chief 
reason why the staff of institutions are often forced to resort 
to rigid discipline and particularly to inflicting punishment if 
they want to impress their will upon a population the majority 
of which escapes their spontaneous influencing. In Hudson, 
if the housemothers, teachers, and others wanted to impress 
their will upon the 70% who escapes them, they have to resort 
to the strategy of using the 19% as tools, intermediaries, to 
reach the 70% .  But we have learned through our sociograms 
that these 19% are often not the key-individuals for the major
ity. They often live within their cottage group in close 
affiliation with the housemother, segregated and rejected by 
many of the others. They emulate the domineering attitude 
of an imitation housemother which does not stir the rest 
towards cooperation. And this is the case the more they 
gravitate in their conduct in a direction determined by 
emotional trends which tend towards the developing of 
adolescent gangs. 

2. THE PsYCHOLOGICAL HoME 

The family is a complex social group. It consists of two 
groupings each with a different criterion. The one grouping, 
composed of the man and the woman, is a sexual grouping. 
The relation between the man and woman is the dominant 
factor. It had been started by the two persons alone and had 
existed before children came into it. It had been started with
out intention to take additional members into it or at least 
without knowing whom they might be who would enter into 
it. The second grouping, composed of the father, the mother, 
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and the children, is a monastic grouping, monastic because the 
spirit of the monastery prevails in this group. The monastery 
was a revolt against the first grouping. It cut it away and 
emulated methodically the other portion of the family. 
Another revolt against the family structure is the communis
tic attempt to divorce the nurturing of the offspring from their 
procreators. In this case the group two portion is cut away 
and the original portion remains. These revolts suggest that 
the two portions are of different origin and may not always 
have been together. Group two is probably a further differ
entiation after a totemistic pattern and it can be assumed that 
the recognition of consanguinity of father and child aided in 
melting the two portions into one. The psychological experi
ence of parenthood and the distinction of being a parent 
derived from it must have been enormous and still is. This 
was somewhat shattered when man learned that his individual 
contribution to the child is negligible compared to the racial 
heritage of the kind. 

The cottage groups in institutions are more simply organized 
than is the family. The father-mother situation is not pres
ent. Only the second, the monastic portion, is left, a uni
sexed group or a mixed group with a housemother or a house
mother and a housefather, but all unrelated to one another. 
There is no element of blood-relation binding them one to 
another. It is an " experimental home." 

It is difficult for girls who come to a community like Hud
son to feel at home as all legitimate motives for such attitude 
are at first missing : the natural bond feeling as in a success
ful family group ; the feeling of individual liberty and posses
sion ; and the feeling of permanent arrangements and objec
tives. But as we know from observation how important it is 
for children of adolescent age to produce attachment to a 
nucleus of persons who offer protection and a stimulus for 
emotional and intellectual progress, it is crucial for us to know 
in what this " psychological " home which some girls develop 
and others not consists. Is there any possibility to measure 
this? No girl develops this feeling if she is repulsed by the 
members of the group who do not produce in her any motive 
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to stay with them. Home quality is a nucleus of attractions 
and repulsions and if the repulsive tendency dominates the 
home feeling is wanting. 

Every individual gravitates towards a situation which offers 
him as a personality the highest degree of spontaneous expres
sion and fulfillment and he continuously seeks for companions 
who are willing to share with him. The psychological home 
is his goal. This home idea may be identical with his actual 
home group or it may be related to one or more persons outside 
towards whom he is attracted. It may even be nothing but a 
vague notion within his mind. Still it may be sufficient to 
influence his attitude and conduct in his actual home group. 
The continued existence of a home depends upon the interest 
its members have for each other. Any home to go on success
fully must have the support of some portion of the group. 
The only permanent feature, the only invariable in any home 
structure, is a configuration of relations, a psychological 
nucleus. The larger the membership of the home group the 
more important it becomes to determine, from the point of 
view of its continued existence and of its influence upon the 
conduct of its members, which members gravitate to persons 
outside of it. 

An illustration may be taken from one of the cottage groups 
in Hudson. Cottage 6 has 31 members. Its housemother at 
the time of the first sociometric test held the affection, suffi
ciently to direct their conduct continuously, of Kathryn, May, 
Grace, Marion, Mafalda, Anna, Jane, Bertha, Felma, Kath
leen, Gail, and Dorothy. Four of these girls, Marion, Anna, 
Jane, and Kathleen, held strong positions within the group. 
Marion is attracted to and holds the affection of six girls and 
five of these are different ones from those the housemother 
holds : Alice, Sylvia, Glayds, Merline, and Lucille. Anna is 
attracted to and holds the affection of four : Bertha, Jane, and 
Kathleen, whom the housemother holds, and Laura and Helen, 
two others, so that she strengthens the bonds of the house
mother to these four. Jane holds the affection of two key
individuals, Anna and Marion. Kathleen holds Felma, Anna, 
Kathryn, May, and Grace, all girls whom the housemother 
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holds, and two others, Eva and Letitia. Two girls have a 
direct persona.! bond to the housemother only, but not to other 
girls, Gail and Dorothy. Six girls remain isolated from both 
housemother and other girls : Lillian, Violet, Louise, Virginia, 
Marie, and Sarah. Four girls, Norma, Edith, Eileen, and 
Charlotte, are bound together into a gang outside the influence 
of other girls or of the housemother. Thus 10 girls remain 
outside the psychological nucleus of 21  girls in the cottage 
group C6. The 10 are evidently indifferent towards the group 
and the housemother and gravitate towards persons outside 
the group. The psychological nucleus of the cottage can be 
described as a chain leadership with the housemother in the 
center and 12 girls around her. It is obvious that if by cir
cumstance, either through parole, illness, or assignment, six of 
these 12 should leave the cottage at one time the housemother 
would be faced with a dilemma, the psychological nucleus 
would be shattered, and the group threatened with disinte
gration. 

In other cottage groups the home nucleus varies in its struc
ture. In CA, with a low membership of 19, we see the 
nucleus limited to the housemother and 14 girls, each strongly 
related to her but weakly related to one another ; and five 
remaining isolated. In C1  the nucleus revolves around one 
girls and the housemother remains herself outside the nucleus, 
more like a housekeeper. Why a large number of these girls 
who remain unattached to either housemother or girls do not 
run away is that they have nowhere to run to or else various 
objectives make the school nevertheless more attractive to 
them than any place they have previously known. 

An important factor is the amount of emotiona1 energy each 
member spends or is able to spend in his home group. This 
becomes the more obvious the larger the home group, and 
especially to the member who is anxiously interested or respon
sible in holding the group together, the housemother. The 
question is how great or small the capacity of the housemother 
is to hold her girls ; how many girls have no attachment to the 
housemother of the cottage or to another individual able to 
encourage and adjust her to the group. From this point of 
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view, if a cottage were to have a population of ten girls and 
five of them remained unintegrated, the group would be worse 
off than if the population were 25 in which the same number 
were not integrated because the larger the number of girls in 
a cottage the greater is the opportunity for all eventually to 
find some agent connecting her with the group. The measure 
of a housemother's expansiveness is not simply the number 
but also the personalities of the girls she can hold. Certain 
girls might require but a minimum of exertion on her part, 
while for others a maximum of exertion may be called for. 
The length of time she required to build up a relation may 
differ greatly from one girl to another. The ideal principle 
would be not to assign any new child to any group which has 
even one member still unintegrated. It is necessary to ascer
tain accurately the expansiveness of the housemother as from 
this depends the kind of training necessary to increase this 
capacity and to devise techniques to supplement and substitute 
natural forces. 

We see the natural mother, however large her family, turn
ing her attention to the most helpless, the last-born. This 
suggests that a housemother should divert her attention to the 
new child as soon as she comes into her group. The natural 
mother, when she has one child more disadvantaged, crippled, 
or backward, transfers to this one an exceptional love and con
tinuously suggests the same spirit to the other members of the 
family. This procedure leads often to the spoiling of the child 
.and its overdependence upon the mother, but there is a sound 
principle in it which can be applied to many housemother
child situations. 

It suggests that the housemother should not only try her
self but observe one of the older girls to whom this child is 
singularly drawn and place upon this girl responsibility in 
respect to the child. She has to learn the function of inner 
assignment in a group, to release numerous functions to the 
older girls, to turn her attention always to the weakest spot in 
the group, to assign one girl to another, two girls to a third, a 
group to a leader, and never allow it to happen that one girl 
is privileged. Instead, she should encourage the development 
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of new centers all the time, as in general the very limitations 
she has towards the girls the superior girl-leader has also 
towards her followers. Such a leader has, just as an adult, a 
limited capacity to absorb and to respond to love and demands 
upon her affections. It has often been reported that large 
families have a greater number of delinquents than small 
families. This can in large measure be accounted for by the 
limited emotional expansiveness of man and by his limited 
aptitude for emotional absorption. Even a natural mother 
becomes a " technical " mother as soon as she has to leave one 
or two of her children to themselves while she performs other 
duties which call her away from them or because she has so 
many children that she cannot be attentive to all. This 
becomes still more obvious in our cottage groups. \V e see our 
housemothers unaware of the natural limitations of their emo
tional expansiveness, getting restless, nervous, irritable, appar
ently without reason, but behind it is always the same cause, 
the feeling of her inferiority to play up to all the demands and 
calls upon her and consequently her attempt to cover up the 
deficiencies in her cottage through various subterfuges. She 
may become supersensitive to criticism, quick-tempered when 
she had not been so before, and use the very slang of the girls 
in order to impress them quickly. This kind of conduct may 
delay the housemother's progress in creating a relation or 
break down in a moment the work of months and affect by 
indirection her relation to the friends and followers of the 
severely scolded girl. Other housemothers may try to get 
away from their limitations through a policy of laissez-faire, 
watching the surface routine of the cottage only. This is 
another declaration of insufficiency, another example of the 
technical mother, leaving an emotional vacuum in so many 
spots of her group unchecked by bonds between herself and 
the girls or between the girls themselves. But if the house
mother feels that her cottage is her permanent home and the 
girls with whom she lives her children, she will make an effort 
to inject all her love and abilities into the situation. If her 
primary interests are outside the institution, she will be less 
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efficient as the task of a housemother demands and exhausts 
all her resources. 

A special problem in adjustment are the new girl and the 
new housemother. The more introverted an organization of a 
group, the harder is it for an individual to break in and to 
find adjustment in it. The more introverted the organization 
of a group, the more will the group be inclined to develop a 
feeling of difference and distinction from other groups and 
correspondingly every individual of this group, a feeling of 
difference and distinction in respect to individuals of other 
groups in the given community. When a housemother leaves 
and a new one replaces her, we see the new housemother begin
ning with great enthusiasm but soon thereafter becoming 
hysterical, unsure of herself, anxious for approval, and before 
she reaches the end of this phase, showing fatigue, discourage
ment, depression. She sees no way out except by giving up 
the position as outside her aptitude or by following some form 
of routine. It is necessary to develop a housemother gradu
ally by giving her during the first six months of practice a small 
number of girls not exceeding the size of a normal family and 
including not more than one or two children who are especially 
difficult. When this procedure is not followed and the " limit " 
of the housemother (or of anyone in a similar position) is sur
passed by force, the performance of this person deteriorates or 
the person becomes simply ill. 

There is another factor which determines group reaction 
towards the new housemother and the new girl. It is the 
preserving influence of group organization upon the conduct 
of its members. When due to increased influx of population 
a cottage had to be filled beyond its normal capacity, the num
ber of complaints of girls about other girls increased. It 
reminds us of the old argument that overpopulation leads to 
war. It seemed natural that the greater the number of girls 
who have to be accommodated within the same number of 
rooms the greater can be the opportunity for frictions. We 
calculated, if overcrowding has an effect upon the conduct of 
the group, then we should be able to improve the conduct of 
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the group through reducing the number of its members. We 
had occasion to test this when in C2 five girls were assigned 
to other groups or paroled within a few days. The number of 
disciplinary cases dropped immediately. However, when we 
applied a similar test to Cl and reduced the number of its 
members below normal capacity, the number of disciplinary 
cases failed to drop. An analysis of C2 showed that the five 
girls who had been assigned or paroled from it reduced, on one 
hand, the overflow to normal capacity and, on the other, 
removed girls who, while they did not occupy any key-posi
tions within the group, injected a restlessness into it either 
because they were anxious to be paroled soon or because they 
wanted to be assigned to another cottage. But when we ana
lyzed Cl we found that we had cut out girls from its structure 
who were well adjusted within it and hence we had not helped 
the remainder of the group considerably. In other words, we 
learned that a mechanical reduction of a large cottage group to 
a smaller one has not necessarily a therapeutic effect : it 
apparently depends also upon whom are cut out and what 
group organization remains. C2 had a more highly differ
entiated structure ; the assigning out of the five girls was a 
necessary operation : the number of disciplinary cases dropped. 
But in Cl the structure was so undifferentiated that as it 
appeared no reassignment would have substantially aided 
immediately. 

Apparently it is the preserving influence (upon the conduct 
of its members) of group organization which is responsible for 
these reactions. Cl and C2 have as groups a historical devel
opment. As the number who are paroled from or enter new 
during one year into a cottage group is about one-fourth of its 
population, it is four years before a complete population 
change takes place in a cottage. All individuals who have 
passed through the group, according to their position in it, 
have left their mark. At any time incoming girls meet with 
an established organization built not only by the members 
who are present but by those who have left a surviving effect 
upon the group organization. They are met as well by what 
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may be called the survival of psychological impressions which 
predispose the attitude of the group towards them. This phe
nomenon preserves the group against any radical innovations 
the newcomer may seek to impose suddenly. It is a group's 
defense mechanism. Groups which last over a period of years 
develop a definite character. The organization of any such 
group will explicitly reveal it and this, in turn, will be very 
suggestive as to what persons should or should not be assigned 
to it. 

It has become evident to us that perhaps the chief factor in 
the growth of group organization is this survival of the impress 
of psychological relations. We see, for instance, a house
mother conducting a group whose method has been to show 
affection and to attach the girls to herself personally. She 
leaves the cottage and is replaced by a housemother whose 
method is impersonal and who puts each of the girls into a 
plan which she has designed. If the former housemother was 
successful, the new one cannot break the spell of her influence 
upon the group over night. This influence may be reflected 
not only in the individual girl's reactions, but more than that, 
in the interrelations among the girls. Structures give way 
only gradually to new structures. 

Simil�rly the personality of every individual who has been 
a member of a particular group may leave impressions which 
survive long after he has departed. We see this illustrated 
over and over again in certain situations arising within fami
lies. Yet we pay one-sided attention to the problem in adjust
ment it so frequently causes. When a son marries, we pay 
attention to his problem of adjustment in the new relationship 
but little attention to the problem arising through the change 
in the old family organization he has left. The complaint of 
the mother that no one is able to fill his place now he has left 
is a popular suggestion of the survival effect of an individual 
after departure from a group. Many disturbances within the 
group arise due to such negative reasons. The interrelations 
which are cut out of the group structure by his leaving are not 
at once replaced. 



CLEAVAGES IN GROUPS 

CLEAVAGE IN FAMILY GROUP 

This chart illustrates the two groupings a typical family consists of. 
The one circle, Cl, represents the sexual grouping ; the other circle, C2, 
the monastic or totemistic grouping. The large circle indicates that 
Cl and C2 are two cells within the same field. Lines go from child 1, 2, 
and 3 (ch. 1 ,  2, 3) ,  to parent 1 (P1) and parent 2 in the second cell which 
indicates these five individuals form a group ; but no lines go from child 
1, 2, or 3 to the man and woman in the first cell, which indicates that 
the man and woman form this group separately. The two cells represent 
different functions : cell 1, the sexual and reproductive; cell 2, the 
parental and protective. The two groupings within the family have 
not always been united into one pattern ; they have probably had two 
divergent lines of evolution. As main steps in the separate evolution 
of the first cell can be considered group marriage, polyandry and suc
cessive polygamy ; as steps in the separate evolution of the second cell, 

the totem group and the monastery. 
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PsYCHOLOGICAL HoME 

Cottage VI, 31 members. Outside of a nucleus of 21 are 4 individuals who 
form a gang and 6 individuals who are isolated. 
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A RuNAWAY PAIR, SR AND LS 

The sociogram indicates mutual attraction between SR and LS. Except 
for the relation of SR to BU, they form an isolated pair in their cottage. 
Both reject RB, CN, and BA, girls in the same cottage. BU, whom SR 
likes, is also liked by LS. SR rejects I (the housemother) and II (the 
kitchen supervisor) and LS is indifferent to them. LS forms mutual 
pairs with individuals in other cottages, RQ in C5, ST in C11 ,  and RS, 
a colored girl, in ClO. SR is indifferent to or rejects attractions coming 
from outside the home group, YU of C9, WL of C9, GM of Cl, HR of 
C14, but is attracted to SN of C5, of whom she makes an exception. 
Towards members of her own group (aside from LS) she is indifferent 
(HT, MI, WT, and TS) . Both girls, SR and LS, appear cut off from 
the main currents and blocked, isolated and limited to each other. SR 
is attracted to a man outside in the community who in turn is attracted 
to her (not plotted on this chart) and this persisting attraction finally 
precipitated the running away of both girls. It can be seen that their 
position within the community of Hudson predisposed to this action as 
they had no resistance to overcome, being not a part of the community. 
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A FooTBALL TEAM 

The chart shows the football team which includes two substitute backs. 
Note that the quarterback 4/MS is the focus of attraction forces on team, 
as he should be, but that fullback 5/RB is liked by nobody on the team, 
and is disliked by four : 4/RH and 4/EH of the back field, and 5/JA 
and 5/CW of the line. It is eaey to see that when 5/RB is running with 
the ball he is not apt to get the maximum of cooperation in interference 

and blocking. 

(See Map of a School Community, pp. 49--50) 
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Q 
Q------

STRUCTURE oF INTERRELATIONS BETWEEN Two RACIAL GRouPs 

Criterion : Living in Proximity 

The chart indicates the interchanged attitudes in respect to living together 
in the same cottage of 23 colored girls and 34 white girls. Six white and 
six colored girls form mutual pairs, wanting to be in the same cottage 
together. Fourteen incompatible pairs are formed, one party wanting to 
live in the same house, the other not. Seven colored girls are attracted 
to white girls who do not respond. The population in which the socio
metric test revealed these inter-relations to exist consisted of 377 white 

and ·58 colored girls. 
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3. A RuNAWAY PAIR 

In the fall of 1932 two girls from C12 ran away. Both girls, 
Ruth, 17, and Marie, 16, were daughters of foreign-born 
Italian parents and had been brought up in an Italian neigh
borhood of two different cities of New York state. Ruth was 
married at 14. Her husband was unemployed and had a long 
court record. He placed her into a house of prostitution. 
Upon her protesting, he beat her so severely that she became 
unconscious. After two days in the house she ran away. He 
was arrested and sentenced and the marriage was annulled. 
Thereafter Ruth did domestic work for one year. At the end 
.of this period she contracted syphilis from another Italian, a 
bootlegger and robber, and applied voluntarily to be sent to 
Hudson. She was afraid of the two men who had brought 
her misfortune but retained an affection for another Italian 
who had lived ,next door to her. 

Marie, on the other hand, had had no sexual experience. 
She came from a broken home. Her parents had been 
divorced, each had married again, and she had lived alternately 
with each of them except for a period of five years between the 
ages of 8 and 13 years, when she was placed in a convent 
school. Her commitment to Hudson resulted chiefly from the 
plea of her mother that she was incorrigible. 

All reports of the conduct of the two girls in Hudson up to 
the time of their running away, which was a first attempt, had 
been excellent. The sociometric classification of Ruth in 
August, 1932, was : 

1 I 3 
Formula 1 .  -- 1--

3 I 6 
L 

2 - 4 1 1 - 3  
Formula 2 :  1 ---

4 - 0 1 7 - 0 
L 

Marie's classification of that date was : 

2 I 3 
Formula 1 .  --�--

1 2 
:L 

2 - 4 1 5 - 0  
Formula 2 :  1 ---

1 - 0 1 4 - 1  
L 

The sociogram on page 212 illustrates the sociometric posi
tion they had in Hudson at that date. This was one year 
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after they had come to the school. The test was repeated 
after one month and revealed no change in their respective 
positions. On the basis of their classifications we state that 
their position in the community predisposed them to run away. 
Their names were placed on the list of reassignments to take 
place as a result of our study. Before their desired transfer 
to another cottage was made they ran away. 

The sociogram indicates the mutual attraction between the 
two girls, SR, Ruth, and LS, Marie, in respect to living in the 
same cottage. They were also mutual first choices for work
ing together. Marie was the first girl whom Ruth became 
acquainted with in C12. Their attraction appears deeply 
intrenched as the same girls within the cottage whom one 
rejects the other also rejects, RB, CA, and BA. It is signifi
cant that the girls they reject are generally rejected within the 
group. The one girl whom Ruth likes, BU, Marie also likes. 
With the one exception of BU, who was paroled in September, 
both girls reject or are indifferent to even those girls of the 
group who are attracted to them. Ruth rejects the house
mother ( I )  and the kitchen officer ( II ) ,  while Marie is indif
ferent to them. The two girls form an isolated pair in their 
cottage and it appears from the motivations of this circle of 
persons that Ruth usually took the lead in determining what 
attitude they should both take towards others. The position 
of Marie outside of her cottage is more openly friendly than 
that of Ruth. She forms four mutual pairs with girls in other 
groups. Her friendship with the colored girl, RS, gave the 
only instance for friction between Ruth and Marie. 

Both girls appeared cut off from the main currents and 
blocked, isolated, and limited to each other for BU had by 
this time been long ago paroled. In October Ruth heard 
through a new girl that some of her boy-friends were still 
thinking of her. The precipitating motive for running away 
was given. As an Hallowe'en party was in progress in the 
cottage, a third girl, JL, acted as " dummy," fainted, distracted 
the attention of the housemother and the other girls, and Ruth 
and Marie ran away. 

The act of running away can frequently be foretold and pre
ventive measures taken if a careful sociometric classification 
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of each individual of the population is made at regular periods. 
Just as a child in the community outside may feel pressed to 
run away from his family or may feel pressed to run away 
from the whole complex of personal connections, including the 
town in which he lives, so the child in a closed community 
develops similar attitudes. We differentiate three classes of 
runaways : First, individuals who are unattached in their 
group and run away from their cottage. Frequently they ask 
for assignment to another group and try through various 
strategies to secure it. As soon as they have a more favorable 
adjustment their restlessness vanishes and they settle down. 
They are potential runaways until such adjustment has been 
made. However, there are isolated and rejected within cot
tage groups who do not run away, as they have attachments to 
members of other cottage groups. Second, individuals who 
run away from the community. They are cut off and blocked 
not only in their cottage group but in respect to other activ
ities of the community as well. If classification signifies this 
position in ari initial stage, motivations for attachment can be 
developed as preventive measures. The adjustment of these 
cases is more difficult. Third, individuals who run away by 
sudden impulse. Many individuals who appear to be impul
sive runaways were found to have an explanation for their 
action in their position ; their spontaneous action was found 
to be intimately interwoven with the setting. Often, as we 
have seen in the case of Ruth, the sociometric position of an 
individual in the town where she comes from and the emo
tional currents to which she had been related in the past have 
to be studied parallel with those of the immediate community. 

4. RACE 

The question may arise if it is possible through the study 
of the organization of a given community to foretell in advance 
not only behavior reactions, as running away, but greater out
breaks involving a group of persons, and which can be very 
harmful to one or another part of the population. We have 
shown that it is possible to recognize early within the group 
organization of the community signs which predispose to such 
disturbances. Up to date either the individual unrelated to 
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the community as a whole was studied or a mass unrelated to 
each individual of which it consists. But the application of 
sociometry to the problem reveals the psychological position 
of each individual within a mass and traces through the 
numerous interactions of specific individuals the predisposing 
zones out of which spontaneous mass reactions arise and the 
gradual development of such reactions. 

Such a zone in miniature which existed over a six months' 
period was studied within a section of the colored population 
in Hudson. 

A t  the beginning of the research 

The colored population was housed in C7 and CIO. The 
sociometric test disclosed at the beginning of our research the 
organizations of C7 and CIO charted in sociograms on p. 125. 
In CIO, in the center of 19 attractions within a population of 
32 girls, were Susan and Sarah. Mutual attraction was indi
cated between them. Through the motivations and Spon
taneity Testing, Susan was revealed to be the dominant 
partner in their relationship. Susan was thus the actual 
leader of the group. The evidence of her leadership was 
strengthened through the anaiysis of her rejections. She 
rejected nine in her group. The analysis of the spontaneous 
reactions of these nine towards her showed fear as the leading 
emotion. Characteristic for her position is a mutual rejection 
between her and Jane MS. Jane, who had the highest I.Q. 
( 1 16) of the group and was the most advanced student, was 
isolated and rejected by the group except for one attraction 
from a newcomer. In C7, besides three key-individuals, 
Elizabeth is the center of attraction and leads the group. The 
map indicating the relations within the whole population 
(Psychological Geography of a Community, p. 242)  depicts 
numerous rejections between C7 and CIO. This appeared to 
be related in part to the attitudes between the two house
mothers, who reject each other. The colored groups centering 
around Susan and Elizabeth showed aiso in their work units 
to center around these two girls, and during the time they held 
such position no serious disturbances arose. 
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Four months later. 

Routine testing of the population during the next four 
months did not reveal any alarming change in the colored 
group organizations. But at the end of this period Susan and 
Sarah had been paroled and a number of newcomers had 
entered, among them Stella. The two groups were retested 
again after the four months had ended. The group organiza
tion of C10 showed major changes. No individual centers the 
attractions of the group. The group appears decentralized 
into six factions. The only consistent factor is the relation of 
the group to Jane. Four girls are attracted to her but all four 
have insignificant positions within the group. She is rejected 
by 12, 1 1  of whom are former adherents of Susan or of Sarah. 
The motivations of the girls interpret this as the position of a 
rejected leader. Spontaneity tests of Jane and the 12 who 
reject her demonstrated that in nine cases behind the rejection 
was anger at her idea that she is better than they are. Stella's 
position is inconspicuous. She rejects and is rejected by Phila
mina, who is also her coworker in the steam laundry, and by 
Jane. Two other coworkers, Hilda and Rosalie, are attracted 
to live with her. C7 shows also a major change in organiza
tion. The housemother herself has taken the place of Eliza
beth, who had been paroled, and is the center of numerous 
attractions. And in neither home group could any alarming 
structure be traced. 

But when we tested at this time the colored work groups, we 
met in the steam laundry an organization of relationships 
which, according to our experience, indicated predisposing 
grounds for serious disturbance. A group of seven girls, all 
from CIO, Stella, Philamina, Esther, Hilda, Myrtle, Rosalie, 
and Lillian, were occupied in this work unit. The organiza
tion of this group as revealed by the sociometric test is charted 
in sociogram Fig. 1 on p. 132. Stella and Philamina, the two 
feeders, reject each other. Hilda and Myrtle, the two · catch
ers, reject each other. Myrtle rejects the feeder opposite her, 
Philamina. Lillian and Rosalie, the two folders, reject 
Myrtle. The two folders attract each other. Esther, the 
shaker, is attracted to Lillian and rejects Hilda. Hilda is 
attracted to her opposite feeder, Stella, and the latter is 
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attracted to Rosalie and rejected by Myrtle. Esther, Stella, 
Hilda, and Rosalie reject the forewoman, but only Stella is 
rejected by her. Philamina, Myrtle, and Lillian are attracted 
to her and she likes them. Motivations, in brief, were : Phila
mina states she is afraid of Stella because she has hit her. 
Stella states, " Philamina is against us ; she sides in with Miss 
0." Hilda is against Myrtle because she is against Stella. 
Myrtle opposes Hilda because " Hilda always thinks Stella is 
just right even when she upsets our job." Lillian says, 
" Stella wants Rosalie to join her in making tricks against 
Miss 0., but she listens to me and won't do it." Rosalie says, 
" Stella is a good fighter ; she will take the blame for you, but 
Lillian always helps me with the work." Esther likes Lillian 
because " She is decent and doesn't talk against white people 
like Stella does," and dislikes Hilda because " She is dumb ; 
she listens to the craziest things Stella wants her to do." 
Myrtle rejects Philamina because " She is friends with Jane 
MS and tells everything we do in laundry to her, and then 
Jane tells our housemother." Lillian and Rosalie dislike 
Myrtle as " She is too friendly with white girls." Stella dis
likes the forewoman : " If she has to stop the machine she 
says it's my fault. She always thinks that I'll hurt myself if 
I just go fast around the machine to help Rosalie." Hilda 
says, " She blames me and Stella that we don't listen to her 
and we do so listen." Esther and Rosalie dislike her but do 
not " know why." The forewoman said, " I  like them all 
except that Stella is defiant, stubborn, and always stirring up 
others to some mischief." 

Four weeks later 

Retesting of the steam laundry group revealed Stella as the 
center of all attractions except from Philamina. She and 
Stella reject each other. All but Philamina reject the fore
woman. 

Predisposing causes : 

The sociometric test of the steam laundry revealed a group 
formation in its initial stage centering around Stella. The 
situation depicted in the sociogram and the motivations given 
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by the seven girls suggested a conflict existing between Esther 
and Hilda versus Philamina and Myrtle, and incompatible 
relations existing between both pairs and the forewoman, pre
disposing the ground for Stella. Esther and Hilda had often 
felt a passing grudge against the forewoman, who had censured 
them when they were careless and slow. But Myrtle and 
Philamina opposed Esther and Hilda ; they had been in the 
steam laundry before the latter and were on the side of the 
forewoman for the most part. The forewoman, however, was 
able to offset this conflict. It is into this situation that Stella 
entered. As she had the impudence to ridicule the forewoman 
behind her back and to challenge the others to act similarly, 
she succeeded so far that Esther, Hilda, and Rosalie joined 
with her immediately and emulated her actions. They agreed 
collectively upon an attitude of insurgence. When the test was 
repeated four weeks later, all sided with Stella except Phila
mina, who was her partner in feeding the steam roller. Stella 
persisted in workin-g as her mood dictated,-often too rap
idly or too slowly for Philamina to cooperate with her. Then, 
on the other side of the machine, Hilda and Myrtle, the catch
ers, were rushed and confused or simply idle. Sometimes after 
quarrels with Philamina she stopped working altogether. At 
other times she fed the machine too many articles at once, ran 
around it, and grabbed them before they could become caught 
and tie up the machine. But in doing this she made such a 
game of the process by tossing her hands into the rolling hot 
machine that she endangered herself. 

The testing of the cottage group ClO failed to disclose any 
disturbance at that time as coming from Stella and her group 
Also the enmity between her and Philamina had not pene
trated the cottage situation. But upon the basis of the find
ings in the test of the steam laundry we feared a larger 
disturbance within the colored population of ClO if nothing 
were done to check its spread. With a population of 33, ClO 
disclosed at this time 35 disagreeing or incompatible pairs, 
more than any other home group in the community. Due to 
its introverted organization frictions involving its members 
were concentrated in the cottage. It had been without a 
leader since the parole of Susan. Both colored cottages in 
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Hudson had favored an organization with one leader, following 
her blindly whatever course she took. When Susan and Sarah 
were paroled, it was expected that Jane, the most intelligent 
girl in the house, would come into their position of leadership. 
While she developed the trust of the housemother, the group 
persistently rejected her and she in turn rejected them. The 
organization was loose and rapidly disintegrating. 

It was in this period that Stella came to Hudson and was 
assigned to ClO. Stella mixed with girls who disagreed with 
Jane and she and Jane began to quarrel from the start. The 
group in the steam laundry had crystallized around Stella as 
leader and was vaguely directed at the forewoman. It could 
be expected that the same individuals would bind themselves 
together into a similar attitude towards the white house
mother. It was a zone of chronic emotional excitation. 

The organization of the cottage groups, besides the effect of 
the emotional differences described, was influenced by atti
tudes towards racial differences among its own members. The 
girls discriminated among themselves in favor of the darkest 
colored girls and in disfavor of the light colored girls, who 
numbered about 10% of the group in ClO, whenever any occa
sion arose when they had an opportunity to do so. It is in this 
respect characteristic that the leaders in both cottages were 
among the darkest colored girls, and that Jane, who was among 
the light colored, was the more rejected the more she offered 
her council. Also the association with the housemother, which 
had made Susan and Elizabeth the more important in their 
eyes, made Jane an outcast. These two poles in the racial 
current we see reflected in the organization of the group also, 
the light colored girls having positions in the side currents only. 

In a certain succession, the premonitory symptoms appeared, 
as in the course of a disease, and " called for " preventive meas
ures. vVe suggested the assignment of Stella from the steam 
laundry to another work group. This assignment took place 
one week after the second test of her position. The local group 
in the laundry was thus broken up and the conduct became 
satisfactory. 

A sociometric test given three weeks before the outbreak 
disclosed that the home organization of ClO had undergone 
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major changes : Stella as the center of 12 attractions ;  Jane 
as the center of 15 rejections ; Stella rejecting the housemother 
and Jane ; Jane and the housemother mutually attracted to 
each other ; the nucleus of the gang around Stella are in part 
her former coworkers in the laundry, and eight of them are 
among those who reject Jane. The motivations reveal Jane 
ridiculed for her friendship with a while girl in CB as well as 
for her particular attention to the housemother. Numerous 
little offenses against the colored girl's sensitiveness as to her 
race appeared in the motivations to have a point around which 
to center (racial current) .  The current travelled rapidly 
through the existing network in which ClO, C7, and part of 
C13 participated. 

Precipitating causes 

1 .  The housemother of ClO goes on vacation. A substitute 
takes her place. 

2. During the next few lays numerous minor disturbances 
occur in the house. 

3. Stella's mother visits her. After she leaves Jane says in 
the presence of other girls : " Stella's mother is all right, but 
she is big and black and sloppy." Stella hears of the incident 
through her followers and confronts Jane. Jane denies having 
said it. 

Final phase : 

The next day was critical. Twenty-six girls of the popula
tion of 35 girls sided with Stella. against Jane, who may in fact 
have said also about their own mother that she is " black and 
sloppy." They felt Stella justified in defending her mother 
and her race. Six of them held repeated councils with Stella 
(four of whom were in the steam laundry group) .  Stella went 
to beat Jane up. Jane ran into her room and had another 
girl lock her in. Stella and her gang rushed to the house
mother and demanded the key to get into Jane's room. The 
housemother saw that they had scissors and other objects. 
She and the other officers attempted to quiet them. From 
this moment on the fight aimed at Jane turned towards the 
housemother and all who came to her aid. They started to 
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yell and to break chairs, desks, tables, glasses, lamps, every
thing that was near at hand. 

It becomes evident, first, that the excitement was in its de
tailed formation dependent upon the organization of the groups 
and upon the organization of the community in which the 
individuals who have appeared as chief actors in the incident 
had participated. Second, that it is possible to reveal the 
development of these organizations from step to step in respect 
to each individual concerned and that these organizations 
themselves have acted as predisposing causes. Third, that 
the outburst was not a mass reaction in the mass psycho
logical sense but the end phase in the interaction of many 
individuals within the given community in which each indi
vidual had a definable position and acting under a defin
able psychological pressure ; that the short-cut emotions and 
attitudes, as jealousy, hatred, racial inferior feelings, and so 
on, developed visibly from simpler, less differentiated to more 
highly differentiated forms until they consolidated into the 
attitudes in the end result. Fourth, that numerous, minute, 
spontaneous attitudes in many individuals and their inter
actions were continuously penetrating the collectives of which 
they were a part. 

5. RACIAL QuoTIENT 

In the course of the sociometric classification of the given 
community we found that the increase in its population was 
chiefly of two kinds. First, the arrival of individuals who are 
of the same type as the majority, even though as individuals 
they may be widely distinguished from one another ; second, 
individuals who are nDt of the same type as the majority and 
who apparently for this reason are inclined to join with others 
of the same nationality and social character in the forming of 
a collective. \V e have seen that a homogeneous population 
may be homogeneous in a certain respect without that its 
members are aware of it and without that homogeneity be
comes a psychological factor. For instance, a population con
sisting of many nationalities of the white race, heterogeneous 
in many respects, suddenly begins to distinguish itself as 
belonging together as soon as a group of colored members 
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arrive and reside in that community. It is, therefore, impor
tant to recognize that the same group may be homogeneous in 
some respects and heterogeneous in others, and that no 
advance is made in the knowledge of a group so long as its 
organization is not uncovered in respect to these differences. 

In chemistry we call a solution saturated which can remain 
under given conditions in the presence of an excess of the dis
solved substance. Similarly, there is a sociometric point of 
saturation of a specific homogeneous group for a specific other 
contrasting element under given conditions. In the case of a 
chemical solution its point of saturation for a certain sub
stance may change, for instance, with the fall or rise of tem
perature. In the case of social groups the point of saturation 
may change with the organization of the interrelated groups. 

A sketch of a community situation may clarify this conten
tion. A group of negroes migrates into a white community. 
The situation arising can be looked at from three angles : the 
organization of the white population, the organization of the 
incoming negro group, and the psychological currents develop
ing from their interaction. Up to a certain limit the influx 
of negroes may not produce any apparent discord. But as 
soon as such a limit is passed various disturbances begin. 
Before the immigration of the negro the white community 
enjoyed a certain degree of economic prosperity. A great part 
of its members desired more leisure at the same time. The 
corresponding negro group, being in economic misery, were 
able to satisfy a double want of the white population, cheap 
labor and more leisure, with the accompanying distinction of 
the white men and women of being regarded and regarding 
themselves as superior. The desire for distinction was satis
fied until then by some part of the white population being 
members of the domestic class and common laborers. The 
negro group through their arival contributed towards the com
pensation of these differences within the white population 
itself. All white men and women became then united in 
respect to this one thing, to feel superior to and distinct from 
the negro group. As long as this complex only entered into 
the situation, a warm social current developed between the two 
races. But the problem was far from being so simple. The 
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sexual factor was another avenue affecting the organization in 
the white community. The number of men was fewer than 
the number of women. Italian immigrants had migrated into 
this community half a century before and had dominated the 
racial mixture. On the other hand, the negro group was in 
ascendance relatively unexhausted and sufficiently intermixed 
with the white to become attractive at least to some parts of 
the white population and to be attracted by them. This pic
ture of a community is certainly becoming full reality in many 
other towns of the United States today, whether the immi
grants are negroes, Italians, Spaniards, or whatever. 

Through the sociometric test an instrument is provided to 
go beyond these symbols and to ascertain the actual relations. 
It informs us about the intersexual choice between members 
of the two different groups, between the white men and the 
colored women, the white women and the colored men. It 
informs us, second, about the currents of repulsion which in 
consequence develop automatically as soon as a group of white 
women is aroused at the intrusion of the colored or a group of 
white men is incensed by the relations of colored men to white 
women. These sexual affinities and disaffinities produce an 
effect upon the organization of both groups, the sexual currents 
drawing them together and the interracial currents drawing 
them apart. In the course of time these processes bring about 
further complications. If the two groups are mixed in school 
and workshops, even if their respective homes are located in 
different boroughs, social and cultural currents develop among 
them which may tend partially to offset the interracial 
currents described. 

Through sociometric classification also the role of leadership 
within groups can be ascertained. Social groups develop 
leader-individuals usually in proportion to their needs. At 
every level of group development they have their own leaders. 
But once a homogeneous group has reached a certain stability 
it may tend towards an introverted group organization, and 
with this its point of saturation for leader-individuals is com
paratively low. Such a homogeneous conserving group can be 
run with a minimum of leadership. If an overproduction of 
leader-individuals develops within the group serious disturb-
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ances in the psychological balance of the group may develop. 
If a surplus of leader-individuals develops a number of them 
remain isolated, deprived of having a part in the psychological 
currents which circulate throughout the community. They 
brood discontent, produce factions, and stir to aggression. The 
intrusion of a contrasting racial group into a community stim
ulates often such a development; for instance, if the intruder 
group produces more leader-individuals than they need for 
themselves and the surplus swamps the native population. A 
sociogram of such a situation visualizes the following picture : 
We see a native and a foreign leader group both attempting to 
subordinate and exploit the dependent groups of the native 
population. vVe see in a later stage interracial currents of 
aggression developing first between the native and the foreign 
leader groups, then between the native population and the 
foreign leader group. It is through such analysis that we are 
able to understand conflict situations as that between the 
Germans and the Jews. 

It is fina.lly possible to bring the point of saturation of 
groups and the expansiveness of its individual members under 
a common denominator. vV e have observed that emotional 
expansiveness of an individual is largest in respect to homo
geneous elements. Evidently when adjustment to a few such 
elements has been successful, minimal further effort only is 
necessary in the adjustment to other similar individua.ls. But 
we have seen that the emotional expansiveness of an individual 
becomes the smaller, that is, the number of individuals whom 
he is able to understand and to adjust himself to, the more 
contrasting elements enter into the group and the more sharply 
they vary from each other. If we imagine that this low range 
of emotional expansiveness repeats itself with every member 
of the homogeneous group in respect to the contrasting ele
ments who have entered into it we can observe that they would 
prefer to distribute their emotion among individuals whom 
they can most easily associate with and to a great number and 
that they will refuse to expand towards individuals with whom 
it is more difficult for them to associate. From the emotional 
interaction of the members and their emotional expansiveness 
a group expression results, its point of saturation for a certain 
contrasting racial element, its racial quotient. 
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6. SEx 

The percentage of inter-sexual attractions in the classes of  
boys and girls in the 8th grade of the Public School under 
study was 8% ; the percentage of homosexual attractions was 
92% .  The percentage of attractions of girls t o  girls in Hud
son in groups at the same age level as these 8th grade pupils 
was found to be 96.7%.  The percentage of attractions of boys 
to boys in a preparatory school in groups at this age level 
showed an almost equally high figure ( 94.2% ) .  In mixed 
groups the possibility of inter-sexual attractions decreases the 
number of homosexual attractions, whereas in uni-sexed 
groups the absence of inter-sexual attractions increases the 
number of homosexual attractions. Within the first four to 
six weeks after arrival in Hudson the attractions of the new 
girls were 70-75% ,  the percentage of indifference being 
25-30% .  After this period the percentage of indifference 
rapidly decreased. 

These currents rise and fall, depending upon the age level of 
the members, the length of time the members belong to the 
group, the volume of acquaintances each member acquires, 
and other factors. It became evident (see Acq. index) that the 
larger the volume of acquaintances of each and all members of 
a community, the greater is the possibility of releasing their 
emotional expansiveness to their limit and the greater is the 
number of attractions. In consequence of this a community 
becomes the better consolidated and the members become the 
better integrated within it. In turn, the more limited the 
number of acquaintances of each and all the members of the 
community, the more restrained is the exercise of their emo
tional interest and the smaller is the volume of attractions. 
In consequence of this many members are not held to the 
community by the currents. 

The greater the suppression of individuals to prevent their 
meeting other individuals whom they like the greater becomes 
the urge to communicate with them in some way. One of tlie 
most interesting forms of communication in a closed com
munity is the love note. Although the restrictions imposed 
upon the girls in Hudson is not greater than in any private 
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boarding school for girls that we know of, the volume of love 
notes is still large. The text of these notes varies from insig
nificant, simple, and human expressions of affection or poetic 
and idealistic contents to stark sexual communications. The 
study of the period of time which passes before the newcomer 
receives her first note or writes her initial one, the number and 
kind of individuals with whom she is involved in this respect, 
the volume of notes she produces, have given us an insight 
into this most infectious psychological phenomenon. This 
appears to be a normal reaction to a sexually highly sensitized 
environment. We found true homosexuality very rare and 
we have not found one case in which it developed because of 
the conduct described. 

But one form of attraction came to our attention which, as 
far as we know, has never been analyzed in the literature. 
This is the odd sexual attraction of white girls to colored girls 
in communities like Hudson. In the sociometric test given 
to the whole population of Hudson in respect to the criterion 
of living in proximity 8% of the white population chose 
colored and 36% of the colored girls chose white. 

The " Crush " 

Among the normal and tolerated forms attraction takes 
between adolescent girls there is one phase which has often 
allured the fantasy of poets. Soon after a first meeting they 
fall into feverish courtship of each other, vow that they will 
be friends forever, dream and plan together, confide their 
deepest secrets. This is the " crush." 

In institutions for girls as no other outlets for the play of 
sexual energies are given, these " crushes " take on often a 
more active and exaggerated form. They are more active and 
exaggerated not necessarily because the individual girls are 
sexually more sensitive but because of two circumstantial 
factors. One is the homosexual current only which dominates 
the community ; the other, the greater rivalry displayed when 
the same girl is the object of several girls' attention. 

As long as these crushes occur within the white population 
their effect upon conduct is similar to that outside in the open 
community. But it is different and without parallel in a 
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normal environment when white girls have crushes on colored 
girls, not only as individuals, but en masse. This form of 
crush greatly outdoes in intensity, variability of attitudes, and 
effect upon conduct the fancy of a white girl for another white 
girl. It is a paradoxical phenomenon. 

This bizarre form of behavior we have rarely found to be 
mutual. It is a one-sided attraction of the white girl to the 
colored. The white girl goes through aU the gestures of 
cour tship, sends notes, makes dates, and tries to keep the 
mysterious conduct secret. Her mind is deeply preoccupied ; 
she neglects school studies, work, and even the thought to run 
away. As long as it lasts, she is as if in a trance. Later, after 
it has faded out, she laughs when she thinks of it and cannot 
understand why she acted so " foolish." Sometimes two white 
girls work in pairs, one being the letter carrier for the other 
and " in " on the secret. Nothing seems to deter them
neither the housemother's criticism nor rebuffs of other girls 
who despise and publicize their conduct. 

The colored girl plays a different role in this game. She is 
the subject adored and rarely the wooer. She frequently takes 
a pride in the onstorm of attention and in this pride is mingled 
the satisfaction of a more subdued race which make a " con
quest." vVhile overtly she responds with affection, she almost 
invariably ridicules the courtship. She gets fun out of it 
through showing the notes and gifts to her colored friends 
because it satisfies not only her as the individual receiving so 
much attention but the racial instinct of the whole group. 
The colored group as a race exults in being for once in a 
superior position towards the white race. It is a big show for 
them and inflates their ego. Often the colored girl reacts like 
a proud, rough fellow who accepts signs of affection but acts 
as if he doesn't care for them. When there is occasion these 
crushes lead to physical contact. It appears that the blacker 
the negro the more she is pursued and that the blacker she is 
the more she despises the courtship. Also the blonder the 
white girl, the more she is apt to be successful in the courtship. 
Occasionally the dark Indian girl receives similar " tributes," 
and she reacts in much the same manner as the negro towards 
the white admirers. To the white girls the colored girls appear 
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to be more muscular and physically stronger than they them
selves. However, there are instances in which a purely ideal
istic and fantastic " romance " develops between colored and 
white girls. 

Interpretation 

The first impression this process gives is that it is perhaps 
the worst form taken by adolescent sexuality. However, a 
close analysis of the facts suggests another interpretation. vVe 
may study first the attitude taken by the white girl in this 
episode. She has been taken out of the environment in which 
boys and men are a natural part. She has been put into an 
environment in which men are forbidden and even when 
present are not a natural part of it. At the same time she is 
at an age in which fantasy-playing with the other sex is a 
natural process in her development. From the point of view 
of efficiency and pragmatic value, adolescents of both sexes 
" waste " much time in this direction. But from the point of 
view of the adolescent, what he does is at the time an exceed
ingly important business. What they miss in a community 
of women and girls is boys and men as the immediate objective 
of their emotional interest. In such an environment, the 
negro girl has the relief of being something utterly different. 
The relation between the two sexes in their adolescent years 
is so interesting, due to the " distance " between the two sexes, 
the unapproachability of the other sex. The physical differ
ences of the white and colored race, the " strange " appearance 
of the colored girl compared with the white, seem to provide 
the attribute of " distance " and unapproachability. Further, 
the negro girl has in the imagination of the white boldness and 
braveness, a spontaneity of conduct that she envies, as well as 
appearing more muscular and stronger than herself. The 
negro girl is taken by the white as a substitute for a boy. 
This interpretation is corroborated by what the girls write and 
say themselves about it. There is, however, one feature in it 
which does not seem to fit into this interpretation. It is the 
white girl who almost invariably takes the initiative and courts 
the colored, seldom the colored girl who initiates the crush. 
This can be explained if we look at it from the point of view 
of the colored girl. 
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She is a female but she is expected by the white girl to look 
and to act like a boy. She is needed by the white girl as a 
substitute for a boy but she is a young woman herself. She 
doesn't receive any adequate incentive to take the initiative. 
Instinctively she feels that she is taken for something she 
is not, that she is put into a false position, and she laughs about 
it. She takes it v:ery good naturedly and makes a great show 
of it. To fit into the " play " she acts like a boy as well as she 
is able, behaves wildly, and writes notes back which are an 
odd mixture of sexual vulgarity and exhibitionism. 

This phenomenon is characteristic for closed communities 
in which the living quarters of the colored population are 
separated from the quarters for the white. In communities 
where both races live in the same quarters the phenomenon 
takes a less intense form and is more readily extinguished.22 
The living together brings to realization the similarities of the 
same sex, and further, if the number of colored in a white 
cottage reaches a certain limit, antagonisms develop due to the 
psychological pressure within the group. Both factors seem 
to override and destroy the romantic attractiveness which the 
colored girl holds for the white " in distance." It can be said 
that this process of courtship is a psychogeographical projec
tion growing out of the need and longing of the white girls in 
the population for the former environment. As soon as the 
colored girls are moved into the same quarters with the white, 
the psychogeographical fiction fades. 

In the familiar crush situation the child warms up to a state 
in which she is willing to confide fully in the partner whatever 
fills her thoughts. But the crux of the situation is the part
ner. It reveals a fine instinct that the adolescent is drawn to 
other adolescents because to gain the highest therapeutic effect 
it must call upon persons who belong to a level of social differ
entiation close to its own. An adult may become the object 
of a crush but is never the sought-for partner and companion 
who is continuously in an active and reciprocating role. 
Instead of driving one partner from the other, it is possible to 
use one girl as the therapeutic agent of the other, to utilize 
the interrelation existing. 
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XIII. PSYCHOLOGICAL CURRENTS 

1. PsYCHOLOGICAL GEOGRAPHY, MAPS I, II, AND III 

The mapping of the whole community, the depicting of the 
interrelationships of its inhabitants and of its collectives in 
respect to (a) locality and to the (b) psychological currents 
between them is psychological geography. Two different maps 
are shown here, both representing the psychological geography 
of the Hudson institution. Maps I-II are so designed that 
they show the local geography, the position of roads, buildings, 
localities, in respect to each other. Map III is so designed that 
it indicates every cottage and each individual girl who lives 
within each, and through the symbols for attraction, rejection, 
and indifference, the interrelations between the individuals. 
Individuals and cottages of individuals are here presented in 
respect to the psychological position they have in the com
munity but without respect to geographical locality. 

MAP I 
Map I indicates the relation of each cottage in respect to the 

cottages of its neighborhood. It can be noted that the com
munity has two quadrangles that form each a kind of neigh
borhood by itself : Neighborhood I, formed by C1,  C2, C13, 
C14, C3, C4, C5, and C6 ; the second, Neighborhood II, formed 
by C7, C8, C9, ClO, Cll ,  and C12 ; and that a third, Neighbor
hood III, is formed by cottages more distant, CA and CB. 

The two colored cottages border on the two ends of Neigh
borhood II and are distinguished by heavier black contours. 
By dotted lines are indicated the inter-racial relations 
between the white and colored girls of the population in 
respect to the localities in which they live. C7 is related to 
the white cottages, C4, C9, and C5. C10 is related to the 
white cottages, C1, C12, C8, C2, C13, C9, and C5. 

On this map is also indicated the runaway status of each 
cottage from June 1 ,  1931 ,  to September 1, 1933. Cottages 
which had no runaways during this period are left blank. 
They are CA, CB, C4, C7, and C8. Cottages which yielded 
most of the runaways (six or more) are colored black. They 
are cottages C3, C5, and ClO. Cottages which had up to five 
runaways are indicated by horizontal lines. They are C1 ,  C2, 
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C6, C9, C l l, C12, C13, and C14. Finally, a plain line indicates 
at what point was initiated the runaway chain which started 
October 31 ,  1932, and lasted until November 13, 1932. It 
reads the direction the chain took,-from C12 to C5, to C3, to 
ClO, where it ended. 

MAP II 
In Neighborhood I, C1 sho,vs towards C2, C3, C5, C6, C13, 

and C14 either antagonism or indifference, but towards C4 a 
sympathetic attitude. It is attracted towards the most dis
tant cottages, CA and CB. Similarly cottages C2, C13, C14, 
and C5 are less compatible with their immediate neighbors 
than with cottages located more distant from them. The only 
exception in this neighborhood is C4, which has compatible 
relations to all the cottages of the neighborhood except to 
C14 and to C3. In Neighborhood II, C l l, C12, C9, C8, and 
C7 show antagonism towards their immediate neighbors 
except C10, which is friendly with all the cottages of the quad
rangle except with C7. C7 has an exceptional position as it 
is either disparaged by the cottages of both neighborhoods or 
simply isolated. In Neighborhood III, CA and CB are friendly 
neighbors but their attitude is more antagonistic towards the 
cottages of Neighborhood II ( split currents) than towards 
those of Neighborhood I. These relations demonstrate a trend 
of greater friendliness towards cottages and neighborhoods 
which are more distantly located and a greater trend towards 
incompatibility in respect to adjacent groups. Being neighbors, 
it appears, gives more occasion for friction to arise as contacts 
are more frequent and intimate. It would seem that what is 
present and helpful is often forgotten by neighbors and that 
what is unpleasant turns them away to look into distance. 
An exception to the rule are cottages CA and CB, which are 
so far removed from the rest that they are more dependent 
upon each other. They develop more like a single family 
living in two houses as the attitude of the two housemothers 
is conciliatory. 

The inter-racial relations between white and colored groups 
makes another exception. The trend appears to be just the 
opposite :  the closer the white cottages are to the colored the 
friendlier is the attitude between them ; the further the white 
cottages are from the colored the less interested are both sides. 
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This can be explained in part as follows : The inter-racial 
choice and attractions are here largely motivated by sexual 
interest. In sexual matters proximity is more desirable than 
distance. For thi� reason the sexual current between white 
and colored becomes strong enough in Neighborhood II to 
override antagonistic racial currents. The preference of white 
persons to live in proximity with white persons in respect to 
such a criterion as the home can be counteracted by the sexual 
current up to a certain limit. We see this in the attitude of 
the neighboring white cottages towards colored cottage C7. 
They are incompatible with it. But this antagonism is partly 
due, as the motivations reveal, to former sympathies which 
had turned to dislike to some extent due to the attitude of the 
housemother, whose attitude of isolation and protest is reflect
ing upon her group. The greater interest of nearby white 
cottages for the colored, as distinguished from that of the more 
distant white cottages, is related also to another experience we 
had. Many times a white girl who had a friend in one or the 
other colored cottage, and who wanted to be nearer to her, 
begged for an assignment to a cottage in that neighborhood. 

A comparison of the runaway status within the community 
from July 1, 1931,  to September 1, 1933, with the runaway 
chain of 1932 shows that C3, C5, and ClO, which had the high
est percentage of runaways within the 27 -month period, pro
duced also the bulk of escapes in the runaway chain of the 
following year, i.e., C3, C5, ClO, and C12. C3, which showed 
the least interest in living with the members of their own 
cottage and therefore had the most extroverted group 
organization among the cottages described, has also the 
highest number of escapes in the 27 -month period. The cot
tage which figured next highest, C5, for the period, produced 
the highest number of escapes in the runaway chain. At the 
time of the runaway chain, C5 consisted of a well organized 
group, deeply attracted to the housemother, but with nine 
members isolated and cut off from the group. The cottage 
which figured next highest, C10, shows in its sociogram of that 
date ( see p. 125) the highest number of incompatible pairs, 
attraction responded to by rejection or indifference. It is 
always the organization of a group which keeps an individual 
within the fold or which throws him out. 
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MAP III 

On Map III are represented 435 individuals, the whole girl 
population of Hudson August 20, 1932, who were living in 
cottages except those within C6 and C3, of which special stud
ies were made.23 Each individual is represented by a circle, 
a light circle for a white girl, a black circle for a colored girl. 
They are plotted into 14 large circles, each representing a 
cottage. Several thousand lines express the attractions, re
jections, and indifference existing among the individuals. 
Through this map it is possible to see at once any individual 
within her cottage and towards which individuals in other 
cottages as well as in her own she is attracted or otherwise 
related. The relations here depicted consider only the cri
terion of living in proximity. The same individuals produce 
different maps if the criterion is different, as, for instance, if 
it is working in proximity. 

The representation of a community in this fashion can be 
of value for the analysis of its inner organization. It makes 
structural relations visible which can be calculated only with 
difficulty. The inner working of society is here expanded and 
put under the microscope and its invisible structure made free 
for exploration. 

Upon first view the map shows that the currents of attrac
tion, repulsion, and indifference are not equally distributed but 
that some sections of the community have more of them, some 
less. Closer inspection shows that two of the cottages which 
are themselves closely interlocked are cut off from the general 
network except for a few lines coming in from here and there. 
They are the two colored cottages. They have the position of 
isolated groups in the community. Then we are struck by the 
big streams of light lines which come to one cottage from all 
centers in the community except C7 and C10, the colored 
groups. It is CB which has the position of the most attractive 
group in the community. Then we see some cottages in 
mutual attraction, forming pairs, as CA and CB, C5 and 
C14.  Then we see other cottages in mutual rejection ,  as 
C1 and C14, C5 and C2. Then we see cottages which are 
incompatible, one attracted to another, the other rejecting 
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or indifferent to it, as Cll  and C9, CA and Cll .  Then we 
see cottages whose attitude towards another cottage is split, 
part of its members being attracted and part rejecting or 
indifferent, as between Cl and C9. We call this attitude 
dual. Then we see cottages which are most rejected, as C12, 
which is rejected by CA, CB, and Cll ,  and receiving only 
indifference from C2. Then there are cottages, as CA, CB, 
and C5, which form a triangle. Then there are others which 
are forming a chain, C14, C5, C9, C13, C8, C2, C4, Cl, and 
Cll .  

Analysis 

As the sociogram enabled us to present a structural analysis 
of a group, psychological analysis enables us to make a struc
tural analysis of the whole community. These structures 
within the organization of Hudson have a relation to the con
duct of the inhabitants who are responsible for their forma
tion. The isolated position of the colored groups indicates 
that for the overwhelming majority of white inhabitants the 
desire to live apart from the colored is still greater than the 
sexual interest for them. In other words, the racial current 
tending towards a separation of the races is stronger than the 
sexual current which tends towards elimination of such bar
riers. CA rejects or is indifferent to many of the cottages 
which are attracted to it. It looks as if CA were populated 
by a higher class of people or so considered itself. It has, 
indeed, an exclusive position as it is the most newly con
structed cottage in the school ; also, it is geographically in an 
exclusive position. And the housemother herself is a very fine 
lady who expects from her girls a lady-like conduct. C2 and 
C5 reject each other with a vehemence as if they were in a 
state of war. 

As apparent from the attitude of each individual of one 
cottage towards each individual of any other cottage, a certain 
attitude of a whole cottage results and it is by these criss-cross 
currents that the reputation of a cottage is shaped. In view 
of this the member of a rejected or less attractive group has to 
make a greater fight to hold its own. It is apparent that it 
is also in Hudson not an indifferent matter into which group 
a person is placed when she arrives. 
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PSYCHOLOGICAL GEOGRAPHY 

MAP I 

The map illustrates the topographical outlay of Hudson and the psy
chological status of each region in respect to runaways produced and 
in respect to inter-racial trends. 

The community has three different sections which form each a kind of 
neighborhood : Neighborhood I, formed by C1,  C2, C13, C14, C3, C4, 
C5 and C6 ; Neighborhood II, formed by C7, C8, C9, C10, C11,  and C12 ; 
Neighborhood III, formed by CA and CB. The two colored cottages 
border on the ends of Neighborhood II and are distinguished by heaYier 
black contours. 

The broken lines indicate the inter-racial choice between colored 
members of C7 and white members of C4, C9, and C5, and between 
colored members of ClO and white members of C1, C12, C8, C2, C13, 
C9, and C5. 

The runaway-status of each cottage from June 1, 1931, to September 1 ,  
1933, i s  indicated as follows : Cottages which had  no  runaways during 
this period are left blank, CA, CB, C4, C7, and C8. Cottages which 
yielded most of the runaways (6 or more) are indicated by small black 
squares, C3, C5, and C10. Cottages which had up to 5 runaways are 
indicated by large black squares, C1, C2, C6, C9, C11,  C12, C13, and C14. 

A continuous line indicates at what point was initiated a runaway chain 
which started October 31,  1932, and lasted until November 13, 1932. An 
arrow indicates the direction the chain took : from C12 to C5, from C5 to 
C3, from C3 to ClO, where it ended. 

A, B, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11 ,  12, 13, 14. Cottages 
I Neighborhood I 
II X eighborhood II 
III X eighborhood III 
G Gatehouse 
S Storehouse 
C Church 
M Main Building 
P Paint Shop 
E Educational Building 
I Industrial Building 
T Teachers' Cottage-
Mb Mercantile Building 
L Laundry 
H Hospital 
R Receiving Cottage 
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PSYCHOLOGICAL GEOGRAPHY 

MAP II 

The map presents the topographical outlay of Hudson and the psycho
logical currents relating each region within it to each other region . For 
description of the topographical outlay see Map I. Red, black and 
double (red and black ) - lines from one cottage to the other indicate 
respectiyely cross currents of attraction, of repulsion, and of split cur
rents, half attraction and half repulsion. 

The streams of red, black and blue lines (plotted in detail on Map III) 
going out and coming from one cottage to the other haye been classi
fied as follows : (a) when all lines going from one cottage to another 
cottage were of one color, the stream was classified as a red current, a 
black current, a blue current, respectiYely ; (b) when the lines of one 
color going out from a certain cottage to another numbered more than 
the lines of the other colors together, the stream was classified as a 
dominantly red current, a dominantly black, a dominantly blue current ; 
(c)  when the lines going out from one cottage to another were of two 
colors and almost equal in numbers, the stream was classified as a split 
current (red-black, blue-black, red-blue) .  

The plotting of these findings on the basis of such analysis would haYe 
yisualized only the currents as they haYe dcYeloped in Hudson on the 
basis of the criterion of liYing in proximity. As indicated in other parts 
of this book, the criterion of working in proximity presents at least in 
part a different distribution ; the criterion of sexual, recreational, or 
cultural proximity each in itself would haye accounted for a different 
distribution also. 

On the present Map II the synthetic findings coming from the com
bining of the different criteria studied in Hudson is plotted. 

Description. In Neighborhood I, Cl shows towards C2, C3, C5, C6, C13, 
and C14 either antagonism or indifference, but towards C4 a sympa
thetic attitude. It is attracted towards the most distant cottages, CA 
and CB. Similarly cottages C2, Cl3, C14, and C5 are less compatible 
with their immediate neighbors than with cottages located more distant 
from them. The only exception in this neighborhood is C4 which has 
compatible relations to all the cottages of the neighborhood except to 
C14  and to C3. In Neighborhood II, Cll,  C12, C9, CS, and C7 show 
antagonism towards their immediate neighbors except ClO which is 
friendly with all the cottages of the quadrangle except with C7. C7 has an 
exceptional position as it is either disparaged by the cottages of both 
neighborhoods or simply isolated. In Neighborhood III, CA and CB 
are friendly neighbors but their attitude is more antagonistic towards the 
cottages of Neighborhood II (note their split currents) than towards 
those of Neighborhood I.  

The original chart of Map III plots for attraction, rej ection and in
difference red, black and blue lines respectiYely. In the copy enclosed 
here light lines indicate attraction. dark lines rejection. Howeyer in 
describing the technique of analyzing psychological currents it appeared 
to us that red, black and blue are symbols easier to remember. 
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PSYCHOLOGICAL GEOGRAPHY 

MAP III 

435 individuals, the whole population of Hudson who were living in 
cottages (except in C3 and C6) at the date August 20th. The individuals 
(small red circles) are plotted into fourteen large circles each representing 
a cottage. 

Technique . Each indiYidual chose up to five individuals of the given 
community with whom she would like to live together in the same 
house (criterion of living in proximity) .  Thus from each individual up 
to five outgoing red lines were plotted. The response of each individual 
chosen towards each chooser was then secured. Thus lines were plotted 
going from the chosen individual back to the chooser (response lines) . 
The lines numbered five or less depending upon whether or not the 
chooser had made usc of all the choices at her disposal. The response 
lines are red if they represent attraction, black if they represent rejec
tion, blue if thPy represent indifference. Five outgoing and five return 
lines make ten lines per individual for 435 individuals, 41350 lines. But 
this figure needs a correction : 9¥:!% of the choices remained unused and 
many a chooser was simultaneously chosen by another indi,·idual (pair) 
in which case choice and response fell into one, further reducing the 
number of lines. In addition to choices and responses, the individuaJs 
expressed freely with whom they did not want to Jive in the same house. 
The number of black lines plotted was thereby considerably increased and 
the reductions mentioned above almost compensated. 

Description. It is possible to sec at once any individual within her cot
tage and towards which individuals in other cottages as well as within 
her own she is attracted or otherwise related. Due to the dynamics of 
the situation the position of the indi,·iduals differ within a wide range . 
There arc individuals plotted without any outgoing line and without any 
receiving line. Such individuals did not choose anybody, were not chosen 
by anybody, and were not rejected by anybody, simply isolated. There 
are other indi,·iduals plotted with fiyp outgoing red lines, without receiv
ing; red lines but rcceiYing; a considerable number of black lines. These 
arc indh·iduals who were choosing but remained unchosen and, in addi
tion, were rdused by a great number, simply isolated and rejected indi
Yiduals. There are other indiYiduals plotted with outgoing lines far 
exceeding five and recei,·ing: far more than five, individuals who com
rmwd a particular interest in the community. Several thousand lines, 
red, black, and blue lines, express the att raction, rejection, and in
difference existing among the individuals. 

C7 and CIO, the two colored cottages, appear almost cut off from the 
general network except for a few lines coming in from here and there. 
They haYe the position of the isolated groups. CB has the p osition of 
the mosL attractive group in the community. Except for C7 and CIO, 
the colored cottages, all the cottages sccnd red lines to it. \Ve sec cot
tages in mutual attraction forming '(Jairs, as CA and CB, C5 and C14, 
and we see other cottages in mutmll rejection, as Cl and C14, C5 and 
C2. Still other eott.ages are incompatible, one attracted to a second 
and the second rej ecting; or beinf,!: indifferent to it in return, as Cll  and 
C9, CA and C l l .  \Ve see cottag�s whosr� attitude towards another 
cottage is split, part of its membC'l's being attracted and part rej ecting or 
indifferent, as between Cl and C9 ; and also we trace cottages which are 
most rejected, as C12, which is rej ected by CA, CI3, and Cll ,  and 
receives only indifference from C2. CA, CB, and Cll  form a triangle. 
C14, C5, C9, C13, CS, C2, C4, Cl and Cll  form a chain. 
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A RuNAWAY CHAIN 

C I O 

C 3  

14 individuals comprise four sets of runaways. The positions of the sets 
are seen to be as follows : Set in C12, SR and LS are an isolated pair ; 
set in C5 are interrelated and all except RT show unadjusted positions ; 
set in C3, ZR, center of attractions of 7 individuals, a mutual pair with 
HIL, and attractive to HC and HL ; set in ClO, LW, HL, and JN, 
each isolated but interrelated by indirection. The interrelations between 

the sets are seen to be as follows : LS in C12 forms a mutual pair with 
LC from C5 ; DD in C5 is interrelated to ZR in C3 ; HC in C3 is inter
related to LW in ClO; further, LS in Cl2 is interrelated with SN in ClO, 
who, while not a participant with the set, is in a chain relation to JN 

in ClO ; also DD from C5 forms a pair with HL of ClO. 
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C 3  

MAIN LINE oF THE RuNAWAY CHAIN 

The main line of the network seems to go from SR to LS in C12 to LC 
and DD in C5, hence to ZR and HC in C3, and from there to L W in ClO. 
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.NETWORKS IX A CoMMUNITY 

The chart illustrates the subdivisions of the whole community into five 
more or less distinct bundles, each comprising a specific number of indi
viduals. The individuals who belong to each of these networks were 
found to be so interlocked directly or by indirection that emotional states 
could tmvel to the members of the respective network with the least 
p ossible delay. 

These networks are invisible . They were traced through inspection of 
Psychological Geography Map II by means of a microscopic technique 
as follows : Each line (tele) which went out from a member of any 
group to a member of any other group and from this person on to a 
member of a third group and from this person on to a member of a 
fourth group, etc., as long as the chain continued. Only such persons 
are counted who are interlocked as belonging to the same network, 
irrespective of the cottage in which they lived. We began the counting 
with a certain individual in Cottage 2, following the line which went to 
an individual in Cottage A, and from this individual to another indi
vidual in Cottage 4, to find that this individual in Cottage 4 had a line 
going to another individual in Cottage 5, to find that this individual in 
Cottage 5 had no line going out to any individual in another cottage. At 
this point the network broke up. \Ve returned to  Cottage 2 and pro
ceeded in a similar manner with every individual in the cottage who 
showed connections to individuals in other cottages, until again we 
arrived with each of them to the point where the net broke up. In this 
manner we were enabled to construct what we called the main line of  
the network. 

Once the members of the main line of the network were ascertained, we 
began to trace from each of its members those individuals within her 
own group who were directly related to her. These branches formed 
the side lines of the network. It is understood that again each indi
vidual of a side line was followed up to determine her contacts to mem
bers of other cottages and if such new members were found in other 
cottages, for them also. On this basis we ascertained in Hudson a com
plicated net : from the same cottage, for instance, Cottage 2, a number 
of individuals belong to one network, Network I, another number of 
individuals unrelated directly to the former belong to another network, 
Network 2. The individuals belonging to it are in general different from 
the ones involved in Network I. But they are by no means fully cut 
off from them. As an example, in Cottage A some of the same indi
viduals share in four different networks. But not every group is so 
promiscuous. 

Except for small bridges crossing between these networks, which we 
have indicated by lines in the sections which are overlapping, we could 
distinguish within the community five more or less distinct bundles : 
Network I consisting of 94 individuals, Network 2 consisting of 85 indi
viduals, Network 3 consisting of 81 individuals, Network 4 consisting of 
67 individuals, and Network 5 consisting of 60 individuals. 
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2. SociOMETRIC SPECULATIONs 

The accurate use of figures for comparative sociometric 
statistics is of methodological importance. The figures have 
to be related, first, to collectives which have the same criterion ; 
second, to collectives whose members are of a similar chrono
logical age level, especially if these members are in their forma
tive years of childhood or adolescence ; third, to collectives 
which have a similar distribution in respect to the sex or sexes 
of their membership. Mixed sexual groups and uni-sexed 
groups tend towards different structure. Likewise groups in 
which the sexes are equally distributed tend towards different 
structure from groups in which one sex is predominant in 
numbers. Fou rth, to collectives which have a similar distri
bution in respect to race or nationality. 

On the basis of the quantitative analysis of each class group 
in P. S. 181 ( comprising 42 classes) , we made a quantitative 
analysis of the whole school as a community (see pp. 46-7) . 
Within its population of 1,853 children between the ages of 4 
years to 16 years, 260 pupils or 14% remained unchosen ; the 
number of mutual attractions between girls was 238 ; the 
number of mutual attractions between boys was 208 ; the num
ber of mutual attractions between a boy and a girl was 13. 
As this school has a cosmopolitan composition representing 
many different nationalities, these figures may, through fur
ther investigation, be found to hold approximately for the 
whole school system of New York. Among one million gram
mar school children there may be 140,000 unchosen children 
in their respective class groups. 

On the basis of the quantitative analysis of each cottage we 
made a quantitative analysis of the whole community of Hud
son. Within the population of 505 individuals, consisting of 
girls between 12 years and 21  years of age, the number of 
isolated or of isolated and rejected is 58, or 1 1 .5o/o ;  the num
ber of mutual attractions is 358 ; the number of mutual dislike 
pairs is 48 ; the number of incompatible pairs is 139. 

As the figures given for Hudson concerned home groups and 
the position in the home group is the most consequential one 
for an individual, they may suggest a similar position in the 
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other collectives for the majority of the population. It 
appears possible at first sight to use . them for computations on 
a national scale ; for instance, how many isolated or isolated 
and rejected individuals may exist in the United States. The 
tentative figure for the population of 133,836,000 24 (census of 
1928) is then about 15.4 million (or 1 1 .5% of 133,836,000) 
isolated or isolated and rejected individuals. Even if this 
figure were very close to correct, reservations must be made 
against generalizing in this manner. There are funda
mental differences between the structure of the Hudson com
munity and that of the nation at large. The size of a family 
( cottage) group in Hudson is five to six times larger than that 
of an average sized family outside. It may be argued cor
rectly that in families of larger size more individuals remain 
unadjusted than in average sized families. But on the other 
hand, families of 20 or more provide the members within its 
own fold with a social group also and offer them more oppor
tunity for clicking with someone, whereas members of an 
average sized family, especially in the large cities, if they are 
unhappy at home, have to search incessantly for as large a 
number of social contacts. It is probable, therefore, that in 
urban populations far more individuals fall in between than in 
Hudson. When the sociometric test was given to 52 individ
uals between the ages of 18 years and 25 years, 26 single men 
and 26 single women living in New York city, to ascertain 
their position within their respective family, the number of 
the isolated among the men was found to be 12.2% and among 
the women 13 % .  But as these 52 single individuals were 
selected for study on a purely accidental basis, no conclusion 
can be made from these figures. 

The Hudson figures can be seen in another light. After the 
first phase of the sociometric test was given the analysis of the 
choices revealed that among a population of 435 persons,23 204, 
or 46.5% ,  remained unchosen after the 1st choice ; 139, or 
30% ,  after the 2d choice ; 87, or 20% ,  after the 3rd choice ; 
74, or 17%,  after the 4th choice ; and 66, or 15%,  after the 5th 
choice. (The further reduction of 15% to 1 1 .5% resulted 
from the two following phases of the test. Then, through 
further inquiry, it was found that numerous individuals who 
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had not been chosen spontaneously were still found attractive 
by one or the other correspondent to a choice .)  These rela
tions are illustrated in the accompanying triangle. Those who 
are chosen first are on the pinnacle of the triangle. Next are 
those who are chosen second ; next, those chosen third ; next, 
those chosen fourth, and then those chosen fifth. At the base 
of the triangle is the volume of those individuals who, after all 
five choices, have remained unchosen. This means, figura
tively speaking, that there are millions of individuals among 
us who, when they love a woman, at least five are ahead of 
him who are more attractive to her. Such an individual is 
perhaps the tenth or the twelfth in line. If he applies for 
employment, five are already ahead of him who are more 
attractive to the employer. He is perhaps again the tenth or 
twelfth in line. Even in the home of his parents he has been 
less attractive to them perhaps than his brothers and sisters 
were. And these millions are not the physicaUy or mentally 
defective of our popula.tion but apparently a cross-section of 
it. Again, it should not be forgotten that it is often in the 
midst of the social groups to which they belong that they find 
themselves isolated or rejected. This tragedy can befaU whole 
groups and eventually whole nations. We have shown that 
these processes are intimately related to the structure of 
groups and of communities. But what are these people doing 
if they find themselves again and again in disadvantage? 

There is no question but that this phenomenon repeats itself 
throughout the nation, however widely the number of unchosen 
may vary from 1st to 5th or more choices due to the incalcu
lable influence of sexual, racial, and other psychological cur
rents. For New York, with a population of 7,000,000,24 the 
above percentages would be after the 1 st choice, 3,200,000 
individuals unchosen ; after the 2nd choice, 2, 100,000 un
chosen ; after the 3rd choice, 1 ,400,000 unchosen ; after the 
4th choice, 1 ,200,000 unchosen ; and after the 5th choice, 
1 ,050,000 unchosen. These calculations suggest that mankind 
is divided not only into races and nations, religions and states, 
but into socionomic divisions. There is produced a. socio
nomic hierarchy due to the differences in attraction of par
ticular individuals and groups for other particular individuals 
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and groups. Whether or not these differences in attracti
bility are intrinsic, they have been the greatest deterrents and 
stimulants of the will to power. It is natural that less attrac
tive individuals and less attractive groups will try to attain 
through the arbiter of force what spontaneous attraction and 
ability fail to provide them with. 

3. PsYCHOLOGICAL CuRRENTS 

The mapping of the psychological geography of a com
munity enables us to survey its psychological currents. Two 
electric currents produce mutual attraction of their conductors 
in the case that both have the same direction. They produce 
mutual repulsion in the case that the direction of one current 
is opposed to the direction of the other current. Similarly, a 
psychological current between two groups can be a current of 
mutual attraction or of mutual repulsion. Although far more 
complex than in electro-physics, there is also in psychogeogra
phy in respect to a certain criterion either a yes or a no, what
ever the motivations of this yes or no may be. We call the 
yes attitude attraction and the no attitude repulsion without 
implying any specific emotional state. And as in an electric 
circuit the differences of potential and the density of current 
flow in such fashion along the conductors that a balanced state 
is produced, we call the attitude that is neither a yes nor a no 
indifference. 

Psychological currents consist of feelings of one group 
towards another. The current is not produced in each indi
vidual apart from the others of the group ; it is not ready in 
everyone only to be added together to result in a sum, as, for 
instance, anger which dominates each individual of the group 
to the end that the whole group becomes angry as a totality 
and each of its members equally angry. The contribution of 
each individual is unequal and the product is not necessarily 
identical with the single contributions. One or two individ
uals may contribute more towards determining what feeling 
is directing the current than the rest. But from the spon
taneous interaction of such contrasting contributors currents 
result if aU these contributions have the same direction, that 
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is, if they are related to the same criterion. Through the 
mapping in the form of psychological geography of the emo
tions of the Hudson population we were able to study varieties 
of psychological currents. 

Sexual Currents 

A group of girls were studied from the day of their arrival 
in respect to their sexual conduct. They had been assigned 
to ClO, C14, and C l l, which are in Neighborhood II. We 
traced that after a period of from 50 to 1 10 days 9 of these 
15  girls began to show an interest in the colored girls of the 
neighborhood, as apparent from communications between 
them. From the motivations given and the conduct the cur
rent appeared to be sexual. But as we have described else
where in this book, the current was a perversion of primary 
sexuality : it was a substitute current for both groups. The 
white girls were the active, initiating agents and the colored 
girls responded after a time : it was a counter current to the 
spontaneous current of the white group. 

This group of nine girls became not at once but gradually 
interlocked with eight colored girls. At the start only two of 
the white girls, A and B, were individually attracted to two of 
the colored. Both had had colored boy friends outside. A 
third, C, was the letter carrier of A and a few days later 
started to imitate A by herself courting. The next " caught 
up " by the current was E, an isolated girl who received no 
attention from the other girls of her group. A sixth, F, ap
peared to break into the current because the housemother was 
against the practice and F was antagonistic to her. Within 
three weeks she employed three different girls, G, H, and I, as 
carriers of her notes, and they finally found pleasure in it 
themselves. From the side of the colored group, the activity 
began in C10 with three girls who had received attention 
before and two who were newcomers. The other three girls 
were from C7. These 17 girls, white and colored, formed their 
own network and broke up group lines. They formed a 
current that led others into its laid pathway. 
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Racial Currents 

The development of a racial current has been followed from 
its traceable beginnings to an open and manifest stage. See 
p. 217. The white population, being in the overwhelming 
majority, produced in the colored group, which composed only 
14% of the population, a potential sensitiveness in respect to 
being regarded as inferior. In the first phase, alternating reac
tions within a group of girls of C10 formed an inter-racial 
current of aggression between two gangs, one of dark colored 
girls led by Stella and another of light colored girls led by 
Jane;  in the second phase, we saw the Stella gang turning 
aggressive towards the white forewoman in the work unit and 
gradually developing in a terminal phase to a racial current 
aggressively pointed at a section of the white adult population. 
The majority of the colored girls almost until the last stage 
were indifferent or undirected. But the organization of the 
group was ready : predisposed to the coming development. 
It appears that when aggressive currents arise in respect to 
self-preservation or racial difference that a very small minority 
may come to the front and direct the currents which are set 
for release. 

Social Currents 

Map III indicates all the reactions of the girls in each cottage 
of the Hudson community in the sociometric test on the cri
terion of living in proximity. It shows into which direction 
the population of the different cottages gravitate in their 
desires in respect to a home for themselves. From this map 
we can see that the current runs in four main directions. The 
one which is perhaps the strongest among them runs from 
Neighborhoods I and II to Neighborhood III. The second 
largest stream is running between C5 and C8. Streams of 
rejections can be traced, the largest going to C3. The mixed 
current towards the colored cottages leaves them in compara
tive isolation. These currents demonstrate that even in a 
community as small as Hudson there are different social strata. 

We can differentiate psychological currents ( 1 )  according to 
their causation into (a) sexual, (b) racial, (c)  social, (d) 
industrial, and (e) cultural currents ; and (2) according to the 
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principle of their formation into (a) positive and negative 
currents , (b)  spontaneous and counter currents, (c )  primary 
and secondary currents, ( d) initial and terminal currents, and 
(e)  main and side currents.  

These currents can be measured according to expansion. 
By examining May III we see no social current can be traced in 
the Hudson community between members of cottages CIO and 
C14, CIO and Cll, CIO and C4, C14 and C7, C7 and Cl, C7 and 
Cll, C7 and C12, CA and C14, and there was also none trace
able between C6 and C12. Among these nine pairs of cottages 
between which no currents could be found, the two colored 
cottages ( C7 and CIO) figure seven times . Only the remain
ing two pairs consisted of white groups. On the other hand, 
CB was found to be the center of social currents flowing from 
every group in the community .  This is a sample of the degree 
of expansion of currents related to a given criterion. And 
as the same group can be related also to many other criteria, 
it can be the crossing point of numerous other currents . 

\Ve can measure expansion of currents in relation to a par
ticular group (whatever portion of the group is involved) by 
determining the number of other groups affected by their cur
rents and figure the average emotional expansion for a group 
in a given community. For instance, the quantity of the cur
rent between C7 and Cll is zero tele ; the current from C7 to 
C4 measures 1 tele ; from C2 to C8, 8 tele ; from C14 to C12, 
20 tele ; from C IO to C7, 27 tele. Such figures indicate the 
crude index of the potential power of a current in the com
munity. Besides this number, the effect of each tele has to be 
classified and considered to gain a more accurate index of the 
real power of a certain current. If it is an isolated, side
tracked current, then the ablest individuals with the most 
influential positions within it will end with the current itself 
in a blind alley . But if it joins the main current of the com
munity,  the same tele as before may produce a many times 
more powerful effect. 

Due to pressure within populations the mass of psycho
logical currents going out from individuals is far larger than 
the amount of counter-currents coming in response to the 
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individuals from the objects of their affection. In this criss
crossing a great amount of emotional energy appears wasted 
and a great amount of dissatisfaction seems unavoidable. 
But perhaps just as we have been able to correct the direc
tion of rivers and torrents, we may be able to correct the 
direction in which psychological currents flow. Just as there 
are millions of forgotten, isolated individuals in the world, 
there may be millions of isolated currents within the world 
population . 

W c succeeded to estimate the bio- and psychological make
up of these currents,- --whether the dominant emotion is fear, 
hate, jealousy, or love, ete. ,  or whatever the combination of 
these, whether they are simply intellectual decisions or 
organic conditions from which feelings arc derived secondar
ily,-undcrlying such attractions and repulsions behveen indi
viduals. This was gained through a technique which attempts 
to introduce a sociodynamic interpretation of a tcle and of 
a current. 

These psychological currents do not rest in individuals but 
run into space and there they do not run entirely wildly 
but through channels and structures which arc erected by 
men: families, schools, factories, communities, etc., unre
strained or lifted by boundaries which arc erected by nature: 
climate or race. This is the reason why it was deemed insuffi
cient to present the facts through sociometric equations only. 
\V e had to consider also their expansion in relation to the 
various anchorages of our social structure. If the sociograms 
of each individual group of a community were combined into 
a graph, the sociogram of each family, factory, church, etc., 
depicting also the psychological currents which flow from indi
viduals in one group to the individuals in the other groups, 
then a picture of a community results which is geographic and 
psychological at the same time, its psychological geography. 
We need to study human nature not only in the aspect of its 
past, not only from the aspect of its consciousness or uncon
sciousness, but from the aspect of the actual presence of the 
powerful, psychological currents in whose production each man 
participates as so infinitely small an agent. 
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4. NETWORKS 

The psychogeographic mapping of the community shows, 
first, the relationship of local geography to psychological proc
esses ; second, the community as a psychological whole and the 
interrelations of its parts, families, industrial units, etc.; third, 
the existence of psychological currents which break group 
lines, as racial, social, sexual and cultural currents. But these 
bonds are not the deepest level of the structure which we have 
tried to raise. There are still deeper layers. We had suspected 
that beneath the ever flowing and ever changing currents there 
must be a permanent structure, a container, a bed which car
ries and mingles its currents, however different their goals may 
be. Speculating in this direction, we reminded ourselves of 
two instances. One is the findings through structural analysis 
of groups. Certain forms (as pairs, chains, triangles, etc., see 
p. 104) recur regularly and definitely related to the degree of 
differentiation a group has attained. The other is the trend 
of individuals to break group lines as if mysteriously drawn by 
certain psychological currents. ( See pp. 251-5 . )  We have 
found that these currents which break group lines and even 
community lines are not. lawless. They are related to more or 
less permanent structures which bind individuals together into 
large networks. 

Proofs That Networks Exist 

In the fall of 1932 an epidemic of running away occurred in 
Hudson. Within 14 days 14 girls ran away. The incident 
was unusual for this community, as the girls are generally most 
anxious to stay. In the whole seven months preceding only 
10 girls had run away. The rush appeared to be without 
motivation: the motivations, however convincing for the indi
vidual cases, failed to explain the chain, the fact that so many 
felt themselves motivated to run away just at this particular 
time and within so short a period. To say that it was caused 
by mass suggestion is not a satisfactory explanation either. 
Also, our classifications and sociograms indicate that far more 
individuals than the participants of this chain have shown a 
sociometric position within the community which predisposed 
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them to run away just as well as the 14 girls who did. A 
better explanation is that networks existed of which these 14 
girls were a part and from which the rest who were equally 
predisposed were left out. 

Two girls, LS and SR, ran away on October 31,  from 
C12. The next day, November 1st, 5 girls from C5 ran away : 
RC, GA, RT, HN, and FL. Four days later, November 5th, 
4 girls from C3 followed : HC, HL, DR, and HIL. A week 
later, November 13th, 3 girls from the colored ClO followed: 
LW, HL, and JN. Thereafter no runaway incident happened 
until January 8, 1933. In the corresponding period of 1931 
there were only 3 runaways. 

That the 14 girls belonged together in a chain within a 
network is supported by the following : Only 2 of the 14 
girls, FL and HN, both from C5, had made an attempt to run 
away before. Chronic centers for running away were thus 
only in this one set. The other three sets were free of them. 
HN had made her attempt about 15 months previously when 
she was in another group. FL had run away from C5 on 
August 27th, about nine weeks before her second attempt. 
The question arises why did the chain of 14 just described not 
start at this time? An analysis of the position of the four sets 
at that period offers an explanation. FL was then in an 
isolated, insignificant position within C5. It was another 
girl, CE, who had for weeks contemplated a runaway. She 
looked for a companion for the venture. On the 23rd she 
confided in FL, who in an impromptu fashion decided to go. 
FL was found and returned to C5 a few days later. CE, the 
source of the inspiration in August, did not belong to the net
work which we have described above, but to a different one, 
and apparently did not succeed to inspire those within it. FL 
herself was not an inspiring center and no current was initiated 
by her sufficient to sway others to emulate her action. To 
say it figuratively, the best road, here a network, cannot make 
a car run through it. The driver must contribute. The 
position of FL in the network was not yet crystallized or 
established. 

We traced the positions of these 14 on the Psychological 
Georgraphy Map III and found that interrelations existed 
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among the girls who belonged to the same cottage and also 
between individuals of each of  the four runaway sets. We 
have lifted this network from the map and presented it in 
Chart I, p. 244. The positions of the sets are seen to be as 
follows: Set in C12, SR and LS are an isolated pair ; set in 
C5, RC and GA, an isolated pair ; FL and HN, isolated and 
reject each other ; RT, forming mutual pairs with three mem
bers of her group ; set in C3, ZR, center of attraction of 8 
individuals, a mutual pair with HIL, and attractive to HC 
and HL ; set in CIO, LW, HL, and JN, each isolated but inter
related by indirection. The interrelations between the sets 
are seen to be as follows : LS in C12 forms a mutual pair with 
RC from C5 ; FD in C5 is interrelated to ZR in C3 ; HC in C3 
is interrelated to LW in CIO ; further, LS in C12 is interrelated 
with SN in CIO, who, while not a participant with the set, is 
in a chain relation to JN in CIO ; also FL from C5 forms a pair 
with HL of CIO . The main line of the network seems to go 
from SR to LS in C12 to RC and FL in C5, hence to ZR 
and HC in C3, and from there to LW in CIO. 

These relations had been ascertained through the socio
metric test in respect to the criterion of living in proximity. 
Only a part of these relations are for each individual conscious 
and intentional. For instance, SR is fully aware of her rela
tion to LS and of all the detailed planning developed step by 
step to the goal of running away. But she was, as we ascer
tained, unaware of the processes going on within the other 
three sets. LS in turn was conscious of the part she played 
with SR, and as she was related to RC in C5, she was aware 
that RC was discontented and had ideas about escaping. 
However, she had never become intimate with RC in respect 
to running away. RC had also kept it secret from LS that 
she was entangled with FL, HN, RT, and GA. Therefore, LS 
was fully unaware of the processes between FL, HN, RT, and 
GA, with whom she was not even acquainted, and unconscious 
of the further entanglements of the set in C5 with the set in 
C3, whose intermediary agents were respectively FL and ZR, 
two others with whom she was not acquainted. Similarly, as 
the set in C12 was unaware of the set in C5 and C3, the set in 
C5 was unaware of the set in C12 and CIO ; in turn, the set in 
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C lO was unaware of the set in C5 and Cl2, and the set in C3 
unaware of the set in Cl2 and partially also of the set in C5. 

The individuals of each of the four sets, although living in 
different sections of the same community at the time before 
the episodes took place, were absorbed by a similar idea and 
yet unaware of the fact that the social current flowing back 
and forth among them had developed gradually a number of 
fixed contacts and produced channels through which emotions 
and suggestive ideas could pass uncensored from one to the 
other without the majority in the community having knowl
edge of them. 

But when �-,L was found and returned to the cottage the 
situation h ad changed. The publicity which she h ad received 
from her first escape brought her into particular contact with 
four girls of her cottage who ruminated in a similar direction. 
Thus the set in C5 consolidated itself more and more between 
August 23rd and November 1st. When on October 31st SR 
and LS in Cl2 ran away, the impetus was provided and the 
suggestive current travelled through the minds of those who 
belonged to the same network and who were ready to be 
" touched off " by the action. If the network would not h ave 
existed the chances are that the runaway pair in Cl2 would 
have remained isolated actors : the idea would not h ave spread. 

Another factor is in need of discussion. Rarely is it that a 
girl runs away alone . When this is the case, as with BN from 
C IO on August 28, 1932, or with CI from C3 on November 14, 
1931, they are fully isolated individuals. They belong to the 
few who fall between networks, either because they are new
comers in the community or because they did not attach them
selves in the community to anyone, perhaps never having the 
intention to stay. In the 27 months period studied only four 
ran away alone. The overwhelming m ajority went either in 
pairs or in groups of three or more. The companion is for 
the potential runaway of similar importance as the letter 
carrier for the " nigger lover " ( see p. 229) . 

A further proof that networks exist is that a series of run
aways which started in C2 with DV, TB, and DN on August 
18, 1932, did not develop into a chain of runaways. On 
August 23rd CN ran away with FL from C5 and on August 
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28th BN escapes alone from ClO. Then the episode dies out .  
The latter, BN, was unrelated to any network and the o thers 
did not develop a chain evidently because no roads were estab
lished through which their suggestion could travel unhindered. 

The described runaway chain broke off on November 14th 
after 14 girls had run away. As the networks to which they 
belonged consisted of 94 members, 80 more girls were touched 
by the current and 13 of them we considered potential run
away cases if the intensity of the current had continued with 
equal strength and if no resistance had developed. But three 
instances can be considered to have contributed to stop it. 
One is the added watchfulness of the officers the larger the 
number of escapes became . Another is that the last set of 
runaways in the chain came from C lO, which is a colored 
group, and it is just there where the network is thinnest. The 
chances that from there new impetus would come was poor, as 
few contacts went from ClO to other parts of the community. 
Just as an electric current has differences in density within a 
circuit, also a psychological current has differences in a net
work. Finally, the two girls who started the chain had been 
returned to the school and to their cottage, C12, on November 
4th, five days after their escape. Their failure and disappoint
ment associated with it ran now rapidly through the same net
work and caught the same individuals who had received an 
impetus before. It produced, thus, an anti-climax. It could 
not stop the running away of the set in C3, who escaped the 
next day, but it may have cautioned and delayed the set in 
C lO and stopped many potential developments. 

Another proof that networks exist is the spreading of news 
or gossip into a certain direction of the community and not 
into others. We cite here the case of TL in C6. She had 
stolen a few things of little value from the school's store with 
the intention to give them away as gifts . But before this 
could happen it was discovered. As TL had a wide acquaint
ance in the community, we followed up how the news of her 
conduct spread. We followed the expansion of the spreading 
in three phases, after 24 hours, after one week, and after six 
weeks. We found that after 24 hours only such individuals 
knew about it as belonged to the Network II, but not all 
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individuals of this network. With the exception of a few per
sons, C14, Cl2, C5, CA and CB were left entirely out, as they 
did not belong to this network. After a week the story of her 
action had reached the whole network, consisting of 86 indi
viduals, and it had filtered into large parts of the second and 
third networks . Six weeks later no further spread could be 
ascertained. It had apparently given way to news of more 
momentary interest. 

Another instance may be mentioned before we close the dis
cussion here of proofs that networks exist. It is the spread 
of the news in detail of the incident in the colored group of ClO 
described in a previous part of this book. It was traced to 
have spread through large portions of Networks I, III, and 
IV, but Network II was left completely out. This was so 
much below expectation that it demands a special explanation. 
Besides the current of resistance from the side of the officers 
to keep an event of such unpleasantness as secret as possible, 
it may be that the fact that it happened during vacation, when 
the school was closed, blocked it. Certain networks were, 
figuratively, temporarily disconnected. 

Causes and Organization of Networks 

The network is related to the current which run through it 
as a glass is related to the water which fills it except that the 
network is molded by the currents and the glass is not shaped 
by the liquid it holds. The psychogeographical network is 
analogous to the nervous system, whose network is also molded 
by the currents that run through it and which is so organized 
also as to produce the greatest effect with the least effort. It 
cannot be compared, however, with a telephone system, as the 
latter is unrelated to the currents which run through it, is not 
molded by these currents . 

According to the principle of the forming of social atoms, 
each individual is related to a certain number of individuals ; 
the majority of individuals in his community are " left out," 
that is, no tele relate him to them. This is the sociodynamic 
cause for the development of networks. Another cause for 
their existence is the economic principle of producing the 
greatest effect with the least effort. 
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There are still other causes responsible for the organization 
of a particular network. We have found, for instance, that 
certain psychological currents produced by certain emotional 
states and attitudes are even towards the regular networks 
occasionally selective. In general news, gossip, ideas, all 
external and factual matter and all intimate matter which does 
not hurt its reporter pass without resistance through the net
works as we have described them. But if it comes to a cer
tain secret activity concerning sexual, racial ,  or political activ
ity, this does not filter through even the regular and established 
parts of the networks. We followed up this phenomenon in 
respect to the love making between colored and white girls 
and in respect to the secret intention to run away, activities 
which were severely criticized by the housemothers and other 
staff members. Participants in these activities always have 
to be on guard against a squealer. The housemother tries at 
all times to find out through a trusted girl which girls of the 
family have the intention to run away, and her trusted girls 
try instinctively to get in touch with the girls who belong to 
the network in which such ideas are simmedng. A careful 
housemother is always also on the watch to find evidence of 
sexual interests, as love notes, etc. For these reasons the girls 
are on guard against coming into a bad reputation. In her 
anxiety to hide her activities she produces an instinctive reac
tion against the networks as if she would sense that networks 
exist and that they are her greatest enemy, as if she would 
dread the nets which would automatically spread her ideas to 
individuals who may report the facts to their confidants or to 
the staff. She cannot eliminate these networks, as they are 
produced by her own emotions. But she may try in collabora
tion with her companions to keep information away from 
certain untrustworthy individuals in her network. This 
attempt of hers is, of course, the larger the networks, the 
less easily met with success . Thus the effort to keep a secret 
and to limit information to a selected group usually ends in 
failure . One day it filters into the general networks. How
ever, these finer nets within the networks exist and are an 
important psychogeographical organization. They are like 
private roads with different labels saying into which direction 
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they lead. One has a. label , sex ; another has a. label, run
away ; another has the label, staff versus girls ; etc. Ideas in 
regard to these cannot be conveyed to everybody, not even to 
friends, or friends of friends. It is like having telephone 
numbers which are not listed in the telephone directory. 

Technique of Determining Networks 

We followed on the Psychogeographic Map III each tele 
which went out from a. member of any group to a. member of 
any other and from this person on to a member of a third group, 
and from this person on to a member of a. fourth group, etc., 
as long a.s the chain continued. We counted only such persons 
as belonging to the same network a.s were interlocked, irrespec
tive of the cottage in which they actually lived. ( See Scheme 
of Networks, p. 246. )  This can be called the main line of the 
network. We followed then each member of this main line of 
the network and counted those individuals within her own 
cottage who were directly related to the member of the respec
tive network. These branches formed the side lines of the 
determined network. It is understood that again each indi
vidual of a. side line was followed up to determine her contacts 
to members of other cottages, and if such new members of the 
network were found in other cottages, for them also. 

We began the counting with certain individuals in C2 who 
share tele with a. number of individuals in CA, who in turn 
share one part of their tele  with individuals in C4, C5, and 
C14. These, in turn, send a fraction of their tele into C7 and 
C9, forming a network which, like a subway, connects many 
sections of the community. We found in Hudson several of 
such networks. From the same cottage, C2, where this par
ticular network has members, a number of individuals unre
lated directly to the former participate in a second network 

rith groups of individuals in Cl, C4, C7, and C12, forming 
Network II. The individuals belonging to it are, in general, 
different from the ones involved in Network I .  We say "in 
general" because they are by no means fully cut off from 
them ; for instance, in CA some of the same individuals share 
in four different networks. But not every group is so promis
cuous. Except for small bridges crossing between these net-
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works, we are able to subdivide the whole community into 
five more or less distinct bundles: Network I, consisting of 94 
individuals ; Network II, 85 individuals ; Network III, 81 ; 
Network IV, 67 ; and Network V, 60 individuals. 

Unavoidably the larger a network is the larger becomes the 
number of dead links,-that is, the number of relations which 
are not reciprocally effective, so to speak, emotions which run 
without registering in the intended other person. They can 
be called resistance links and their sum of resistance is caused 
by the intrinsic character of the network. This factor is prac
tically negligible in small networks, but in larger ones it plays 
a definite role . The larger the network is , as in the organiza
tion of cities or political parties, the larger may become the 
influence of this resistance within it. 

Function of Networks 

A certain constancy in the organization of a community is 
the condition of free and independent life of its members . 
The mechanism which makes this constancy possible in a com
munity is its networks and the psychological currents which 
flow through them. This form of free and independent life 
for the single individuals is the privilege of such communities 
as have reached the heights of complexity and differentiation. 
Therefore societies which are lacking in constancy and differ
entiation are unable to offer to its members the privileges of 
free life, as we have demonstrated in the organization of chil
dren societies. These are less constant and less differentiated, 
especially below the eight-year age level, and therefore the 
me�bers are unfree and dependent, just as the groups which 
they form are dependent upon the more highly differentiated 
ones. The networks have also an architectonic function in the 
community. By virtue of this they are the controlling factors 
of its development. The older and the more mature the 
society is the more the whole network system becomes a 
con trolling super-organization. 

The local district or neighborhood is only physica1ly one 
unit. This analysis shows that it is broken up, not, however, 
into small units, but into parts which have their correspond
ing parts in other districts and neighborhoods. The local dis-
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tricts are, so to speak, transversed by psychological currents 
which bind large groups of individuals into units together, 
irrespective of neighborhood, district, or borough distinctions. 
These networks are the kitchens of public opinion. It is 
through these channels that people affect, educate, or disin
tegrate one another. It is through these networks that sug
gestion is transmitted. In one part of a community a person 
has the reputation of honesty ; in another part, of dishonesty. 
Whatever the actual facts may be, this reputation is due to 
two different networks in which two different opinions about 
him travel . In Hudson the suggestion may go through them 
to run away ; in the world at large the idea of war. These 
networks are traceable and we may learn to control them. 

5. LAw OF SociAL GRAVITATION 

We have accumulated in this volume two series of data. 
One series of data has a temporal aspect. It is concerned with 
distinctions found in group organizations according to the 
developmental level. It suggests that the most differentiated 
forms of group organization have evolved from the simplest 
(sociogenetic law) . 

The other series of data has a spatial aspect. It is con
cerned with distinctions found in group organization accord
ing to the population make-up in different geographical areas. 
The distinctions precipitated by spatial proximity appear very 
early in the development of groups-horizontal and vertical 
differentiation.25 The further differentiated a society becomes 
the more varied will become the social atoms it produces , and 
with them the more differentiated will become the organiza
tion of the groups formed by them and the inore varied and 
differentiated will become the collectives contained within 
them. On different developmental levels (see p. 26) the 
differences in group organization take place as the individuals 
and the interactions among them mature. In psychogeog
raphy the differences in organization develop from contacts 
between near and distant collectives . But the wider apart 
one group develops from the others through certain distinc
tions, the more it tends to become isolated from it. In fact, 
we can well picture a society in which numerous groups ha.ve 
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reached this status of isolation and self-sufficiency. It recalls 
to us the analogous situation of numerous isolated individuals 
in a group, individuals who had become isolated through a sort 
of self-sufficient superiority. These isolated groups then 
develop more and more an introverted organization ; but 
when this type of organization is not attainable or when, after 
it is attained, frictions grow within it at the same time, then 
a part of the group (due to surplus of leaders or to whatever 
cause) may turn to the outside, become aggressive, and eventu
ally carry the whole group with them, the group as a unit 
exhibiting all the signs of an extroverted organization. 

But these processes of horizontal differentiation do not go 
on unbounded. After a certain point of expansion is reached 
we can observe the development checked by a counter process. 
As described, psychological currents have a spatial pattern of 
distribution between individuals and groups which are differ
ently located. The greater the variety of psychological cur
rents uniting and dividing parts of the population, the greater 
appears the tendency to develop roads for them through 
which they can travel ( networks) .  The mechanism of psycho
logical expansion which drives individuals, groups, and cur
rents towards further and further differentiation produces also 
its own controls. One process, the process of differentiation, 
draws the groups apart ; the other process, the process of 
.transmission, draws the groups together. This alternating 
rhythm can be called the law of social gravitation. 
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XIV. INTRODUCTION 

Religion has given us a wonderful myth. Long before we 
are born we live on another plane in Eden and the wise father 
of the universe, who sees all the beings who are born and who 
are not born and who knows all the needs on earth and else
where, decides where we should be placed, on which planet, 
in which country, and in which family. This story can be 
called the ''assignment myth." It wants to make us believe 
at least for a moment that our arrival into a special environ
ment is not a genetico-social product but is the best and wisest 
choice for us, that it is our assignment place. Should we take 
this myth as a prophecy that men will one day turn this scheme 
of the creator into truth? 

The most fateful moment for a man is his entrance into the 
world. The biological process of reproduction is over and the 
process of living in this world, of unfoldment, begins. But as 
a fatalistic consequence of reproduction his parents and guard
ians are identical with his procreators and with it the first 
social organization in which he grows up to a person. Parents 

are given instead of chosen. It is curious that this first com
mandment in the social domain sounds so much more provok
ing than that other commandment in the biological domain
procreators are given but not tested. But with whom we 
should live and whom we should emulate is not less pertinent 
than who should live or who should survive. It is perhaps 
more obnoxious because in the first instance a human pair is 
endowed with or deprived of an opportunity only, but in the 
second instance a reality is given or taken away from them. 
The born child is regarded as a possession, as a property, per
h aps as a reward for the suffering and sacrifice entailed in 
giving it birth. This feeling has a counterpart in the relation 
of the creative mind to his work. Also he is inclined to 
regard his work, his child, as his property. But both the 
parents and the creators are most humanly the victims of the 
same lust which can be called the parental illusion. Predom-
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inantly an emotional illusion in the first case, predominantly 
an intellectual, in the second. This may deserve a broader 
explanation. 

A creator, as soon as his work has emanated from him, has 
no right to it any longer except a psychological right. He 
had all rights upon it as long as it was in him growing, but he 
has forfeited these as soon as it is gone out of him, a part of 
the world. It belongs to universality. An individual is 
rarely aware of the position he holds in the cultural currents 
of his community, of the vast material he continuously absorbs, 
material produced and oftentimes shaped by thousands of 
other individual minds to whom he is anonymously indebted. 
However central his position is within myriads of currents, the 
material of his work is contained and predisposed within uni
versality. It is far more literally and more deeply true with 
the parent. Biogenetics is still in its infancy, but we know 
the units which go into the making of a child are not the 
product of the two individual parents. Continued genetic 
research may teach that their biological contribution is more 
pertinent than we think today, but still cannot be but small 
compared with the contribution of the whole kind, of mankind. 
Just as the creators of works, parents have no right upon their 
offspring except a psychological right. Litera1ly, the children 
belong to universality. 

We array these facts not for the advocacy of a Platonic or 
Communistic utopia. "All" is as good as nobody. And uni
versality is flat. Or more precisely, universality is not the 
thing with whom children could live and whom they could 
emulate. Furthermore, during the pre-socia.lized period the 
child's need of a guardian is obvious . It is not the abdication 
of the individual parent but his clearer definition which we 
propose. Parenthood cannot but continue to be an individual 
parent and an individual matter. Observation of the relations 
between children and adults throws further light upon this 
subject. We know about parents who are careless of and 
cruel to their own children, and we know about childless people 
who become their most useful parents. The instinct for repro
duction and the instinct for parenthood are not identical .  We 
propose, therefore, the specialization of the notion of parent-
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hood into two distinct and different functions,-the biological 
parent and the social parent. They may come together in 
one individual or they may not. But the problem is how to 
produce a procedure which is able to substitute and improve 
this ancient order. 

The first situation which is awaiting us when we enter the 
world is duplicated again and again throughout life. Brothers 
and sisters are given instead of chosen, our colleagues in 
school, our comrades in factories or in business, and so on. 
We see our universe consisting of organizations which are 
either molded by mechanical and economic pressure, as the 
factory, or by biological pressure, as the family, but we do not 
see man's own world realized. Yet if we want to make a world 
after man's own feeling we have to have first a social society. 

A community like Hudson offers to sociometry an unusual 
problem, as it has two deficiencies. The biological set-up that 
controls the community at large is absent. The economic 
set-up which dominates the community at large is also absent. 
But just these two disadvantages make it possible to concen
trate on one front, the socionomic, which in the community 
outside is continuously crushed in its expression from the 
pressure of these two major issues. A community is here 
given free from blood relations and free from economic rela
tions at the same time. In this community, to find the reali
zation of and the proper treatment for the needs of the 
population and to find the government for it, is one and the 
same thing. In contrast to the principle to build the state on 
the biological set-up primarily or to build it on the economic 
set-up primarily, the principle is here attempted to build the 
Hudson community on the psychological and social set-up 
primarily. 

It is on the basis of the analysis of this community that a 
therapy of the community as a whole has been attempted. 
To the tests which analyze the organization of groups corre
spond techniques which aid to produce and to organize the 
various groups necessary to the community. To the tests 
( Spontaneity Tests ) which analyze emotional, social, and 
vocational abilities correspond techniques which aid to shape 
and to develop these abilities. To the tests which analyzed 
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the psychological Clurrents of a community correspond tech
niques which aid to direct, to sha,pe, to control, and to produce 
.such currents.  In other words, the analytical unfoldment of 
the community which has been presented up to this point, 
phase by phase, beginning with the home and ending with its 
psychological geography, is complemented now by the positive 
unfoldment, the steps which have been taken to create a 
,community according to socionomic principles. 

XV. INITIAL ASSIGNMENT 

The Family 

Two persons, a man and a woman, go one day to a city hall 
to be united as man and wife by a justice of peace. Love 
and reproduction takes care of the rest. Thus people become 
parents and babies become their children. Love for the child 
goes a long way in shaping that unique relationship which is 
still the cornerstone of our community life, the interrelation
ship of child and parent. This love is already present long 
before the child is born and runs up to true performance from 
the moment that the child is born. 

From all over the state children are sent to Hudson because 
for one reason or another they have lost or forfeited their 
parents and their belonging to a natural group. Within the 
scope of a few miles these children, numbering in hundreds, 
are gathered together. On the other side of the fence a num
ber of women are appointed by the state to be mothers to these 
children. But how should we bring these people and these 
children together if not by force or mechanical regulations? 
Where is the mother cry here, the instinctive mother attach
ment a child shows to its natural mother ?  Where is the call 
to become a mother to a particular child among the crowd of 
children? 

It was meant to provide these children with a situation 
which was equal to or better than the one which the children 
had outside. The process of the natural development of a 
family has to be duplicated here, but as the natural means of 
attachment are here cut off, we have to replace them synthet

ically with something which is equally efficient. Thus we 
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have to strive after the ideal to fit a child to a mother as well 
as a child is fitted to its natural mother and to fit a child to 
the other children here as well as a child is fitted to its brothers 
and sisters in a natural family. The question is how do we 
know which parent is desirable for which child and which 
child is desirable for which other child? 

1 .  pARENT TEST 
Technique 

The Parent Test is so designed that all girls newly arrived 
at the community are placed opposite all the housemothers 
who have a vacancy in their cottage . As the test is so delicate 
in nature the technique of arrangement is most important. A 
meeting is called at the Receiving Cottage to which only the 
participants are invited. First the tester addresses the new 
girls with these or similar words: " You will meet a number 
of ladies, each of whom is willing to act as your parent during 
your stay in Hudson. You have an opportunity to choose 
your housemother and to decide to whom among them you 
feel most attracted. They, of course, have the same oppor
tunity to express their opinion before they take you into their 
house. It is a serious matter. You have to visualize that 
you are going to decide upon the person towards whom you 
are so drawn that you feel that you can confide in her as in 
a mother and from whom you would be glad to take advice, 
and also that you decide upon the person with whom you shall 
live together until you have finished your training in Hudson." 

The tester then addresses the housemothers with these or 
similar words: "A number of  new girls have come to Hudson 
for training. You have chosen to act as their parent during 
their stay. You know well that a discordant home is of the 
greatest disadvantage for a child and that a harmonious home 
is the greatest blessing for it . We want to know your reac
tion to the child before she is sent to your house. This , for 
two reasons: You may feel attracted to one child more than 
to another and you may feel better able to help one child than 
to help another. Then, too, you know your family. You 
may feel that one child is better fitted to adjust with your 
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group of girls than another child. Talk with each of the girls 
freely and make your judgment as spontaneous as it arises." 

The new girls act as hostesses and receive the housemothers 
as their guests. Each girl entertains one housemother at a 
time in her room. It is important that these two are left 
alone so that they can come into rapport. In succession one 
housemother after another converses with each girl until each 
has met every new girl. 

The tester then approaches the housemother and the girl 
immediately after they have finished to get the fresh, spon
taneous impression of each separately about the other. After 
all the meetings are over and the tester has received the im
pressions from each of the pairs, the tester comes back to each 
girl to ask: " Whom of these ladies would you like to have 
as your housemother?" After she names one, the tester con
tinues : " If, for some reason, you couldn't have this house
mother, to whom else would you like to go? " After the child 
names a second housemother, the tester continues : " Should it 
not be possible to place you with this

· 
housemother, is there 

any other woman among them whom you would choose? " 
After the child has named a third, she is asked to give free 
expression to her feelings concerning each of the women she 
has met and her motivations for feeling more drawn to one 
than to another. Each statement of the child is recorded in 
her words and in her presence. The children have no sus
picion as they know that it is a procedure constructed with 
the aim to advance their own longings. 

The tester then comes back also to each of the housemothers 
and asks: " Which girl would you like to have in your fam
ily?" After she names one, the tester continues : " If, for 
some reason, this child cannot come to you, whom else would 
you like to have? " After she names a second child, the tester 
continues: " If neither of these girls is available for you, is 
there anyone else you would choose? " After the housemother 
has named a third, she is asked to give her impressions about 
each of the girls and the motivations of her preferences. She 
has no suspicion towards the tester, as she knows that the 
greater her sincerity the more she is apt to receive her choices. 
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Method 

The crudest form of assignment and the one overwhelmingly 
in use in our institutions is that based upon the fact that there 
is a vacancy in a particular cottage or dormitory. The indi
vidual has " to stay put" in this placement until he is 
released. This is the logical outcome of the procedure which 
treats the individual singly, whether through psychoanalysis, 
hypnosis, suggestion, or whatever, and not as a part of a group. 
Only when disagreeable incidents take place between two or 
more inmates who have been placed together does the admin
istration become aware of the fact that they do not " get 
along," and if other means, as personal influence or punish
ment, fail, they are placed apart. The tendency is always to 
make as few changes as possible. It is expected of an inmate 
that he " stay put." This attitude towards the population 
can be observed in penal institutions, reformatories, training 
schools, hospitals for the insane, orphanages , etc., but also in 
our public schools, factories, and business offices . Yet there 
have been exceptions from this rule, especially in the training 
school field. Based upon a sort of " trained intuition " gained 
through experience, a child is placed in a cottage into which 
she appears to be well fitted. These placements end some
times with success and sometimes with failure . Yet, as the 
proceduce is not based upon analytic principles, we are not 
able to learn anything in either case. And even when these 
intuitive assignments are recorded and an attempt is made to 
determine the reasons for success or failure in each case, the 
results are meager, due to the complexity of the factors which 
enter into the situations. As we have found through our own 
experience with this method, we run the risk to make early 
generalizations in theory and snap judgments in practice . In 
the wilderness of factors which might have an effect upon the 
situation we miss an archimedic point in which a methodology 
of assignment could be anchored. 

We searched for a procedure which might substitute the 
trial-and-error method by an organic method of assignment. 
It was then that we paid closer attention to the choice factor 
in the interrelation of individuals. It appeared to us that an 
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assignment without that the reactions of the individuals who 
are to live together with one another are known deprives these 
individuals of expressing their feeling in a, for them, funda
mental matter and deprives us of an equally fundamental 
method of inquiry. The assignment to a cottage of a child who 
comes into a training school is a most important business
the more so as she must have been poorly " assigned " to a 
family outside or she would not have been sent to an institu
tion. To leave, then, this "therapeutic assignment" to an 
individual, if it is now a psychologist, a social worker, or whom
ever, is to base it upon the emotional reactions of this incli
vidual towards the housemothers of the different cottages and 
towards the newly arrived children. It is to allow to some 
individual dictatorship powers over situations in which the 
wisest person may err. But the emotional-social reaction 
towards one another of the individuals who have to live 
together may be important and significant. Instead of put
ting an individual like a merchandise into a situation with 
other individuals who had been put there before in the same 
manner, they can be brought together to a test. 

The notion " to stay put," that is, to stay and to be stable 
wherever you are and under all circumstances, has had a sim
ilar history in the field of marital relations. Until not so long 
ago for most of humanity, and still practiced here and there, 
marriages were made by parents.  The emotional reactions of 
bride and bridegroom towards each other were discounted. 
Although marriages are made in civilized countries today 
largely through the choice of the participants, no scientific 
study has been made so far of the emotional-social reactions 
and motivations of couples about to be married. It is prob
able that the application of the sociometric test to this prob
lem would increase our insight into the causes of marital 
failures. 

We have made the meeting of the individuals who are to 
live together or to work together, or in respect to any other 
criterion, the first step in the sociometric procedure. If the 
individuals had not met each other before, we called their 
reaction towards each other spontaneous (spontaneous inter
action) ,  and their placement initial assignment. If the person 
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to be found for the newcomer was to act as parent, we called 
the procedure a parent test. If the persons to be found for the 
newcomer were to act as siblings, we called the procedure a 
family test. In this manner the tests have been constructed 
to meet the needs of the individual. 

Initial assignment of an individual to a cottage upon her 
arrival at the given community is based upon (a) the Parent 
Test; (b) the Family (or Cottage) Test; ( c) the organization 
of every home group as determined by the sociometric test ;  
and (d) the organization of the individual's home group 
outside .  

Procedure 

The following is a sample of the test and its procedure . 
Eight children, Louise (age 15 years), Dora ( 15), Hazel ( 16 ) ,  
Lena ( 14), Adeline ( 13), Evelyn ( 16), Shirley ( 14), and 
Muriel ( 13), were newly arrived in Hudson. There were 
vacancies in C2, C8, C9, Cll ,  C14, and CB. The housemothers 
of these six cottages came to the meeting. The test resulted 
for each child as illustrated in the following sociogram. 

A crude analysis of this sociogram indicates a different 
mother reaction for each of the children. From the eight 
children, only one, Muriel, was not wanted by any of the 
housemothers present. The other seven were wanted by at 
least one of the housemothers . But a second child, Shirley, 
remained isolated because she did not want the only house
mother who wanted her, the housemother of C8. Thus from 
the eight girls, six formed with five different housemothers six 
mutual attractions.  Two of the children did not click. Among 
the six housemothers, only one, the housemother of C9, failed 
to click, although she was wanted by one child, Lena. We 
see, so to speak, one housemother and two children eliminated 
from the test. A closer analysis of these reactions between the 
housemothers and children indicates numerous fine distinc
tions made by them. There are only two children, Dora and 
Adeline, and only two housemothers , one of C8 and the other 
of CB, who want each other respectively by first choice . Hazel 
is drawn to the housemother of C14 and the latter to her, both 
by second choice . Lena is drawn to the housemother of Cll 
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by first choice, but the latter is drawn to her only by third 
choice. Lena also exchanges second choices with the house
mother of C2. Louise exchanges second choice with the 
housemother of C8, who wants her second. The one whom 
she wants first, the housemother of CB, rejects her. Evelyn 
exchanges third choices with the housemother of C8. 

\V e see further how varied the degree of attractiveness can 
be. Dora is chosen first by three of the housemothers and 
second by two others, and rejected by one. Louise is chosen 
first by two housemothers, second by two, rejected by one, and 
one is indifferent to her. Lena is wanted second by one house
mother, third by two, rejected by one, and two are indifferent 
to her. Hazel is wanted second by one housemother, third by 
one, rejected by one, and three are indifferent to her. Evelyn 
is wanted third by two housemothers, rejected by one, and 
three are indifferent to her. Adeline is wanted first by one 
housemother and five are indifferent to her. Shirley is wanted 
fourth by one housemother, rejected by one, and four are 
indifferent to her. Muriel is wanted by none, rejected by four, 
and two are indifferent to her. 

Another characteristic reaction is the force of clicking an 
individual has .  Dora clicks with two of the five housemothers 
who want her ;  Louise, with two from the four ; Lena, with 
two from the three; Evelyn, with one from the two; Hazel ,  
with one from the two ; Adeline, with one from one ; Shirley, 
with none from one ; and Muriel, with none from the none . 
The force of clicking the different housemothers have is like
wise characteristic. The housemother of C9 is wanted by one 
and clicks with none ; the housemother of C8 is wanted by 
six and clicks with three ; CB's housemother is wanted by five 
and clicks with two ; C2's housemother is wanted by one and 
clicks with her ; the housemother of C14 is wanted by four 
and clicks with one ; and the housemother of C l l  is wanted 
by six and clicks with but two. This discloses that far more 
emotional efforts are made besides those which are successful 
and click. It indicates the tendency of emotion to expand 
further than the possibility of its satisfaction. It appears 
that a certain amount of emotional striving is always wasted. 
This is the socionomic counterpart to the observation of 
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Malthus that populations tend to increase faster than the 
means of their subsistence .  

The emotional-social reaction of each housemother towards 
the given group of children can be classified with the following 
formulas, which include also the reactions of the children 
towards her. 

Housemother of C8: 
Parent Test 

Sends choices to 4 I Rejects 2 ( Indifferent 2) 
Receives choices 6 I Rejected by 0 (Indifferent 2) 

Interpretation 

p 
C l l: _3 __ [ 3 (2) 

6 I o (2)  

p 
CB: 3 I 1 ( 4) 

C14: 

C2: 

C9: 

--I 
5 1 1 (2 ) 

p 
3 I 1 (4) 

-1---

4 I 1 (3) 
p 

_1_ [ 2 (5 ) 

3 I 3 (2) 
p 

2 I 6 
-1----

1 1 2 (5 ) 

Our experience up to date with the Parent Test indicates 
that mutual rejection between housemother and child is the 
poorest risk for assignment. If the housemother rejects the 
child, although the child may want her, such an assignment is 
still a poor risk. If the housemother wants the child but the 
child rejects her, such an assignment is a better risk than in 
the two previous instances . If the housemother and the child 
attract each other mutually, this is the best risk of all for a 
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successful assignment, particularly if they have chosen each 
other by first choice. These rules are valid if all other circum
stances are equal : that is, if the motivations behind the 
attractions do not point to disadvantages for the child, as, for 
instance, a housemother wanting a mentally retarded child 
because she thinks she would make a willing slave for her, or 
if other tests do not suggest other assignments to be better. 
If one or another individual appears as a poor risk for assign
ment after the Parent Test, she may still change her status 
through evidence in other phases considered in initial 
assignment. 

Muriel appears unassignable to this set of housemothers as 
she is rejected by the one she wants and is not wanted by any
one else. Shirley also appears unassignable to these house
mothers . One housemother wants her as a fourth choice, but 
towards just this one she is indifferent ; those she wants are 
indifferent to or reject her. Dora appears assigned best to 
the housemother of C8, with whom she is a mutual first choice. 
She appears also to be assignable to the housemother of CB, 
although less well. To the housemother of C11, who wants 
her by first choice, she appears also assignable, although Dora 
is indifferent towards her. To C2, C9, and C14 she appears 
not to be assignable. The decision for her assignment has to 
be made between C8, CB, and C11. The best assignment for 
Adeline appears to be CB, with whose housemother she is 
mutual first choice. No other cottage among those in the test 
can be taken into consideration. Louise can be assigned to 
C8 or C11, with whose housemothers she forms a mutual 
attraction, or perhaps to C2, whose housemother wants her. 
To the others she cannot be assigned. Lena can be assigned 
to C2 or C11 on the strength of the housemother test, as she 
forms mutual attractions with both housemothers, but Hazel 
can be assigned to C14 only and Evelyn to C8. 

2. FAMILY TEST 

The child has to be placed in a cottage not only with the 
housemother but with all other girls who form the family. We 
have demonstrated that children from a certain age level on 
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tend to develop social groups of their own independent of the 
adults who are in contact with them, and that these groups 
become more and more differentiated the older the children 
become and deeply affect their conduct. Whatever attitude 
the group assumes towards the newcomer into it largely deter
mines what adjustment the newcomer makes. The Family 
or Cottage Test is designed to determine what group appears 
to be best fitted to her. 

Method 

From each cottage whose housemother was a participant in 
the Parent Test the tester selects one girl who represents the 
general tone of the cottage . The better adjusted the girl 
herself is within her cottage, the more will she be able to react 
towards the new girl not only for herself but also for the other 
members, and the more articulate she is the better will she be 
able to express her reactions. Besides the analytic function to 
give the emotional-social reaction of the cottage family as a 
whole, the representative girl has also the productive function 
to break into her group the newcomer to whom she feels espe
cially drawn. As the housemother is a permanent member of 
the group, her reaction pattern in the test situation is within 
a certain range more or less inflexible. To balance this it is 
desirable to make the Family Test as flexible as possible. A 
different girl from each cottage represents the group at each 
Family Test, and each member has at some time the oppor
tunity to break in a new girl into her cottage . This has the 
added advantage that no one girl can gain an exceptional pres
tige through being called to be a representative . If, due to 
the inability of certain members to express their reactions, this 
desirable technique cannot be fully carried out, then at least 
every individual who holds a key-position in the group should 
at some time become a participant in the test. Through this 
procedure the population itself becomes active agents in the 
formation of its groups. 

The Family Test is given in a similar manner as the Parent 
Test, except that instead of the housemothers the representa
tive girls from each cottage take part . The tester addresses 
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the representative girls in these or similar words : "A number 
of new girls have come to Hudson. You were once newcomers 
yourselves and you remember how it felt. And you remember 
how important it has been to start right, to feel welcome, and 
to get into the right cottage. Converse freely with each of 
them. You may be attracted to one and be able to help her. 
You know the other girls of your group. Try to visualize how 
each new girl would fit in not only with you but also with 
them. Talk to each girl and make up your mind to whom 
you feel most attracted." 

Procedure 

The representatives of C2, C8, C9, C11 ,  C14, and CB were 
respectively Ruth, Leona, Harriet, Marion, Alberta, and 
Katherine. The reactions of attraction, rejection, or indiffer
ence given by them and by the new girls in respect to each 
other are charted in the accompanying sociogram. 

As indicated in the sociogram, Dora has a mutual attraction 
with Leona of C8 and with Harriet of C9. She is chosen by 
three other girls, but she is indifferent to or rejects them. 
According to the rule before mentioned, the assignment of 
Dora to Leona is the best risk, as their mutual attraction is a 
first choice. The assignment to Harriet is less desirable, their 
�hoices being respectively third and second. Marion of C 1 1, 
Alberta of C14, and Ruth of C2 do not click with Dora and so 
.cannot be considered in her assignment. Katherine of CB is 
indifferent to Dora, who chooses her second. Therefore the 
decision has to be made between C8 and C9. 

Adeline indicates mutual attraction, first choice and second 
in return to Katherine of CB. Her relation to the girls from 
all the other cottages are discordant. The only assignment 
which appears desirable on the strength of this test is CB. 

Louise shows a mutual attraction, first choice, with Harriet 
of C9 ; mutual attraction with Ruth of C2 ; third choice from 
Louise and first choice in return ; mutual attraction with 
Marion of C 1 1, second and first choice respectively ; the rela
tion towards the three other representatives is discordant from 
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Louise's side. On the basis of this test, the decision has to 
fall between C9, Cll ,  and C2. 

Lena shows mutual attraction with Ruth of C2, third from 
Lena, and fourth from Ruth. All other relations are discord
ant ;  in respect to C9, CS, and CB, from both sides ; in respect 
to C l l  and CI4, from the cottage side. On the findings of this 
test the best assignment appears to be to C2. 

Hazel indicates discordant response to representatives of 
each cottage present. On the strength of this test no assign
ment appears to be more desirable than another, except, per
haps, that special consideration should be given to CS, whose 
representative she chooses first. 

Evelyn indicates a mutual attraction with Leona of CS, 
second and third choices respectively. All other relations are 
discordant. On the findings of this test the best assignment 
of Evelyn appears to be to CS. 

Shirley shows discordant relations with representatives of 
all the cottages present. On the strength of this test no 
assignment to these cottages is indicated as desirable. 

Muriel indicates mutual attraction with Ruth of C2, first 
choice from her and fourth from Ruth ; mutual attraction 
with Marion of Cll ,  third and second choice respectively ; 
mutual attraction with Katherine of CB, fourth and third 
choice respectively. The remaining relations are discordant. 
On the strength of this test and assignment to CB, C2, or C l l  
appears equally desirable. 

Classification 

On the basis of the Parent Test and the Family Test, the 
classification of the eight new girls is as follows : 

Dora 3 - I (2)  3 - I (2)  
p F 

5 - 0 ( I ) 5 - 0  ( I )  

Louise 3 -- 3 3 - 3 
p F 

4 - I ( I )  6 - 0  (0) 
Lena 3 - 0 (3) 3 - 0  (3) 

p F 
3 - I (2)  I - I (4) 
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Evelyn 3 0 (3)  2 0 (4) 
p F 

2 1 (3)  4 0 (2)  

Hazel 3 0 (3)  3 2 ( 1 )  
p F 

2 1 (3)  0 1 (5)  
Adeline 3 0 (3)  1 0 (5 )  

p F 
1 0 (5) 2 0 (4) 

Shirley 3 0 (3)  3 0 (3)  
p F 

1 1 (4) 2 1 (3)  

Muriel 3 3 (0) 4 0 (2)  
p F 

0 4 (2)  3 0 (3)  

3 .  ORGANIZATION OF CoTTAGE GRouPs 

The organization of C2, C8, C9, Cll ,  C14, and CB deter
mined through the sociometric test was as follows : 

C2. Quantitati\·c Analysis : 
Ratio of interest for own cottage, 34% .  
Distribution o f  attractions, 52% ; o f  repulsions, 48% .  

Structural Analysis : 
Isolated, 7 ;  Pairs (mutual attraction) ,  1 0 ;  Mutual rejections, 3 ;  

Incompatible pairs, 2 ;  Rerl triangle, 1 ;  Red stars, 4 ;  Black 
stars, 2. 

Position of Housemother : 13 attractions, 11 rejections and 3 indif

ferent to her. 

C8. Quantitatin Analysis : 

Ratio of interest for own cottage, 34% .  
Distribution o f  attractions, 47%o/a ;  o f  repulsions, 52% % .  

Structural Analysis : 

Isolated, 13 ; Pairs, 10 ; Mutual rej ections, 7 ;  Incompatible pairs, 9 ;  

1 Red chain ; 1 Incompatible triangle ; 1 Red star ; 3 Black stars. 

Position of Housemother : 4 rejections and rest attractions. 

C9. Quantitatin Analysis : 

Ratio of interest for own cottage, 46%.  

Distribution of  attractions, 69% ; of  repulsions, 31%.  
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Structural Analysis :  
Isolated, 3 ;  Pairs, 22 ; Mutual rejections, 1 ;  Incompatible pairs, 3 ;  

Red chains, 2 ;  Red triangle, 1 ;  Red square, 1 ;  Black circle, 1 ;  
Red stars, 3 ;  Black stars, 2. 

Position of Housemother : 3 rejections and rest attractions. 

C 1 1 .  Quantitative Analysis : 
Ratio of interest for own cottage, 54% . 
Distribution of attractions, 85�� %, or repulsions, 14%%.  

Structural Analysis : 
Isolated, 4 ;  Pairs, 40 ; M utual rejections, 1 ;  Incompatible pairs, 5 ;  

Red chains, 6 ;  Red triangles, 8 ;  Red circles, 3 ;  Red stars, 8 ;  
Mutual red stars, 6. 

Position of Housemother : All attractions. 

C14 .  Quantitative Analysis : 
Ratio of interest for own cottage, 46% . 
Distribution of attractions, 67% ; of repulsions, 43% .  

Structural Analysis :  
Isolated, 12 ; Pairs, 17 ; Mutual rejections, 2 ;  Incompatible pairs, 7 ;  

Red chain, 1 ;  Red triangles, 2 ;  Red stars, 5 ;  Black star, 1 .  

Position o f  Housemother : Rej ections, 3 ;  Rest attractions. 

CB. Quantitative Analysis : 
Ratio of interest for own cottage, 37% . 
Distribution of attractions, 65%% ; of repulsions, 34%%.  

Structural Analysis : 
Isolated, 3 ;  Pairs, 1 1 ; Mutual rejections, 4 ;  Incompatible pairs, 5 ;  

Red chains, 2 ;  Red star, 1 ;  Black star, 1 .  

Position of Housemother : All attractions. 

On the basis of the quantitative and structural analysis of 
these cottages, C2 and C8 appeared to be poor risks for indi
viduals who are unattractive to the housemothers and the 
representative girls of these two cottages. Their members 
show a lower interest to stay in their group and high number 
of isolates. C2, in addition, had a high number of runaways 
in the last season. Individuals, as Shirley, Muriel, Adeline, 
and Hazel, run a greater risk to stay isolated or to be among 
the number of the discontented than they should in the other 
cottages. If all other circumstances are equal, these two 
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cottages should be given the opportunity to receive individuals 
who have appeared especially and spontaneously attracted to 
the housemother and the girl representative and who may aid 
in balancing the group. New girls, as Dora, Louise, Lena, and 
Evelyn, if they are drawn to these two cottages as strongly as 
to the other cottages represented, should preferably be assigned 
to them. On the strength of the quantitative and structural 
analysis of their organization, the cottages B and 1 1  should be 
preferred as assignments for poor risks in adjustment, as 
Adeline, Muriel, and Shirley. 

The position of the different housemothers in their respec
tive cottage indicates that the housemothers of C2, C8, and 
C9, respectively have to meet at present a great amount of 
dislike from the members of their own group. On the strength 
of this fact, none of the new girls who dislike them should be 
assigned to them, as Muriel in respect to C2 and C9 or Dora 
in respect to C2 and C9. 

The position of the cottage representatives within their 
respective cottage indicates that all have a favorable situation 
among the other girls and also in respect to the housemother. 
Each appears, therefore, well selected by the tester to break in 
a new girl into her cottage. However, Marion of Cll ,  Kath
erine of CB, and Leona of C8 appear for different reasons 
especially well fitted. Marion is the center of seven attrac
tions, five which are mutual, and through these she dominates 
the network. Therefore the new girls, Louise, Muriel, and 
Dora, with whom she forms mutual attractions, would have a 
marked advantage if assigned to C l l .  Katherine of CB forms 
three mutual attractions within her group, and all three of 
these are interlocked into chains which include almost every 
member of the cottage. Her position would be thus of signifi
cance in aiding Adeline and Muriel with whom she forms 
mutual attractions. Leona has a mutual attraction with a 
star of her group and is attracted to a second star. Dora and 
Evelyn form with her mutual attractions. She is thus in a 
position to break in Dora or Evelyn. 



INITIAL ASSIGNMENT-PARENT AND FAMILY TESTS 

The chart illustrates the findings of the Parent Test and the Family 
Test of Dora : the reactions of the housemothers of C9, CS, CB, C2, 
Cl4, and Cll to Dora and Dora's reactions to them ; the reactions of a 
representative girl of C9, C8, CB, C2, CI4, and Cll to Dora and Dora's 
reactions to them. The number on the side of the lines indicating 
attraction of Dora towards- a particular individual relates to the degree 
of choice,-first, second, or third. The line drawn between the house
mother of CS and the representative girl of this cottage indicates that 

CS has been selected as the initial assignment for Dora. 
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The chart illustrates the findings of the Parent Test and the Family Test 
of Louise : the reactions of the housemothers of e9, eB, ez, e14, and 
en to Louise and Louise's reactions to them ; the reactions of a repre
sentative girl of e9, e8, eB, ez, e14 and en to Louise and Louise's 
reactions to them. The number on the side of the lines indicating attrac
tion of Louise towards a particular individual relates to the degree of 
choice,-first, second, or third. The line drawn between the housemother of 
en and the representative girl of this cottage indicates that en has 

been selected as the initial assignment for Louise. 
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The chart illustrates the findings of the Parent Test and the Family 
Test of Lena : the reactions of the housemothers of C9, CS, CB, C2, C14, 
and Cll to Lena and Lena's reactions to them ; the reactions of a 
representative girl of C9, CS, CB, C2, Cl4, and Cll  to Lena and Lena's 
reactions to them. The number on the side of the lines indicating attrac
tion of Lena towards a particular individual relates to the degree of 
choice,-first, second, or third. The line drawn between the house
mother of C2 and the representative girl of this cottage indicates that 

C2 has been selected as the initial assignment for Lena. 
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The chart illustrates the findings of the Parent Test and the Family 
Test of Evelyn : the reactions of the housemothers of C9, C8, CB, C2, 
C14, and CU to Evelyn and Evelyn's reactions to them ; the reactions 
of a representative girl of C9, CS, CB, C2, C14, and CU to Evelyn and 
Evelyn's reactions to them. The number on the side of the lines indi
cating attraction of Evelyn towards a particular individual relates to 
the degree of choice,-first, second, or third. The line drawn between 
the housemother of C8 and the representative girl of this cottage indi-

cates that C8 has been selected as the initial assignment for Evelyn. 
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The chart illustrates the findings of the Parent Test and the Family 
Test of Hazel : the reactions of the housemothers of C9, CS, CB, C2, 
C14, and Cll to Hazel and Hazel's reactions to them ; the reactions of 
a representative girl of C9, CS, CB, C2, Cl4, and Cll to Hazel and 
Hazel's reactions to them. The number on the side of the lines indi
cating attraction of Evelyn towards a particular individual relates to 
the degree of choice,-first, second, or third. The line drawn between 
the housemother of C14 and the representative girl of this cottage indi-

cates that C14 has been selected as the initial assignment for Hazel. 
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The chart illustrates the findings of the Parent Test and the Family 
Test of Adeline : the reactions of the housemothers of e9, es, eB, e2, 
C14, and en to Adeline and Adeline's reactions to them ; the reactions 
of a representative girl of e9, es, eB, ez·, Cl4, and en to Adeline and 
Adeline's reactions to them. The number on the side of the lines indi
cating attraction of Adeline towards a particular individual relates to 
the degree of choice,-first, second, or third. The line drawn between 
the housemother of eB and the representative girl of this cottage indi
cates that eB has been selected as the initial assignment for Adeline. 
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The chart illustrates the findings of the Parent Test and the Family Test 
of Shirley : the reactions of the housemothers of C9, CS, CB, C2, C14, 
and Cll to Shirley and Shirley's reactions to them ; the reactions of a 
representative girl of C9, CS, CB, C2, C14, and Cll to Shirley apd 
Shirley's reactions to them. The number on the side of the lines 
indicating attraction of Shirley towards a particular individual relates 
to the degree of choice,-first, second, or third. No assignment is plotted. 
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The chart illustrates the findings of the Parent Test and the Family Test 
of Muriel : the reactions of the housemothers of C9, C8, CB, C2, C14, 
and Cll to Muriel and Muriel's reactions to them ; the reactions of a 
representative girl of C9, C8, CB, C2, C14, and C11 to Muriel and 
Muriel's reactions to them. The number on the side of the lines indi
cating attraction of Muriel towards a particular individual relates to 
the degree of choice,-first, second, or third. No assignment is plotted. 

294 
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4. PsYCHOLOGICAL CuRRENTS 

Cottages 8 and 9 appeared on the Psychogeography Map 
IV to be caught in sexual currents with the negro population. 
However, none of the new girls appear particularly suggestive 
to an interest in the activity. C2 appeared disturbed by a 
racial current. Ten of the 1 1  girls who reject the house
mother in C2 are of foreign nationality. None of the new 
girls are of foreign nationality. But this factor has played a 
role in other tests. For instance, in the initial assignments of 
the week before there was an Indian girl whose assignment was 
so difficult that C l l  and C8 were excluded because of this 
factor. C2 and C9 appeared with a high number of escapes 
in runaway status. Therefore Dora, who had run away many 
times outside, should preferably not be assigned to this group 
initially. 

Assignment. 

Suggests assignment to : 
Adeline : Parent Test CB 

Family Test CB 
Organization CB or Cll  
Position of  Housemother CB or Cll  
Position of  Representative CB 
Psychological Currents CB 
Social History CB or Cll  or C14 
Final Assignment CB 

Dora : Parent Test CS, Cll ,  or CB 
Family Test CS, or C9 
Organization CS or C2 
Position of Housemother cs 
Position of Housemother CS or Cll  
Psychological Currents None 
Social History Any 
Final Assignment cs 

Louise : Parent Test CS or Cll or C2 
Family Test Cll  or C9 or C2 
Organization Even 
Position of Housemother Even 
Position of Representative Cll 
Psychological Currents None 
Social History Excludes C2 
Final Assignment Cll  
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Lena : 
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Parent Test 
Family Test 
Organization 
Position of Housemother 
Position of Representative 
Psychological Currents 
Social History 

Final Assignment 

C2 or Cll 
C2 
C2 or CS 
C2 
Any 
C2 
Any 
C2 

Evelyn : Parent Test CS 

Hazel : 

Family Test CS 
Organization CS 
Position of Housemother CS 
Position of Representative Any 
Psychological Currents Any 
Social History Any 

Final Assignment CS 

Parent Test 
Family Test 
Organization 

Position of Housemother 
Position of Representative 
Psychological Currents 
Social History 
Final Assignment 

CI4 
Any 
C14, Cll or CB ; not C2 or C8 
Not C2, CS or C9 ; others even 
Even 
Not C2 or C9 
Any 

CI4 

Shirley : Parent Test 
Family Test 
Organization 

None 
None 
Cll or CB 
C11 or CB 
Even 

Position of Housemother 
Position of Representative 
Psychological Currents 
Social History 
Assignment 

Muriel : Parent Test 
Family Test 
Organization 
Position of Housemother 
Position of Representative 
Psychological Currents 
Social History 
Final Assignment 

Not C2 or C9 ; even 
Any 
No assignrt1ent made 

None 
CB or C2 or Cll  
CB or Cll 
Not C2, CS or C9 
CB 
Any 
Suggests hospital 
Hospital 

Shirley and Muriel are left over to be tried out with house
mothers and representatives of another group of cottages as 
soon as a few more girls have arrived. An illustration that this 
procedure is practical and successful is the case of Lena, who 
is among the girls whose assignment has just been described. 
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She had been " left over " from the previous set of girls whom 
we had tested for assignment a week before. The findings for 
Lena suggested no assignment yet. She appeared unwanted 
by the cottages represented at that testing. But in this, her 
second test, she found a housemother for herself. 

A comparative study of 102 initial assignments made through 
the foregoing procedure indicates that the best risks in assign
ment have been cases in which the majority of the factors 
disclosed in the test coincided. The analytic basis for each 
assignment is filed and the success or failure of every assign
ment methodically followed up. A new line of research devel
ops from this point to determine what relative value the dif
ferent factors have upon which the assignments have been 
made. 

The natural next step in the application of the Parent and 
Cottage Tests and the subsequent procedure to families in the 
community outside is to the foster home. The foster home 
into which one or more children are placed by some social 
agency often develops frictions between the genuine members 
of the family and the foster members. The natural grouping 
versus a social grouping drafted upon it predisposes a situation 
potentially disadvantageous to the foster child. This is the 
point in which training schools have an advantage, as all their 
members are on an equal status towards each other and towards 
their houseparents. This difficulty is partly alleviated when 
the foster parents are childless or when their own children 
have already grown up. Placements may become more ade
quate and successful if instead of leaving it to the judgment 
of the social worker sociometric testing is employed. The 
Parent Test can be used in a similar manner as described. All 
applicants for a foster child are invited by the social agency to 
meet all the children who are considered for placement. Each 
parent, then, meets each child. The fathers and mothers are 
tested in separate meetings. After an exact analysis of the 
findings, the Family Test is given. The form of this test as 
used in Hudson may be somewhat modified. In families of 
average size or smaller, all members should be tested, especially 
if there are children near in age to the prospective foster child. 
On the basis of the findings and their evaluation, the particular 
family for a particular child can be decided upon. 
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XVI. ASSIGNMENT THERAPY 

The rise of new psychological currents in a community and 
the decline of old ones effect a slow but continuous change in 
the community structure. Therefore to keep a community in 
a status of equilibrium corrective means are necessary. 

If we look at the universe we see the life of its organisms 
interlocked in a state of interdependence, and if we look par
ticularly upon the organisms which reside upon earth, we see 
this state of interdependence in two aspects, a geographical, 
horizontal structure of interdependence among the organisms 
and a vertical structure of interdependence among them. We 
see that more highly differentiated organisms rest in and 
depend upon the less highly differentiated. It is this hetero
geneity of order which makes bacteria and algae indispensable 
for the more complex structures resting upon them and which 
gives creatures so vulnerable and dependent as man the possi
bility of existence. 

The vertical line of structure, the tendency of binding 
higher with lower forms, to express one part through the other 
and to exploit one part through another for a common aim, 
can be observed in every part of nature. In the human body 
the head rests upon the trunk and the trunk upon the legs. In 
the topography of the mind the lighter and finer elements, the 
ideas, rest upon the heavier and rougher elements, the emo
tions, which in turn rest upon instinctual drives. And it 
appears that the mental health of the individual depends upon 
a happy mixture of these elements rather than from the abso
lute predominance of one factor at the cost of the other. There 
seems to be a point of saturation in respect to how much intel
lect a man with a given emotional equipment can stand, how 
much of his emotional energy should undergo sublimation, or, 
in turn, how much emotional energy should be spent by a 
particular individual with a given emotional capa.city. 

The two directions of structure can be observed in respect 
to social groups. No individual will stand long apart from the 
other and no group isolated from others if they live in geo
graphic proximity. They will sooner or later come to an 
exchange of emotions and other social values and thus produce 
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horizontal structures through interdependence and collectiv
istic differentiation. The vertical line of structure can be 
observed in groups which tend to endure over a period of time. 
We see a number of dependent elements at the " bottom " of 
the group and a number of leading elements at the " top " of 
the group, and often also a number of intermediary agents 
between them. The members at the top need the dependent 
groups as a medium to express themselves and the dependent 
groups need the members at the top as a medium to express 
themselves. The analysis of groups in earlier pages of this 
book has demonstrated that the actual organization of a group 
is far more complex than this simple division indicates, but 
one principle appeared always to prevail, the tendency to 
produce groups which are therapeutically fit for survival. 
And it appears further that this demand was responded to 
best by such groups as were provided with a well-balanced 
vertical mixture of individuals differing in respect to numerous 
factors, as, for instance, mental capacity, ability, chronological 
age. It indicated, however, that this heterogeneity could not 
go on without limit, that there existed a point of saturation 
for leader-individuals, for contrasting racial elements, for indi
viduals of retarded mental development, and other factors ; 
neither could heterogeneity be reduced to a minimum without 
reaching stagnation and gradual disintegration. 

The condition of a group in which a certain individual mem
ber has failed to produce a successful adjustment after a period 
of six months or more was our first concern aside from the 
condition of this individual himself. The group can be in 
ascendance, that is, developing from a lower to a higher level 
of organization, or it can be in decline, regressing from a 
higher to a lower level of organization. The situation of a 
newcomer is influenced by the condition of the group he enters. 
In the process of adjusting himself to the group he passes 
through a phase of ascendance, the gradual acquaintance with 
the members of the group, the gradual developing of a position 
within it which gives the best possible expression to his striv
ings and abilities against the pressure brought forth by the 
other members around him. Secondly, he enters into a phase 
of maintenance of the position attained. The latter takes 
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place when the process of ascendance ends in a relatively 
successful adjustment of the individual to the group. But 
sometimes it is observed that this process of ascendance is 
blocked, either at the very entrance of the individual into the 
group or in some of the later phases. Resistances against his 
adjustment come from the group or from himself or from both 
sides, and may not melt either through attempts of the indi
vidual or through attempts from outside, and if this arrest is 
maintained for a period of six months or more, then some 
therapeutic approach to the problem becomes urgent. This 
maladjustment may be due to particular individual difficulties 
which he has developed previous to entering the group. If 
the group to which he is assigned has besides him a number of 
other individuals who suffer from similar or other difficulties, 
then such members of the group as are aiding in their adjust
ment may be overburdened. He, with his difficulties, is 
already too much for the group, and he may become rejected 
by them. Or his maladjustment may not be due to particular 
individual difficulties but to difficulties within the collective 
itself. Specific social, racial, and nationality characteristics 
may produce disturbances among the members if the group is 
already saturated with individuals of his particular nationality 
and differentiation. Or, again, his maladjustment may be due 
to the fact that the group is saturated with leader-individuals 
of his abilities and tendencies and he is in consequence handi
capped in developing and expressing them. These and similar 
conditions may suggest the conclusion that this individual is 
of disadvantage to the group and that the group is of disad
vantage to him, and that he aids to throw the group out of 
balance and that the group aids to keep him out of balance. 
And this may be due not only to causes originating in the sub
ject or in this and that member of the group or to the inter
action of the subject with the members but also determined 
by the developmental level of the group, due to the type of 
organization it represents and to the point of saturation for 
certain elements which are important for the maintenance and 
survival of the group as a whole. 

When the organization of a group is uncovered through the 
sociometric test, the contribution is revealed also which each 
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of its members makes towards the mental or social disorder by 
which a particular individual is especially caught. This recog
nition of the community structure and of the position of each 
individual within it can be used for therapeutic ends through 
a form of individual treatment, through group therapy, or 
through assignment therapy. 

The individual approach may consist in acquainting the 
individual with the sociometric findings which bear upon his 
situation, to bring the individual to a full awareness of every 
relation in which he participates, to disclose for him every 
psychological current by which he is touched. For individ
uals who have a developed analytic sense, particularly for 
certain adults, such a method may be useful. But by its very 
nature this method is not applicable to children or adolescents. 

Group therapy treats not only the individual who is the 
focus of attention because of maladjustment but the whole 
group of individuals who are interrelated to him in the com
munity, just as in medical therapy, while we concentrate our 
attention chiefly upon the organ affected, we pay attention 
also simultaneously to all other organs which are or may be co
affected. Again, this kind of " group therapy " can be ana
lytical, that is, it can bring to the realization of every indi
vidual of the group the harmful effects their interrelations 
produce upon this or that particular individual or upon them 
all and attempt to affect these through suggestion. 

On the other hand, group therapy can take an activistic 
form through the treatment of each individual of the group 
who is related to the same conflict. The roles of the various 
persons in the conflict are uncovered through the Spontaneity 
Tests ( see p. 169 ) .  Treatment consists in the interadjust
ment of the individuals to one another through training (see 
Spontaneous Therapy, p. 324) . 

We have found, however, that the group therapeutic ap
proach is applicable only in mild cases of maladjustment ;  and 
secondly, in exclusive cases in which during the treatment the 
group is artificially cut off from the community as if the rest 
of the community were non-existent and as if the influence 
coming from it could be disregarded. But the salient point is 
that certain conditions may develop in a group which group 
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therapy in this limited sense cannot affect, as, for instance, 
the condition arising from a surplus of leader-individuals or 
from a surplus of certain racial elements, and so on (see 
p.  224) . Even if the problems of a particular individual were 
solved by it, if he could be brought to such a degree of sub
limation that he would take the exigencies of the situation 
cheerfully, still the source for these adverse attacks against 
him would continue to exist. While the problem might be 
solved for him, for the community it would remain unsolved. 
The task would really be to sublimate the individual and the 
group as a whole : in other words, the sublimation of the whole 
group or of the whole community, an ideal which the Christian 
monasteries so rarely attained and which is, as it appears, for 
communities of children and adolescents impossible of attain
ment. There becomes necessary then a therapy which is not 
sectional but totalistic, an assignment therapy. 

When such a situation is diagnosed, then the removing of 
this individual from one soil to another and better soil for him 
is another possible measure to apply. But how are we going 
to recognize or to produce a better soil for the development of 
an individual? It is accomplished through a comparative 
analysis of every home group with every other home group. 
Just as a gardener knowing the composition of the soil which 
thwarted the growth of a plant transfers it to a soil from which 
such factors are eliminated, so we, when planting individuals, 
see carefully that the conditions which brought failure in the 
first place are not repeated in the second place. 

The individual who becomes delinquent outside according 
to the laws of the community at large is one problem and the 
individual who becomes delinquent towards the rules in a 
closed or institutional community is another problem. There
fore the information received concerning his conduct outside is 
of little value to the sociometrist of the closed community. It 
is  not a sociometric study of the groups in which the individual 
participated. But through the sociometric test the position 
which an individual has acquired in the new community is 
accurately defined. Whatever the results of this test may 
indicate, actual or potential maladjustment, adjustment in 
some respects and poor adjustment in others, as the structure 
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of the whole community is similarly studied, we are able to aid 
the individual in his adjustment within the area studied. 
Whereas a newcomer has a clear page for the population and 
staff and they are a clear page for him, the residents who have 
been members for any length of time develop a reputation 
within the closed community. The reputation is shaped by 
behavior of the individual and by the various psychological 
currents by which he is caught and by notions which are 
spread about him through the networks of that community. 

The individuals who fail to adjust themselves to the institu
tion, as non-social and unsocial individuals, runaways, pilfer
ers, produce in such communities which are set up to cure 
them the same problem which has compelled the society at 
large to establish institutions. It is only natural that the 
same psychological forces which have compelled the state to 
establish jails and correctional institutions may force their 
administrators to resort to similar measures in fact, if not in 
name. Indeed, we find in many institutions special houses 
for the delinquent who fails to adjust to the institution. As 
an institution is at. least in intent a therapeutic society and all 
factors which are referring an individual to it expect his train
ing for cure, administrators of institutions are faced with a 
most perplexing problem. The conduct of the individuals 
under their supervision may be such that they are in want of 
a therapeutic measure to control them. 

The high ideal towards which the monastery in the early 
Christian centuries was striving may aid to clarify the position 
and the possible future of the correctional institutions in the 
modern scheme of things. The monastery aimed to be not 
only a number of single saints but a community of saints, a 
therapeutic society. It wanted to put an example of a com
munity before and against the world in which not only every 
member was in control of his own conduct, but also in which 
no warfare existed among the members. Similarly, the admin
istrators of correctional institutions and its population, which 
also consists of " sinners," of incorrigibles in the world, have 
an opportunity to give their communities, which are the most 
extreme expression of human weakness, a deeper sense. They 
can demonstrate that an individual who appeared incorrigible 
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outside in the world may appear corrected and adjusted within 
its fold, and second, that whereas the community as a whole 
cannot function without developing places for the degraded, 
jails and correctional institutions, that they can function 
without them. 

It is in Hudson that we have made studies in assignment 
therapy. Before the maladjustment of an individual with a 
group becomes flagrant, its assignment to another group can 
be arranged. Such an assignment to be therapeutic has to be 
made at the psychological momen�. If it is made too early, 
before the individual and the group she belongs to have made 
every effort for successful adjustment, the effect of the pro
cedure may be lessened. If it is delayed an attitude of indif
ference and resentment towards the whole environment may 
develop which may destroy in the child the possibility of an 
enthusiastic beginning in a new family group. The assign
ment has to be made at the proper time and then rapidly, 
preferably after she herself spontaneously asks for transfer
ence. The technique for the assignment of new individuals to 
cottages (see p. 295) has to undergo a change when it is 
adapted to the assignment of individuals from one group to 
another. 

Technique of Reassignment 

Case of Anna GU, an example : 
1. Case History. 
2. Sociometric Testing. The sociometric test in respect to 

the criterion of living in proximity disclosed the position of 
Anna in the community. She chose no one in her own cot
tage (C4) . All her choices (5)  went to members of other 
cottages. She was not chosen by any member of her cottage 
but received choices from members of other cottages (3) . Two 
of these choices were mutual. 

Classification Formula 1 :  

L 
0 5 

0 3 

In the follow-up of these choices she appeared rejected by 
three members of her cottage. She herself rejected no one. 
From the five she liked outside, three responded with liking 
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(in C8, C2, C2) and two with indifference ( in CA, C9) .  She 
was not rejected by anyone outside and rejected no one. 

L 
0 - 0 1 5 - 0  

Classification Formula 2 :  
0 - 3 1 3 - 0  

Of the staff, she rejected her housemother, who was attracted 
to her ; she was drawn to the housemother of C8, who wanted 
her, and to the housemother of CA, who was indifferent to her. 
Hence the Formula 2 becomes : 

L 

Classification Formula 2A : 
0 - 1 1 7 - 0  

1 -,-- 3 1 4 - 0  

The sociometric test given at that date in respect to the 
criterion of working in proximity disclosed further her position 
in the community. She chose two from her Art class and 
three from classes ( Salesmanship and Handicraft) of which 
she was not a member. These five also chose her. Of the 
staff she was drawn to two teachers and rejected three. They 
were respectively attracted to (Art and Handicraft teachers) 
or rejected her (teachers of other groups) in turn. 

Classification Formula 2A : 

w 
3 - 0 1 4 - 3  

--- 1 ---
3 - 0 1 4 - 3  

Position of Anna in C4 six months later : 
She and the housemother of C4 rejected each other. She 

rejected 12 members of the cottage and was indifferent towards 
the remaining members. Six of them rejected her. She was 
attracted to two girls in other cottages ( in C8, CA) .  

L 
o -13 1 2 - o 

Classification Formula 2A : 1 ----
0 - 6 1 4 - 0  

Her work situation remained unchanged : 

Classification Formula 2A : 
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Position of Anna in C4 twelve months later : 
She rejected the housemother of C4 and was rejected by her. 

Anna was attracted to one girl of the cottage who was attracted 
also to her. She was indifferent towards aU other members of 
the group, 18 among them rejecting her. She was attracted 
to the housemothers of C5, C8, and CA ; the first two being 
drawn to her, the third indifferent to her. She was attracted 
to two girls in C8 who were drawn to her, and to two others in 
CA who were indifferent to her. 

L 

Classification Formula 2A : -=-=--:_1 7 
- 0 

1 -19 1 4 - o 
On the criterion of working together she was attracted to 

the same girls as six months before, but two of them at this 
date rejected her. Her relation to the staff remained the same. 

w 
3 - 0 1 4 - 3  

Classification Formula 2A : 
2-- 1 1 3 - 4  

The sum of Anna's relations in respect to living and work 
groups presents the following formula : 

4 -
L and W 
1 1 1 - 3 

Total Classification Formula : ---- ----
3 - 20 

3. Cottage Organization. 
C4 at the Outset 

Population . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 25 

Ratio of Interest (for own group) . . . . . . . .  54% 

Sum of Attractions (in per cent) . . . . . . . . 77% 
and of Repulsions (in per cent) . . . . . . . . 23% 

Index of Popularity . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3% 

Structure : 
Isolated . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0 
Pairs . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . 
Mutual rejections . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . 
Incompatible pairs . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . 
Chains . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . 
Triangles . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . 
Squares . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . 
Circles . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . 
Stars . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . 

28 
0 

18 
2 
4 
5 
2 
7 

7
- 4 

C4 18 Mos. Later 
25 

71 % 

70% 
30% 

3o/o 

31 
3 

10 
3 
5 
6 
6 
9 
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4. Acquaintance Testing. The acquaintance volume of 
Anna at the outset was 37 (distributed in C8, CA, C9, and 
C2) ; six months later, 55 (in C8, CA, C9, C1,  CB, C14) ; 
12 months later, 101 ( the majority distributed in C8, CA, and 
C5, with every cottage included) . 

5. Parent Test. As all other cottage groups in the com
munity had been tested and their structure disclosed, the tester 
was able to eliminate such groups from among them as ap
peared to present conditions for Anna similar to those which 
confronted her in C4 and to pick from among the cottage 
groups those which appeared more desirable for her. The 
evidence gathered indicated C4 to be undesirable for her devel
opment and suggested CA, C8, or C5 to be better possible 
placements. Therefore a meeting was arranged between 
Anna and the housemothers of these cottages. Anna chose 
the housemother of C8 first and was chosen first by her. The 
housemother of C5 was her second choice and the housemother 
of CA her third choice, but both of these housemothers 
rejected her. 

6. Assignment. It can be seen that through sociometric 
testing at intervals we gained a knowledge of Anna's situation 
at the outset, a knowledge of how she developed within the 
group during a year, a knowledge of how the group developed 
during this year, and a knowledge of her situation at the end 
of the year. A study of her position in relation to the chief 
psychological currents pervading the community revealed 
that she remained untouched by the sexual and racial currents 
but that due to her relation to two girls in CA, to the Art 
teacher, and to three other members of the staff, she was 
caught by a cultural current. Whereas the position she had in 
C4 tended to drive her away from the community, the position 
she had attained in respect to the cultural currents tended to 
provide a counterbalance. 

The mutual attraction between Anna and the housemother 
of C8 weighs heavily in favor of assignment to this cottage. 
The cottage organization of C8 was inferior to that of CA or 
of C5, but it might offer to Anna, in her desire for recognition 
and for independence, less resistance than the more highly 
organized and more rigidly disciplined C4, C5, or CA, in which 
the chief emotional positions within the group are crystallized. 
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Sociometric Testing suggested C8 or CA 
Cottage Organization suggested C5, CA or C8 

Parent Test suggested C8 

Psychological Currents suggested CA or C8 
Acquaintance Test suggested C8 or CA or C5 
Assigned to . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  CS 

Development in C8. 
The organization of C8 when Anna was assigned and its 

organization after a period of 18 months were as follows : 

C8 at the Outset C8 18 M onths Later-

Population . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . 

Ratio of Interest (for own group) . . . . . . .  . 

Sum of Attractions (in per cent) . . . . . . . .  . 
and of Repulsions (in per cent) . . . . . . . .  . 

Index of Popularity . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . 

Structure : 
Isolated . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . 
Pairs . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Mutual rejections . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . 
Incompatible pairs . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . 
Chains . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . 
Triangles . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . 
Squares . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . 
Circles . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . 
Stars . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . 

33 

34% 

47 . 5 %  
52 . 5 %  

2 . 9% 

13 

10 
7 
9 

0 
0 
0 

32 

29% 

.55 . 5 %  
44 .5% 

1 . 7% 

5 
18 
3 
3 
1 
3 

0 

2 

Position of Anna in C8 after three months : 

Classification Formula 2A : 
L w 

3 o I 2 - o 3 o I 3 3 
I I 

7 0 I 5 - 0 2 2 I 4 2 

Position of Anna in C8 after 12 months : Chooses in 
C8 five girls and two of the staff (her own housemother and 
assistant housemother) ,  and is chosen by the latter as well as 
by 12 girls within her own cottage ; is attracted to two girls 
and two housemothers of other groups and to two teachers ; 
rejects one girl in another cottage ; is the choice of three girls 
and six staff members of other groups. Her classification IS 
therefore as follows : 

7 - 0  6 - 1 
Total Classification Formula 2A : 

14 - 0 9 - 0 
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We recognize that after an unfavorable start in C4, Anna's 
position in that group became more and more that of a radi
cally unadjusted individual during a period of one year. The 
new individuals who had been assigned to that cottage during 
this period did not materially contribute to improve her posi
tion either directly or indirectly. Her choices for house
mother and friends ran persistently to three other cottages 
( C8, C5, and CA) and the majority of her acquaintances con
sisted of girls belonging also to these groups. Her Total 
Classification Formula 2A given above expresses the degree 
of adjustment attained in the new group, C8, after one year. 
The process which happened in and around Anna can be 
described as a mental catharsis through assignment to a group. 

Each case offers a different picture and may be in need of 
different assignment. For instance, in contrast to Anna, who 
was isolated and rejected in C4, Flora CM ( in C2) formed a 
mutually attracted pair with another girl of the same cottage, 
but they were rejected and isolated as a pair. See sociograms 
presenting the atomic structure of Flora's position before and 
after assignment, pp. 314-5. Whereas Mary DA, another ex
ample, was a leader in her group, but the leader of a gang of 
seven who acted in concert to oppose the other members of 
the cottage and the housemother. See sociograms, pp. 314-5. 
Again, Betty PW, an Indian girl, presented simple isolation 
in the first group after a period of three months, and in the 
second group repeated the same picture after a period of eight 
months. 

Technique of Reassignment in a Work Group, An Example. 

Case of Stella DR and of Myrtle WL, both from a steam 
laundry group. The removal of Stella DR , who had become 
the leader of a gang among the workers in the steam laundry, 
and of her collaborator, Myrtle WL, from the laundry to 
another work group where a better adjustment for them was 
expected, and their replacement by two new girls (RS and 
CE) ,  relieves the forewoman from emotional strain and the 
group from pressure. See Structure of Steam Laundry, pp. 
132-3. 
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Accumulative Effect 

The value of assignment can be estimated in its accumula
tive effect upon the community as a whole and upon the 
groups within it. The continuous assignment of new indi
viduals to the different cottage groups produces changes in the 
social structure which can be traced later through the socio
metric test. A single case of initial assignment already con
cerned numerous individuals. The report given above (p. 
295) involved directly 20 individuals. Indirectly, however, 
more than 200 individuals were in some way involved when 
there is taken into consideration the social atoms, the volume 
of acquaintance, and the position in the networks of each of 
these 20 individuals. 

Within a period of 18 months, 102 individuals, about one
fifth of the population, had been initially transferred to a 
cottage or assigned from one cottage to another. At the end 
of this period, the status of each cottage group had changed 
considerably compared with the status it had shown before 
our assignment techniques were employed. 

TABLE 16 

RANKIXG oF CoTTAGES AccoRDING To RATIO OF INTEREST 

Cl3 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . 
ClO . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . 
C7 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . 
C4 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . 
C11 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . 
C6 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . 
C9 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . 
C14 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . 
C5 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . 

CB . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . 
CA . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . 

C2 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . 
C8 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . 
C3 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . 
C12 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
C1 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . 

Average Ratio 
of Interest 

Original Status 

66o/o 
65o/o 
59o/o 
58o/o 
54o/o 
50o/o 
46o/o 
46o/o 
43% 
37o/o 
35o/o 
34o/o 
34o/o 
31 o/o 
30o/o 
29o/o 

Status at the End of 

the 18 M onths Period 

48o/o 
66o/o 
62o/o 
38o/o 
71 o/o 
47o/o 
62o/o 
70o/o 
53o/o 
62o/o 
70o/o 
65o/o 
29o/o 
55o/o 
45o/o 
43o/o 

Average Ratio 
44 . So/a of lnterest 55 . 4o/o 
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TABLE 17 

RANKING oF CoTTAGEs AccotmrNG To THE SuM OF ATTHACTIONS 

Al\D REPt'LSIONS GIVEN IN PER CEKT 

Original Status 

Status at  the End of 
the 18 Ji onths Period 

r-----�r-------�------� 

Cottages Attract·ions Repulsions A.ttractions Repulsions 

C l l  . . . . . . . . . . . .  85. 5% 1 4 . 5% 84 . 0% 16 . 0% 

C4 . . . . . . . . . . . . .  7 7 . 0% 23 . 0% 70 . 0% 30 . 0'fo 

C5 . . . . . . . . . . . . .  77 . 5% 22 . 5% 77. 0% 23 . 0% 

Cl3 . . . . . . . . . . . .  74 . 0% 26 . 0% 65 . 0% 35 . 0%, 

C9 . . . . . . . . . . . . .  69 . 0% 31 . 0% 85 . 5% 14 . 5% 

CA . . . . . . . . . . . . 69 . 5% 29 . 5% 75. 5% 24 . 5% 

C14 . .. . . . . . . . . . . 67 . 0% 43 . 0% 72 . 0% 23 . 0 %  

C B  . . . . . . . . . . . .  65 . 5 % 34. 5% 69 . 0% 31 . 0% 

C7 . . . . . . . . . . . . .  65 . 5o/c 34 . 5% 67 . 0% 33 . 0% 

ClO . . . . . . . . . . . .  66 . 0o/o <�4 . 0% 85 . 0% 15 .0% 

C6 . . . . . . . . . . . . .  58 . 5 % 4 1 . 5 % 62. 0% 38 . 0% 

Cl2 . . . . . . . . . . . .  58 . 5% 41 . 5% 6.'5 . 0% 35 . 0% 

CI . . . . . . . . . . . . .  58 . 0% 42 .0'fo 59 . 5% 40 . 5% 

C2 . . . . . . . . . . . . .  52 . 0% 48 . 0% 48 . 5% 51 . 5% 

C8 . . . . . . . . . . . . .  47 . 5 % 52 . 5 % 55 . 5% 44 . 5 % 

TABLE 18 

RANKING oF CoTTAG<;s AccoRDING To RATIO oF ATTRACTION 

(An Index of Relative Popularity) 

Cottages 

CB . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . 
CA . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . 

C5 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . 

C4 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
C2 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . 

C 1 1  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . 

CIZ . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . .  

C8 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . 

C9 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . 
C14 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . 
Cl3 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . 

C6 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . 
C l  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . 

C10 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . 

C3 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . 

C7 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . 

Oriuinal Status 

Ratio of A ttraction 

4 . 0% 
3 . 8% 
3 . 3% 
3 . 0% 
3 . 0 %  
3 . 0% 
3 . 0% 
2 . 9% 
2 . 6% 
2 . 5% 
2 . 5% 
2 . 0% 
1 .  7o/o 
1 . 6% 
1 . 2% 
0 . 9% 

Status at the End of 
the 18 1CVI onths Period 

Ratio of A ttraction 

1..5 %  
. 8% 

2 . 0% 
3 . 0% 
1 . 0% 

. 4% 
2 . 4% 
1 . 7% 
1 . 0% 

. 7% 
3 . 0% 
2 . 3% 
1 . 9% 
2 . 0% 
LO% 
0 . 9% 
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Table 16  indicates that 12  cottages have increased and four 
have decreased their ratio of interest, and that the average 
ratio of interest has increased by 10.6 % .  Table 17 indicates 
that the sum of attractions expressed in percentage has in
creased in 10 cottages and has decreased in five cottages. Table 
18 indicates that the index of popularity has increased for 
four cottages and decreased for ten. 

The runaway status of a community like Hudson is an indi
cator to what extent the said community has become the psy
chological home for the members of its population. There is 
no other state institution known to us where the number of 
runaways is so low as the case in Hudson. However, a remark
able drop of runaway incidents has been noted during the 
last year. 

The drop in the number of runaways can be appreciated 
fully when it is considered that initial assignments through 
sociometric techniques began February 22, 1933. After a 
period of four months an effect of assignment became evident 
within the community. The number of runaways gradually 
dropped and during the following nine months (July 1, 1933-
March 1, 1934) the number of runaways was unprecedentedly 
low, a total of six, unusual as well for an outside population 
consisting of an equal number of adolescents. As no essen
tial change in the set-up of the community had been made 
during this period, either in personnel or in the general char
acter of the population received, the greater inclination of the 
girls to remain in Hudson can be ascribed to the procedure of 
assignment. A greater number had reached this minimum of 
adjustment, that they did not run away from it. 

The problem of ' the runaway is closely related to the prob
lem of migration, the psychological causes in the latter case, 
however, being more obscured. A sociometric study of the 
migrating groups would probably show the gradual isolation 
and rejection of such groups within the area and would indi
cate in what manner psychological currents develop and con
tribute to the readiness of such groups to resort to migration 
and to be swayed by economic motives. 
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Fig. 1 Fig. 2 

AssiGNMENT THERAPY 
Fig. 1 .  Indicates the position of Flora in her first assignment, Cl. 

After a two years stay within it she had developed the position 
as charted. From her four choices three go outside the group 
and one inside to BS with whom she forms a pair. But BS 
herself is isolated. Flora CM is rejected by ten individuals 
of her group (PC, GM, GL, RA, LT, CT, JM, YE, PP, SY) 
and she rejects four (DG, YE, PP, SY) . She rejects the 
housemother and is rej ected by her (not plotted on this chart) . 
Mutual rej ections with three individuals or more have been 
in this case and in many instances a fruitful source for fric
tions. Isolated with BS in the cottage they had both planned 
to run away. Flora forms mutual attractions with indi
viduals in different houses, HA in CA, PL in the hospital, 
and CH in CS. This indicates that although isolated and 
rej ected in her present cottage she is able to produce attach
ment to other individuals in the community. As she is a 
typical Re-Assignment case, they may indicate where to find 
a better placement for her in the given community. 

Fig. 2. Flora has been assigned from C1 to C4. The chart indicates 
the position which she has developed after a period of six 
months in C4. Of her five choices, four now go into the group, 
to LU, BS, WT and RA with whom she forms mutual attrac
tions. One choice goes outside the group to L T in Cl .  She 
is attracted to the housemother who is attracted to her in 
return (not plotted) . A study of the whole membership of 
group revealed that 15 of the 23 members were attracted to 
her and that 6 rej ected her 
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STRUCTURE oF THE CoTTAGE FAMIUY C1-BEFORE RE-CONSTRUCTION 

Fig. 1. 24 girls. Isolated, 5 ;  Pairs, 15 ; Mutual Reject!:ons, 5 ;  Incom

patible Pairs, 3 ;  Chains, 1 ;  Triangles, 3 ;  Squares, 1 ;  Circles, 1 ;  Stars 

(of Attraction) , 1 ;  Centers of Rejections, 1 ;  Distribution, 58% Attrac-

tions ; 42% Rejections. 
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STRUCTURE OF THE COTTAGE FAMILY C1-AE'I'ER RE-CONSTRUCTION 

Fig. 2. 20 girls. C1 has been re-constructed through assigning to other 
groups the isolated and rejected pair, CM and BCS, the isolated, rejected 
and rejecting individuals, LY and GL, the isolated TS, and PP, whose 
position does not strengthen the group. AE was eliminated through 
being paroled. Compare with original structure of C1 presented in 
Fig. 1 .  One new individual has been added to the group, KR. Analysis 
of C1 after its re-construction : Isolated, 3, CT, RC, and RA ; Pairs, 13 ; 
Mutual Rejections, 1 ;  Chains, 1 ;  Trumgles, 1 ;  VE-UT-LT ; Sq1tares, 0 ;  

Circles, 0 ;  Stars (of Attraction) 1 ,  LT. Distribution, 74% Attractions; 

26% Rejections. 
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ORGANIZATION OF GROUPS-HOMES 

STRUCTURE oF A CoTTAGE FAMILY-C14-BEFORE RE-coNSTRUCTION 

30 girls. Isolated, 12 ; Pairs, 17 ; Mutual Rejections, 2 ;  Incompatible 

Pairs, 7 ;  Chains, 1 ;  Triangles, 2 ;  Squares, 0 ;  Circles, 0 ;  Stars (of 

Attraction ) ,  5 ;  Centers of Rejections, 1. Distribution, 67% Attractions; 

43% R ejections. 

Special feature, number of isolates. 
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ORGANIZATION OF GROUPS-HOMES 

STRUCTURE oF CoTTAGE FAMILY C14 
AFTER NuMERous AssiGNMENTS 

Number of Isolates Reduced (3) 
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ORGANIZATION OF GROUP-WORK SHOPS 

STEAM LAUNDRY 
STRUCT1:RE BEFORE RE-CONSTRUCTION 

n n n  1111 11 1111 1 1  n u n  11 1 1 11 
1111 11 
II II I \ 11 11 11 li n n  11 11 11 111111 
M n n  o U M  

, " '  ..... 
I I 
I � I 
t : \ 
\ � ! ' " ' "  

Fig. 1 .  7 workers and 1 forewoman. Stella DR and Philamina LR, the 
feeders, reject each other. Hilda GR and Myrtle WL, the catchers, reject 
each other. Myrtle rejects the feeder opposite h er, Philamina. Lillian 
FR and Rosalie CV, the two folders, attract each other. Lillian and 
Rosalie reject Myrtle. Esther GM, the shaker, is attracted to Lillian 
and rejects Hilda. Esther, Stella, Hilda, and Rosalie reject the fore
woman but only Stella is rejected by her. Philamina, Myrtle, and 
Lillian are attracted to the forewoman. The seven workers live in C10, 
but all of them are not plotted on the particular sociogram of C10, 

p. 125, because many of them came to the community at a later date. 
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CONSTRUCTION OF GROUPS 
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STRuCTURE OF A WoRK GRouP-STEAM LAuNDRY-AFTER Rm.-coNSTRUCTION 

Fig. 2. After assignment of DR and WL to another work group and 
their replacement by RS and CE the psychological structure of the 
group is here plotted. (Compare with Steam Laundry, Fig. 1 .) 
The two feeders, RS (new member) and Philamina LR, attract each 
other. The two catchers, CE (new member) and Hilda GR, attract each 
other. The two folders, Lillian FR and Rosalie CV, attract each other. 
The two catchers are attracted to the two feeders opposite them. All 

the workers except Esther GM are attracted to the forewoman. 
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Fig. 1 .  Fig. 2 .  

AssiGNMENT THERAPY 

Fig. 1. Indicates the position of Mary DA in her first assignment, C2, 
after a period of 14 months. From her four choices she sends 
three into her cottage ; two remain unresponded to and one is 
responded to favorably by GO. She is rejected by three indi
viduals, LR, DN, and SA, within her own group and she her
self rejects one, LS, who is attracted to her. She forms a 
mutual attraction with BS in Cl and is chosen by HL in C3, 
AT in CA, and MY in C14. She rejects the housemother and 
is rejected by her in return (not plotted) .  

Fig. 2 .  Mary D A  has been assigned from C2 to C5. The chart indi
cates the position which she has developed after a p eriod of 
four months in C5. Four of her choices go inside her group 
and she forms mutual pairs with AI, FI, BA, and WL, the 
leader-individuals of the cottage. She is rejected by none. 
She is chosen by the housemother to whom she is attracted 
(not plotted) .  
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These results suggest that distribution and redistribution 
of the population within the given community on the basis of 
sociometric classification are a valuable aid in the betterment 
of its general status. After practicing assignment therapy in 
many communities, our knowledge of technique will increase 
and perhaps we will begin to realize that no individual should 
be segregated from the community at large before an attempt 
is made to find a place for him within its fold, and that cor
rectional institutions in the modern sense may disappear when 
legal and economic planning of society is supplemented by 
psychological planning. 

We may take occasion here to discuss an argument which 
has often been made since these tests were inaugurated. It is, 
are not communities treated in this manner in danger of 
becoming too harmonious and too peaceful, and when these 
individuals return to the world at large are they not in danger 
to fail '? These communities do not become more harmoni
ous and peaceful because their heterogeneous elements are 
eliminated from them or because their contrasting elements 
are discouraged or replaced or because the aggressive elements 
are prohibited and suppressed. Just the opposite approach is 
true of our procedure. We bring to unfoldment and aware
ness aU the spontaneous movements which are potential within 
the population and begin then, in cooperation with the whole 
populace, to reorganize and coordinate their currents. It is 
not a flat harmony but a harmony in which the harmonies and 
disharmonies are balanced within a larger scope. It may be 
said also that the danger of too happy homes and too happy 
communities is very small. Unmixed harmony and love are 
rarely evidenced. Just this study has certified the frightening 
truth that our social universe is overwhelmingly filled with 
aggressiveness, cruelties, and jealousies of all sorts, and that 
these are deeply imbedded not only within the individual, and 
this is the point, but within the complex structure of social 
interaction. 

XVII. SPONTANEITY TRAINING 

If we should have succeeded to adjust each individual to 
every possible group within the fold of the given institution, 
this would still not be a guarantee for an adjustment later in 
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the community at large. The perplexing problem of a com
munity like Hudson is the necessity to return its population 
after a period of training from a given environment to a more 
complex environment. Theoretically we may imagine a solu
tion in the idea of conditioning the individual through. 
throwing him successively into many environments to learn 
through trial and error. These environments, however, may 
not always be available, or, again, incorrigible habits may 
develop. Yet in want of a manifoldness of natural environ
ments we can resort to the creating of experimental environ
ments, and in want of a manifoldness of living roles we can 
resort to fictitious roles which are brought as close as possible 
to the living ones. To accomplish this aim we have developed 
techniques for training spontaneity. 

The problem can be looked at also from another angle : the 
more similar the set-up of a closed community to that of the 
community outside the more it will be a reality test. There
fore the better defined the social reality, the better we will 
be able to define the techniques necessary to attain in Hudson 
potential preparation for it. But the difficulty starts right 
here. We have no means whereby to define with any amount 
of precision this reality to which the individuals return. 
We have been able through the sociometric test to obtain a 
good idea of the psychological reality, Hudson. For us who 
have made this sociometric study, Hudson is the known, the 
world the unknown. We have gained a criterion for measur
ing the success in adjustment of an individual here, but we 
have no criterion as yet to predict whether an adjustment to 
the community at large will or will not be successful,-more 
especially since the set-up of Hudson, in which the social and 
work situations into which the individuals may enter are lim
ited in number and readily definable, is so relatively simple 
compared to that of the community at large. If the world 
were of such a permanent structure as we imagine society was 
in the Middle Ages, then we could preview the social and voca
tional situations, their number and character, for which the 
individuals have to be trained. But today these situations 
differ from country to country, often from state to state, and 
undergo transformation within a few years even within the 
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same town. It is a reality which does not stay put, a chang
ing reality. The technological process destroys well accred
ited vocations with new invention and develops new ones. 
While inconformity with the law is technically sufficient to 
define an act as antisocial, this is no criterion to decide whether 
or not an individual has attained successful adjustment to the 
persons in his community. 

The trend towards greater complexity and differentiation 
reflects not only upon the social and vocational situations but 
also upon the instinctual drives of man, particularly upon the 
sexual and parental impulses. And it is for failure to com
mand these impulses to the advantage of the individual and 
the kind that the majority of the population of women's insti
tutions are committed. The fact that they are sent to insti
tutions is irrelevant. The problem would be the same in any 
case. Irrespective whether or not they have transgressed the 
law, these girls and many others who remain unapprehended 
have in common that they develop a comparatively larger 
emotional expansiveness in respect to sex than in respect to 
other criteria without, at the same time, being able to direct 
their emotions. As the difficulties arise in respect to the other 
sex, the problem is one of emotional learning how to behave 
towards the other sex. But it is for just this problem in 
adjustment that no therapeutic approach exists either in our 
institutions or other schools. 

Two conclusions can be made, however, concerning the psy
chological reality of the community outside and the equip
ment required for an individual who meets these demands 
adequately. The first conclusion is a negative one. The lack 
of fixed vocations and their transitory character, the imperma
nency of the social situations, and the constant uprising of 
new varieties make it unwise to take these as a criterion 
around which to construct a program of training. The second 
conclusion is based upon sociometric studies as far as they 
have been made up to date in the community at large. Social 
groups have a definite organization in respect to the age levels 
of their members and in respect to the criterion of the particu
lar collective in which they participate ; the position of an 
individual in a group which has one kind of organization is a 
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means by which to prognosticate the position he will attain in 
groups of a like or closely similar organization. 

But successful adjustment to a plurality of environments 
requires a flexible spontaneous personality make-up. The 
question, however, arises how can such a persona.lity make-up 
be obtained and what attributes does this personality have. 
The objectives of our systems of education in the past have 
been to train man for a series of rigid social situations and for 
a series of rigid vocations. The roads through which the indi
vidual had to travel were given. Development or perfection 
could be obtained only within these dogmatic and clear-cut 
boundaries. Outside of these were chaos and disintegration. 
But within the last century a change has taken place. This 
change did not move from the old dogmatic situation to a new 
dogmatic situation, but to one of flux and uncertainty. The 
argument has been raised that the cause of this development 
is the industrial revolution and that the remedy lies in halting 
the progress of the machine, or, again, that the cause lies in a 
perversion of man's instincts and the remedy in a return to a 
more primitive civilization. But another point of view can be 
taken : that man is resourceful enough to become more highly 
differentiated and more flexible in accord with a more highly 
differentiated and more flexible form of society which, as it 
appears, is in the becoming. 

We had observed in the case of Elsa TL that the sponta
neity testing was accompanied by a by-product : the attitude 
of many members of her group towards her underwent a modi
fication although no other effort had been made except the 
placing of the members into experimental situations to act 
with her. As it appeared, during these acts Elsa was stimu
lated to uncover aspects of her personality which she had not 
had an opportunity to reveal in the disciplined course of cot
tage life, and likewise the other members of the acting group 
had an opportunity to uncover towards Elsa aspects of their 
personalities which had remained hidden or little displayed. 
The suggestion arose out of these observations to supplement 
the routine group life through activities in experimental play 
situations, giving the members of the group a chance to act 
in a variety of functions and roles and enabling them to release 
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and shape their interests. The possibility was given through 
this medium to make each member of the group, the inter
relations among the members, and the group as a whole more 
flexible. The conflicts of the actual family constellation and 
of love and business relations, etc., were lacking in this com
munity. \Ve introduced just such situations as might arise 
in such relations in order that conduct in these situations might 
be improved through incorporating functions relating to them 
into plays. In this manner we had a means provided to offset 
and fulfill the lacks intrinsic to a closed community. 

The individuals chose the situation and the roles which they 
wanted to act and the partners whom they wanted to act 
opposite in a certain role, or they exchanged the roles they had 
in life, or they were placed in selected situations. As the act
ing was pure improvisation, the performance was a yardstick 
of how they might perform in life situations. But whereas 
conduct in a life situation is irrevocable, here every phase of 
performance is open to correction through criticism made by 
the other participants, the instructor, and the subject himself, 
and a technique how to differentiate attitudes which may have 
been at the start insufficient can be learned by the individual. 
We found it advisable to construct the situations as close as 
possible to the position the individual expects to assume in the 
community outside. For instance, if the individual receives 
training in a. specific vocation, she is placed in a variety of 
situations which might arise in this vocation. 

Social life has the tendency to attach a definite role to a 
specific person so that this role becomes the prevailing one 
into which the individual is folded. Anxiety, fear, resentment, 
or feelings of difference and distinction are often increased by 
this condition and the accruing strains and tensions reflect into 
the group life. They, however, can be reduced through the 
release and training provided by skillful guidance of the 
individuals in the performance of play situations. 

Many things which one girl would not tell to another or to 
the housemother in life she may act out in a play, and the 
humor of it may prevent and heal many potential grievances 
which might otherwise have led to actual conflict. And there 
is another aspect which is the more important the more rigidly 
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differentiated social life is. Everybody is expected to live 
up to his official role in life,-a teacher is to act as a teacher, 
a pupil as a pupil, and so forth. But the individual craves to 
embody far more roles than those he is allowed to act out in 
life, and even within the same role one or more varieties of it. 
Every individual is filled with different roles which he wants 
to become active in and that are present in him in different 
stages of development. And it is from the active pressure 
which these multiple individual units exert upon the manifest 
official role that a feeling of anxiety is often produced. 

The method has numerous advantages compared with train
ing in adjustment through actual life experiences, particularly 
for the individual in the formative age. First, in actual life 
situations an individual often has difficulty in learning from a 
mistake clue to the earnestness of the situation. In his anxiety 
he may repeat such error when a similar occasion occurs, thus 
retarding his learning to overcome the error. Second, for 
many individuals actual life situations encourage an emotional 
inertia if the performance is successful in a given role, and 
more is not demanded. Third, in actual life situations, even 
if these develop an individual for fitting perfectly into a cer
tain rOle, they make him single-tracked and exclude from his 
horizon other varieties of situations and vocations. As a 
developmental technique Spontaneity Training is thus supe
rior to life training. Through training of individuals for 
conduct in possibly arising situations, in a variety of rOles and 
functions they may have to assume towards a variety of per
sons in the possible roles they may assume, the subject learns 
to meet life situations more adequately. The training makes 
him more resourceful and versatile and the possibility can be 
envisioned to direct man's evolution with the aid of Stegreif 
techniques into avenues which enlarge and differentiate the 
spontaneous base of his heritage, his spontaneability. Thus 
the problem of learning becomes not to induce and conserve 
habits but to train spontaneity, to train and develop man to 
the habit of spontaneity. 

A series of life situations calling for the embodiment of 
specific attitudes are constructed. This series is not arbitrary 
but organized upon the basis of the findings of the sociometric 
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and Spontaneity Tests in relation to the specific individual 
under training. Each of the situation-patterns is constructed 
through several phases ranging from the simplest possible form 
of a given situation-pattern through the more complex forms 
to the most highly differentiated, all carefully graduated ac
cording to the requirements of the subject. Hence the subject 
is trained through acting in the simplest of roles in any specific 
situation-pattern through several degrees of differentiation of 
the same situation-pattern until he can command the pattern 
adequately. As in life the individual must perform in many 
situation-patterns, Spontaneity Training must also include not 
only many varieties of any single situation-pattern but many 
different situation-patterns. 

An example of how such training is graduated to develop 
and sustain a specific attitude in a given role in several varie
ties of the same situation-pattern is as follows : For instance, 
in the first stage the subject produces the attitude of sympathy 
towards another individual. In the second stage he has to 
produce the same attitude in a role in which he has to com
mand a certain function, for instance, the role of a salesperson 
in a dress shop and in relation to certain things, dresses. In 
the next stage, the subject has to produce the same attitude 
in the same role as above but in a situation selected by the 
instructor, as selling dresses to a business-like and ready cus
tomer. In a later stage, the task is further differentiated. The 
subject produces the same attitude and in the same role but 
the instructor selects a customer who is to act resentful and 
argumentative. The task of the subject is to sustain the 
cheerful, sympathetic attitude in the face of such resistance. 
The differentiation of this pattern can be further elaborated 
in accord with the ability and progress of the subject. 

In some phases of the training in which the situation, his 
own role and the partners are selected by the subject, the 
position of the instructor is that of a critical observer. But 
in the process of graduated training the part of the instructor 
becomes more active. One of the most important problems 
is then how to get the subject started. The instructor may 
have arrived at certain conclusions in respect to what kind of 
attitudes the subject is deficient in and what kind of persons 
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he needs to adjust to. He constructs situations in which the 
subject is to act in a certain role opposite one or more other 
persons. In the instructor's mind the pattern of this situa
tion, the details of arrangement, and particularly the role the 
subject should act, gain a definite, clear form. The instructor 
is thus himself warmed up to the state and role he  realizes 
needs to be embodied by the subject. In this condition the 
instructor discloses to the subject the role to be acted by him. 
This procedure wherein the instructor transfers to the subject 
the role and the possible form it may take is c.alled the Act of 
Transference. upon the impression the act makes upon the 
subject and upon the clarity of the thought which formulated 
the role the value of the training in part depends. The Act 
of Transference itself has only the significance of providing 
a " starter." The rest of the procedure remains the free 
expression of the subject. 

Another important phase of the training is an analysis of 
the acting immediately following. Such an analysis may 
reveal that an act was successfully embodied but too hastily, 
perhaps because the subject was too anxious to succeed, warm
ing up too early, jerking while in the state, and jumping into 
higher levels. Such an Impromptu state can be called " over
heated." Or it may reveal the inability of the subject to pro
duce a state demanded of him. Such a state can be called 
" rudimentary." Or it may reveal the inability of the subject 
to stop, to finish the act, that is, to finish in accord with the 
demands of the situation. Or it may reveal the anxiety of the 
subject to be in the lead all the time, unwilling or unable to 
collaborate with a partner in a given situation-pattern. Or, 
again, it may reveal the inability of the subject to coordinate 
his bodily movements of arms, legs, etc., to his verbal expres
sions and to the bodily and verbal expressions of his partners. 
Or it may reveal the lack of factual information in respect to 
the matters which are brought to expression in the situations 
acted. These and other analytic findings may have a bearing 
upon the next situation and role to be selected for the subject, 
and are also an indication of the progress he has made in the 
training. 

As the training of impromptu states and not the learning of 
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contents is the objective, the attempt is made to loosen the 
fixed associations between states and contents as they have 
become established in the course of education by traditional 
methods. Emphasis upon contents results in the split of the 
individual into an act personality and a content personality. 
We found it a valuable hypothesis to assume that two different 
memory centers develop, an act center and a content center, 

and continue as, in general, separate structures without con
nection. A content is not received at the same moment when 
an act arises, but the former in a dull, untoned state and the 
latter in a highly heated state ; they trace in the nervous sys
tem different paths. In consequence they do not recur simul
taneously, filling one moment, uniting the whole personality 
with one action, but at different times, separated from each 
other. The material learned does not reach the act-center of 
personality. A shut-in memory develops and prevents the 
integration of the factual knowledge into the active personality 
of the individuaL The knowledge remains undigested, unab
sorbed by the personality, and hinders its full influence upon 
his activity and judgment. But in actual life situations the 
supreme desideratum is exactly this facility of integration. 

But there is another problem in the course of mental growth 
which has to be considered. An individual may begin any 
specific activity with improvisation. But the more often 
improvisations around that complex are produced, the more 
the tendency develops in the individual to pick out from past 
efforts the best thoughts, phrases, etc., in other words, to 
improvise less and less and to develop more and more a con
tent until this individual is able to forsake improvisation 
entirely in respect to this specific complex and to rely upon the 
censured and recensured product of his improvisations, that is, 
upon a " content." Spontaneous expression was only a start
ing form of the process which in the end resulted in a product, 
a content which became sacred through repetition. The effort 
at spontaneity is now unnecessary ; it dies out. Therefore if 
we want to develop and sustain a spontaneous and flexible 
personality make-up, a technique of Spontaneity Training as 
described has to come to the rescue to offset the resignation 
and inertia of the individual. 
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It has been observed that when soldiers return from a war 
in a foreign land they can be divided into two groups : in one 
group are the men who have gone far towards mastering the 
foreign language and in the other are the men who have 
remained almost in entire ignorance of it. One can always 
make the observation that this fact has little to do with the 
intelligence of the men. While often a man of superior intel
ligence returns ignorant of the language a less intelligent man 
may have attained a remarkable command of it. The fresh
ness and originality of his speech is frequently surprising. 
Inquiry has often revealed that these men have gone through 
some intensive emotional experience, for instance, falling in 
love. It is, of course, not the emotional experience itself but 
certain processes accompanying it which largely account for 
the greater facility of this group over the former in acquiring 
the language. 

It would be in point to study the learned contents of several 
minds with a view to ascertaining characteristics of conditions 
which have controlled specific learnings. Every one of us 
realiz'es the relative availability of various factors of his 
knowledge. But the question arises why is certain knowledge 
.always at hand and other knowledge which we have struggled 
to win always slipping away when most needed? Among 
other factors, learning is affected also by the rising and falling 
of the spontaneous states in the learner. 

We may refer again to our illustration of the learning of a 
foreign language in the case of the soldier. Some men, more 
or less ignorant of the new language, may have tried to learn 
it in the popularly accepted way, that is, by memorizing words 
and phrases and picking up characteristic idioms of speech 
occasionally. In other words, their learning took place when 
they were in low, untoned slates. But when they were in a 
highly heated state and had to deliver the words, their memo
ries did not function adequately to the sudden need of the 
moment. It can be assumed that experiences connected with 
impulses which tend to produce toned and heated states them
selves establish special associations. We ha,ve found that con
tents which enter the mind connected with highly heated 
states may recur more easily with the recurrence of similar 
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states than with untoned ones. On the other hand, contents 
which enter the mind associated with untoned, unemotional 
states tend to recur with these and not with highly heated 
states. We have to assume also that between these states 
close associations exist. The man who failed to acquire the 
foreign language well was at the time in the behavior of learn
ing when he tried to memorize the phrases, but he had to 
deliver them in the behavior of acting. He had not the emo
tional experiences of the man who learned to use it more 
effectively. The latter's conversation was keyed to an emo
tional pitch. Love relations are as a matter of course accom
panied by intensively heated states. Every word and phrase 
exchanged in these states remain associated with them. The 
contents entered the mind when the subject was in the be
havior of acting. Later, when he was anxious to use them in 
emotional situations again, they recurred, spontaneously con
nected with the present act. Since he began by receiving 
contents in a spontaneous activity, he could finish by deliver
ing them as a spontaneous expression.  This way of learning 
not only increased his knowledge but shaped and gave more 
unity to his personality, his learning became not apart from 
but essentially connected with his acts. 
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XVIII. SPONTANEOuS EVOLUTION OF SOCIETY 

The motive which led to the first study presented in this 
book was constructive : to organize groups of children in a 
public school to the greatest advantage of the individual mem
bers and of the groups as wholes. This had logically to be 
preceded by a study and recognition of the evolution and 
organization of their groups. The motive which led to the 
second study presented was constructive also : to organize 
home and work groups in a closed community to the greatest 
advantage of the individual members and of the groups as 
wholes. This had logically to be preceded by a study and 
recognition of the organization of the given community, break
ing it up into its parts. After psychological analysis and 
reconstruction of an existing community had been attempted 
the psychological planning and organization of a new com
munity came within methodological possibility. 

It was a propitious coincidence that the government of 
the United States initiated as a part of the program of 
National Recovery the creation of new small communities 
to be established in various parts of the country, the so-called 
" homestead " projects. Each project provided an agricultural 
set-up and a small community factory. The population was 
drawn from urban or rural problem areas,-in other words, 
it was a form of volunta.ry mass assignment. What com
plicated the problem was that the total population had to 
move in practically at once, not gradually as a natural settle
ment would develop, and that the intention was to select the 
population, not to populate the new communities hit-or-miss. 
When we were consulted on the question of principles applied 
to this problem, we realized that sociometry may be able to 
assist such an undertaking with working methods, not with 
solutions. 

We weighed the obvious differences and similarities between 
a closed community as Hudson and an open community. The 
inhabitants of a closed community cannot leave it freely, out-
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siders cannot come freely and take up residence, the natural 
family unit is missing, the conflicts coming from economic 
situations and conflicts coming from situations between the 
two sexes are non-existent. The inhabitants of an open com
munity must permit in principle of the coming and going of 
anyone, the factors of the two sexes and family life as well as 
economic competition come into display, psychological cur
rents bind them to the surrounding communities. In conse
quence classification of its individuals and groups is beyond 
the range we have studied in the closed community. 

It is of significance also to weigh the similarities and differ
ences of the new community projects with the early American 
frontier settlements. The early American frontier was a 
spontaneous movement of people. The availability of vast 
unsettled territory was the condition which made this spread 
of settling possible. The movement of population was com
paratively unrestrained except for the barriers of nature. But 
since the frontier days a society has grown up with the most 
exacting social, industrial, and cultural patterns. The back
to-the-land movement today is restrained by this social struc
ture and the established rights of the people. In this in
stance, at least, the process of migration is in need of planning. 

But we need to examine first the course which natural evolu
tion takes before we consider any technique of planning. We 
have to settle the question whether the process of natural 
evolution is still not the best course in itself, for if this remains 
the case planning is not only vain and unnecessary but pos
sibly harmful. Furthermore, any motive for planning has to 
be clearly established before a natural outgrowth of planning 
can follow justifiably.26 We may look in succession into devel
opmental aspects of our society-social, industrial, cultural, 
and governmental. 

In the pioneer days of community formation, as in the days 
of the American frontier, there is either rough equality or the 
inequa1ities which develop as natural expressions of individual 
differences-physical and mental. In the natura1 course of 
social evolution, social institutions are created which enable 
the pioneer not to continue in pioneering but to secure the 
wealth and property amassed. In the succeeding generations 
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new inequalities develop within the population which cease 
to be a natural expression of the organic individual differences, 
physical or mental, and the superior individual may find him
self, due to circumstances which are beyond his control, in a 
social situation which is in total discord with his capabilities. 
On the other hand, individuals who may be average or inferior 
may find themselves in social situations which provide them 
with authority and power. Class distinctions develop which 
are eventually the reverse of the more natural distinctions of 
the pioneer phase. In the sociometric sense the described 
situation reflects the developmental level a society in evolu
tion has reached if it is allowed to follow its course blindly. 

A critical point is found again in industrial evolution. 
Mechanical invention and the development of the machine 
which appeared at first to be for the good of society gradually 
developed new difficulties. The execution of machine work 
became necessary without regard to the adjustment of man 
to it. A split between the industrial and psychological devel
opment of man grew out of the situation man-machine,-in 

. contrast to the relative unity of man's relation to his occupa
tions in the handicraft era. This unity was due to the inter
locking of his instinctive work abilities and his occupations, a 
condition which was favorable to his development as a creative 
organism. But if we should be able to bring these instinctive 
work abilities into accord with machine work, the inter
relation man-machine, which at present is a source of potential 
conflict and disintegration, may be readjusted. The Spon
taneity Test is a working method accomplishing this end. 
Aside from detecting the various work abilities, it provides 
a course of training to foster the individual's adjustment to a 
new industrial situation and opens up the possibility that man 
will be stimulated to develop as a creative organism with a 
wider range of flexibility. The drawback which the machine 
brought about may become, as in former crises surmounted by 
man, but another obstacle to be overcome and an aid to his 
progress as a race. 

The critical point of natural growth up to a crisis appears 
also in cultural evolution. At the beginning of national cul
tures, the cultural forms, dance, music, drama, religion, custom, 
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are improvised, created in the moment, but as the moments 
of inspiration pass man becomes more fascinated by the con
tents which have remained from the by-gone created acts, by 
their careful conservation and estimation of their value, than 
to keep on and to continue creating. It seemed to man a 
higher stage of culture to forsake the moment, its uncertainty 
and helplessness, and to struggle for contents, to select and 
idolize them, thus laying ground for our type of civilization, 
the civilization of the conserve. An example is the extempore 

Dionysian plays of the old Greeks. It ended in the written 
drama ; this was its natural fate. The process beginning with 
inspired Dionysian acts, ended in a sacred content. This was 
not accidental. It was an intentional evolution. As soon as 
its goal, an organized expression, the drama of Aeschylus, 
Sophocles, Euripides, was gained, the creative process was 
conserved forever, and so then the unnecessary attempt at 
spontaneity could die out. It seems we experience today a 
similar case in Russia. Since the revolution Russian workers 
have enjoyed acting the revolution extempore. Their goal, 
however, is not the moment and with it in consequence the 
flexible spontaneous personality, but the mass man, the func
tional man, the man who can be exchanged, and with it the 
repetition of a sacred political rite, a conserve, the revolution. 

The vicious cycle between the creative act and the conserve 
in which the creative instinct of man is caught was brought to 
test in our experiments of play improvisation. We studied 
groups from day to day and found that if the players were left 
to themselves, although they might have the intention to 
improvise each time again, repartees which had been most 
brilliant and gestures which had been most effective were 
repeated, and after a few months of work, if every phase of 
the process had been recorded, they ended in stereotypes. It 
was this phenomenon which led us to invent techniques to 
protect the individual against the enfeebling of his instinctive 
spontaneity, Spontaneity Training. 

The critical point is found again in the forms taken by 
government. An illustration is self-government if it were 
literally executed. In its ideal form it is meant to allow every 
individual to have an equal share in the government. In its 
realization it produces the opposite effect. Only a minority 
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of the population have a chance of self-expression. A minority 
not necessarily superior to the rest secures power, assuming 
authority also to know in what the happiness and welfare of 
the majority consists. In the sociometric test studies we 
found that the leaders in the community were not necessarily 
the ones who received most of the choices, that the key posi
tions are often held by individuals whose quantitative influ
ence is small. We came to realize that when the forces within 
the population are let loose, sociodynamic mechanisms hinder 
the majority of the individuals from actually fulfilling their 
strivings. vVe found that the spontaneous choice factor may 
come into collision with the spontaneous choice factor of many 
other individuals and that this possibility of collision is the 
greater the more unrestrained the individuals are allowed to 
become in their expression.  The study of networks disclosed 
that every individual is almost fully unaware of his position 
within the community. It may be that no intelligence is 
supreme enough to be aware all the time of all the psycho
logical currents by which he is affected. 

An emotional continuum of relations lies below all the pat
terns of community life, families, clubs, labor, political, or 
religious units. This is the true vehicle of power. Yet at no 
time in history has an attempt been made to base the govern
ment upon this continuum itself instead of upon its upper 
structures. There is no doubt that in certain critical moments 
in the history of man, however, these parts of our social struc
ture rose up and flooded the barriers. Indeed, if we study the 
principles from which our forms of government and public 
representation emerge we see that they are often constructed 
in utter disregard or ignorance of this underlying continuum 
of human relations. We stave it off and accept and use tech
niques unrelated to the basic forces, artificial substitutes for 
the factors which are actually creating the world. Through 
socionomic government the true and factual organization of a 
community would be brought to expression and the expression 
would change on the surface only if it changes also beneath. 
And if there is an hierarchy inherent in its make-up, the true 
hierarchy would come to lead the rest in accord with socio
metric findings. 
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XIX. POPULATION TEST 

The first phase in the sociometric planning of a community 
is the classification of its population. It may aid in selecting 
individuals and groups most easily adjustable to each other, 
best fitted for the occupations made available within the en
vironment of the new community and most easily adjustable 
to the populations in the adjacent towns or areas. 

In the pursuit of this problem we began to inquire into what 
evidence had been ascertained from study of the population at 
large and how such information could relate to it. The cur
rent sociological studies were unable to give us an insight into 
the psychological structure of large populations-neither 
through data nor through a methodological approach. In the 
studies of interracial attitudes towards negroes, Chinese, Ger
mans, Jews, Italians, etc., the differential attitude of the sub
jects towards each individual negro, Chinese, Jew, German, 
Italian, etc., is not considered. In the study of group behavior 
the collective as a whole is considered, the individual being 
neglected ; in consequence the structural characteristics 
described do not reach beyond outer appearances. The classi
fications arising were an intermingling of facts with symbols ; 
either the individual was made a symbol, that is to say, left out, 

the ratios being calculated for classes of people, or the group 
was made a symbol, left out, the classification being made of 
individuals. Studies in respect to the marriage rate, the 
delinquency rate for different areas of the country, the suicide 
rate, quantitative analysis of public opinion, reading habits of 
different communities, business cycles and other cyclical phe
nomena, etc., however significant they may be as such, do not 
carry any weight if it comes to the concrete questions what 
position the individual X has in Kansas City, what position 
the family unit B has in Forest Hills, or a certain group of 
negroes, in Miami, Florida. 

But the sociometric test-as we have learned in other parts 
of this book-is able to provide a basic element in classifica
tion which no other methodology has worked out. It ap
peared able to uncover the position of each concrete individual 
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and each concrete group in the given sample of population on 
one hand and, through the accumulative effect, through inter
individual and inter-group reactions, the trends in the popula
tion on the other hand, with the added advantage that the 
trends were not presented like the frequency curve of a histo
gram but were further broken up into a configuration of indi
vidual detail (see p. 242) . Similarly, the sociometric test can 
be of aid in the classification of the population for a prospec
tive community. The number of criteria ought to be enlarged 
to include more than the three criteria, living, working, and 
studying in proximity ; it ought to include as many criteria as 
appear to operate in the groups of an average community 
in a problem area. The more criteria the test is executed 
in respect to, the more accurate will become the classification 
picture. However, experience may suggest that the testing in 
respect to living and working in proximity is sufficient for 
practical purposes. It is our experience that it is easy to gain 
the cooperation of the people tested as soon as they come to 
think of the test as an instrument to bring their wills to a 
wider realization, that it is not only an instrument for explor
ing the status of a population but primarily an instrument to 
bring the population to a collective self-expression in respect 
to the fundamental activities in which it is or is about to be 
involved. 

It is obvious that whether an economic or other kind of 
distress suggests the shifting of a part of the population, 
mechanical assignment may carry with it the germ of disrupt
ing tendencies into the new area. affecting its population and 
the newcomers. The selection of the new area and the selec
tion of the population cannot be made on the basis of either 
physical and economic evidence or ordinary social investiga
tion only. A Population Test needs to be given which will at 
the same time aid in recommending through its evidence the 
most desirable composition of area, geographical and ethnical, 
and the kind of persons best fitted to live within it. 

But another factor is involved in the classification. Each 
new community, in whatever part of the country it may be 
established, will be exposed in the course of its development 
not only to the forces within it but to the population pressure 
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coming from outside and expressed in the rising and falling of 
psychological currents. Thus before we occupy our minds with 
a technique of procedure adapted to a particular community 
it is necessary to gain an insight into the distribution and 
character of the population in the immediate neighborhood 
and the character of the main psychological currents which 
cross the population at large. This may be accomplished 
through giving of the sociometric test to a score or more 
typical communities in crucial sections of the country. In the 
course of the analysis of numerous new communities the 
sociometric evidence needed may become available. 

XX. SPONTANEOUS A:;\l"D GUIDED MIGRATION 

One of the most significant features the analysis of this 
evidence should clarify is the psychological aspect of inter
state migration. The recent closure of the borders to immi
gration eliminated one difficulty in the way of classification, 
the continuous flux in the ethnical composition of the Amer
ican nation. It gives the peoples who are already living 
within this geographical area a more constant character, end
ing perhaps the first period in the evolution of the American 
nation, the phase of expansion and development and begin
ning a new period, the phase of organization and concentration. 

But there is another aspect of impermanency : the spon
taneous migration of people throughout the territory of the 
United States from the country to the city, from one state to 
the other, from East to West, from the South to the North.  
A few figures 26 in this respect are significant. In 1920, 19 .2% 
of the native-born population were living in states other than 
those in which they were born. Before 1910 the migration of 
the native population was largely westward. But from 1910 
to 1920 this movement stopped, and instead an increased 
migration developed of whites from the northern states to 
Florida, Texas, and California. And this north to south 
movement was balanced by the northward negro migration. 
Whereas some large parts of the population are at one time in 
movement, other parts are stationary. The most stationary 
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part lives in the south Atlantic and southeast central states, 
showing over 90% of the population born in the state of 
residence. On the other hand, in Oklahoma, Colorado, and 
lVfontana more than 50% of the population was born outside 
of the state. What is of interest to us is the psychological 
currents behind these facts, instigating these movements of 
population. Sociometric evidence may disclose the attractions 
and repulsions between individuals and between groups and 
the motives behind these attractions and repulsions. It may 
indicate that the desire for migration is many times larger 
than the migration which becomes manifest and towards which 
parts of the country these potential migrations tend, that only 
the recognition of the restlessness prevailing in the depths of 
the population opens the way to a full understanding of migra
tory movements, and that the economic situation is often only 
the precipitating factor. ( See Psychological Geography of a 
Community, p. 242. The actual number of inter-cottage 
assignments made in Hudson, compared with the number who 
desired to move from one group to another, is exceedingly 
small. The unsatisfied feelings and tendencies of the indi
viduals desiring such assignment produce powerful currents 
whieh express this far better than the actual figures of reas
signment. ) Whether these migrations are always desirable 
for the persons themselves, for the places which they forsake, 
for the places to which they move, and finally for the national 
organization as a whole, is a large question. 

\Vhen these migrations occurred in the pioneer stage of the 
country there was plenty of free land and no crystallized social 
or economic structure to restrain, divert, or prohibit these 
movements and the spontaneous instinct of the migrating 
population was a rough but in general reliable guide for the 
advancement of the projects they had in mind. However, 
today the dependence of the individual upon the social and 
economic structure is far greater than his dependence upon 
nature, and the problem of migration is far more complex. 
The administration of the sociometric test to populations in 
problem areas, thus revealing the spontaneous trends and 
potential movements, may lay the ground for a procedure of 
guided migration. Such a procedure could not only unburden 
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urban centers of a surplus of industrial population but also 
relieve areas from the accumulative effect of emotional 
tensions. 

Another factor which has a bearing upon the depopulation 
of one part of the community and the repopulation of another 
part is the social shock which the establishment of a new com
munity produces upon the surrounding populations, especially 
if the population coming into the new community is from a 
different part of the country and is of a relatively contrasting 
ethnical composition. The psychological motivation of this 
shock can be given through a description how out of a social 
pattern as simple as the family large and unified groups 
develop. 

Through the study of historical lineage the common ances
tors of two or more individuals can be determined. Down to 
a certain historical point it is demonstrated that they belong to 
the same family tree. This does not imply that they are of 
the same blood in a racial sense but relatives in a family sense. 
It is the family idea seen not only in its present but in its 
retrospective composition. In a certain geographical area a 
great number of these family trees will be more or less inter
locked. But these family trees may continuously break up 
and new ones may start greatly affected by population move
ments as immigration and emigration. As individuals who 
are members of the same family live in the same house, indi
viduals who are of the same family tree have often the tend
ency to stay in the neighborhood of each other or to live in 
proximity. This living in proximity in groups has, as we have 
described, numerous effects. First, it ties up these groups to 
the same geographical area, and the more this proximity 
expands from the family and social collectives into the agri
cultural, industrial, and cultural collectives the greater is the 
probability that protective currents will develop among all 
these groups which live together in the same area, just as they 
are expressed within one family or within one family tree. 
These protective currents may bind these individuals together 
even after they have moved away from the area. There is 
developed a social unity. Hence, whenever new groups immi
grate into this area the degree of proximity necessary for them 
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to become integral parts of the already existing organization 
cannot be defined by deduction. 

We could divide the members of a cottage in Hudson into 
two groups :  those who stay put and those who want to change 
their cottage for another. The proportion between these two 
groups decided whether or not a cottage group had an intro
verted or an extroverted organization. We saw then that 
groups with an introverted organization disclosed a stronger 
craving for difference and distinction than those with an extro
verted organization, and that this feeling of difference and 
distinction could easily turn into a current of aggression 
against intruders from neighboring groups who wanted to join 
them. Although the motivations for it are largely subjective, 
this feeling of distinction appeared to further social differentia
tion within the community and finally to implant this feeling 
of difference and distinction within one community towards 
another. An intimate study of the population structure in 
a local geographical area will probably demonstrate that the 
consanguine groups, the family trees, are the strongest centers 
of !ntroverted organization and that the craving for difference 
and distinction is strongest tied up to them. In just this sense 
national groups are psychogeographical units, and what we 
call a " nation " is a closed psychogeographical organization. 

XXI. MANAGEMENT OF PSYCHOLOGICAL 
CURRENTS 

The procedure of guided migration will be the more accurate 
the more complex our knowledge is of the development of 
psychological currents. We have learned that psychological 
currents are in general not produced at will but that certain 
conditions within a population predispose to their develop
ment. Specific groups racially can become saturated in the 
attempt to adjust incoming elements which are racially or in 
other ways contrasting. Up to the saturation point a wave of 
sympathy may prevail. As soon as this point is surpassed, 
states of anxiety, fear, jealousy, anger, or whatever, rise up in 
individuals and in groups, building up gradually the predis
posing constellation for aggressive currents. 
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1. AFFINITIES AND DISAFFINITIES BETWEEN GERMANS 
AND JEWS 

But it is not quite so simple a matter in dealing with the 
development of, for instance, racial currents, as to say : here 
we have a homogeneous population, for instance, of 60,000,000 
Germans with certain cultural and social constellations, and 
there we have a contrasting population, for instance, of 600,000 
Jews with certain cultural and social constellations ;  let us 
determine within this mixed racial group the point of satura
tion of the nationality group which is in the majority for the 
minority group and organize the population within the critical 
geographical area accordingly. The problem is far more com
plex. \Ve have to consider the numerous factors which affect 
group organization as they have been brought forth in this 
volume if we want to get even a dim understanding of how 
racial conflicts arise. There is, for instance, the emotional 
expansiveness of the individual Jew and of the individual 
German and whether the ernotional expansiveness of the indi
vidual Jew exceeds on the average that of the German. If 
this is the case, then we have to consider the rise in acquaint
ance volume with the rise in emotional expansiveness. Then 
the factor of sexual proximity gains in significance far beyond 
the factor of the numerical proportions of the German and the 
Jewish populations. It is said that the Jews comprise 1 %  
of the German population, but it would be significant to know 
how many German women have been attracted to Jewish men, 
and vice versa how many Jewish women have been attracted 
to German men than would be proportionate to their numbers 
within the population as a whole. Evidently the amount of 
sexual attraction members of a minority group, the Jews, exert 
upon members of the opposite sex in the majority group, the 
Germans, and vice versa, has a definite bearing upon the point 
of saturation of the nationality group which is in the majority 
for the minority group. Such disproportions are able to give 
rise to psychological currents due to jealousy or other emotions 
expressing displeasure. Another factor is the social positions 
held by the members of the minority group. The Jews in 
Germany held more positions in the professions and arts and 
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jndustry than would have been proportionate to their num
bers. This added to their possible influence upon German 
women. Had the 600,000 Jews been farmers and manual 
workers, the reach of their acquaintance volume and conse
quent influence would have been drastically less, as the life 
of the farmer and the manual worker is socially limited in 
scope compared with that of the tradesman or person of the 
professions. We have seen in our sociograms that a boy 
receiving attraction from a girl who is wanted by a great num
ber of other boys is bound to be the center of jealousies and 
distrust, whereas the boy who receives attention from a girl 
who is isolated passes unnoticed. The attention a man of the 
Jewish minority received from a German woman who is the 
center of admiration of numerous German men may produce 
within the psychological networks a '' tele " effect, that is, an 
effect far beyond the two persons and the immediate group of 
persons involved in the matter. The frictions increase if the 
individuals rejected or overlooked belong to the " top " of the 
group. If the German woman sought after by a Jewish man 
belongs to a higher social or intellectual class, jealousies and 
distrust aroused may come largely from Germans who belong 
also to the crucial top groups within the population. If the 
sexual attraction members of the minority group exert upon 
the majority group is great, even a comparatively small per
centage of the majority group who are non-participants, males 
and females, may develop powerful psychological counter
currents which consequently will reduce the point of satura
tion for the minority nationality group considerably below 
what it would be otherwise. It is therefore not sufficient to 
say that there is a sexual conflict naturally arising between 
two distinct nationality groups. But it is necessary to weigh 
the significance and force of the conflict, all the ramifications 
which are entailed in the intersexual choice have to be studied 
in detail through psychogeographical charting. Another ele
ment prominent in our inter-racial charts is the factor of lead
ership. Applied to the German-Jewish conflict, the question 
is whether the Jewish population in Germany produced more 
leader individuals than their numeric proportion, either be
cause the Jews suffer from a. surplus of leader individuals or 
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because the Germans suffer from such an insufficiency. The 
surplus of leader individuals among the Jews may, however, 
be apparent only, a false effect due to the crowding of the 
Jewish intelligentsia into certain professions and industries 
which give to their members considerable prestige. But what
ever the causes of the surplus of leader individuals of Jewish 
origin among the German population may be, we see here a 
conflict arising between the two leader groups both driven by 
the desire to claim and command for themselves the following 
of the dependent groups. As the majority of the dependent 
groups are German, we can imagine feelings of resentment 
arising among the German leader groups, together with the 
conviction that they have a more natural right than the Jew
ish leaders to direct the German masses of workers and farm
ers.27 Also, from a sociometric aspect, events more microscopic 
are equally significant. A German population labelled 
" homogeneous " may disclose a multitude of contrasting 
elements within such population, as may likewise a Jewish 
population labelled in like manner. If this picture approx
imates the conditions which have existed in Germany, then 
the point of saturation of Germans for Jews evidently cannot 
be based upon the simple numeric proportions of the two 
nationalities, that is, how many Germans can live with how 
many Jews within a certain territory in peace without either 
side resorting to oppressive measures. There is need also to 
ascertain for the United States the point of saturation for its 
different nationality groups. 

2. SELF-REGULATING MECHANISMS 

The sociometric test, if given to the whole population of the 
United States, would disclose a picture similar to that found 
by us in the small community. We would find a structure of 
national organization entirely different from the outward com
position which appears to prevail in the villages, cities, and 
states. The population may be found to be broken up into 
sharply divided nationality and social groups, more or less 
homogeneous, or we may find certain groups within one 
nationality crossing over well into another nationality group, 
the remainder being relatively cut off from this process. We 
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may find, for instance, large parts of the negro population 
separated from the rest en bloc, an isolated psychological state. 
We may gain an insight into the psychological nearness or 
distance among the numerous nationality and religious groups 
comprising the population of the United States. It can be 
expected such data regarding psychological nearness and dis
tance would give a truer picture of the emotional trends in the 
population, as it would be based on the reactions of one con
crete individual to another concrete individual and not upon 
the reaction of one individual towards a class of people, as in 
the so-called social distance tests. The findings would become 
a tangible basis for a redistribution of the population within 
any part of the given area. 

Psychological currents appear to have a self-regulating and 
curative mechanism. When a racial current, for instance, of 
a white group against a colored and a counter-current of 
negroes against whites develop in any predisposed region, we 
commonly observe the current rushing. and climbing up to an 
intensity and expansion on a certain level. After the initial 
excitation is over the current gradually finds its natural level. 
This process can be well compared with the warming up of an 
individual to an Impromptu state, as this state also tends to 
fall to its natural level. This trend of a psychological current 
towards maintaining its natural level is an important self
regulating mechanism. 

We have differentiated between the spontaneous, organic de
terminants of a psychological current ( see pp. 168-9) ,  such as 
the feelings which arise from the individuals themselves, and 
the artificial or mechanical determinants, such as means which 
succeed to initiate or influence from without such feelings. 
The spontaneous determinants may produce a movement of a 
certain intensity, duration, and direction.  The artificial or 
mechanical determinants may either accelerate or retard the 
intensity, duration, and direction, that is, accelerate or retard 
the development of a current. They may also excite a current 
to rise beyond its natural level to an unnatural intensity and 
prolong it beyond its natural duration. The groups in power 
in a community may be interested to, and often do, exert such 
influence. 

The tendency to interfere with the self-regulating mecha-
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nism of a current is a phenomenon which may be daily observed 
in a community. After a conflict between two gangs in a 
neighborhood has subsided, another group may be interested 
that this warfare continue and may devise methods to spread 
stories which materially contribute to extend it beyond its 
natural limit. Our knowledge of the networks by which a 
large population in a given geographical area is inter-connected 
suggests to how far an extent a group in power may be able 
to degenerate the development of psychological currents 
through the use of the modern technological methods for the 
dissemination of propaganda. We may not be able to com
mand psychological currents but we may be able to extend, to 
accelerate, or to retard them,-in other words, to denaturalize 
their spontaneous unfoldment. A group in power may even 
attempt to produce psychological currents at will, syntheti
cally. Such management of the networks and currents in a 
population is a most dangerous play and may produce greater 
disturbances in the depths than the momentary effects upon 
the surface at first may indicate. 

XX. EXPERIMENTAL PLANNING OF A NEW 
COMMUNITY 

It is a good practical rule to look at the project of a new 
community strictly from the point of view of the population 
which is going to fill it. The point of view of the population 
is perhaps most drastically expressed in the conduct of people 
who migrate to a new land upon their own initiative, groups 
of pioneers. It is instructive to study their actions. The 
conduct of such a group of pioneers can be divided into two 
phases : (a) when they get the idea to move from their present 
place of residence to a new place of residence, to the land of 
" milk and honey "-this can be called the preparatory "phase ; 
(b)  when the group arrives at the new place and begins to act 
upon it, to struggle with the unexpected in a mood of on to 
victory-this can be called the pioneer phase. The initiative, 
the vision, the emotional and intellectual qualities of the 
pioneers are in operation. One or another leader of a group 
of settlers chose a locality upon which eventually a community 
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developed. It was one or another's ingenuity which devel
oped the type of house, the groupings within it, and the gov
ernment itself. These two phases can always be distinguished 
in the evolution of pioneering. The feeling experiences as 
they arise in the initial stages are in conjunction with the 
project of the pioneers the most characteristic feature. No 
community project can be seriously considered which does not 
attempt in some form to make it similarly an expression of 
the population of which it is to consist and which does not call 
through some technique these people themselves into coopera
tion and prepare them in all questions which are related to 
the community to be. 

1 .  PREPARATORY PHASE 

The technique to be used naturally depends upon the type 
of population and upon the conditions in which they are. It 
will be for a population of predominantly old American stock 
from Virginia whose homestead, let us say, is projected far 
from their original residence, for instance, to Arizona, very 
different for a population comprised predominantly of Amer
ican Indians whose homestead is projected close by their 
original seat of residence. But in whatever setting a certain 
population is found, one necessity is common to all. The 
population itself has to be made interested in the task before 
them and prepared to take an active part in it. They have to 
become attached to the cause and this cause has to appear 
among them embodied by the leader or leaders. The goal is, 
by necessity, to produce in them and with them that pioneer 
spirit and pioneer phase which alone may provide the sub
stance through which a valuable community can be worked 
out. But to bring them into this phase they have to be pre
pared for it, worked up to a state of mind through an emo
tional process into which the goal, the new community, is well 
integrated. The production of this emotional process, this 
attachment between leader and population, one to another, 
and the whole population to the common objective brings us 
to consider what is usually called the problem of transference. 

The form of transference arising in the psychoanalytic situ-
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ation physician-patient is a by-product of the course of treat
ment. It is an emotional experience in the patient in the 
production of which the physician does not assume a direct 
and active role. But the situation in which a group of pioneers 
find themselves is of a different nature. They are driven for
wards. They are in the midst of producing a series of succes
sive acts ; they are in need of throwing themselves into 
purposive action. If any form of guidance should reach them 
constructively, a new form, a more active and direct form of 
transference, has to be used. Their minds have to be directed 
not towards an emotional experience and conflict in the past 
but towards a task in the present and the emotional attach
ment to be developed in respect to it. It is this present which 
is in need of analytical reflection. The helper towards this has 
to approach the subject or subjects directly ; he has to produce 
an act, an act of transference. 

At first it may look as if we would regress to the more prim
itive concept of suggestion as developed about fifty years ago 
by the Nancy school. They also expected the hypnotist and 
the suggester to assume an active and direct role during the 
respective procedure of hypnosis or suggestion. We did 
return to this older approach but from a different point of 
view. As in suggestion, the act of transference is likewise 
direct communication of one person to another. But, in con
trast, the act is not based upon the absence of logical reason
ing for acceptance of the contents transferred. It is not blind. 
The immediate aim of the hypnotist-suggester is to make the 
subject do what he wants him to do. In the act of transfer
ence it is to make the subject create, to stimulate his spontane
ability. Redirected through analytical reflection, the old 
method of suggestion becomes a more highly organized 
procedure. 

An illustration of the technique of the act of transference is 
its use in Spontaneity Training of dramatic groups, which was 
the occasion for its first development. In this experiment the 
hypnotist-suggester is substituted by the poet. In spontane
ous play-acting no written play is given. The poet-creator 
becomes bodily the initial source of information concerning 
the play to be. Instead of throwing the plot, the characters, 
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and dialogue upon paper, he transfers some expression of these 
to the players. He becomes to an extent a hypnotist and sug
gester towards them. But in the inner motive of the pro
cedure he is more than a hypnotist or a suggester. In the 
poet's mind, moods and visions of the roles have been con
tinuously in the process of becoming. After having passed 
through various stages of development they have reached a 
certain maturity of expression within him. The clearer they 
.are within him, the more he is warmed up by them in the 
moment of transference, the more effective will be his attempt 
to throw the players themselves into creative action.28 

In need of a technique for the guidance of groups we used 
the act of transference as a method of inspiration. In the 
pioneer situation the leader substituted the role of the poet in 
the play-producing situation and the role of physician in the 
physician-patient situation. The leader assumes consciously 
a direct and active role, but he is not the leader of traditional 
type. He has undergone a change. It is not more or less 
blind enthusiasm with which he infects his followers and in 
which he develops the project, but it is an enthusiasm articu
lated into the group. It is based upon the spontaneous 
motives each individual has in respect to each other member 
of the group and in respect to their common aim ; second, 
upon the organization of the group, as the guidance of groups 
ought to be based upon the knowledge of their organization. 
The leader thus gains in objective strength through consider
ing the spontaneous forces within the group and does not 
impair the subjective strength of his own spontaneity. In his 
attempt to initiate and reconstruct the state of mind of the 
pioneer, that naturally flowing enthusiasm and unity of atten
tion the latter devotes to his objective, he is during the pre
paratory phase directed by the emotional status of the popula
tion to be led. To prepare his group for the pioneer phase 
is his immediate aim. This preparedness of the population 
for the pioneer phase may be in various degrees of develop
ment. One sample of a population may be lethargic, another 
may be stirred up by economic considerations chiefly, and other 
groups within it, which, although not having reached through 
their own initiative the pioneer state of mind, may be poten-
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tial material for this state through rapid transference from 
the leader. 

The pioneer phase of such an undertaking begins when the 
concrete population becomes actively related to the project 
(a) in choosing the locality of the new community and (b) in 
organizing its set-up. An essential first phase is the selection 
of the population for the new community. 

2. PROCESS OF SELECTION OF POPULATION 

The problem is to select a population for any given com
munity in a manner that is not arbitrary but an outgrowth of 
the spontaneous forces operating within this population. In 
order that each settlement can be expected to develop into a 
community it is necessary that the selected population shall 
be a harmoniously interrelated whole. Any selection which 
neglects to take into account the spontaneous attractions and 
repulsions existing within the population may lead to the 
including of families which, however worthy they may be as 
individual units, together make up group formations which 
may later have a disrupting effect upon the progressive devel
opment of the whole population. 

The sociometric technique secures the interrelation of each 
family unit to all other family units to which it has an inter
relation, and out of this evidence we are able to construct the 
kernel group around which to relate the rest of the population. 
Thus the project can contain from the start a socially inter
related organization : it can be a " community." The prin
ciples gained from the study of the psychological organization 
of communities can be followed in order to secure a composi
tion of population which can be expected to progress and 
survive as a community, and there can be avoided other factors 
which have been found to cause disintegration and decline. 
Whether the geographical location of a community is in an 
urban or a rural section, whether the size of the population is 
large or small from which the selection has to be made, whether 
the population is of one nationality or another, etc., has a 
practical bearing upon the selection. Certain relations which 
have been found to affect the harmonious functioning between 
the abilities and strivings of the workers with the available 
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work situations have also to be considered in the selection of 
the population. It is calculated within certain limits what 
proportions among the different nationality, racial, and reli
gious elements the community may be able to absorb; the 
most appropriate distribution of the sexes, of leaders and 
followers, of individuals who are able to develop the industrial, 
social, and cultural activities to the greatest satisfaction of 
the demands of the population.  It may be disclosed that 
certain units gravitate towards each other and produce cohe
sive groups drawn together by a "natural selection," whereas 
great numbers remain isolated and disconnected . The moti
vations ascertained why a certain family unit wants one fam
ily included and another excluded will aid to interpret the 
causes behind the position of each family in the structure of 
the selected population. It may be that a certain homo
geneous element is small in numbers but that it forms a closed 
group. This small group of a given nationality, for instance, 
may be more disadvantageous for the community in producing 
frictions than a larger number of the same nationality who are 
less united among themselves and better integrated into the 
fabric of the whole population.  

The selection has to supplement the natural course of devel
opment also for other reasons. Communities do not crop up 
today in a comparative wilderness as in the pioneer settlement 
period , but are planted -in the midst of a highly differentiated 
and well organized group of villages and towns with definite 
traditions and cultural trends. The structure of the selected 
population must be of such texture that adjustment to the 
neighboring towns will follow as an outgrowth of their func

tioning in proximity. 
The population from which the selections have to be made 

may fail into the following three classes: Class 1 :  the family 
units are acquainted with a number of other family units 
within the population. Class 2: the family units are totally 
unacquainted with each other. Class 3: the family units are 
in part acquainted with other family units and in part 
acquainted with none. In the first instance the technique 
uncovers the social relationships already existing among them. 
In the second, it discloses the spontaneous attractions and 
repulsions arising through initial meeting. In the third, the 
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two techniques just mentioned are combined to secure the 
essential information. 

In a typical case, from a population of about 250 families 
applying, 125 families have to be selected, as this is the maxi
mum number that can be accommodated in the particular 
community project. The total population applying is invited 
to a meeting and addressed in respect to the question of how 
the population can be selected for the new community. The 
need, it is explained, is to make the selection approximate as 
closely as possible that of a community spontaneously formed ; 
that is, it should consist of a nucleus of family units naturally 
interlocked through interest and activity in common under
takings. The authority to select the population can come 
from outside or inside the population. If it comes from out
side it can be purely dictatorial, based on fictitious assump
tions, as, for instance, that only " Greeks and Italians should 
be selected for an agricultural community," or it can be based 
on the empirical knowledge of how populations in other com
munities are comprised. But we have found that findings in 
respect to one population do not hold true for another and 
hence cannot be mechanically transposed upon another popu
lation without regard to many factors. The authority to 
select the population can come also from inside the population, 
from an individual who appoints himself to make the selection 
or from a particular group which feels especially informed to 
know what is the best for all. But our studies show that, due 
chiefly to psychological pressure and the limits of emotional 
expansiveness, any part of the population is prohibited from 
arriving at an awareness of the total process. The only com
prehensive method of approach remaining is to bring the total 
process to a differentiated expression through a population 

test. Whatever additional knowledge may be used in reach
ing a final selection, this population test has to be so con
structed that its findings disclose the psychological structure 
of the whole collective and every detail individual-to-individ
ual relation at the same time. 

The test is given as outlined on page 357 and the findings 
analyzed. This procedure is taken as the first step in select
ing the population from Class 1. The situation is different in 
the case of Class 2, the group of families who are strangers to 
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each other. In this case a personal meeting of representatives, 
one from each such family, is necessary so that they may be 
able to feel each other out and to express to whom they are 
drawn. If the number who are totally unacquainted is large, 
several meetings have to be held. (See Initial Assignment, 

p. 269.)  In the instance of Class 1, such a meeting is unneces
sary ; it is not even necessary that the people are called to a 

gathering to make their choices. The field worker may visit 

one family after the other and collect the choices and the 
motivations. The procedure in the case of Class 2 appears 

more time consuming, but it has to be realized that in practice 

only a small portion of the population will be totally strange 
to the rest. As to Class 3, for that part of the population in 
which the families are acquainted with each other to some 
extent, the procedure is as described for Class 1 ;  for the 
remainder, the procedure is as described for Class 2. 

PoPULATION-TEST 

Family X *  
FoRM A 

1. Whom do you select to l i ve in the new town with you? 

Name of 
Choices the Person 

1st Choice 

2nd Choice 

3rd Choice 

111 otivations 

2. Which families do you select to live in the new town with you? 
From each family two representatives (one of the parents and one of the 

children) express their choices separately. 

Pa:rent Child 
,----·------�----------� r-----------�----------� 

Choices 
Name of Family 

1st Choice 
2nd Choice 

3rd Choice 

kl otivations Choices 

1st Choice 

2nd Choice 
3rd Choice 

11! otivations 

3. 'Whom do you select as a co-worker in any occupation in the new town? 

Name of Name of the 
Choice the Person Occupation Motivations 

1st Choice 
2nd Choice 
3rd Choice 

* or homegroup. 
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4. N arne three occupations you would like to be employed in in the new 
town, giving them in order of preference. Also state your former occu
pations and in which occupations you have been most successful .  

1 .  
2 .  
3 .  

Choice of 

Occupations 

Former 

Occupations 

Most Successful in 

Which Occupatior�s 

5. W hich families do you select as your neighbors in the new town'? 

From each family two representatins (one of the parents and one of the 
children) express their choices separately. 

Parent 
·----�'--,--

Choices 

N arne of Family 

1st Choice 
2nd Choice 
3rd Choice 

Motivations 

Child 

,----------��--------, 
Choices 

1st Choice 
2nd Choice 
3rd Choice 

Motivations 

Population Test Form A can be an aid in the process of selecting the 
population for a new community in the event that the individuals or families 
are acquainted with each other. If phase 1 of the test is not practicable, 
phase 2 can be used as an alternate. Population Test Form A can also be 
given to a community which is already established ; its aim is then to 
determine the existing psychological organization and enntually to disclose 
the spots in which disrupting tendencies prevail. 

Family X 

Choices 

1 st Choice 
2nd Choice 
3rd Choice 

PoPl:L.\TIOK-TEsT 
FoRM B 

Name of the Person 

(or Family) 

Initial M eetin11 

Motivations 

Population Test Form B can be of aid in the process of selecting the 
population for a new community when the indi·dduals are unacquainted 

with each other. In the ideal application of the test every individual should 
meet every other individual of the group from which the selection has to be 
made. Practically it will often suffice if representatives of the different 
families meet with one another. However, eyen this may be impracticable 
when these families are not only unacquainted \vith each other bnt for one 
reason or another cannot be brought to an initial meeting. Then Population 
Test Form A can be used (a) to determine the position of the family unit 
in the old community and (b) when the family knows at least one or two of 
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the other families who wish to moYe into the new community, the position 
of the family within this small group may disclose important evidence. 

Analysis of the material is made according to organization, according to  
interracial and intersexual attraction, and in respect to industrial, social, or  
cultural criteria around which groups may de,·clop in  the  new town. 

The evidence may indicate that 125 families, the number for 
which the project is planned, group themselves as a coordinated 
unit, leaving out about half of the population, or it may be 
that the whole population breaks up into a number of small 
groups. Then the question would arise, in the latter case, 
which of these groups should be combined to make up the 
community. The evidence is a clearing process to this end, 
clarifying the position each group has in respect to other 
groups. It may reveal also that the composition of the popu
lation contrasts in respect to social and cultural traditions so 
considerably from the surrounding towns that the new com
munity may appear, so to speak, as a " sociological island " 
and the possibility of its gradual adjustment to them be 
hindered from the start. 

The data gathered is a basis for the classification and 
selection of the population. As the existing organization 
within the sample population has been ascertained, it is then 
necessary to take the second step : to analyze and carefully 
weigh all the factors. The selection made should include 
those family units which together produce as balanced a psy
chological organization as possible. This does not at all mean 
that there should be included only those families which have 
been most chosen ; in fact, to do so may put the organization 
out of balance, forcing the inclusion of too many leader
families for the size of population, making the community a 
potential center of conflicts through too keen competition 
among the leaders. Also the fact that certain families have 
not been chosen at all should not, on that ground alone, 
exclude them. They may be of such composition that they 
add an element of stability both to the economic and to the 
social set-up, and they may be a check on the psychological 
currents dominant in the community. On the other hand, a 
sufficient number of mutually attracted families should be 
selected or there will not be produced that feeling within the 
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population that they are a community, mutually inter
dependent, with a unity just as that of any town in the nearby 
areas. As practically all the population have to move into 
the new community at once, mutually rejecting families 
should, as far as possible, be separated and considered for 
different localities. The inclusion of, for instance, two leader
families which mutually reject each other may prove to be a 
dangerous experimentation, since there are sufficient other 
sources of conflict in the building of a new community. 

4. DISTRIBUTION oF THE SELECTED PoPULATION WITHIN 
A CoMMUNITY 

The geographical distribution within the community area 
provides an avenue which can be directly utilized to provide 
the most auspicious distribution of the population which has 
been selected. The problem of neighbor selection cannot be 
solved by a purely arbitrary distribution of the population, as 
the family units must reside permanently in relatively close 
proximity and each family will have certain other families as 
neighbors with their land adjoining. Through the evidence 
gathered through the sociometric technique the families can 
be assigned as immediate neighbors who are mutually at
tracted and mutually beneficial. The family units can be so 
located geographically that harmonious social relations already 
existing are stimulated and other less advantageous relations 
discouraged. 

The question arises whether the houses should be arranged 
in the form of long chains or if they should be grouped in sev
eral neighborhoods. Commonly this problem is decided by 
accident or according to architectural or industrial planning. 
There is another possibility opened up through the population 
test to reflect into the physical organization of the town the 
psychological structure of the initial population. In this 
manner, perhaps, the forces of social gravitation which draw 
the groups together or apart may suggest the grouping of the 
houses and the distribution of the population within the 
town.29 
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XXIII. vVHO SHALL SURVIVE ? 

The weakest point in our present day universe is the inca
pacity of man to meet the machine, the cultural conserve, or 
the robot, otherwise than through submission, actual destruc
tion, and social revolution. The problem of remaking man 
himself and not alone his environment has become the out
standing problem the more successfully technical forces pros
per in the realization of the machine, the cultural conserve 
and the robot ; and although the development of these is far 
from having reached its peak, the final situation of man and 
his survival can be clearly visualized, at least theoretically. 

First, one may ask how it is possible that a machine-like 
device can become dangerous to man as a creator. Following 
the course of man throughout the various stages of our civil
ization, we find him using the same methods in the making of 
cultural products which are used later and with less friction 
by the products of his mind, his technical devices. These 
methods have always amounted simply to this-to neglect 
and abandon the genuine and outstanding creative process in 
him, to extinguish all the active, living moments, and to strive 
towards one unchangeable goal : the illusion of the finished, 
perfected product whose assumed perfectibility was an excuse 
par excellence for forsaking its past, for preferring one partial 
phenomenon 'to the whole reality. There is a shrewd motive 
in this procedure of man because if only one stage of a creative 
process is a really good one, and all the others are bad, then 
this chosen stage substituting for the entire process can be 
memorized, conserved, eternalized, and can give comfort to 
the soul of the creator and order to the civilization of which 
he is a part. 

\Ve can observe this strategy in all the cultural attempts of 
man and this strategy could deceive man and be regarded as 
worthy and beneficial as long as the process of industrial 
revolution did not produce an unprecedented world situation. 
As long as the mechanical device did not enter en masse into 
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the economic situation in the form of the book, the gramo
phone, and the talking film, man had no competition in the 
execution of his conserves. Once an ensemble of actors had 
rehearsed and acquired a play to perfection, this ensemble was 
the only owner of their particular bit of merchandise which 
they offered for sale. Their only competition could come 
from another group of persons. Once a group of musicians 
had rehearsed and perfected a certain number of musical com
positions, they were the only owners and executors of this 
product. Through the process of repetition they earned 
money. The introduction of cultural devices changed the 
situation completely. Man was not needed any more for the 
repetition of his finished products. Machines did the work 
just as well and perhaps even better, and at a. much smaller 
expense. 

In the beginning of this industrial process man tried to meet 
it with aggressive action. But the nearer the avalanche of 
ghosts rolled towards him the more he tried other means of 
defense. He invented socialism and hoped that through 
changing the present state of production and distribution the 
mechanical device would become of even greater help and 
comfort to him than it had been. 

One angle of the problem, however, has been overlooked. 
There is a way in which man, not through destructiveness nor 
through economic planning, but as a biological being and a 
creator, or as an association of creators, can fight back. It is 
through a strategy of creation which escapes the treachery of 
conservation and the competition of the robot. This strategy 
is the practice of the creative act, man, as a medium of crea
tion, changing his products continuously. Spontaneity as a 
method of transition is as old as mankind, but as a focus in 
itself it is a problem of today and of tomorrow. If !1 fraction 
of one-thousandth of the energy which mankind has exerted 
in the conception and development of mechanical devices were 
to be used for the improvement of our cultural capacity dur
ing the moment of creation itself, mankind would enter into 
a new age of culture, a type of culture which would not have 
to dread any possible increase of machinery nor robot races of 
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the future. The escape would be made without giVmg up 
anything that machine civilization has produced. 

The eugenic doctrine, similarly to the technological process, 
is another promiser of extreme happiness to man. The 
eugenic dreamer sees in the distant future the human race so 
changed through breeding that all men will be born well, the 
world populated with heroes, saints, and Greek gods, and all 
that accomplished by certain techniques through the elimina
tion and combination of genes. If this should really come to 
pass the world would be at once glorious, beautiful, and God
like. But it may be reached at the cost of man as a creator 
from within himself ; it would have, like Siegfried in the 
myth, a vulnerable spot into which the thorn of death could 
enter,-a tragic world, a. world in which beauty, heroism, and 
wisdom are gained without effort, in which the hero is in want 
of the highest reward, the opportunity to rise from the hum
blest origin to a supreme level. It sums up to the question 
whether creation in its essence is finished with conception or 
whether creation does not continue or cannot be continued 
by the individual after he is born. 

The eugenic dreamer and the technological dreamer have 
one idea in common : to substitute and hasten the slow process 
of nature. Once the creative process is encapsuled in a book 
it is given; it can be recapitulated eternally by everybody 
without the effort of creating anew. Once a machine for a 
certain pattern of performance is invented a certain product 
can be turned out in infinite numbers practically without the 
effort of man. Once that miraculous eugenic formula will be 
found a human society will be given at birth perfect and 
smooth, like a book off the press. 

In the face of the two vehicles of thought and power, eugenic 
rule and machine rule, man ought to call to mind their mean
ing : that they both aim to remove the center and the rule 
from within him, the one into a. process before he is conceived, 
the other into a process which is conserved, both aiming to 
make him uncreative. Technology may be able to improve 
the comfort of mankind and eugenics may be able to improve 
the health of mankind, but neither is able to decide what type 
of man can and should survive. 
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It is from the actual embodiment and performance of man 
within the psychological cross-currents which turn upon him 
from birth to death--that is, how he stands up in the psycho
geographical test,-that a decision, if any, can be made ; and 
the conclusion we can draw from a survey of the position of 
man as a biological being in the world of today is that thrown 
into an industrial environment he does not stand up well in 
the conflict with the machine and that the solution of this 
conflict lies in an heroic measure, not to surrender to the 
machine, not to halt its development, but to meet it on even 
terms and to resort in this battle to resources which are 
inherent within his organism. Beyond the controversy, 
destruction of the unfit or survival of the fit, is a new goal, the 
survival of a flexible, spontaneous personality make-up, the 
survival of the creator. 

Another tragic insufficiency of man is his failure to produce 
a well integrated society. The difference between the social 
structure in which he functions and the psychological struc
ture which is an expression of his organic choice and the 
tension arising between the two constantly threaten to disrupt 
the social machinery so painfully built up by him. It was 
from a study of the integrating and disrupting forces in the 
development of society, by which means they operate and by 
what techniques they can be controlled, that these inner dis
turbances were disclosed as a permanent feature of social 
organization. \Ve found it characteristic for the most undif
ferentiated as well as for the least differentiated groups. I t  
must have been an  attribute of  human society since its early 
days. The weakness of human society appears to have the 
same cause as the vveakness of the individual organism. The 
question is therefore not only the survival or passing of 
the present form of human society but the destiny of man. 
As all races suffer in this respect from a common insufficiency 
they are going to live or perish together. An alternative and 
a solution may come from the conclusion that man has a 
resource which is inherent in his own organism and in the 
organization of human society which he has never used beyond 
the rudimentary stage-his spontaneability. To bring this. 
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to full development requires the concentration of all agencies
technological, psychological, and eugenic. 

It has helped us in the beginning of the investigation to 
think of mankind as a social and organic unity. Once we had 
chosen this principle as our guide, another idea developed of 
necessity. If this whole of mankind is a unity, then tenden
cies must emerge between the different parts of this unity, 
drawing them at one time apart and drawing them at another 
time together ; these tendencies may be sometimes advan
tageous for the parts and disadvantageous for the whole or 
advantageous for some parts and disadvantageous for other 
parts ; these tendencies may become apparent on the surface 
in the relation of individuals or of groups of individuals as 
affinities or disaffinities, as attractions and repulsions ;  these 
attractions and repulsions must be related to an index of bio
logical, social, and psychological facts, and this index must be 
detectable ; these attractions and repulsions or their deriva
tives may have a near or distant effect not only upon the 
immediate participants in the relation but also upon all other 
parts of that unity which we call mankind, the relations which 
exist between the different parts may disclose an order of rela
tionships as highly differentiated as any order found in the rest 
of the universe. 

Whether in the end this guide will be proved to be a uni
versal axiom or a fiction, it has aided us in the discovery and 
demonstration of the social atom, the psychological current 
and the network. It may be permissible to let the fantasy run 
ahead of demonstrable proof and derive another necessity 
which seems to follow logically from the conception of man
kind as a correlated unity. Just as we have seen the individ
ual in the socionomic domain as the crossing point of numerous 
attractions and repulsions which at various times shrink and 
expand and which are not necessarily identical with the rela
tions within the groups in which he actually lives but breaking 
through group-life lines, it may be that also in the eugenic 
domain an individual cannot be classified but as a crossing 
point of numerous morphological affinities and disaffinities 
which are not necessarily related to the individuals with whom 
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h e  actually propagates the race, but that they break through 
racial lines and the different levels of mental organization. It 
may be that certain individuals belong to the same eugenic 

group, due to selective affinities for which an index of eugenic 
facts must exist, and that they do not belong to all other 
groups, at least not with the same degree of selectivity. It 
may be also that the balances and imbalances we have found 
within the social atom exist in some fashion also in the eugenic 
groups and that once such an evidence is secured a basis for 
eugenic classification similar to our sociometric classification 
1s won. 

Since Linnaeus ( 1744) advanced the theory of the origin of 
the species by hybridization and Mendel's discovery of the 
laws of inheritance,30 it is assumed that the bringing together 
o f  many diverse genes by hybridization and their various inter
actions are largely responsible for the increase of complexity 
found in the evolution of organisms. But the causes for suc
cessful and unsuccessful hybridization are in doubt. The 
beneficial and the dysgenic result of the meeting of differently 
constituted germ plasms may be due to morphological affin
ities and disaffinities operating among the genes themselves or 
among complexes of them. And upon these affinities and dis
affinities may depend the pooling of appropriate or disappro
priate hereditary factors contributed to the offspring by the 
two parents. As long as the nature of eugenic affinities is not 
established by biogenetic research, we shall assume two prac
tical rules : that psychological nearness or distance is indica
tive of eugenic nearness or distance 31 and that clinical studies 
of crossings lead to a preliminary classification of eugenic 
affinity. 

The scant clinical evidence as far as available today ap
pears to give support to the hypothesis. We have the one 
extreme, a point of view held by many eugenic writers, 
that the physically and mentally abler members elevate the 
race through propagation and that the physically and mentally 
inferior through their propagation cause the race to regress, 
and the other extreme, that members of the superior class 
produce with members of the inferior class (and members of 
one race with members of another race) better offspring in 
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general than when they remain within their own sphere ; both 
extremes appear to find a point of coincidence in the hypoth
esis of eugenic groups, inter-biological relations which are not 
identical with the biological groups as they appear on the 
surface. 

From the point of view of such a biometric or eugenic classi
fication the constructive approach of biological planning comes 
into a new light. Similarly to therapeutic assignment in 
social groups looms the possibility of eugenic assignment to 
eugenic groups. Then the notion of the unfit, at least for a 
large number of those who are now considered in this category, 
becomes relative, as there are uncovered numerous groups of 
varying eugenic value. Some groups among those today 
classified as unfit for propagation may be found unfit when in 
relation to certain groups, but fit in relation to other groups, 
just as we have found in respect to populations that some 
groups which foster disintegration and decline in certain com
munities aid in the fruitful development of others. It is a 
foregone conclusion that then our present palliative measures 
such as sterilization will be discarded or undergo modification. 
We may have gone too far with our disrespect for nature's 
wisdom just as in times past too far in respect for it. It may 
be demonstrated in the end that the slow and " blind " 
methods of nature's planning, however wise they have ap
peared at one stage of our knowledge and however deficient in 
parts at another stage of our knowledge, are true, taken as a 
totality. A new appreciation may then arise of the sense of 
the old myth which all great religions have brought forth in 
remarkable unison, the myth of the father who has created 
the universe for all, who has made its spaces so immense that 
all may be born and so that all may live. 
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SOCIOMETRIC STUDIES 

A sociometric case study endeavors to give an accurate 
account of how an individual or a group grows and changes, 
not as an individual or a group singled out but as a part of the 
community in which it is, and not in metric relations only but 
through the widely ramified actual expressions of the inter
related subjects. This task,-since it has been found that the 
specific relationships in which an individual lives can be dis
closed through a simple test,-opens a novel procedure to the 
caseworker: the follow-up of the social atoms towards which 
a certain individual gravitates at different age levels with dif
ferent persons, the various criteria which initiate them, the 
psychological organization of the atoms, and the meaning 
which the balances and imbalances within them have for the 
status of the individuals in question. 

SURVEY OF CHILDREN GROUPS 

It is well known that the human infant is born with only a 
few and weak unlearned reactions but with a plasticity for 
lea.rning, a high degree of spontaneability. Our study of 
group organization indicated that humans long beyond the first 
years of life are unable to develop permanent associations, that 
they compare unfavorably with certain highly developed 
animal societies, that very few organization trends are in
herent. The greater amount is produced through the inter
play of their spontaneability. But the older the individual 
the more the growing differentiation of organs and functions 
within his organism breaks and regulates spontaneous activity. 
Also the older an association of humans, the more differenti
ated society, the more the original spontaneability tends to 
become restrained and resigned to function like a rudimentary 
organ. 

We arrived at this conclusion through the study of the rela
tion of infants and children at different developmental levels 
towards other infants and children. Observation of infants 
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has, to our knowledge of the literature, been confined to what 
responses a certain infant is able to release when occasionally 
placed with other infants or adults. Studies of the emotional 
and social development of infants have left untouched the 
evolution of group organization among infants, perhaps be
cause babies do not group themselves spontaneously and an 
artificial experimental situation is needed to uncover the un
derlying possibilities of organization on the different develop
mental levels. To meet the problem we placed a group of 
nine babies in proximity in the same room from the day of 
birth. They were studied over a period of 18 months. The 
inquiry focussed on what developmental level the babies 
reached as an association, not what developmental level this 
or that infant reached. (The lengthy report of this survey 
cannot be presented, due to limitations of space.) 

We present herewith children groups from the fourth year 
to the fourteenth year age level. As in the baby groups, we 
noted also here how much more directionless and lacking in 
integration children are in groups than singly. Through a 
sociometric survey of the motivations given by children spon
taneously, we were able to record verbatim the expressions as 
they were given by them. Using the means of selecting a 
number of typical instances from the first test of a public 
school, we here attempt to give in miniature a survey of the 
whole material . Each motivation has been broken up into 
the phrases of which it consists. The frequency of motiva
tions occurring at different age levels in respect to the criterion 
around which the children groups were intended can be cal
culated. Each of these motivations has been evaluated in 
respect to its meaning in g,Toup organization and in respect to 
the developmental level at which it was found. 

Neil chooses Loretta: 

Neil chooses June: 

Joyce chooses Robert: 

KINDERGARTEN 

(Ages 4-6 Yrs.) 

" She looks nice all the time. She has a nice 
hankie and a nice dress." 

" She takes me to her house and gives me 
cocoanut." 

"Because he wears so much nice clothes and 

he always comes arouna-to play with me." 



Joyce chooses Howard: 

Howard chooses Helen : 

Lucy chooses Mary: 
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" Because he lives on my block; because all the 
time when I tell him to come down and play 
with me 'cause I can't come up, he always 
does." 

"Because she's my friend. She's nice." 

" She's nice to me. She lets me hold her 
flowers." 

Lucy chooses Rose " She's nice to me. She lets me hold her flowers 
too. Sometimes she lets me play rope with 
her." 

Howard chooses Joyce : " She lives around my block and she plays with 
me every day. She's my friend and she never 
fights with me." 

Robert chooses Howard : " He always comes around my way and he al
ways skates with me and he always calls for 
me when I come home from school." 

Frank chooses Joyce : "She's my friend. I like her because I want to 
go over to her house some time . I never went 
to her house yet." 

Frank chooses John: "Because I like to play with him." 

John chooses Joyce : "She's nice. She says so nice,' Miss Harlow, may 
I go to the bathroom? ' " 

Eugene chooses Daniel : " Once he came around my house and gave me 
peppermint candy . Then he came around my 
way and he gave me some candy to give to my 
brother." 

Eugene chooses Frank: " Because he eats with me." 

Lucy rejects Frank: " He's bad." 

BnEAKING UP OF THE ExPRESSIONS 

In R egard to Level of 
In R egard to Sex Mo tivation In Regard to Race 

. .  when I tell him to looks nice 
come down and play 

with me 'cause I can't 
come up he always 

does. (?) 

has a nice dress 
wears so much 

clothes 
nice 

'She says so nice, "Miss gives me cocoanut 
Harlow, may I go to Jets me hold her flowers 
the bathroom?" ( ?) plays with me 

never fights with me 
skates with me 
calls for me 
want to go over to her 
house 

gave me peppermint 
candy 

eats with me 

None. 
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Conclusions, Kindergarten 

Compared with the motivations given in later grades, the 
utterances of the kindergarten children are extremely nai:ve 
images which are hardly separable from the accompanying 
gesture and movement. The mimic-verbal expressions pro
jected as a talking :film would present the motivations more 
adequately. But it is evident that the attractions are definite, 
however inarticulate the motivations for them may be. 
Whether or not the phrases given are picked from somewhere 
and reiterated by the child does not alter the fact that they are 
used in relation to a particular other child who is chosen. 
Indeed, it appeared that the decisiveness of choosing and the 
excitement accompanyi

_
ng the act were greater at this age level 

than in later years when the children tend to become more 
circumspect in their choosing and more inclined to think the 
matter over before making their choices. The kindergarten 
child bubbles out with his choice instantaneously and with a 
particular delight as if he were in a hurry to release a pleasant 
secret. Whether or not the " thinking it over " of the older 
child makes the choices more sensible, it certainly diminishes 
the fresh spontaneous impression as found in the response of 
the pre-school child. 

· 

About a fourth of. the choices of the kindergarten population 
are for the opposite sex. But the motivations given are still 
so undifferentiated that the motivations for heterosexual 
choices cannot be distinguished from those for homosexual 
choices. This does not infer that the sexual feeling is not 
inherent in the attraction but rather that this feeling does not 
become articula.ted except in rare instances. On the other 
hand, whereas in respect to sex articulation is present although 
weak, in respect to race and nationality no motivations what
soever are detectable at this age level. Individuals of different 
nationality and race attract each other and the distribution of 
these attractions is as even as if nationality and race were not 
yet attributes of the individual. 

The wild, unreciprocated choosing reflects the role of physi
cal proximity in the making of association and accounts 

·
for the 

predominance of the horizontal structuure of differentiation 
over the vertical structure. The only ·-pronounced vertical 
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differentiation present is the primitive leader structure. The 
organization of the group is rudimentary. The character of 
the weakly articulated motivations is esthetic and pre-social. 

Whether such expressions as given by children of the kin
dergarten and 1st grade can be classified as predominantly 
egocentric (Piaget) ,  or better said, if the notion egocentric is 
a true duplicate of the actual process, is questionable. They 
often indicate inarticulate symbolic thinking. In the inter
pretation of Piaget they appear to be above the so-called 
autistic and below the so-called logical level of expression, 
that is, egocentric. We paid in our experimental situations 
particular attention not to what the subjects think for them
selves irrespective of a definite other subject, but to what one 
child thinks of another, how it reflects about another in respect 
to an immediate purpose. We did not consider the verbal ex
pression alone but as well the non-verbal, mimic expressions, 
how a child warms up towards another subject whom it chooses 
or how it overlooks other children as if they were not present. 
In fact, we considered the two phases of expression as insep 

arable. A very inarticulate, indefinite verbal expression was 
often accompanied by a definite, decisive gesture. It ap
peared that we overrate language as a social index if we do not 
take into consideration the physical and mimical relations for 
which the language tool is less needed .  The younger the chil
dren the more they emphasize with gestures rather than with 
words. They proj ect their intelligence through a pantomimic 
language . The older the children the more they shift their 
emphasis from the gesture to the spoken word. Formerly the 
language was a part of their body. Now it is used as a tool. 
However, also in the higher grades we found a percentage of 
children who persist in the primacy of bodily action with words 
but an appendage to it. 

It is our opinion that sociometric classification is able to 
differentiate the various levels in the pre-socialized period bet
ter than individualistic classifications as autistic or egocentric. 
The basis of sociometric classification is not a psyche which is 
bound up within an individual organism but an individual 
organism moving around in space in relation to things or other 
subjects also mo ving around him in space. The tele, however 
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inexpansive or rudimentary, is an expression of the degree of 
attraction among them. Our sociometric classification for
mula does not have· else but to express the position of an 
individual within a group of subjects and things. Below a 

certain age level, when it has not yet developed the ability to 
.express its affections clearly, no sociometric classification 
can be drawn from the child. The objective material itself 
remains, a living picture of moving subj ects. 

1ST GRADE 

(Ages 6-7 Yrs.) 

Claire chooses Marion: 

" She's my best friend. She comt'S 

over to my house lots of times but 
.she goes home very early. She tells 
me her mother is going to buy a nice 
toy for me and you. If we meet 

another girl and I say, 'Let's walk 
with the other girl,' Marion says, 

• No, let's walk with me and you.' I 
say, ' All right, let 's go together.' " 

Edwin chooses Lily: 

"Because she's smart . She's not a 
chatterbox. She comes to school 

dressed up nice. She doesn't scream. 
She folds her hands nice." 

Morris chooses Tony: 

" Because he gives me lots of big 

yellow pencils. He says he likes me. 
He says he likes me the best of all." 

Morris rejects Francis: 
"He takes my candy.'' 

Marion chooses Claire: 

" I like her because she always 
gives me candy when I eat with her. 
She lends me crayons when I have 

lost mine. One time she gave me 
her Dixie cup." 

Lily chooses Edwin: 

"Because he 's a boy. He's a nice 

boy. He likes me and I like him. 

Because he gives me things. He goes 
home with me. He gives me every

thing what he's got. He has nice 

eyes.'' 

Tony chooses Morris: 

"He eats with me. He helps me 

build with blocks.'' 

Claire rejects Warren : 
"Because he hits me.'' 

BREAKING UP OF THE EXPRESSIONS 

In Regard to Sex. 
He has nice eyes. 

Because he's a boy. 

He likes me and I like 
him. 

In Regard to Level of 
Motivation 

She tells me her mother 

is going to buy a nice 
toy for me and you. 

If we meet another girl 

In Regard to Race 
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gives me candy when I 
eat with her 

lends me crayons when I 
have lost mine 

gives me everything what 
he's got 

gins me lots of big yel-
low pencils 

goes home with me 

dressed up nice 

folds her hands nice 

he has nice eyes 

helps me build with 
blocks 

Conclusions, 1st Grade 

379 

None. 

The motivations at this age level show an increased variety 
.and are clearer than formerly. Besides having often an 
esthetic character, they include references to third persons and 
to work relations. Heterosexual and interracial attractions 
.appear in approximately the same proportions and with sim
ilar characteristics as in the kindergarten. Sexual motivations 
are slightly indicated and interracial motivations are agam 
1lllSSll1g. 

2ND GRADE 

(Ages i-8 Yrs.) 

Audrey chooses Muriel: 
" I  like her 'cause she is good, she 

reads so good. She always says 
·'Yes ' when I ask her to play house 
with me. She doesn't leoxe me if 
another girl comes along." 

Audrey chooses Herbert : 

"I like Herbett very much. I 
think he likes me too. I like him 
'cause he's fair in everything." 

Muriel chooses Audrey: 

"I met Audrey in lA. Teacher 

put her seat by me. She never 
laughed at me if I didn't do my 
numbers right. I want to always sit 

by her." 

Muriel chooses Herbert: 

" He likes me too, 'cause he's al
ways lagging around me and wants 
me to play with him. He never hit 
me yet." 

Herbert chooses Benny: Herbert chooses John: 

"I met Benny in the class I was "I like John 'cause he makes all 
in first, long ago. I didn't like him the kids laugh." 

very much and then I got to like 
him more and more. He used to be 

bad but now he's getting good. He 
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used to beat up other kids and every
thing . Now he acts good, like me 
and some other kids." 

Benny chooses Herbert: John rejects Herbert: 

" He's nice. He plays nice. Most 
all the boys like him, he can play 
ball so good. He can run fast too. 
He's my best friend." 

" I don't like Herbert. When he 
reads he makes me almost deaf he 
reads so loud." 

BREAKING UP OF THE EXPRESSIONS 

In Regard to Sex 

I like Herbert very 
much. I think he likes 
me too. 

He likes me too, 'cause 
he's always I a g gin g 
around me ... 

In R egard to Level of 
Mo tivation 

'cause she is so good, she 
reads so good. 

'cause he's fair in every-
thing. 

now he's getting good. 
now he acts good. 
'cause he makes the kids 

laugh. 
She doesn't leave me if 

another g i r I · c o m e s 
along. 

She never laughed at me 
if I didn·t do my num

bers right. 

He's nice. 
I want to always sit by 
her. 

Conclusions, 2nd Grade 

In Regard to Race 

None 

The occasional development of a triangle at this age level 
signifies that the children's organization in process of forma
tion is becoming more complex and more finely integrated 
than formerly. More often the relationships extend beyond 
those of person-to-person character. The more such struc
tures develop the more the children can begin to liberate them
selves from the intimate home group and in particular from 
the adults of their acquaintance. The child starts to function 
in a double role, one in his home group, the second in groups 
of his own choice. 

Motivations given in the kindergartens-·a.nd 1st grades con-
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tinue and hang over into the 2nd grade. In addition, the 
children stress the sense of time in relation to the person liked, 
evaluate his dependability, and give verdicts of moral judg
ment. Rejections are more sharply defined. 

3RD GRADE 

(Ages 8-9 Yrs.) 

Harold chooses Arnold: 
(English) (colored) 
" He's my best friend. I knew him 

before I went to school. He lived 
acrossed the street from my bouse. 

When I first moved there I didn't 
have any frienda. ::;o I saw him and I 
called him into my backyard. And 
I said, ' Do you want to be friends? ' 
and he said, ' Yes,' and we started to 
play ball. Then I was little. I'v� 
never been mad at him for three 
years. We still live near but I moved 
up the block further. He doesn't get 
mad right away or rough, like some 
other boys do. He jokes and fools 
around a lot. I went to his house 
about four times. The first time we 
was in the 2nd grade and he said, ' Do 
you want to come over to my house 
to play games ? ' so we went. Now 

we always play in the street." 

Harold chooses Anna: 
(Italian) 

" She lives about a block from me. 
I met her in 2A. She was talking to 
Arnold and so I went over to him 
and we all started to talk to each 
other. I thought she was a nice girl. 
Then we asked her to play punch
ball with us after school in the yard 
and she did. She was good right off. 
Even if she couldn't play good we 

would have p layed with her till she 
learned to play good 'cause we liked 
her. She doesn't play so much with us 
now outside of school. She does her 
work good. She's one of the smart 
girls. She never did anything wrong 
to us." 

Arnold chooses Harold: 

" When I first met him he wasn't 
quite friends with me, but now he is. 
When I went to play with him he 
used to push me down. Then I 
didn't use to play with him any more 

for a few days ;  then he was nice to 
me. He said to me one day that 
he'd never fight with me and I said, 

' I will never fight with you, too.' 
One day he lost his lunch and I shared 
my lunch with him. He likes the 
sandwiches my mother makes . I like 
him because he lives near me. He 
helps roe with my homework and 
he tells roe if I make a mistake. 
Sometimes he tells me the right 

answer . He rides roe on his bicycle 
sometimes." 

Anna chooses Harold : 

"He's a nice friend of mine . He 
used to give roe plants when he 
worked for the florist fixing up the 
cemetery. He was in my class in 
2A. We were playing a game and I 
picked him and then we became 
friends. He used to like me. I play 
with him in play-times and I always 
pick him when its roy turn. Only if 

he isn't there I pick some other boy. 
He never chooses other girls either. 
He's the monitor." 
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Arnold chooses Anna : Anna chooses Arnold : 
"I showed Anna where everybody 

lives when she didn't know nothing 
about anybody here. She had j ust 
come here. I used to tell her to do 
things and she used to tell me to 
do things and that's how we became 
friends. I help her in number stories. 
That is hard for her. She shows me 
spelling." 

" He's nice. He doesn't hit girls 
either. Sometimes he lets me water 
the plants when it's really his turn. 
I only moved here about two years 
ago and I knew Arnold the next day 
after I was here . He was walking 
around the street and he had a little 
baby with him wheeling it, and I 
said, ' Hello,' and he said, ' Hello .' 
Then I told him my name and he 
told me his name and then we kept 
going with each other. He used to
play with me mostly all the time but 
now he plays more with Joseph. I 
don't know why that is. I feel sad 
when he goes away from me some
times. It hurts me. I would like 
to play with both of them but now 
mostly girls come after me. Margaret 
wants me to be her best friend. She 
says I am pretty. I like her too and 
she's pretty, too." 

Harold rej ects John: 

Harold rej ects Rose : 

Anna rej ects Geraldine : 

Anna rej ects Carl : 

Anna rej ects her class
room neighbors : 

Arnold rej ects Henry : 

" I don't like him . He talks bad in front of the 
girls and everybody. He hits the girls." 

" I don't like her very much. She sits down all 
the time, doesn't run or anything .' ' 

" When we play ball she gives me such a rotten 
ball (throw) that I miss ; she wants me to miss 
so she can go up. I'd like her if she didn't do 

that." 
" He's fresh and he's rough and he doesn't like 

girls either." 
" I don't like any of them because they're all 

boys." (However, she chooses two boys to 
replace them.) 

" He makes all kinds of noises and motions." 

BREAKING UP OF THE EXPRESSIONS 

In Regard to Sex 
We kept going with each 
other. He used to play 
with me mostly all the 
time but now he plays 
more with Joseph . . . .  
I would like to play 
with both of t h em 

In Regard to Level of 
Motivation 

I used to tell her to do 
things and she used to 
tell me to do things. 

In Regard to Race 
When I went to play 
with him he used to 
push me down. (?) 

He helps me with my 
homework and he tells 
me if I make a mistak•=:·� 
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(boys) but now mostly 
girls come after me. I help her in number 

stories. . . . She shows 
I don't like him. He me spelling. 

talks bad in front of the 

girls and everybody. 
He hits the girls. 

I don't like her very 
much. She sits down 
all the time, doesn't 
run or anything. 

He used to give me 
plants. Sometimes he 
lets me water the plants 
when it's really his turn. 

He rides me on his 
bicycle. 

She does her work goo<.l. 
I don't like any of them She never did anything 

because they're all boys. wrong to us. 

He doesn't get mad right 
I always pick him when away or rough. 

it's my turn. . . . He 
never chooses o t h e r 
girls either. 

Conclusions, 3rd Grade 

383 

With the. decrease of heterosexual attractions and the in
crease of homosexual attractions, the motivations given at this 
age level reveal a more critical attitude towards the other sex. 
But a warmer feeling towards the same sex is not yet evident. 
No restraint is yet apparent in the exercise of choice towards 
individuals of other nationalities and interracial motivations 
for these choices are also not evident. Choices are still made 
for purely individual reasons. 

The children appear to choose associates according to attri

butes necessary for the joint pursuit of common aims with 
definite goals. Their estimates are more pragmatic than 
before. The motivations are given largely in narrative form. 
With earnestness the children relate how much their friend

ships mean to them and how badly they. feel when the other 
party seems not to be attentive to them . Here and there it 
appears in the motivations that a critical point is reached in 
group development. With the awareness for friendly feelings 
which are not reciprocated the desire to overcome this dis
satisfaction looks for some compensation. We have-observed 
children who are unchosen in the groups previous to the 3rd 
grade, but little Anna, who expresses the feelings of loneliness, 
is something new. With the feeling of loneliness the sense 
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for distance increases and a greater awe and fear in respect to 
individuals who are bigger, stronger, or mentally superior, as 
adults, or who are different in their physical make-up, as the 
other sex, begin to dawn in the child. The disappointment 
about unreciprocated love, for instance, for a parent, does not 
result in subj ective reactions only, as fear, running away, cry
ing, but the child looks for more expression in associations with 
individuals of his own age than he naturally would otherwise. 
It can b e  said that the first total impression of the social group 
around him may have been for the child from early infancy 
the same in its general contours. But as the child grows he 
develops more differences within himself and b ecomes aware 
of more differences in the total picture around him. As long 
as these differences are experienced in a rudimentary stage 
they do not affect his emotional reactions and the emotional 
reactions of his associates, nor, in consequence, his position 
within the group. The feeling of these differences has to 
reach a certain saturation point in him and in his associates 
before it results in repercussions within the group. 

Donald chooses Nicholas: 
(English) (Italian) 

4TH GRADE 

(Ages 9-10 Yrs.) 

"He's the best one in the class. He's such a nice fellow. Always he's 
jolly. He likes to tell jokes. He's on the football team and is a good 
tackler." 

Nicholas chooses Donald: 
" He's always protecting me. There are some older boys who like to make 

passes at me 'cause I answer them back kind of tough when they call me 
' Wop.' My father is always putting his pushcart by the school and when 
he calls out ' Bananas ' or something these kids like to kid me. Donald 
always sticks up for me. He says he thinks I'd make a good professional 
football player. I might be that." 

Nicholas chooses Ruth: 
(Jewish) 

" She's nice. She doesn't talk much. She is quite pretty and she says 
' Hello ' to most of the boys." 

Richard chooses Donald: 
(Russian) 

" He's my pal. He knows a lot about sports. He's interesting to listen to. 
If you get him mad he has a bad disposition and tries to do nearly every-
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thing in his power to get even-starting fights. Then to get over it, he says, 
'Let's choose up a game of punchball," or something. He goes around nice 
and friendly except when he gets his disposition up. We hang out together 
practically all the time . He's sort of comical sometimes and other times he':> 
very serious, gets talking about himself. I'd like to sit next to him because 
of just friendliness." 

Richards rejects Leonard : 
(German) 

" Most of the time he's mad. If you go near him he starts flinging around. 
He says, 'What's the idea? ' He likes sports but he doesn't get the ideas 
of sports into his head. For a minute he catches on but he gets right off 
it again. All he's good for is school work." 

Richard rej ects Harry : 
(Jewish) 

" He talks a lot. He's comical. Once he was roy pal but now I don 't seem 
to like him. He goes with a dumb boy, Louis, who runs with a gang. They 
never do anything right if they can do it wrong. Outside of school or 
inside either, they can't be still a minute, always shouting, not nervous 
exactly but always jumping." 

Richard rejects Tony: 
(Italian) 

" For the least thing he gets mad at you. He's not interesting and he 
hangs out with bad boys too, mostly Italians. Sort of sneaky . If he can 

play a trick on you that you won't like, he does it. He and Harry and 
Bruno and Joseph used to form gangs and get after children that get A's 
and B's. They only get C's and D's. If we were playing punchball and didn't 
let one of them in, they 'd start something. The gang was started by these 
boys' older brothers. The older brothers would tell the younger ones all 
about it and the younger ones as they got older would follow the same 
footstep-s. This gang is still meeting and my cousin (age 12 yrs.) says that 
gang was here ever since he's been here and he's been here five years. His 
brother says they were here when he was six years old. When we play 
handball with the younger ones of the gang around our age they get to like 

us and follow us around and get reformed,-some of them, about a quarter 
of them. But most of them are fifteen and seventeen years old now because 
about twenty of the little ones left the gang for good. Some of those who 
left call themselves still the ' 35th Street Gang.' They're so ignorant they're 
not ashamed. They're proud about saying it because their older brothers 

are in it. We try to explain to them that it's wrong but they keep doing 
it anyway. The gang uses the younger boys to run errands for them. Some 
of the older ones work once in a while. But they gJet fired after a week 
for doing nothing and coming late. Only one of them had a steady j ob and 
he lost it too. Their fathers and mothers give them money to go out and 
get a job and they spend it any old way. They try to encourage them but 
they don't care what they do. I know they stole a car once. Some girls 
who live on that block go out with them. They are older than the boy;;, 
I think, and they make themselves look tough by smearing a lot of lipstick 
and rouge on their faces.'' 
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Richard rejects William: 
(Irish) 

SuPPLEMENTS 

"He can't talk clearly, sort of mumbles, so you can't understand him and 
it gets on your nerves. He's very clever though, but I don't want to be near 
hi " m. 

BREAKING UP OF THE EXPRESSIONS 

In Regard to Level of 
In Regard to Sex 

She is quite pretty and 
she says " Hello " to 
most of the boys. 

Motivation 
is a good tackler 
knows a lot about sports. 
interesting to listen to 

He's always protecting 
me. 

just friendliness 
likes to tell jokes 

Conclusions, 4th Grade 

In Regard to Race 
when they c a I I  m·e 

"\:llop." 

The cleavage between the sexes is ahnost entirely complete 
at this age leveL The boys choose boys very nearly to the 
total exclusion of girls, and girls choose girls very nearly to the 
total exclusion of boys. The reflection of this development in 
their motivations appears more characteristic and decisive in 
the 5th grade, where it is discussed. The motivations indi
cate also the forming of groups in respect to various coopera
tive aims, open or secret. The children work out schemes to 
fit reality and often also with the risks involved in life situa
tions. This period marks the first appearance of formations 
working on a large scale during a long period of time towards 
more or less definitely constructed goals which are invented 
independent of adult groups and which function also inde
pendently of them. 

Interracial choices appear less frequently but the reason for 
this is hardly detectable in the motivations. Very seldom is 
a term employed expressing racial feelings. Individual cases 
may disclose.at this age level or even earlier distinct attitudes 
towards individuals of other nationality and social class, but 
here we emphasize the general trend. Elsewhere in this book 
the importance of indoctrination, the influence of parents' 
opinions upon children, is discussed. If, in some individual 
cases, hostile opinions emotionally most violent are expressed 
by parents this may stir up the child's fantasy towards such 
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factors. But the probable reason even exciting suggestions do 
not seriously affect the organizations of the groups formed by 
children up to and including this age level is that the impres
sions made upon the children by these suggestions are offset 
in general by their spontaneous attraction to children of other 
nationalities, especially when the nationalities of the different 
class members are not disclosed and remain unknown to them. 
The difference between the sexes is early discovered by the 
children, but to the child's mind the differences between indi
viduals who belong to this or that nationality is so overlapped 
by individual and social factors that he is unable to compre
hend the adult's suggestion . 

Then another element is important. As long as group 
organization is little developed, the nets binding individuals 
together are either entirely absent or discontinuous,-discon
tinuous at so many points that they cannot be made to func
tion as avenues for shaping opinion . These networks are still 
rudimentary before the 4th grade and even when the sexual 
cleavage sets in so decidedly during this period the differentia
tion of the networks within the two homosexual sets is still in 
want of the further differentiation found in the later grades. 
The adults -are able to throw the burning match into the fan
tasy of the children, but to become a permanently burning 
flame, to develop to a collective feeling, it has to be passed 
from one child to the other throughout the network. 

Gertrude chooses Adele : 

5TH GRADE 
(Ages 10--11 Yrs.) 

" Because she is so nice, I think. Almost everything is nice about her. 
She lends me books when I haven't got any. She keeps in friendship with 
me a great deal. She'd always help me if I didn't know a thing. She's 

kind to everybody, mostly eyerybody likes her. She makes a joke sometimes 
but she isn't foolish like some other girls are. She's hardly ever selfish. We 
may have a quarrel sometimes but the next day we meet we can't help to 
say ' Hello ' and then, of course, we're friends again. I knew her for one 

and a half years . She's hardly ever sulky." 

Gertrude chooses Lillian: 

"I have almost the exact feeling I have about Adele. I'm sure I love these 
girls. They're so nice, so good. They're my real, tnle friends. I could always 
depend on them and they could always depend on me. I'm very glad she 
would depend on me because I'd do anything I could for her as long as I 
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could. I met Lillian first and then Adele in the other school and I intro
duced them and they became very intimate friends. These friends are j ust 
somebody else you put close to you instead of a relative, that's what friendship 
means." 

Ralph chooses Robert : 

" I always play with him because he lives around my way and we have a 
baseball team. He's a good sport and doesn't get mad at the least little 
thing you do. Like you say something to him he doesn't like, he doesn't 
get mad right away. He can play very good and pitches on our t eam. 
When boys get into -a :fight he stops it and makes boys who are enemies 
friends. He goes over, makes them stop and shake hands. He's not stingy ; 
he always helps the other boys and gives them anything he has. Whenever 
he has anything he always shares it. He acts like he knew a lot, does every
thing the way he should do it. He's sort of in-between, not noisy and not 
quiet. He's kind to animals and he has a dog and he takes care of it just 
like he would of a brother. On our team we have twelve fellows, nine 
regular and three substitutes. Robert and I started it and that kept us 
close friends." 

Ralph chooses Augustus :  

" He has lots o f  pigeons and he cares for them all by himself. What I 
like about him is, he shares. He lets m e  fly his pigeons. He's good-natured. 
I hav e a moving picture machine and we have some tricks. We are trying 
to organize a club. We have three members already. We charge 5¢ a week 
and I like the way Augustus is good at collecting the fees. Sometimes he 
brags about himself and I tell him so. We get along good." 

Sidney chooses Theodore: 
(Russian) (Russian) 

" He's one of my best friends and I seem to like him most. He's a real 
fellow and yet he's kind. He found a bird with a broken wing and cared 
for it till it could fly away. Some boys take advantage of him because he 
can't fight so well but I stop them. He has an arm that's paralyzed but his 
other arm has a lot of strength on account of that so he can play handball. 
I have been with him all the way in school except one term since 2A." 

Theodore chooses Sidney : 

" When I get into a crowd of boys and they start to :fight and I can't oo. 
account of my arm, he always takes my part. I've known him since 2A. 

When they need an extra player and there isn't anybody to play in a game, 
he always asks them to take me. We ask each other riddles and all that. 
I ask him what he learned and I tell him what I learned and we ask each 
other questions. He has a lot of comical ways about him and can keep 
everyone laughing. He was told to make j okes for a play, it is so easy for 
him. He seems to be as good a friend as you can find." 

James chooses Gordon: 
(Scotch) (Scotch) 

" He speaks Scotch and so do I. I think he was brave to come over alone 
on a boat and leave his mother there. . . . ,· - �  
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George chooses Chris : 
(Greek) (Greek) 

389 

" He speaks my language . We're Greek. We play ' Cops and Robbers ' 
together. Chris made a golf course and charged a penny . He has a nice 
disposition but is sort of lazy. He's so fat that he can only do things like 
that well. . . . " 

Adeline rej ects Anna : 
(Italian) 

" I  don't like her so much. Sometimes she dresses so filthy I don't like 
to look at her. Her hair hangs all over, like most Italians." 

Michael rej ects Morris : 
(Italian) (Jewish) 

" He wants to play with us but we won't let him. We also beat Norman 
up because he was on Morris' side. They're both Jewish. We beat him up 
six or seven times. He takes things that don't belong to him ." 

Morris rejects Michael : 

" He always brings his friends around who jump on me. I can't fight him 
anyway ; he wears glasses." 

Helen rejects August : 

" He's colored and. very funny acting. I don't have anything to do with 

him. I speak to him once in a blue moon. I want to say he never got 
fresh to me, though." 

Mildred rej ects Lydia : 

" She is nice sometimes and sometimes I fight with her. She is Jewish and 
I don't bother with Jewish people. She is nice sometimes though." 

Jane rej ects William: 

" Always digging under the ground to make tunnels and all kinds of 
houses. Maybe that 's not silly but it seems silly to me . He makes up 
stuff he calls minstrels but I don't see it makes any sense. The teacher 
laughs with him sometimes and that makes me mad. He's colored." 

John rej ects George : 

" A  girl brought flowers to school and they were very nice. But George 
jumped up and said, ' I'll bring some better than those ; that's nothing to 
what I'm going to bring.' He thinks he's better than everyone else. He's 
a show-off and he's wild. He comes around and thinks he can hit the boys 

in the class . He can hit punchball best so he thinks he's best of all." 

Russell rej ects Vivian : 

" If  you step on her foot and say ' Excuse me,' she'll stamp right back on 
your foot. She's always humming in class. If you lend her something she 

isn't careful of it . Also she talks too slow. I can't stand it how she talks. 
And she says foolish things instead of nothing.'' 
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Edith rej ects Antonette : 

" She's not honest but I play with her because she's a customer of my 
father's. She's smart but she thinks she can tell everybody everything ."  

Adeline rej ects Edgar : 

" I  don't talk to him . When I say something to him, he doesn't know 
what I'm saying and I don't understand him , so I don't want to sit by him . 
Other boys call him ' Dummy.' But I don't think it's true. I think he';; 
smart. When he doesn't understand teacher he makes a face and pushes 
his head forward and the kids laugh and he starts to cry. I don't do tha t. 
It isn't right." 

Jane rej ects Bernice : 

" She gets terribly nervous. Then she can't find her pencil box when it's 
right on the desk. She makes herself think things are hard. She isn't :1s 
smart as the rest of us. I'd get to fussing if I were seated by her." 

Helen rej ects Gloria : 

" She is too quiet and she is the teacher's pet .  When I'm tired I go around 
with her and I know she won't j ump around. She star-gazes .  We all teas':! 
her and she won't get angry . She likes to play with delis. She thinks ad
venture is sitting on the grass and talking. And that seems like just talk 
to me.'' 

Ruth chooses Gloria : 

" I like the way she talks . She comes from Buffalo and has an accent. 
She talks very fancy like. I try to get it. She is pretty and chubby-like 
and quite much fun to listen to. She is always thinking up things with her 
imagination .'' 

Roberta rej ects Bertram : 

" He talks to himself and mumbles when he is working. He has firey red 
hair that doesn't look nice and he cracks j okes when he is not supposed to. 
He is funny and no one will sit next to him." 

Roberta rej ects Clifford : 

" I don't bother with him at all. He is always sleeping. The teacher claps 
her hands and then he j umps up. Maybe he is not sleeping but he looks that 
way. 

Miriam rejects Matthew : 

" He is fat and funny. We call him the fat fellow in Our Gang comedy. 
Even the teacher has to laugh at him . He sits in back as the seats in front 
are too small for him. His belly goes out too far. I don't want to be near 
him.'' 

Miriam rej ects Peggy : 

" I keep up a smile so I won't show I don't care for her. I used to lika 
her but when I see how she is always slapping · her little sister I don't like 
·her any more . She is fat and talks too much. She won't play, she is . afraid 
she will reduce. When she does anything she tells you about it.'' · 
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BREAKING UP OF THE EXPRESSIONS 

In R ega:rd to Sex 
In R egard to Level of 

iVI otivation 
She 'd help me if I didn't 
know a thing. She is 
kind to everybody . . .  
hardly ever selfish. 

I could always depend 
on them and they could 
always depend on me. 

He's a good sport . . .  
can play good . . . not 
stingy . . .  always helps 
. . . always shares 
kind to animals. 

He acts like he knew 'l. 
lot, does everything the 
way he should do it .  

he always takes my part . 

We are trying to organize 
a club. 

I like the way she talks 
. . . fancy-like. 

I don't understand him. 
I'd get to fussing if I 

were seated by her. 
She's too quiet . . . star

gazes. 

He talks to himself and 
mumbles when he is 
working. . . . He is  
funny and no one will 

set next to him. 
He is always sleeping. 
He is fat . . . .  His belly 
goes out too far. 

she talks too slow. I 
can't stand it how she 
talks. 

she is always slapping 
her little sister . . . is 
fat and talks too much 
. . .  won't play . . .  

In Regard to Race 
He speaks Scotch and so 

do I .  
He speaks my language . 

We're Greek. 

Her hair hangs all over 
like most Italians'. 

They're both Jewish. ( ? )  

He's colored and funny 
acting. 

She is Jewish and I don't 
bother with J e w i s  h 
people. 

He's colored. ( '? )  
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Conclusions, 5th Grade 

In the 5th grade the intersexual choices are ahnost totally 
m1ssmg. The group is now split up into two homosexual 
units. The motivations are often based on similarities of 
traits, physical and mental, of social standing, and of interests 
in common pursuits. In the boy groups is found warm attach
ment tending toward hero worship ; in the girl groups, attach
ment tending towards devoted emotional friendship. The 
rej ections are specifically motivated, well articulated, and 
based largely on differences, physical and mental. Prejudices 

in respect to the nationality and the social affiliation of the 
particular rejected individuals are frequently reflected. The 
number of interracial choices declines considerably in favor of 
intra-racial choices and of intra-nationality choices. The trend 
is towards a still greater cleavage within the two homosexual 
groups into divisions along the lines of nationality and social 
class (poor or rich, neighborhood of residence, etc. ) .  

Stephan chooses Max : 

6TH GRADE 

(Ages 11-12 Yrs.) 

" I play with boys all older than me and I criticize them and he stops them 
from hitting me. . . . When I first came to the school he was the one 
who helped me with everything. I always play with him. He's good to play 
with 'cause he doesn't ever try to cheat you . He's the same nationality as 
me, too .  He's not selfish and whenever he has anything he gives you half." 

Gertrude chooses Mae : 

" She's Polish and Jewish like me and she's a very nice girl. Her mother 
and my mother cook the same way and we wear clothes almost just alike. 
We go to the movies together and her aunt lives in the same house as I do." 

Gertrude chooses Eleanor : 

" I  like her for the same things almost. Only her nationality isn't the same 
as mine . . . .  " 

Betty chooses Barbara : 

"I'm fat and when I try to be nice to anybody they don't seem to like me. 
Barbara is fat too and I like her because she has a lot of sense. She doesn't 
get a temper up like I do if she is teased. She's patient. I'm not and I 
guess that's why I like her. She always tells me not to get mad so easy." 
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Madeline chooses Marietta : 

" She is about my size and my age. I like to walk with her 'cause I think 
we look nice together. She isn't noisy or rude, only once in a while she is 
rude unconsciously, which means she doesn't know she is rude herself. She 
is willing to play games that are gay and with a lot of action. We like to 
help each other. She is truthful. Also if you ask her to bring you some
thing she will bring it even if she has a lot of other things to carry just the 
same." 

Joel chooses Gunther : 

" I keep tropical fish and I collect stamps and Gunther likes to see my 
things. He seems to be interested in them and that's what I like about him . 
He isn't only always wanting to play baseball . I don't see very well so I 
like to do other things than play sports." 

Samuel chooses Daniel : 

" He is comical. Once he is your friend he is very loyal to you . He 
doesn't brag about the pictures he makes although he is about the best 
artist in the school. Especially airplanes, he can draw wonderful. I don't 
speak very good English yet and he helps me with it. Then he makes a 
j oke about it when he is correcting me and I don't mind because of the way 
he does it." 

Lucille chooses Anita : 

" She's more companionable to you. She's different, has more personality 
than most people. And she's refined. She doesn't think she's better than 
other girls, either. Som e, if they were like her, would start bragging but 
she isn't that kind. She minds her own business. When she says some
thing you know it's the truth and you don't when some girls talk. Mostly 
too, she isn't bossy." 

Anita chooses Doris : 

" Everyone says she's nice and I think she is too. She has a nice family 
and a room by herself. We play actresses together. When you play with her, 
she is ready to take her turn. Like at games she will give up the ball right 
away. She doesn't say things to hurt you, saying ' You're no good,' like her 
cousin does." 

Victor rejects Philip : 

" He has big ears and laughs like Joey Brown. He has a big mouth like 
him too and all the kids make fun of him because he walks flat-footed. He's 
smart in school but I don't care for him." 

Myrtle rej ects Josephine : 

" She is forever mad but not saying what kind of people get her mad. 
She considers herself higher than anyone else and she bosses everything." 

Stephen rej ects Felix : 

" He always plays with one fellow and then another. He doesn't keep up 
a friendship right. He's a sissy. He always plays with the girls and gips 
them too ." 
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In Regard to Sex 

SUPPLEMENTS 

BREAKING UP OF THE EXPRESSIONS 

In R eqard to Level of 
Motivation 

plays fair. 
He is very loyal to you . 
He's not selfish . 

In R egard to Race 
She's Polish and Jewish 

like me and she's a very 
nice girl. 

He's a sissy. He always She is about my size, and He's the same nationality 
plays with the girls. my age. I like to walk as me, too. 

with her 'cause I think 
we look nice together. 

I'm fat . . .  Barbara is 
fat too and I like her. 

I keep tropical fish . . . 
and he seems to be in
terested. 

I don't speak very good 
English yet and he 
helps me with it. 

We like to help each 
other. 

We play actreSses to
gether. 

He doesn't brag about 

the pictures he makes. 
She doesn't say things to 

hurt you.  

He has big ears and 
. . . a big mouth . . .  
He is smart . . . but I 
don't care for him . 

S h e  considers herself 
higher than anyone else 

He always plays with 
one fellow and then an
other. He doesn't keep 
up a friendship right. 

Conclusions, 6th Grade 

.The predominance of homosexual choice and a trend towards 
intra-racial choice continues to be evident in the 6th grade. 
Motivations for the choices are expressed with grea.ter sure-
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ness and distinction on the similarity of traits and common 
interests in the same activities. Motivations for rejecting 
members of different nationality and racial groups are present 
( omitted in this text) .  

Jean chooses Henrietta : 

7TH GRADE 

(Ages 12-13 Yrs.) 

" I  think I like her because she has the same ideas I have . We both love 
to write. And she isn't silly about b oys like Pauline and Eileen and Winifred 
are. We like boys all right but we don't like to be silly about them . Every
body used to snub me because I was from Sight Observation class but since 
Henrietta goes with me they stopped. She helps me read small print and 
is the only one who comes over and does it of her own free will before the 
teacher asks them to. We are both quite serious." 

Jean rej ects Lillian : 

" She always moves away from me when she's supposed to sit beside me. 
I think it's because she's prej udiced against me on account of my nationality." 

William chooses John : 

" We play handball together. He 's a fair dealer, not like some wise guys, 
picking fights and cursing . He's something like me. We're Irish and his 

mother is dead and my father is dead. He's a good guy. If we could sit 
together in class I think we could get along and wouldn't quarrel. He ain't 
sneaky, don't say he likes you one minute and don't the next . You can tell 
him a secret and he won't' go around and tell everybody.  He'd give you 
anything, even his last cent. M ost of the tim e he's j olly." 

William chooses Eileen : 

" She suits my taste. She's got more sense than .other girls. She's not 
bashful, though she is a year younger than me. She dresses nicely. A 
kid in class knew her and we started jumping rope with her for fun. She 
just says ' Hello ' when she sees you on the street and doesn't make you 
feel funny in front of other boys by making fun the way they talk when 
they know a boy likes them. Now it's basketball time so I don't have time 
to see her. She is about my size and she has blonde hair and blue eyes. 
That's my taste, it 's what I like." 

Eileen chooses William : 

" Most of the girls in the class like his eyes. I think he 's the best boy 
in our class. He's smart. I think he is handsome. I'm the only girl he 

.speaks to because most of the girls are babyish and he doesn't like that. 
I'm allowed to go to the movies with him and once I had him to my house 

for supper." 

Sadie rej ects Eileen : 

" She puts on her red beret and pulls her curly hair out and makes up to 
.some boys and says she j ust wanted to look nice for herself and we don't 
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believe it. She acts dippy sometimes. One minute she will like you and 
the next she is sore. She has certain moods." 

William rej ects Viola : 

" I  don't like her. She's colored. I haven't got anything against her but 
I don't want you to put her next to me." 

Eileen rej ects Viola : 

" If anything should happen to a kid, like he is put back, she is right 
there to radio it with her big mouth." 

BREAKING UP OF THE EXPRESSIONS 

In Regard to Level of 
In R egard to Sez 

Most of the girls in the 
class like his eyes. 

Motivation In R egard to Race 
She has the same ideas We're Irish. 

I have. We both love 
to write . . .  We are I think . . . she's prej u
both quite serious. diced . . . my nation

ality. 

She is about my size and He's something like me I don't like her. She's 
she has blonde hair and . . . his mother is dead colored. I ain't got 
blue eyes. That's my and my father's dead. anything against her. 
taste, it's what I like. 

Conclusions, 7th Grade 

The motivations at this age level have become more pene
trating and occasionally choices are made motivated by com
plementary attributes. Intersexual choices begin to reappear. 
The motivations for them have near-adult characteristics of 
sophistication. Intra-racial motivations are again present ( in 
general omitted from this text) . 

Evelyn chooses Ruth : 

8TH GRADE 

(Ages 13-14 Yrs.)  

" At first I thought she was fresh and was trying to snub me. But gradu
ally I found that she is neither fresh nor high-hatted but sweet and not 
stubborn. She has a nice personality, j ust draws you to her. None of us 
three (Evelyn, Ruth, Elinor) have boy friends but we talk with boys. I 
prefer a girl to a boy as a friend and so do Ruth and Elinor. I'll try to be 

- her friend all my life, even when I'm grown up." 

Evelyn chooses Elinor : 

" I like her less than I do Ruth. She is very stubborn and fresh. If she 
wants to go to a certain show she won't give in . We have to follow her. 
But I like her very much though. She is also Jewish as I am and my m other 
wants me to go with Jewish girls. She is very --sympathetic, too. She has 
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funny ways about her. She thinks sometimes she is not wanted. I have a 
pity for her a little bit. She is so tall and thin and she is not so smart as 
Ruth is in school . She's bashful and it takes long for her to get chummy 
with people . She will express her opinion about people to us but not to their 
face. If she doesn't get what she wants she will insist on it and she is 
willing to spoil us from having a good time if she gets annoyed. But she 
is very fair and I am very fond of her. She bites her nails and Ruth doesn't 
<lo that. She is more shy with the boys than I am because she thinks 
they don't like her as she is too tall and not pretty ." 

David chooses Marie : 

" About the 3A I noticed her and she seemed to be the highest of the 
girls. We talked to each other then. In the 4B she got skipped and left the 
school and j ust came back the beginning of 8B . I hardly ever see her as 
she's not in my room. She's better looking than the maj ority . Curly brown 
hair at the ends, blue eyes, same height as I am. I'm interested to become 
friends with her. I don't know her well yet. I used to in the lower grade 

but she seems to have forgotten . She's my idea of what a girl should be 
like." 

Stanley chooses David : 

" I was in 7B4 with him ; I was new and he treated me better than all the 
other fellows did. I like the things he does. So do the teacher and the 
other pupils. Now he is my best friend. He has a very nice nature about 
him. Sociable. He is sort of like me . He wants to know everything and 
to talk out enthusiastic. He has a handsome face for a boy of his age . Only 
thing is he walks with his head bent down to the left as he can't see v ery 
much out of the right eye." 

Dorothy chooses Peter : 

" I  met him while he was head monitor. At first I didn't like him at all 
and all the other girls liked him .  I thought he had too many friends. I 
was taken out of line one day for talking and brought up to him. He 

walked me home that - day and from then on I began to like him. I see him 

a lot in school. He has asked to take me out.  I like him a great deal. 

It's mostly his looks that I like. He has a nice disposition and he's not fresh 

to girls." 

Richard chooses Roger : 

" I  admired him at first because he played for the best team . In some 

ways he isn't so good a sport . Like if you hit him he gets mad. I just 

took a sudden liking to him . Every time you see him he has a smile on his 

face and if you see him often you j ust get to like him . I like his gameness. 

Like when the circus was in town he suggested we sneak in." 

Albert chooses Rose : 

" She once sat next to me in class. She j ust appeals to me. For these 

last two weeks I don't walk home with her because we had kind of an 

argument. I dropped my baseball glove and she kicked it and the boys 

kidded me. She doesn't pay very much attention to me." 
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Shirley chooses Florence : 

" I  like her company. She's a little more intelligent than I am . She's 
most agreeable .  I've never disputed with her yet. She seems to me a 
little more mature than I am because she worries about what her friends 
will say about her and I couldn 't be bothered about that . She is a leader. 
I am a leader, too, and we never tly to boss each other and that's why we 
agree . We both like dramatics very much. We both want to be at the head 
in studies too. She's much better looking than I am and she's not con
ceited about it. She's interested in Olga who lives with all grown-ups and 
that's why she acts so grown-up . She's good in dramatics but I think I'm 
still a little bit better, though , in that." 

Albert rej ects Alexander : 
(Irish) 

" M ost people don't like him.  He is more Irish in his ways and our class 
don't like that . He talks a lot, argues, and fights, and is awful loud in gym 
when something happens." 

Richard rej ects Clara : 
(colored ) 

" She's one of the worst , sloppy, and when she gets mad you know it." 

Stanley rej ects Erma : 
(Jewish) 

" I  disliked her from the first time I saw her . It was j ust her manner ; 
she th inks a lot of herself. She's Jewish . She isn't very clean either." 

Patricia rej ects Carmela : 
(Italian) 

" I'd get Hail Columbia if my mother saw me going with any of them 
Italians." 

Norman rej ects Anna : 
(Jewish) 

" I think it 's her face.  Her nose is the most prominent part of her face. 

I felt a little disgusted the first day I saw her, the beginning of this term . 
Her face is typ ically Jewish and my family doesn't like Jews. I was brought 
up that way. I was sort of conscious of it for the last three or four years. 
Her hair is long and stringy. She talks with a Jewish accent. She's a pain 

in the neck . I think boys don't like her at all . I have never spoken to her . 
She never did anything to me and I never heard anything about her from 

anyone but that's how I feel about her." 

Blossom rej ects Eva : 
(colored) 

" She doesn't make friends with white girls. She has a horrid body odor." 

Ira rej ects Tony : 
(Jewish) (Italian) 

" I  don 't want to be his friend. I don't take to Italians. I get antagonlstlc . 
I'm usually on the outs with him." 
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" He's good. He's so polite and humorous, willing to do anything . Doesn't 

get sore if he is scolded. He knows if he's wrong he's wrong. Also he is 
brilliant . Everybody likes him. The girls like him too, even if he is 
colored . I wouldn't mind to sit by him but I chose my best girl friends 
first." 

Ruth rej ects Eva : 
( colored) 

" Nobody cares for her. She 's not clean . Even other negroes ignore her. 
She is conceited too. Thinks she has a beautiful voice. She sings loud as 
she can. I asked Waldo why they didn't like her and he said she was a 

Western negro . I know she works after school. She has no father or 
mother." 

Edward says of Kate : 

( colored) 

" She hangs out with two other colored girls and if she didn't do that I'd 
think she was better, but still I can't say I'd like her because she'd still be 
colored . The other two girls like to fist-fight. You'd think they were boys 
to watch them. And Kate tries to get them to stop so they are always 

trying to get rid of her but she hangs on to them . She's neat as any 
white girl but dumb to go with people nobody likes." 

Harriet rejects Marie : 

" I  would like her but her manner of speech annoys me. She lisps. She 

also has funny little habits which annoy,-shaking her head and snapping 

her fingers." 

Paul rej ects Charles : 

" I  guess he 'll be flunked. He hands in dirty, sloppy papers. He's not 

low or rowdy but j ust dumb. He isn't right in the brain . Plays with 
pencils and makes believe they represent something." 

David rej ects Arlene : 

" She calls me ' Steeplechase ' and that gets me sore. I run a lot." 

Stanley rej ects Augusta : 

" She always comes up and says ' Hello, Blondie,' and makes me fee! 
funny." 

Stanley rej ects Andrew : 

" I  like to make things, machinery and wagons and little furniture and he 

is so clumsy he breaks them when you're showing him how to do something. 

Only think I like about him is his way to talk. He's a Southerner." 

Augusta rej ects Arlene : 

" I  can't tell what it is about her but it gives me the shivers. She walks as 
if she hadn't any backbone." 
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Ruth rej ects Sally : 

" Nobody likes her in our class. She's a nosey-body. Not smart at all, 
not good for athletics even. Doesn't like to read or sew or do anything. 
Really, she's useless. There's no life in her. She looks at newspaper comics 

and she bounces her ball and she's sixteen." 

Ruth rejects Susan : 

" She is a little evil-minded. She curses and has the boys chasing after 
her. Her mind is never off the boys. She is always talking about them." 

Ruth is  indifferent to Constance : 

" She can't do much because she's crippled. She's so quiet you wouldn't 
know she was in the class but she is sociable sometimes. She reads serious 
books and is always planting her garden with flowers. But when she talks 
she isn't interesting. It is always an awkward silence if you are talking to 
her." 

Conclusions, 8th Grade 

The rise in the number of intersexual attractions in the 8th 
grade results from the fact that a number of boys and a num
ber of girls transfer the dominant part of their affection from 
their respective homosexual group to which they had been 
previously attached. More or less loosely knit chain relations 
break in between the large homosexual units towards which 
the majority of the members continue to gravitate. However 
loosely knit these chain relations between boys and girls may 
be at this age, they present the potential organic basis for 
sexual or non-sexual boy-girl gangs. The group organization 
discloses that at this developmental level the group is organ
ically predisposed to develop · mixed . gangs of boys and girls 
without the need of older individuals to initiate and direct 
them. 

Compared with earlier age levels ( except for the incipient 
signs found in the 7th grade) , this is a novelty. These inter
sexual structures appear from a static point of view to be 
.similar to the intersexual structures in the 1st and 2nd grades. 
But from a dynamic development point of view, they have a 
different meaning because they appear after the homosexual 
deavage from the 3rd to the 8th grade has affected and shaped 
group organization. The new heterosexual attractions had to 
overcome the resistances coming from the homosexual bondage 
individually and collectively developed,- The cooperative 
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gangs in the 4th-5th grade age levels are uni-sexed, and hetero
sexual attachment or collaboration in earlier grades is usually 
.a person-to-person relation predominantly and not a group 
relation. The recurrence of heterosexual gravitation in the 
.Sth grade is prophetic of a renewed and more persistent attack 
of the heterosexual tendencies against the homosexual tenden
()ies in group organization which throughout adolescence marks 
the group life of the individual up to maturation. 

The motivations of the children at this age level appear 
-exceedingly mature. They can well compare with motiva
tions we have secured from high school children. 

To the summary given after each grade, we may here espe
cially emphasize the technique through which the interracial 
attractions have been ascertained. The sociometric test had 
been given to all individuals of a community or school in re
-spect to such criteria as are of practical significance to these 
individuals, to live in proximity, to work in proximity, or to 
-study in proximity. In respect to each of these three criteria, 
three different structures of the given community result. The 
-evidence thus gained through the sociometric test can now be 
used for the uncovering and interpreting of affinities and dis
affinities which may underlie these spontaneous choices. 

The evidence has been used to uncover, for instance, whether 
any intersexual frequencies dominate the interrelations. These 
frequencies were then studied in respect to the three different 
()riteria to reveal what modifications sexual attraction under
goes when the function of the group and the position of the 
member in the group ha.ve changed. Throughout the testing 
the subjects are unaware that their ip.tersexual choices may 
undergo analysis. The findings have been used also to un
cover and interpret whether any frequencies in respect to 
nationality or race dominate the interrelations. Again, the 
subjects are throughout the testing unaware that their inter
racial or intraracial choices may be used to study racial ten
·sions in groups. This fact of the populations tested being 
taken by surprise gives the findings a great spontaneity value. 
There was never such a question asked as, " Do you like 
negroes ? " or " Do you like this colored boy or that Italian 
girl ? " Nothing of this kind entered or needs to enter into 
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the sociometric test. All  expressions indicating racial feeling 
were given by the children spontaneously ; no t the slightest 
pro vocation by the tester was allowed. The only criterion of 
the interview was : Why do you want to sit beside the pupils 
you have chosen ? In the course of the interview it is also 
disclosed what reasons they have for not having chosen their 
present neighbors and what reasons they have for not having 
chosen certain other individuals about whom we know that 
they have chosen them. The tester simply charts the rela

tions between the individuals as members of two sexes or as 
members of particular nationalities, just as he charts their 
relations as members of a home group, a classroom group, or 
a work group. The sociograms and the analysis of the motiva
tions given by the members of contrasting nationalities offer 
then a growing insight into the mechanisms which underlie 
the development of racial cleavages. 

SELECTIONS FROM A CoMMUNITY SuRVEY 

A. INITIAL AssiGNMENT 

The initial and most important event for a newcomer in a 

community is what start is his, his assignment to the group of 
persons with whom he is going to live. When a person comes 

into a city, he picks the house in which he may live and the 
persons with whom he is going to live by circumstance, by 
recommendation, or hit or miss. The groups and situations 

into which he breaks are his social fate. The start in the new 
group may turn to his advantage or disadvantage in its subse
quent development, but the early stages of his career in the 
strange community are almost entirely beyond his control. 
This is due to a smaU and often one-sided acquaintance volume 

which permits him to select his associates only within the 
boundaries dictated by circumstances. This fact has fateful 
consequences for the residents as well as for the newcomer. 

The technique of the Parent Test and the Family Test is an 
attempt to coordinate the spontaneous tendencies and aims of 

newcomers with the spontaneous tendencies and aims of the 
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residents of the given community. It makes the start for the 
newcomer more articulate. It opens the opportunity for him 
to break into social avenues which promise him a better devel
opment and the group a greater contribution from him. 
Otherwise he may eventually wander long in this community 
or remain blocked in a side line. The process is a technique 
of freedom (see pp. 10-12) : it expands individual power, it 
brings the individual to wider social release. 

The following report is a verbatim record of a Parent Test 
and a Family Test given in respect to eight newcomers, six 
housemothers, and six residents who choose and rej ect each 
other. See pp. 269-297 and sociograms pp. 287-294. 

DoRA B .  

Chooses Among t h e  Housemothers 

1st Choice : Mrs. Reid (C8) : " She 
looks like my grandmother and she 
was nice to me." 

2nd Choice : Mrs. Dickey (CB) : 
" She acted as though she could get 
along with any of the girls and not 
have a special pet among them. I 
like a lady who will sit down and 
talk to you like she does and make 
things plain to you ." 

No additional choices. 

Rej ects : Mrs. Brett (C9) : " I  
didn't like her at all . She isn't 
cheerful." 

Reactions of the Housemothers 

Mrs. Reid : 1st Choice : " Her per
sonality appeals to me : · so frank 
and straight-forward. Talks like n, 
grown-up person, very definite and 
poised. Everything would be in the 
open in your contact with her. I 
tend to be frank myself and we 
would get along j ust e�cellently. 
She would make a real contribution · 
to my group at present when it 
needs such a girl, so many de
pendable ones having been 
paroled." 

Mrs. Dickey : 2nd Choice : " Very 
attractive to me. Acts natural and 
unpretentious, yet confident of 
herself. Responds intelligently and 
is really delightful." 

Mrs. Brett : 2nd Choice : " I need 
a big girl with a forceful personality 
like Dora to aid with so many 
little girls in the cottage at present. 
A good talker about her plans and 
seems to mind her own business." 
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Rej ects : Mrs. Dorsey ( C 14) : " She 
wouldn't understand me. I couldn 't 
get along with her, not even a 
little . She seems cross." 

Mrs. Dorsey : 1st Choice : " Am
bitious high school girl, interested 
in music. Happy spirit and in
telligent. I liked her best." 

Rej ects : Mrs. Bradley ( C2) : " I  Mrs . Bradley : Indifferent. 
think she'd take an interest in just 
certain girls and not in all. Once 
she smiled but mostly she was 
stem when she talked to me. I 
.don't want to be in her house." 

Indifferent to : Miss Nellis (Cll) . 

Chooses Among the Representatives 

1st Choice : Leona (CS) : " Most 
everything about her I like. I j ust 
can't say it is any particular thing." 

2nd Choice : Katherine (CB) : " I  
choose her second because she is .so 
much like Leona." 

Miss Nellis : 1st Choice : " It was 
the way she met me that won me. 
She wasn't too forward and not too 
bashful.  Appeals to me most 
among this group. She isn't 
spoiled and she doesn't attempt to 
bluff. I'd be glad to work with 
her ." 

Reactions of the R epresentatives 

Leona : 1st Choice : " It's hard to 
decide . I never judge a p erson 
until I watch her a long time.  And 
although I am most fond of Dora 
and would choose her first, I 
wouldn't be sure I was right in 
choosing her because you never can 
tell till you live with a person ." 

Katherine : Indifferent. " I  like her 
but I feel that she can get along 
with most any group . She would 

cooperate with us in our cottage 
but I don't especially see her as 
belonging really to our cottage 
more than to other ones. You 
know what I mean. Sometimes 
you see a girl and j ust feel right 

off that she'd be right at home 

with your cottage and other times 

you see a g irl and you think , 

' She's very nice,' but it doesn 't 
enter your head to think of her i n  
connection with your group. I 
don't feel anxious about her be
cause she wi ll get along wherever 
she is. The girls I choose I think 
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3rd Choice : Harriet ( C9 ) : " She 
has a beautiful expression and she 
makes you feel you can make good 
here ." 

Indifferent to : Ruth (C2 ) . 

Indifferent to : Marion ( Cl l ) .  

wouldn't get along so very good 
except in my cottage." 

Harriet : 2nd Choice : " Level-
headed with a good attitude and 
wouldn't be misled by other girls." 

Ruth : 2nd Choice : " A  strong 
character. I wish we could have 
her. We really need her and she 
would get an opport"unity to be a 
leader in our cottage because we 
haven't any real strong leader right 
now." 

Marion : 2nd Choice : " A real good 
girl. Anybody would be glad to 
have her in their cottage." 

Rej ects : Alberta ( Cl4) : 
giggly." 

" Too Alberta : 2nd Choice : " She is full 
of the dickens and it would be great 
fun to have her." 

LouisE D. 

Chooses Among the Housemothers 

1st Choice : Mrs. Dickey (CB) : 
" She has a sense of humor and I 
like the way she talks." 

2nd Choice : Mrs. Reid ( C8 ) : " Her 
talk is nice too." 

3rd Choice : Miss Nellis ( C l l ) : 
" Friendly and homelike." 

Indifferent to : Mrs. Brett ( C9) . 

Reactions of the Housemothers 

Mrs. Dickey : Rejects. " To tell the 
truth, I j ust don't care to have 
her ; can't put my finger on what 
it is about her but I feel I 
shouldn't take her." 

Mrs. Reid : 2nd Choice : " She says 
she's in fourth year high school and 
that means she would be some help 
among the others. I like her very 
much." 

Miss Nellis : 2nd Choice : " She 
didn't appeal to me in the be
ginning but when talking to her 
her fine mentality struck me. She 
doesn't feel sorry for herself." 

Mrs. Brett : 1st Choice : " A good 
girl and would :fit in well." 
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Indifferent to : Mrs. Bradley (C2) . 

Indifferent to : Mrs. Dorsey C C14) . 

Cho oses Among the R epresentatives 

1st Choice : Harriet (C9) : " Very 

dignified and attractive." 

2nd Choice : Marion (Cll) : " Very 
refined and lovely." 

Mrs. Bradley : 1st Choice : " Sen
sible ideas, would adjust ; although 
only fifteen years old she has suf
fered a lot from her marriage ." 

Mrs. Dorsey : Indifferent. 

Reactions of the R epresentatives 

Harriet : 1st Choice : " You can tell 
by the way she acts that she's 

sincere about everything.  You can 
count on her." 

Marion : 1st Choice : " I think she 
is a good influence because of her 
high hopes and ambitions ." 

31'd Choice : Ruth (C2) : " Good- Ruth : 1st Choice : " She has the 
looking and not vain." 

I ndifferent to : Alberta. (C14) . 

l 1 1d ifferent to : Leona (C8) . 

J w l i fferent to : Katherine (CB) . 

aim to go ahead, same as I do, 
and is very friendly. She's wl;l.at 
we need in our cottage : more girls 
like her who can't be swayed by 
every little thing that makes them 
mad ." 

Alberta : 1st Choice : " She's in 

high school and she's smart. She 
attracts me by her speech, so in
teresting. More my type than any 

of the others."  

Leona : 2nd Choice : " She wants to 
learn and she appreciates advice ." 

Katherine : 1st Choice : " Intelli
gent and knows how to talk and I 
think our house would be a. good 
place for her ; we have such a fine 
atmosphere. You know a girl like 
her needs the proper environment 
to bring out her best qualities." 

LENA R. 

Chooses Among the Housemothers 

1st Choice : Miss Nellis (Cll) : 
" Has hopes for you and lots of 
fun in her." 

R eactions of the Housemothers 

Miss Nellis : 3rd Choice : " She is a 
little rough but she could be tamed 
down. I think I can get under her 
skin. I foun:d her very responsive." 
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2nd Choice : Mrs. Bradley (C2) : 
" I talked to her a lot. She made 
me feel I can succeed here ." 

3rd Choice : Mrs. Brett (C9) : " Very 

nice. I like her next best to the 
other ones I said I would like to 
live with." 

Indifferent to : Mrs. Reid (CS) . 

Indifferent to : Mrs. Dickey (CB) . 

Mrs. Bradley : 2 n d  C h o i c e  : 
" Wouldn't fly off the handle or get 
upset easily ; a healthful , outdoor 
kind of a girl. Is just the one for 
my group. Stable and steady." 

Mrs. Brett : Indifferent. 

Mrs. Reid : Rej ects. " She just 
doesn't appeal to me , doesn't leave 
a good impression. Think she is 
dull mentally." 

Mrs. Dickey : Indifferent . 

Indifferent to : Mrs. Dorsey (C14) . Mrs . Dorsey : 3rd Choice : " She 
goes in for sports, like many of my 
girls do, and I feel my group would 
take to her quickly-she is so un
assuming and direct." 

Chooses Among the Representatives Reactions of the Representatives 

1st Choice : Alberta (C14) :  " A  Alberta : Indifferent. 

wonderful, interesting girl." 

2nd Choice : Marion (Cll) : Marion : Indifferent . 
" Lovely." 

3rd Choice : Ruth ( C2) : " W auld Ruth : 4th Choice : " I felt a lot of 
be a good friend, you can tell." sympathy for her. She is such a 

simple thing and she doesn't have 
any high ideas like the others ; 
only wants to be a cook. If I can 
have a fourth choice, I want her. ' '  

Indifferent to : Leona (CS) . 

Indifferent to : Katherine (CB) . 

Indifferent to : Harriet ( C9) .  

Leona : Indifferent.  

Katherine : Indifferent. 

Harriet : Rejects. " Uninteresting. 

Very easily impressed by what you 

say to her. If anybody smiled at 

her she would do just what they . 
wanted her to,-good or not, just 
to please . An easy-mark." 
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EVELYN M .  

Chooses Among the Housemothers 

1st Choice : Miss Nellis ( C l l ) : " I  
think you can treat her like a 
friend. "  

Reactions of the Housemothers 

Miss Nellis : Indifferent . 

2nd Choice : Mrs. Dorsey (C14) : Mrs. Dorsey : Indifferent. 
" Good to live with ." 

3rd Choice : Mrs. Reid ( C8) : " Very 
darling. I like old people and she 
reminds me of an old neighbor we 
had once." 

Indifferent to : Miss Nellis (Cll) : 

Indifferent to : Mrs. Dickey (CB) . 

Indifferent to : Mrs. Bradley (C2) . 

Chooses Among the Representatives 

1st Choice : Katherine ( CB) : " She 
understands me." 

2nd Choice : Leona (C8) " She is 
very much like Katherine." 

Mrs. Reid : 3rd Choice :  " Strikes 
me as a good girl . I can just see 
the group in my house that would 
take to her. She has a fineness of 
manner that attracts you although 
she is very unexpressive when it 
comes to talking." 

Miss Nellis : Indifferent. 

Mrs. Dickey : 3rd Choice : " A 
wholesome, sincere sort of girl. She 
is very appealing to me. I know 
I'd get cooperation from her. I 
could get right at her. I'd really 
take pleasure in helping her to 
develop ." 

Mrs. Bradley : Rej ects. " She is too 
melancholy, especially for a child 
of her age, and I know my group 
wouldn't understand her. She is 
no doubt a promising girl but I 
can't imagine her fitting into my 

group." 

R eaction.s of the Representativ.es 

Katherine : Indifferent. 

Leona : 3rd Choice : " Very prej u
diced and doesn't want to be in our 
school .  Says she has to have a 
cottage that is home-like. But 
there is something about her that 
attracts me a lot. She'd fit in with 
most of our girls : you know you 
can't fit in with all of them. 
There's times you fit in with one 
set and tli.en for some reason they 
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No additional choice : " I can't 
choose anybody but Katherine and 
Leona to live with ; the others are 
all right but these are the only 
ones I want to be with in a cot
tage." 

Indifferent to : Alberta (Cl4) . 

Indifferent to : Ruth (C2) . 

Indifferent to : Marion ( Cl l ) .  

Indifferent to : Harriet (C9) . 

change their tactics and you can't 
get along with them and you go 
with the group you neglected for a 
while . The cottage is always 
divided up. The girls form sets ; 
I don't know if you've observed 
that. We have about five sets 
right now. The bunch is too large 
for you to fit to the whole of 
them at one time. I can see 
Evelyn fitting in with the group 
I'm with now. I'd do my best for 
her if she could come to our house. 
I'd show her what is what and how 
to get over being prejudiced. I'd 
make her like us." 

Alberta : Indifferent. 

Ruth : 3rd Choice : " You have to 
like her . She takes such a brave 
attitude and doesn't sympathize 
with herself even if she had a lot 
of trouble, like some girls do." 

Marion : 3rd Choice : " I would call 
her awfully sensitive and very 
sympathetic towards people. You 
can touch her feelings very easy. 
I think she needs to be in our 
house because our girls would 
know j ust how to treat h er. In our 
cottage the girls respect each 
other 's feelings." 

Harriet : 3rd Choice : " Another 
high school girl ; would help our 
cottage a lot, j ust like the first twG 
would that I chose. Talked quite a 
lot to me about what is oppor
tunity. I think she is intellectuaL 
And we have some very intelligent 
girls in our house who would ap-
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preciate Evelyn. She's very 
likeable and I hope she can come 
to our house. You could say she 
is serious-minded and you can tell 
by her face that she wasn't very 
happy ever." 

HAzEL W. 

Chooses Amono the Housemothers Reactions of the Housemothers 

1st Choice : Mrs. Reid (C8) : Mrs. Reid : Indifferent. 
" Seemed so happy to be talking 
with you. She talked as if she 
would like to have me in her cot-
tage. She says she is very fond of 
girls." 

2nd Choice : Mrs. Dorsey (Cl4) : 
" She caught my attention as soon 
as I saw her. Before I talked with 
her even I knew I was going to 
like her. It's the way she has 
about her that I l ike so much." 

3rd Choice : Mrs. Dickey (CB) : 
" More like a mother. She isn't 
one who'd be mean to you or 
quarrel . If you got into trouble 
you could go to her and explain. 
After you get talking to her you 
feel as if you had known her a long 
time. Only these three interest 
me." 

Indifferent to : Mrs. Brett CC9) . 

Indifferent to : Mrs. Bradley (C2) . 

Indifferent to : Miss Nellis (Cl l ) . 

Mrs. Dorsey : 2nd Choice : " She':; 
a sixth grade girl but seems to feel 
that she will succeed, not afraid of 
the future and I like that about 
her. I could help such a girl." 

Mrs. Dickey : Indifferent. 

Mrs. Brett :  Indifferent. 

Mrs. Bradley : 3rd Choice : " Slow
minded but has a good character 
and that's what counts. I'd like to 
have her." 

Miss Nellis : Rej ects. " Couldn't 
even talk to her. We just didn't 
click." 

Chooses Among the Representatives R eactions of the Representatives 

1st Choice : Leona (C8) : " I  liked Leona : Indifferent. 
her from first seeing her when she 
was talking to another girl in the 
corridor. She has the nicest smile. 
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I think she must be very good
hearted." 

2nd Choice : Ruth (C2) : " I'd like Ruth : Indifferent. 
to know her better. She made 
good suggestions to me and yet she 
wasn't bossy." 

3rd Choice : Marion ( C l l ) : " I'd 
like to be like her, so confident and 
sure she is going to succeed." 

Indifferent to : Harriet (C9) . 

Marion : Rej ects. " She is altogether 
different from the girls in our house 
and she couldn't put her ideas 
over with us. We are fond of 
sports and she isn't ; she j ust thinks 
of being a missionary and says she 
reads the Bible all the time. At 
the same time she wants to be a 
waitress and a missionary at one 
time. She asked me if there was 
much call for missionary j obs and 
I said I hadn't heard that there 
was ." 

Harriet : Indifferent. 

Rej ects : Alberta (C14) : " Too Alberta. Indifferent. 
silly." 

Rej ects : Katherine ( CB) : " I  Kath erine : Indifferent. 
couldn't feel free with her." 

ADELINE K. 

Chooses Among the Housemothers 
1st Choice : Mrs. Dickey ( CB) : 

" Talked so kind, I love her and I 
can't say why it is. She's good and 
she's nice and she's everything like 
that . She likes little girls and she 
has a little girl in her house." 

Reactions of the Housemothers 
Mrs. Dickey : 1st Choice : " I  

would simply love to have her. 
At first as I spoke to her I began 
to love her right off. I felt my 
group might be too old for her 
but she would be an influence to 
uplift the other girls, I feel. You 
know a young child can have that 

effect and my girls do love little 
ones. Of course, she wouldn't be 
a bit of help with the work but just 
the presence of a child like her 
would raise the others to greater 
effort. She'd be j ust the proper 
playmate for my Irene and if I 
take such small children it's better 
if I have two.  Otherwise Irene will 
get spoiled. She is on the way to 
becoming so now, being so petted 
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by the group. Both children wou!ct 
develop better if they had each 
other." 

2nd Choice : Mrs. Reid (CS) : " She Mrs. Reid : Indifferent. 
looks so nice but not so nice as 
Mrs. Dickey to me." 

3rd Choice : Miss Nellis (Cll ) : Miss Nellis : Indifferent. 

" Not so much as Mrs. Dickey 

though. · They have smiles and 
things but they aren't so good to 
you when they talk as Mrs. Dickey. 
I really only want to go to Mrs. 
Dickey's to live." 

Indifferent to : Mrs. Brett (C9) . 

Indifferent to : Mrs. Bradley ( C2) . 

Indifferent to : Mrs. Dorsey (C14) . 

Chooses Among the Representatives 
1st Choice : Katherine (CB) : " She 

knows about little girls and talks 
nice . Told me I would like their 
little girl Irene, that we would be 

girl friends and do our lessons and 

play together and she would help 
us. You can just talk and talk t·.) 
her and she'll listen to you and yet 
she is a big girl, not small like 
me." 

No additional choices :  " I  don't 
want to live with any of the girls 
besides Katherine very much. The 
rest are all the same to m e." 

Indifferent to : Leona ( C8) .  

Indifferent to : Ruth (C2) . 

Indifferent to : Marion (Cll ) . 

Indifferent to : Harriet ( C9) . 
Indifferent to : Alberta (C14) . 

Mrs. Brett : Indifferent. 

Mrs. Bradley : Indifferent. 

Mrs. Dorsey : Indifferent. 

R eactions of the R epresentatives 
Katherine : 2nd Choice : " We have 

a tiny girl Irene and she would be 
an ideal playmate for Adeline and 
at the same time the two together 

would be less trouble for us older 
girls than Irene is alone. Besides 
Adeline is so smart and winning 
she would help Irene a lot." 

Leona : Indifferent. 

Ruth : Indifferent. 

Marion : Indifferent. 

Harriet : Indifferent. 
Alberta : 3rd Choice : " A charming 

doll of a kid and she would be a 
novelty in our house as we haven't 
any small girls." 
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SHIRLEY A. 

Chooses Among the Housemo thers 

1st Choice : Mrs. Dickey (CB) : 
" I felt she took confidence in me 
and that would make me not dis
appoint her." 

Reactions of the Housemothers 

Mrs Dickey : Indifferent. 

2nd Choice : Miss Nellis (Cll) : Miss Nellis : Rej ects. " She seems 
" Nice to me and I think she likes ' fiat ' to me, nothing to appe<1l 
me." about her. I didn't take to her 

at all and it would be a mistake 
for me to ask for her." 

3rd Choice : M rs. Dorsey (C14) : Mrs . Dorsey : Indifferent . 
" Talked nice to me, is a nice 

woman ." 
Indifferent to : Mrs. Brett (C9) . 

Indifferent to : Mrs. Bradley ( C2) . 

Indifferent to : M rs.  Reid (C8 ) . 

Chooses Among the R epresentatives 

1st Choice : Katherine CCB) : " I 
want to Jive with her most of all . 

Has a way about her as if she 

would be your best friend when she 

has only j ust met you." 

2nd· Choice : Ruth (C2) : " I  ad
mire her manner and her lovely 
way to talk to you ; makes you feel 
welcome to the school and that 
you should be glad to be here . 
I want to see her often even if I 
don 't go to her cottage ." 

Mrs. Brett :  Indifferent . 

Mrs. Bradley : Indifferent. 

Mrs. Reid : 4th Choice : " I  choose 
Shirley as my fourth choice. I feel 
she is teachable and I respond to 
her awkward strivings." 

Reactions of the R epresentatives 

Katherine : Rej ects. " Pretty fresh . 
Interrupts you whi le you're talking 

to her . First she wants you to 

know she 's discontented and then 
she starts j oking. Shirley would 
be fun to have around all  right 
but not worth the trouble she'd 
cause us." 

Ruth :· Rej ects. "Shirley's certainly 
not very keen on the scho ol. She 
has a way of shrugging her shoul
ders at what you say to her . She's 
not so smart as she thinks she is 
either. I don 't want to have her 
in my cottage. I think she'd be 
stubborn and bossy and take her 
walking papers at her first oppor
tunity." 
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3rd Choice : Marion (Cll) : " She's 
quick at understanding me. I 
think we'd get al ong good to
gether." 

Indifferent to : Alberta ( Cl4) . 

Indifferent to : Harriet (C9) . 

Indifferent to : Leona (CS) . 

Marion : Rejects. " To much a 
' know-it-all .' Wouldn't want to 
agree with the other girls. I don't 
like her. She's got a sneaky at
mosphere about her. I think she is 
watching for a chance to run away. 
Shirley is the boldest new girl I 
ever saw. Just her attitude shows 
she 's apt to get in with the wrong 
set. Says she wants to get ahead 
but her manner doesn't go together 
with what she says. She really 
wants to raise Cain." 

Alberta : 4th Choice : " She's nerv
ous and kind of uneasy about 
being here but sometimes she's 
j olly too and I'd like to have her 

in our cottage .'' 

Harriet : 4th Choice : " She has 

ideas about not letting other peo
ple run her but I could get around 
her all right. Mostly it's just that 
she likes to show off. I think 
Shirley is likeable any way and 
our house is about the best for her 

in my opinion.'' 

Leona : Rej ects. " Too loud and 
kind of conceited. Our cottage 

wouldn't like her at all .  She's al
together too bold. Makes sarcastic 
remarks about everything." 

MURIEL F. 

Chooses Among the Housemothers 

1st Choice : Mrs. Reid (CS) : " She's 
a lot of fun and likes to hear you 
talk." 

2nd Choice : Miss Nellis (Cl l ) : 
"She makes you feel happy be
cause she's so happy." 

Reactions of the Housemothers 

Mrs. Reid : Rej ects. " Too nervous 
for my group ; talks too much ; 
can't stand or sit still a minute. ' 

Miss Nellis : Rej ects. " She is ever 

so cute. She said, ' I like you,' 
in the fashion of a very young 
chi ld . But I think she is sick ; 

when she is in better health I 

should like to have her, but not 
at present, She would be too much 
for my patience right now.'' 
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3rd Choice : Mrs. Dorsey (Cl4) : 
" Mrs. Dorsey tells you interesting 
things. She knows a lot." 

Mrs. Dorsey : Rej ects. " Highly ir
ritable, nervous and j erky. Said 
she had been ill ; really doesn't look 
well. I don 't feel she is ready for 
cottage life yet." 

Rej ects : Mrs. Dickey (CB) : " I  Mrs. Dickey : Indifferent. 
j ust couldn't live with her." 

Rej ects : Mrs. Bradley (C2) : " I  
j ust couldn't live with her either." 

Mrs. Bradley : Rej ects . " She com
plains of headaches ; very nervous ; 
difficult for any group. Should 
be in the hospital for a while be
fore going into any cottage ." 

Rej ects : Mrs. Brett (C9) : " I just Mrs. Brett : Indifferent. 
can't stand to live with her." 

Chooses Among the R epresentatives 

1st Choice : Ruth ( C2) : " The best 
sort of girl to talk to. You feel 
happy with her." 

Reactions of the Representatives 

Ruth : 4th Choice : " I  feel I'd like 
to help to make her happy. She's 
got the best heart and she is so 
pitiful." 

2nd Choice : Alberta (Cl4) : Alberta : Ind ifferent. 
" Friendly." 

3rd Choice : Marion (Cl l ) : " Very 
nice to you in what she says." 

4th Choice : Katherine ( CB) : 
" Cheerful and cheers me up." 

Indifferent to : Leona ( CS) . 

Indifferent to : Harriet (C9) . 

Marion : 2nd Choice : " I'm aw
fully sorry for Muriel . She fidgets 
all the time you talk. She tries 
to talk but she can't be interesting ; 
answers in monosyllables. Needs 
a lot of help , I think . A case for 
sympathy. Perhaps if someone 
would be motherly to her she'd be 
all right. She's j ust sort of lost. 
As if she'd always stood alone with 
none to help her. Kicked around 

I suppose . I'd like to help her ." 

Katherine : 3rd Choice : " I feel 
sorry for her. She seems to try 
hard to be nice to you. I think 

she needs plenty of good treatment 
from the girls too, besides a house
mother. I could get the girls in 
our house to be kind to her. Our 
housemother is real gentle too." 

Leona : Indifferent. 

Harriet : Indifferent . 
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The conduct of assigned individuals was followed up and it 
appeared that when a large number of newcomers who had 
been assigned through the test were compared with an equal 
number of individuals who were placed into a horne without 
a test, the success in adjustment and conduct was more favor
able for the tested than for the untested group. 

B. CASE STUDY 

Mixed boys and girls groups in a class of the 8th grade of a public school. 
The study centers around two girls, Olga and Julia, whose choices and 

motivations are presented (see sociogram p .  45) . 
Olga. First choi ce : Shirley ; Second Choice : Sylvia. M otivations : 
Shirley seems to be different from most girls. If she thinks a thing is 

right she wil l go ahead and do it. I wasn 't very much like that and I 

like someone who is. I admire her character. She and I agree very much 
on literature , po etry especially. She is loyal, true and frank, even after 
you've known her a long time . 

Sylvia is a comfortable sort of friend to have . She seems to be able to 
understand your thoughts and feelings and most other people can't. She 

doesn't try to get your confidence but you seem to want to confide in her. 

She is different from most of my friends, she acts older than her age . She's 

good at drawing . I don 't believe she is a high-minded type of girl . In 
hersel f she doesn't seem to have much intelligence . She seems to be on 
a standard by herself . The maj ority of our girls have been simply brought 
up. I don't believe she has. When she is with girls in our class she seems 
to know by instinct what to talk about and says the right thing . But when 
she 's with Gloria and Helen they all talk in a much more grown-up manner , 
like they were 17 or 18 ,  speaking of cl othes and boys and going out at night. 
I've only been with them a few times as general ly they don't bother with 

me. It 's a sort of clique of a set type.  I like her but in a different way 
than I like most other girls, like her more like I'd like an older girl, whi le 
the other girls I like more as companions. 

Florence I sometimes like and other times when I don't I guess it's j ealousy . 
She 's been brought up differently, too ; she 's been given a lot more freedom 
than I have, freedom with m oney and other things. There's something 
very likeable about her and she's a good standby at any time, but stil l  
you wouldn 't want her  to be your friend at  all if she had to be your second 
best friend, and she's naturally a leader and v ery close , either you like 
her or you don't. You can't be moderate , it's either strong or weak . She 

is my best friend. We live one-half a block away and that may be th e best 
reason as there's almost always some little topic of discussion or argument 
between us. She's an attractive girl, popular and has brains . I used to 
trust her implicitly but now I don't with my inmost secrets. But she seems 
to be a representative of friendship,  you might say, and it's hard to be 

angry with her. We once were writing a book together about two girls, 
ourselves. 

Doris, it's hard to describe her. She's totally different. She can express 
more with nothing than any other girl I ever knew. , If you're feeling badly , 
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she can give your hand a squeeze and you feel better than if another girl 
who is always gushing tries hard to help you. She means twice as much 

as she's doing. In school there's a quality in her that's hard to find in 

anyone else I know. She seems to know more than the other girls know, 
she seems to have had more sorrow in her life. Her quality is rather hidden, 

she acts shy . She seems to be able to understand ev erything. She seems 

to know what you're feeling sometimes when you can hardly t ell it ypurself. 
George is the nicest boy. I wouldn't want to sit near Bill. He 's a coarse 

type .  Russell, either, he 's simple and unintelligent. I don't like Buster 
either. He's easily influenced, weak. If he had had a different bringing 
up he'd be altogether different for the better . And Leonard is j ust the 

same as Buster. Not Benito, he seems to me to be bluffing about every
thing. Outwardly appears to consider himself a man of the world, but 
inwardly I think he isn't that way at all. He seems to be of the sam<:! 

type as Sylvia only in a boyish way. Charles is another bluffer but he 

has more feelings than he cares to show. He hasn't a mother and pretends 

to be happy-go�lucky. Beatrice is sort of " half-done." Anything could 

turn her either way but she hasn't been turned yet. Julia doesn't seem 

to have a serious thought. Thinks only of boys. 

Julia. First choice : Patrina ; Second choice : Shirley. Motivations : 

Patrina seems attaching . I like her personality : she's refined, neat, good 

company, j olly, always happy. You can have fun with her . We both like 

painting. I never really went around with her. 

Shirley, something like Patrina.  She likes to do the things I do. She 's 

clean in every respect. If I take a liking to a person I go around with 

them because I know it's a pleasure for both of us. 

Alfonso is my choice among the boys. If I could have my choice I'd 
choose him. He's by far the nicest of all . The only girl I really don't like 

and don't want to sit beside is Olga . She's too " smart " for me . Always 

knows everything. 

RESPONSES oF BoYs TowARDS OwA AND TowARDs JULIA. 

Towards Olga :  
Leonard : She is all stuck up. 

Russell : She knows a lot and I 
gu ess she knows she knows it . 

George : 

Howard : She is teacher's pet. She 
always snitches. 

Benito : Don't like the way she 
acts. Acts like a baby. She thinks 
she is too much. Thinks she runs 
the school . 

Towards Julia : 
All boys are after her. She is very 

attractive. 

Very nice girl .  

She is  very amusing. All the fel
lows are after ·her. 

Best-looking girl in the class. 
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Alfonso : Funny looking, stuckup . All right. She wants me to go 

Michael : She thinks she is it. 
Is always putting on the Ritz. Her 
actions are that way. If we are dis
cussing poetry she always chooses 
j ust the highest class stuff and I 

think she does it just to be obstinate 
and to be proud . Even if she likes 
it she shouldn't act so putting on. 

Buster : 

Herman : 

over to her house but I am afraid 
of her. She is good-looking. 

She is very kind to me. She al
ways helps one out. 

I like to talk to her. 

She has a talent for drawing. 

RESPONSES OF GIRLS TowARDS OLGA AND TowARDS JuLu. 

Towards Olga : 
Shirley : I don't care about her. 

She was too intimate when we first 
met . She showed me her diary the 
first day . Haven't gone with her 

much since . She doesn't seem to 
be my type.  She is sort of fantastic 
and very much conceited . 

Sylvia : She is kind of babyish 
but studious. 

Maria : Wouldn't obj ect to sitting 
beside her. 

Helen : Nice, very nice. 

Towards Julia : 
I like her in spite of all her ways 

and she likes me. It seems to me 

she puts on some airs and she dresses 
very much like a young lady and 
I just have on a middy and shirt 
or a plain dress. She has sort of 
associated with boys and I don 't care· 
for any of them so sometimes I feel 
out of place when she is talking to 
them and I am standing there . 

Show-off. Acts too old for her 
age. Wants to get all the boys 
around her. She brags. She likes 
to be grown up. 

Acts too much as if she owned 
everything. Doesn't seem to care 
for anything but herself. When she 
was new, I helped her and when she 
had what she wanted she turned to 
other girls. 

Very conceited. Not particularly 
good. Always trying to get boys' 
attention, especially Alfonso's, who 
fools around with her . Thinks she 
is hot stuff, especially _when she walks. 
Don't like ·h'er. 
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Beatrice : 

Patsy : I don't know her well. 

Florence : When she first came 
into class she looked like a showoff. 
If you don't know her good you 
don't like her much. Nat many of 
the girls like her. You have to know 
her intimately. She is nice and 
chummy and brilliant. I would like 

to sit beside her most of all . 

Patrina : Good at writing. Likes 

reading. Smart , sincere . Used to be 
very awkward. 

Gertrude : 

Conceited . She always thinks she 
is right. She hurts your feelings. 
She never sticks . 

No one likes her. She is always 
bragging about everything, home and 
things like that. Tells you a lot 
of bologna. 

I think she is a good-looking girl 
but we girls don't like her much be
cause she is rather showoffy. Con
ceited . She sings well and is very 
pretty . She is new, came this term. 

I don 't like her. She likes Alfonso . 
She doesn't go in for sports, more 
for clothes. 

Entirely stuck up. Thinks she is 
too high to be associated with you. 
Sometimes hears you but pretend-;; 
she doesn't. So I don't bother with 
her any more . She does this all the 
time. When you talk to her it seems 
to go in one ear and out the other. 
Snubs you and tries to boss other 
people around. I used to stand for 
it but don't any more. Most of 
people I know don't like her. Girls 
in St. Mary's where she used to go 
didn't either . 

Conclusions. 

Both girls, Olga and Julia, hav e  an exceptional position in their group . 
Olga is rej ected by and rej ects the majority of the boys and the girls are 
in the main indifferent to or rej ect her. She appears in the position of the 
independent individual with leader qualifications who, as she does not 
appeal to the maj ority, rej ects them in turn. Julia is in a different position. 
She is rej ected by the maj ority of the girls but chosen by the maj ority 
of the boys. She is indifferent to the girls' reactions but reciprocates in 
part the attention given her by the boys. She is rej ected by the girls 
because she is emotionally advanced and in a superior position in respect 
to the boys, whereas the exclusive position of Olga results from her being 
in a superior position in respect to learning and recognition for her scholar-
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ship .  We recognize Julia's superior position in respect to advance in emo

tional development. It is significant that they both antagonize each other. 
They are both exclusive in their conduct but in a different direction, each 
representing interests in the group above the level of differentiation of the 
maj ority of the members. 

It is not easy to predict the position of Julia if she were placed in ;l, 
class of girls only. On the basis . of the present test, if boys had not been 
present she would appear as an isolated rej ected individua l .  But it is 
probable that a new situation of all girls might stimulate her to try harder 
to win the attention of girls . Her position might appear different depending 
upon whether the group is mixed or not . It is different with Olga. It is  
probable that her positi on in a group of girls only would be unchanged . 

C. THE SPONTANEITY TEST AS AN Am IN ASSIGNMENT. 

Elsa took part in one of the Impromptu play groups and she was 
often given occasion to act out different roles-the role of a daughter or 
a mother, of a girl friend or of a sweetheart, of a housemaid or of a wealthy 
lady, of a pi ckpocket or a j udge. She acted these parts in a great variety 
of standard life situations as they impress themselves upon an adolescent 
who grows up in the slums of a great industrial city. In these situations 
she is faced with a home conflict-mother and father in a heated argument 
which leads finally to their separation, with a work conflict in which she 
gets fired from a j ob because she stays out late , with a love conflict in which 
she loves a boy who is as poor and rej ected as she is. An analysis of 
the text and gestures produced in these Impromptu situations gave us clues 
to understand better her early family life and the emotional tensions which 
gradually brought about her present status. (See Elsa, 171-92.) 

When our attempt to adj ust Elsa to the group with which she was 
living__;treatment by suggestion,  analysis of her conduct, change of her func
tion within thE' house and of her associates within the group-had not suc
ceeded in effecting a change in her behavior we considered creating an entirely 
new setting for her. But the question was where to place her and with 
whom . The sociometric test * was at this point a useful methodical guide 
which indicated to us the individuals in the community to whom her affection 
travelled, housemothers, teachers, or other girls. When we found that her 

interest revolved more or less p ersistently around certain persons in three 
different cottages, we began to pay attention to these individuals, especially 
to the motives Elsa had in seeking association with them and how 
the latter responded to her affection. As her acquaintance volume in the 
community was small, we thought that there may be many other individuals 
besides these who might have a beneficial effect upon her and we tried to 
enlarge the number of her acquaintances by having her meet others in the 
p lay groups. Through this technique we had the opportunity to see her 
acting opposite the individuals chosen by her in the sociometric test and 
also opposite other girls whom she had not known before and in roles self
chosen or chosen by us. When the sociometric test was repeated after four 
weeks, she added three others to the number of girls with whom she wanted 

to live and she was in turn wanted by four . The girls for whom she dis-

* 2d test. 
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played attraction we divided into those who showed attraction in return, 
those who rej ected her, and those who were indifferent to her . To gain an 
insight into which associati ons gave promise to be more enduring and bene

ficial, we placed her to act with the various· other p ersons, whether these 
rej ected or were attracted to her, in standard life situations in order that 
we might surmise what their conduct towards her would be in actual life .  
I t  was o u r  principle to let the girls work out b y  themselves any situation 
which may tum up in l ife and which they may one day have to meet. A 
comparison of a series of 82 situational records indi cated that only two of 

the seven girls Elsa had chosen released from her spontaneous · expres
sions which contrasted favorably in articulation of emotion and j udgment 
with her daily behavior or and which overcame certain petty habitual trend.s 

which she had demonstrated in speech and action when acting with the 
other girls. It seemed that she wanted to win the sympathy of Jeanette 
and Florence when acting with them . After a gradual elimination of the 

co.ttages unfit for Elsa and a close scrutiny of her relation to these two 

girls and to the housemother of Cll,  cotta ge 1 1  appeared a:s the most aus
pici ous assignment for Elsa. 

STATISTICS 

The community survey and the study of children groups 
which this volume presents in sociometric relations and here 
in their motivation and verbal reflection are now subj ected to 
statistical treatment. 

In order to ascertain if a reliable difference exists between 
the group per cents of intersexual attractions we have used the 
method of dividing the difference between the two respective 
group per cents by the P.E.D 1 r r .  As the table below indicates, 
there is an unreliable difference between the percentages of 
intersexual attractions in the two different groups of kinder

garten children, the two groups of 1st Grades, of 5th Grades, 
of 6th Grades, and of 7th Grades. In these five instances 
much the same factors have evidently entered into the reac
tions of the children. In the other four instances, the two sets 
of 2nd Grades, of 3rd Grades, of 4th Grades, and of 8th Grades, 

on the other hand, a reliable difference is found to exist. 
Factors which made for a wider difference in reaction inust 
have been present. Tracing what these . may be, we find 
several which have a very direct bearing upon the test results. 
The turnover of population in this Public School is not a uni
form one. This means that the children who transfer out of 
this school are not replaced by children of like age level. The 
average age level of the children in the 3rd grade, for instance, 
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may be higher or lower one year than it was the year before� 
and the intersexual attractions of children are directly depen
dent upon their age level. Also the number of children in any 
class of the 3rd Grade, for instance, varies from one year to 
another. There may be 34 children in one class, 45 in another, 
and 49 in still another. The proportions of boys to girls within 
each class as well as the respective class populations affect the 
results very considerably. In order to have two populations 

DIFFERENCE BETWEEN THE 2 GRouP PER CENT's oF INTERSEXUAL ATTRACTIONs 
EXPRESSED IN TERMS OF THE PROBABLE ERROR. 

Number (or 1st Test 2nd Test 

Grade P opulation) * Per Cent of Per Cent of Differ- Diff. 
1st 2nd Intersexual Intersexual ence PEd l tt .  

Test Test Attractions Attractions '7'o '7'o P.E.d , u. 
Kindergarten 55 66 25 . 27 . 2 .  4 .  . 5  
1st Grade 102 167 27 . 21 . 6  5 . 4  4 .  1 . 4  
2nd Grade 177 177 16 . 5  25 . 8  9 . 3 2 . 5 3 . 7  
3rd Grade 131 153 8 . 5  19 . 8  1 1 . 3  2 . 6  4 . 3  
4.th Grade 159 183 2 . 5  8 . 9  6 . 4  1 . 4 4 . 6  
5th Grade 103 198 5 . 5  3 . 9  1 . 6  2 .  . 8 
6th Grade 174 187 4 . 1  1 . 1  3 .  1 . 1  . 3  
7th Grade 198 255 3 . 0  3 . 4  . 4  . 8  . 5  
8th Grade 203 226 8 . 0  1 . 6  6 . 4  . 1 6 . 4  

* The actual number o f  children tested in the 1st and 2nd tests made of 
the Public School grades was far larger than the figures presented abo ve 
indicate. For quantitative and statistical analysis of the findings all choices 
of children who were not present at the first giving of the test in each instance 
were excluded. This was done in order that all participants' choices should, 
as nearly as possible, have been made under the same conditions. 

under like conditions we should have to have the same propor
tions of boys to girls in the different classroom groups of each 
grade, the same size of population within each of the class
room groups comprising each grade respectively, and the age 
levels of the two populations not differing to any appreciable 
degree within any of the classroom groups comprising each 
respective grade. Another factor affecting the findings is the 
length of time the children have had the opportunity to asso
ciate with one another. If, for instance, at the time one test 
is made there are more children in the 2nd Grade who have 
gone to school together or lived near each other than there are 
in the same grade at the time another sociometric test is taken, 
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all other factors being equal, this would make for a difference 
in reaction between the two populations. Also the time at 
which two tests are made of different populations ought to be 
the same : if the test is given in one case the :first week of the 
third month the school is in session in the second half of the 
school year, it should be given at the same time in any second 
case where we wish to compare the respective :findings. In 
our two tests of Public School populations the :first test was 
made one month later in the school year than it was in the 
second test. While this is not a very wide discrepancy, it may 
be wide enough to affect the :findings to some degree. 

It is, however, highly interesting that, despite all these 
factors which may enter and cause an amount of difference 
between the respective :findings at any grade level, the coeffi
cient of correlation ( product-moment method) between the 
two series ( Kindergarten to 8th Grade) of group per cents of 
intersexual attractions is .80. This high correlation makes it 
clear that essentially the same tendencies in respect to inter
sexual attractions must be present in the two different popu
lations. This :finding is of importance as it is an objective 
evidence that frequencies in respect to intersexual attraction 
among children from 4 to 14 yea:rs of age do not fluctuate 
widely from one population to another, but follow closely the 
same general rules. Further, it is proof that we have in the 
sociometric test a device which is reliable as an instrument for 
measuring such social phenomena. This consistency with 
which the sociometric test measures what it purports to meas
ure can also be noted from an examina.tion of Table 2 and 
Table 4 ( see pp. 26 and 27) . The group per cents of Isolated 
tmd the group per cents of Mutual Pairs in the two series 
found in the two respective populations of school children 
parallel each other in general very closely. 

We may now turn to other :findings presented in this book. 
The attempt to measure the sociometric relations within a 
group compared with those found within other groups whose 
population is of a similar composition (see p. 101, Ratio of 
Attractions) , the attempt to measure the relations between 
such groups (see p.  102, Index of Relative Popularity) , and 
the attempt to measure the relations within a group compared 
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with the relative attraction the group has for itself in contrast 
to what it has for outside groups ( see p. 99, Ratio of Interest) ,  
make up three criteria by which the position o f  a group within 
the community and the structure of the group itself have been 
" ranked. ' '  In order to ascertain if any relation exists between 
these three rankings, we have calculated the coefficient of cor
relation (by product-moment method) between each of them. 
They are found to be as follows : 

Between Ratio of Interest and Ratio of 
Attractions. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . 

Between Ratio of Interest and Index of 
Relative Popularity . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . 

Between Ratio of Attractions and Index of 
Relative Popularity . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . 

r .20 + . 1 7  

r -.375 + . 13 

r .07 + . 17 

Each Probable Error is ,  of course, very large, due to the 
smallness of the series, 15 .  ( There are about 30 members in 
each cottage, but here we are interested only in the relations 
of the 15·* groups of individuals. ) 

The correlation between the two series expressing the Ratio 
of Interest each group has for itself and the Ratio of Attrac
tions within the group is so small ( .20) as to be unreliable . 
It may be concluded that the fa(ltors which enter into these 
two ratios are different and have practically no relation to each 
other. A group which receives a high ranking in one ·of these 
two ratios may or may not receive a high ranking in the other. 
We note an even greater absence of correlation between the 
two series expressing the Ratio of Attractions within each 
group and the Index of Relative Popularity ( .07) . The same 
conclusions may be drawn in respect to these two ratios as 
just mentioned above. However, between the two series ex
pressing Ratio of Interest · and Index of Relative Popularity 
we find the very rare negative correlation. This inverse rela
tion is appreciable and indicates a considerable probability 

· that any group which has a high Ratio of Interest for itself 
will have a comparatively low Index of Relative Popularity. 

* There are 16 cottages but we. omit C3 from our calculations as C3 
does not appear in Table 1 1 ,  p. 1 0 1 .  See footnote ·  15 .  
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In view of the mechanisms of emotional expansiveness and 
emotional shrinkage, and in view of the tendency of the social 
atom towards maintaining an equilibrium, the negative rela
tion between Index of Relative Popularity and Ratio of 

Interest gains a special significance as it is a quantitative 
proof of the ambivalent character of emotional expansiveness. 
The more emotional energy a number of individuals spend 
within their own group, the less appears to be available to be 
spent outside of it, the less attention is paid by them to other 
groups of individuals in the community, the less attention is 
paid to them in return, and the less becomes their popularity. 

As the development of a Social Quotient of a group is depen
dent, among other things, upon our knowing first whether the 
different criteria selected as indicative of the group's social 
relations are indeed different or whether they overlap each 
other so that a group which ranks high in one is bound of 
necessity to rank high in another, the indications of the co
efficients of correlation are significant. It appears that the 
three ratios used for ranking a group are three different things, 
each measuring another aspect of social relations . 



NOTES 

1 .  " Rede ilber die Begegnung " · (Sp eech about the Meeting ) ,  J. L. Moreno 
{ed) , 1924. See bibliography. The therapeutic conflict of the physician who 
_goes out to treat one man in a certain village but is held up from reaohing 
him because he meets so many others on the way whose malady is interlocked 
with his and because he finds that no man can be treated singly but all 
men together, is presented in the following words : " But how is it that I 
didn't reach yet the place in which he lives "? That is why : between the 
place from which I parted and the place where he lives are many countries 
and each country through which I pass has several counties. And every 
.county has so many villages. And every village has more than hundred or 
more than thousand souls. And every soul which I meet needs my attention." 

2 .  The founder of scientific socialism missed in estimating religion for the 
.same reason which made him miss in estimating the PsYchological factor and 
perhaps for the same reason which made him distinguish between the first 
phase of communistic society and the highest phase of it. It was a theoretic:1l 
obsession with strategic procedure and for splitting a unity into two appar
-ently different i&.lles. The deep analyst of the relation of merchandise to man 
was a poor psychologist of human interrelations. Marx thought that the 
economic and the pzychological problem of man can not be attacked at one 

-time ;  that the psychological problem can wait ; that, so to sp eak, two different 
revolutions are necessary and that the economic-social revolution has to 
precede what we have called the psychological or creative revolution of human 
society. 

3-4. Nietzsche and Freud are essentially historians. Nietzsche, the philolo
�ist, circled around analysis and interpretation of past events ; Freud, the 
physician, circled around anamnesis , the traumatic origins of mental disturb
ances. They are both PsYChoanalysts in that they considered mental ca
tharsis as arising from the reflection of the past and this the more accurate 
the latter was reflected and the further back they succeeded in penetrating 
it. They recommended this returning , remembering, and analyzing as a therapy 
in itself. To them the " now and here " seemed superficial. They did not 
know what to do with the moment. They did not take the moment in earnest. 
It seemed to them that the only thing to do with the moment and its conflicts 
is to explain them, that is, to discov er the associations back to their causes. 
The other alternative would have appeared an absurdity to them : to live, 
to act in the moment, to act unanalyzed. It would have seemed to be the 
end of psychol ogy and of the psychologist . Spontaneous acting would have 
been refused by them because it appears to be an affirmation of immaturity, 
of childhood, of unconscious living,-a dangerous respect for j ust that which 
the psychologist tried to illumine . But there is an alternative : to develop 
a technique from the moment upward in the direction of spontaneous evolu
-tion, in the direction of life and time. " Rede ilber den Augenblick " (Speech 
about the moment) , J. L .  M oreno ( ed ) ,  1923 . See bibliography. 

5. It may be that what can survive is not worthy of survival and that what 
is worthy of survival cannot survive . If the future of mankind can be 
·" planned," then conscious evolution through training of spontaneability opens 
a new vista for the development of the human race. 

6 .  It consisted in assigning one person to others and all the persons to a 
·common obi ective.  Many interesting observations . were made. We could 
note the conflicting tendencies resulting from the wish of the different per
·sons to drive the situation into the direction each prefers and in conse
quence each individual being forced to correct his intended expression con
tinuously as other persons within the group drive him into a different 
-direction from the one he wants. It was evidenced how poorly m en are able 
to adj ust themselves to unexpected situations .  Since an analysis of each of 
the persons as such did not evolve the desired effect, a psychology of 

426 
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.coordination of persons with persons had to be developed. In search of 
techniques of coordination it was found that two very well organized indi
viduals can make a very unhappy team . Two erratic individuals matched 
with a steady third may make an auspicious triangle . The knowledge of 
psychological states and their mechanisms is not sufficient to determine 
techniques of coordination . The problem is not what kind of reactions they 
have individually or socially, but what attributes enable them to fit together 
with other persons in a course of action. We then reduced the task to its 
simplest form and suggested to them to l et loose, unconcerned, faithfully 
relying upon the spontaneous aptitudes to act and react on the spur of the 
moment. Through such experiments we recognized that spontaneity when 
crude, however beautiful and disarming looked at from the point of view 
of the persons engaged in the acting, led in most of the cases to the gravest 
deficiencies of cooperation . We saw disclosed then in the plainest form the 
workings of our society, each individual following his longings, wi lling the 
best, but the whole thing, all together, going wrong. Abstracted from " Appli
cation of the Group Method to Classification." See bibliography . 

7. See page 6 in " Einladung zu einer Begegnung " (Invitation to a Meet
ing) , J. L. Moreno (ed) . See bibliography . 

8. Marx tried to prove that in the long run at least psychological changes 
are produced by economic changes ; that from the division between capital 
and labor derives the psychology of two different classes, capitalists and 
proletariat , and with this all other maj or differences among men. The 
.change of economic structure in Russia since the Revolution of 1918 does 
not appear to be accompanied by the expected change in the psychology of 
interrelations. Looking at the Russia of today he might say that the psy
chological changes Jag for behind the economic changes because the com 
munistic society is still in its first phase ; that the state has not yet " withered 
away." But may not the communistic society in its highest state be '\ 
myth to be set aside afterwards as Utopian and unattainable as soon as th<l 
economic program of the first phase is achieved ? 

9. In the process of evolution natural selection has been up to date th e 
final arbiter of survival. But man has arrived at crossroads . He can live 
and survive in two different environments, the one is the natural environment 
in which his freedom as a biological being, the function of the creator , is the 
most supreme criterion , and the other an industrial or, better . said , a 
.conserved and conserving environment in which his freedom and his creative 
function are restrained and have to flow between the bedrock of mechanical 
evolution. Obviously, races of men fit for the one may be unfit for the other. 
The criteria of unfitness are different in both environments. One line of 
evolution may lead inescapably to societies of men similar to societies of 
insects, harmonious and one hundred per cent efficient but unindividualistic. 
The other line of evolution may lead inescapably to a new race of men which 
tacitly wi ll follow the direction of his ascendance up to date , partly will be 
modified by the triumph over the robot. There will be then two possi
bilities of survival for man : one, as a zootechnical animal, the other, as a, 
ereator. The notion of Darwin of the survival of the fittest gains herewith 
a modification. Both environments may guarantee survival to man but 
independently, survival of such individuals as appear to be in respect to 
<Jne particular environment the fittest. And in an environment in which 
the machine and the technical conserve is thrown not out of existence but out 
of rule , the fittest will be the creator man, not the servant of the machine, 
the machine-addict, but its master. And the type of man who is supreme 
in a conserving environment will b e  doomed to perish in the other. The 
future may well see two different environments flourishing side by side and 
breeding two different races of men and leading consequently to the most 
important division since man arose from certain genera of the Pliocene 
ape man to our own genus Homo. 

10. We presented the rhythm of growth and decline in " Homo Juvenis,' ' 
1914. See bibliography. The following is abstracted from that study. The 
closer an individual is to the germplasm the fresher is his experience of life 
as a totality , however inarticulate his expression of this experience may be 
and however unaware he may be of the innumerable details in the universe . 
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The more distant an individual is from the germplasm, the weaker is his 
experience of life as a totality, however articulate his expression of this 
experience may be and however unaware he may have become of the 
innumerable details of the universe. The most intensive p eriod of life is 
childhood and adolescence (homo j uvenis) , the less intensive, manhood and 
senescence ( homo sapiens) . In consequence we recognized that j ust as " the 
individual operates in space with two functions, body and mind, the indi
vidual operates in the dimension of time in two phases, homo j uvenis and 
homo sapi ens." 

1 1 .  For the term " sociogram " we are indebted to Dr. Frederick L. Patry, 
Neuropsychiatrist, State Education Department, University of the State of 
New York. It is an interesting coincidence that the term had also been 
suggested by Helen .! enning.s,--The three sociograms presenting baby groups 
suggest horizontal differentiation of structure from about 20 weeks on and 
vertical differentiation of structure from about 40 weeks on. This appears 
to be in contradiction to some of the interpretations of investigators oi 
individual child development. The reason for this is probably that the 
development of an association of infants compared with the de
velopment of individual infants is " retarded." Occasional relation of one 
infant to another cannot be counted as producing organization. Attention 
of a baby to a neighbor's voice or movements has to appear with a certain 
frequency and constancy before the reaction can be called a re lation.  

12.  It locates for us the time points in the child's group development :1t 
which preventive measures are offered the possibility of successful applica
tion. The sociometric testing of the population of so-called delinquency 
areas (home, school and neighborhood groups are among its various com
ponents) in cities may furnish the psychogeographical evidence upon which 
constructive measures can be based . 

13. Piaget in his studies of the child considers the 7-8 year level as the 
point at which verbal expression of the individual child becomes socialized. 

14. " Extroverted " and " introverted " are psychological concepts which 
are used to connote specific individual reaction patterns. " Extroverted " and 
" introverted " group organization are sociometric concepts and have no 
relation to introverted and extroverted as used in the psychological sense. 
For instance, many members of an introverted group organization may be 
extroverts and many members of an extroverted group organization may ba 
introverts. And then they are not subj ective notions but exactly measurable 
expressions. The sociometric noti ons which correspond to introvert and 
extrovert in the psychological sense are emo tional expansiveness and emo
tional shrinkage . But also they have been developed in regard to the 
functioning of the individual within a group and can be presented in a metric 
fashion. 

A similar problem arises when we consider the theory of instincts. The 
dichotomy of instinct in the form of the sexual and the aggressive components 
may satisfy the psychoanalyst and the needs of individualistically oriented 
psychiatry. From their point of view it may appear that we should identify 
all emotions expressing attraction with the sexual component and all emo
tions expressing repulsion with the aggressive component. But this division, 
even if considered true for the individual organism, meets with methodological 
difficulties when applied to groups. The origin of a certain emotion, love 
or hate, rising from an individual, whatever the analytic definition of the 
end-product may be, is in its psychogeographical unfoldment interlocked with 
emotions rising from other individuals. Often we can see how they grow 
together, in symbiosis, dependent upon one another. When we say attraction, 
we indicate that a certain emotion spreads through a certain geographical 
area in respect to a certain criterion to join with a certain individual. When 
we say repulsion, we indicate that a certain emotion spreads through a 
geographical area in respect to a certain criterion to separate from a certain 
individual. A sexual current is not necessarily the accumulation of sexual 
impulses ; it is often the product of many contrasting and even contradicting 
factors. If we should say, instead of attraction, love or libido, we would 
say ·more than we can say ; we would confuse the se:xUal component which has 
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an individual ongm with the sexual current which has a socionomic ongm. 
It appears, therefore, more useful to consider the socionomic area of investiga
tion as having Jaws of its own and not to mix its interpretations with those 
coming from other fields. 

15. In order to rank the groups given in this table on the basis of their 
structural analysis, we should have to calculate the various numbers of each 
structure each group would have produced if the population had been the 
same size in each instance ; for example, if each cottage had had exactly 25 
members. 

The population of Hudson at the time of the first giving of the sociometri c 
test was 505 . It wi ll be noted that the total population of the 16 cottages 
was 435. The 70 individuals unaccounted for were at that time residing 
chiefly in the hospital or on the farm attached to the schooL As both these 
groups were formed on other criteria than living in proximity as in the case of 
the cottage groups (in the one instance, the criterion to be treated for 
illness, in the other, a vocational criterion) , we excluded the findings in 
respect to these groups from the findings in respect to the 16 cottage groups. 
The second phase of the test left out C3 and so it does not appear in 
all the tables. 

For the classification of groups, aside from the procedure discussed, a 
special test has been devised for determining the organization of a group 
when we wish to ascertain this without regard to the groups around it. 
One variety of  it consists in letting the members of the group choose their 
neighbors at the d ining tables. The choices and motivations given are then 
compared with the actual seating order the members have at the time. 

16. United States Census Reports for 1920 . 
17. See " Application of the Group M ethod to Classification," pp.  13-14. 

See bibliography. 
18. Stegreif  experiment (Impromptu or Spontaneity experiment) ,  " Stegreif

theater," pp. 26-64. See bibliography. 
19.  The following exam ple (see " App lication of the Group Method to 

Classification," pp. 95-97, also chapter on " group psychotherapy " on page 
56-7) illustrates how one can apply assignment therapy to the treatment of 
mental disorders. 

Three women were assigned as a group . Each was afflicted with a different 
mental disorder. S. was suffering from a severe form of inv.olutional 
melancholia ; R. was mildly presenile ; and M ., unstable and below average in 
intel ligence . The assignment was not made, and ought not to have been 
made, on the basis of individual diagnosis, their assumed reaction types, or 
other generalizations, but on the bcu;is of the sum of all symptoms and all 
the anamnestic facts known about each and the weighting of every factor and 
symptom against every factor and symptom of the o ther two person.s. 

Mrs. S. History : Age, 58. Jewish immigrant . Married early and lost 
her husband at 30. Didn't desire to remarry. Never became interested in 
l earning to read or write English, and spoke it poorly. Worked to support 
her four small children. Had always been extremely reticent. Was the 
obedient servant of her children . She manifested deep attachm ent to her 
son-inclaw and her daughter-in-law, but worried because there were no 
grandchildren and over the fact that her two younger daughters were 
unmarried . During her menopause she underwent an operation on the womb . 
Insidious onset of present disorder. 

Symptoms : Incessantly proclaims somebody wants to kill her and her 
children and that her children-in-law are the cause of all trouble . Declares 
they should be punished and killed to · save her and her children from 
further persecution . Solitaire attitude. Hosti le,  suspicious. Never talks to 
anyone . Seldom answers a question . Fears to go outside the hous·�. 
Stuporous. Hears voices. Persistently un-cooperative.  Reiterates : " I 
didn't do anything to anybody . I and my children will be killed." 

Mrs. R. History : Age, 62, Jewish immigrant. Reads and writes English . 
Husband died when she was 40. Did not remarry. Spoiled by her two 
sons whom she dominated. Always highly sociable and looking for amuse
ments. Very verbose . Spontaneous. Sympathetic . Her daughter-in-law 
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became antagonistic towards her, claiming she is unbearable to them a� 
she always wanted to be the center of the stage and to be served by them. 
They insisted she be placed in a home . 

Symptoms : Incessantly talking and j oking . Feeble memory for recent. 
events. Constantly complaining and never satisfied. Sleeplessness. 

Mrs. M. Age , 45. Irish-American. Opera singer. Widow of two · hus
bands, both Italians. Periodical moods of j oy and depression . Threatened 
to commit suicide. Uncritical in j udgment about people who have taken 
advantage of her. Impractical in handling her own situations. Enthusiastic. 
Cooperative . Dysfunction of the thyroid gland . 

The assignment phase presented here considers first the spontaneous choice 
factor, as the first reactions indicate the possible development of advan
tageous rel ationship . The more hostile to cooperation a patient is, the more 
important is the finding of a person towards whom he reacts favorably. The 
choice factor is disregarded only if all other factors and symptoms indicate 
that the choice is disadvantageous for either one or both persons or if the 
cases are so grave that the assignment has to be done fully by the attending 
psychiatrist, but the slightest signs of spontaneous desire for other persons 
should receive attention. 

In this case, the following reactions were noted. S .  smiled at R. when 
they met the first time as she was greeted by her in a Jewish-American 
slang with which she was familiar, and in turn R. seemed pleased with S.  
as she found in her someone who listened patiently and without stopping 
her. S. ignored M. who received her with a cheerful laughter , but M .  
expressed pity for S .  when she saw her break into tears and began at once 
to mother her. R. appeared refined and clever to M .  while R. took an 
attitude of satisfaction as though she had found someone she could command . 

Further, comparison of the respective factors of the three indicated that 
association would be of therapeutic value : 

Similar attributes : Ail three were widows. All were mothers of adult 
children. All feared men and liked the house because there were no men 
in it. 

Contrasting attributes : S. and R.  preferred to use Jewish-German slang ; 
M. talked only English . S. and R. expected to be served by M .  and M .  was 
willing to serve only S. and not R. R. had dominated her children ; S. had 
been dominated by them ; and M. and her daughter had been like sisters 
to each. other . 

Complementary attributes : R. wanted a companion to whom she could 
talk, etc . ,  and S.  had always felt it her part to comply and listen to others. 
(R.  wanted badly to have a partner on her walks and already the first 
day she began to nag S. to accompany her.) S. had always been unsociable
and occupied only with household interests and the serving of others. M . 
was an indefatigable worker in the house so an additional, constructive point 
of coordination was present between M. and S. 

Herewith some of the factors which suggested the assignment of S.,  R., 
and M .  to one group are stated. S. is after eighteen months on the way to 
full recovery . M. and R. have improved . 

The method of assignment we have described elsewhere for the prisoner con
sists in relating to him the nearest and closest persons, the other prisoners.  
Simi larly it consists for the insane in an institution in relating to him the 
nearest and closest persons, the other patients and the personnel.  . 

Group assignment and spontaneous therapy will be advantageous for per
sons who do not. recover by themselves or through some form of psychological 
analysis or medication , but only through the interaction of one or more 
persons who are so coordinated to the patient that the curative tendencies 
within are strengthened and the disparaging tendencies within checked and 
so that he may influence the members of his group to their therapeutic 
advantage. 

To make this method useful for a mental hospital, complete charts for 
assignment and interrelation data have to be worked out, rating the pre
psychotic factors and the complex of symptoms and interpreting their inter
connections. One or two trial groups may lead to various practical rules 
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as to how the treatment can be applied to the whole population of the 
hospital. 

20. Observers often disagree as to what emotion underlies certain mimic 
expressions. But whether or not there is any measurable relationship be
tween mimic expression and emotion does not de-evaluate the significance of 
warming-up indicators and of starters for the subject in training. 

21 . The suggestion which comes from the research into spontaneous be
havior is that the reflex may be secondary to the " creative act." Spon
taneous functioning in the beginning of organic life may have appeared in 
a direct, deliberate form. Reflexive spontaneity may have superseded this. 
primary function and become the more complex as the organisms becam e 
the more complex . 

22. Maj or disturbances which arise from the segregation en masse of a 
certain nationality group within a population can be largely reduced if this 
mass is broken up and its units distributed throughout the community. 
When the same living quarters are provided for contrasting groups other 
disturbances develop if the saturation point within the small living-group. 
units is surpassed. 

23. See note 15. 
24. United States Census Reports for 1 928. 
25 . See sociograms, pp. 31-3. 
26. In the history of community experimentation Charles Fourier and 

Robert Owen have earned a place of honor. Over a century ago these two 
indefatigable pioneers evolved ingenious schemes for social organization. It 
was their Utopian concept of human nature and of human society which 
accounts for their not having conceived of psychological planning in theit· 
projects and to this may be partly attributed the failure of their respective 
efforts. 

27. Also other factors which we have indicated in the developmental levels 
of group organization are significant. For instance, the role of homosexual 
attraction in the production of cleavages within groups (see pp. 60-64) . 
Only a Population Test could disclose to any adequate degree the tre
mendous implications of psychological pressure within groups. 

28. See " Impromptu," April , 1931, p. 3. 
29. Preceding the physical setting up of a community should be initiated 

its psychological set-up . The ·more criteria the Population Test is de
termined in respect to, the more can the physical structure of the community 
be organized to reflect it : the location of public centers, the grouping of 
the houses , and so on. 

30. See T. Hunt Morgan, " Biology and Physics," Science, LXV, p. 213 ; C. 
C. Hurst, " The Mechanism of Creative Evolution," pp. 172, 179, 184, 185.  
We may have to consider not only changes in the genes, as suggested by 
Morgan and others, but changes between the genes,-whatever mutation may 
have taken place in a gene and for whatever reason, mechanical, chemical, 
or whatever. If this mutation should be favorable, the genes must be 
attractive to one another, that is,  must correspond to changes in .some other 
genes. In other words, the genes must be able to produce a functional rela
tion ; morphological affinities and disaffinities between them must exist. 

It may be doubted whether the attraction of one individual towards 
another and pairing inclinations are a fair index of morphological affinity and 
conversely whether repulsion of one individual for another and disinclina
tion to mate are an index of sterility or reflecting a dysgenic factor. Our 
opinion is that as long as no better knowledge is available, affinities of 
individuals for one another should be considered a practical index . It is not 
know1J. to us if ever a thorough investigation of the relationships existing 
between psychological affinities and disaffinities and the eugenic reflections of 
them has been made. The more one considers psychological processes 
as a fair index for bodily changes and the more one considers them as an 
index not only for the needs of the individual but also for the needs of 
the kind, the more will one be inclined to expect that the factor Df 
spontaneous choice and spontaneous clicking is not a random experience but 
an inherent expression of the whole organism. A definite relation may :exist 
between gene effect (if we call " gene effect " the reflection of one gene .up<m 
another and upon the individual characters) and tele effect. 



GLOSSARY 

Cultural Con.�erve . The technical conservation of cultural valu es, as the 
book or the film, which substitutes and preserves man's creative expressions. 
It differs from the machine which accomplishes his labor and from the 
robot which is an imitation of man. 

Emotional Expansiveness. The specific function of emotion to spread from 
one individual to others and to shrink or expand within certain limits. 

Homosexual A ttraction . This term does not imply true homosexuality. It 
simply indicates attraction between individuals of the same sex . 

Heterosexual A ttraction indicates attraction between individuals of opposite 
sex. 

Network. A psychological structure which consists largely of a chain forma
tion in which individuals comprising certain links in it are unacquainted 
with those in more distant links but can exert an influence upon one 
another by indirection. Through such chains opinion and suggestion can 

Population Test . A sociometric test applied to large populations. 
Psychological Currents. Feelings which spread from one group to other groups. 
Psychological Distance. In distinction from social distance, which con-

siders the undifferentiated attitude of an individual (or group) towards a 
class of people, psychological distance considers the degree of distance or 
nearness an individual ( or group ) has towards another individual ( or 
another group ) on the basis of the accumulative effect of the individual 
affinities and disaffinities between them (the evidence being secured by 
sociometric testing) . 

Psychological Geography. The expansion of psychological currents in rela
tion to the various anchorages of our social structure (families, factories, 
churches, etc.) produce a picture of a community which is geographic and 
psychological at the same time. It is determined by the specific relation.s 
between the specific individuals comprising these various anchorages. 

Bocial Atom . The smallest constellation of psychological relations which 
can be said to make up the individual cells in the social universe. It con
sists of the psychological relations of one individual to those other indi
viduals to whom he is attracted or repelled and their relation to him all 
in respect to a specific criterion (as living in proximity) . 

Sociogram . A graph which visualizes the underlying structure of a group 
and the position each individual has within it.  ( See note 1 1 ,  p .  428.) 

Sociome try. The mathematical study of psychological properties of popula
tions, the experimental technique of and the results obtained by applica
tion of quantitative methods. 

Bociometric Test . An instrument to measure the amount of organization 
shown by social groups. 

Socionomy. A science which is concerned with the psychological properties 
of populations and with the communal problems which these properties 
produce. 

Tele. A feeling which is proj ected into distance ; the simplest unit of feeling 
transmitted from one individual towards another. 

Glossary to Charts. The charts of the home groups (pp .  1 1 7-29) and the 
Tabulation of page 109 do not indicate always the same number of structures 
as some of the charts relate to a different developmental level of these groups. 
On p. 74 seventy-five individuals are presented as unchosen. On p. 75, Table 
S, sixty-six individuals. In Table 8, Cottage III with five and the Hospital 
with four unchosen are not included. This accounts for the difference. 
Cottage V is classified, on p. 76, on the basis of its choice structure as 
balanced. On p. 122, Cottage V is described as extroverted because when 
the responses were added to the choices coming from individuals of out
side groups this trend appeared to be the more dominant one. 
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STATEMENT ON THE RESEARCH AT HUDSON 

When a community has been put under the microscope 
through sociometric study, as the Hudson school has been, it 
is difficult to present the findings so that all aspects of the 
community's psychological organization can be viewed as a 
totality. Of necessity we have been compelled to focus our 
attention, now on this aspect and now on that, so as to point 
out what may be of especial importance not alone for an 
understanding of Hudson but as well for other communities.  
It was our aim to treat more extensively those aspects of 
human interrelations which are everywhere productive of con
flict and tension within groups. This was done in order that 
our study might contribute to the understanding of these prob
lems in the world at large . In consequence our emphasis upon 
any particular problem in Hudson, as racial tension, sex, or 
runaways, needs to be understood as arising from a penetra
tion into the underlying factors which are uncovered when we 
examine beneath the surface of a community's psychological 
structure of organization, whether this community be now 
Hudson or any other. There is no structure found in Hudson 
which may not and does not develop in other communities 
outside. 

The remarkable effort on the part of the superintendent of 
Hudson to offset these disruptive forces with an ingeniously 
devised educational set-up is a subj ect which would deserve a 

special writing. Further, a variety of social projects are con
tinuously invented and new ideas and people from the outside 
are brought into the school to arouse interests in the girls and 
to rob them of the feeling that the community is closed in the 
rigid sense of the word. Thus creative forces are at work to 
produce a psychological home for the several hundred children 
who have been under-privileged outside. 

'rhe incidents in regard to a runaway chain of 14 individuals 
within 14 days ( see pp . 256-60 ) and the incident within one 
part .of the colored population ( see pp. 217-224) were so ex
ceptional in this institution in which nothing similar had 
happened during the last ten years, that it provoked our 
attention and stimulated our study of the underlying causes. 
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